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CHAPTER 5, ::_ 

GENERAL 

The engineering phase of the work performed by Holmes & Narver, 
Inc. under the Contract is identified as "Job No, 2- Engineering, Design 
and Inspection." In general, the scope of the vork performed by the 
Engineering Division under "Job No. 2" consisted of three related tasks: 
design surveys, detail design, and construction supervision and inspec
tion. 

'When Holmes & Narver received the Letter-of-Intent on September 16, 
1948, very little information 1'/aS available upon which engineering work 
could be based. The only item definitely firm was that the weapons were 
to be located on to-wers for detonation. Also, at this time, only the 
principals of the firm and the five members of the reconnaissance team 
had "Q" security clearances. This posed a major problem because, in 
the fall of 1948, the·entire Project - even the fact that the AEC iire.s 
contemplating the reuse of Eni-wetok Atoll as a proving ground - was 
classified as "Secret.• 

Since it was possible for engineers to design a to-wer without know
ledge of its projected location and use, this was one major feature on 
which design vork could be started without waiting for security clear
ances, Accordingly, studies were begun and several basic tower designs 
were developed and submitted to the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
even before the completion of the reconnaissance trip. 

At the same time that the tower design studies were started, ap
plications for security clearance were submitted for all personnel who 
were to be engaged in engineering work. Although clearance require
ments were not a serious handicap, there were times in the early stages, 
when some delays were encountered due to the limited number of "Q• 
cleared personnel. This condition existed only for a short time; ade
quate personnel were soon cleared, including those 'Who were ..rorking only 
part time on this Project. This clearance of part-time, as well as full 
time personnel, made for flexibility, for when required more people 
could be put to work on the Project to meet an emergency. Also, costs 
of having cleared personnel standing by but not occupied full time were 
avoided. This flexibility and economy was possible because the engi
neering design was carried out in the Home Office where personnel could 
be readily shifted from one project to another. 

At the beginning of 1949, the scientific aspects of the tests had 
not yet been definitely vorked out to the point where actual design of 
the necessary structures could be developed. Therefore, efforts were 
concentrated on the development of the ca.mp islands, Parry and Eniwetok. 
The decision had been reached to f ollov the recommendation made in the 
Reconnaissance Report: to house military and civilian personnel sepa
rately. Because the only airstrip on the Atoll that could be utilized 
by C-47 and C-54 cargo aircraft was already located on Eni-wetok Island 

08'1, JPLWio.1ee 
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and because the military garrison i.re.s also quartered there, this island 
i.re.s made th~ •military island". A site plan was developed to provid€ 
housing, messing, ~ffice space, warehousing, shops, recreation facili
ties, and utilities for 600 men, the number of Army and Air Force person
nel believed to ~e required to support the series of experiments contem
plated when planning started on March 5, 1949. Similarly, it was planned 
at that time to provide for 600 civilians on Parry Island: 200 scientists 
and their assistants, and 400 men in the construction and operating 
forceo 

The type of building construction had not yet been fully developed, 
but it had been determined that an aluminum alloy would be used for all 
semi-permanent buildings; that personnel would be housed in groups, 8 
or 16 men to a building for officers and scientists, and approximately 
34 men to a dormitory for construction personnel and enlisted men; that 
water would be distilled and power generated on each island; that an 
open air movie and outside recreational facilities would be provided on 
each island; and that each group would be a complete unit with necessary 
administration buildings, mess hall, bakery, cold storage, PX and Post 
Office, maintenance shops, laundry, and infirmary, These fundamental 
ideas were incorporated in the original site plans" 

The first site plans were developed from the few maps of the is
lands that had been previously prepared from aerial photographs, and 
from personal observations made by the members of the reconnaissance 
team. This was done because the work of planning and developing the 
engineering design was started as soon as the Reconnaissance Report was 
accepted. 

At about the same time, February 1, 1949, the first group of H & N 
personnel (nine men) left Los Angeles for Eniwetok. The Chief of Surveys 
and one surveyor vere included in this group. Because of the limited 
facilities available, the necessity for emphasis on workmen to initiate 
construction, and the inability of the garrison to support more than 30 
men, it was May 17, 1949, before there was one complete survey party at 
the Atoll. In spite of such limitations, topographical survey work vas 
started at once on Parry Island and then on Eniwetok. As data vere ac
cumulated, field sketches were prepared and sent to the Home Office, 
site plans vere modified to fit the topography, and utility plans vere 
developed, 

Later, similar infoI"IllB.tion was obtained for the three principal 
Experiment Islands -- Engebi, the Aomon group and Runit -- and tent 
camp sites vere developed for those islands, 

Because of the remoteness of the Project from the nearest practi
cal source of supply of construction materials and because of the two 
or three month period required for supplies to reach Jobsite from vendor, 
the Engineering Division 1o1as required to make early estimates of pro
bable equipment and material needs. Fortunately, the fact that Holmes & 
Narver was responsible for construction as vell as for design and engi
neering made it possible to expedite procurement by stockpiling on the 
basis of early sketches 
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Purchase Specifications were prepared and the Purchasing Depart
ment obtained bids for special items, such as diesel engine-generator 
sets, water distillation units, aluminum buildings, electrical s'Witch
gear, transformers, and many others. The Engineering Division analyzed 
the bids and if the value of the purchase \las less than $50,000.00 in
structed the Purchasing Department as to which bid to accept. If the 
purchase value exceeded $50,000.00, the Engineering Division made recom
mendations, after analysis, to the Director of Engineering and Construc
tion, Santa Fe Operations Office, Los Alamos, and his approval 'WRS ob
tained before the purchase 'WRS made. 

The Engineering Division anticipated its designs and, based upon 
experience and judgment, made estimates of needed quantities of all 
construction materials, such as lumber, cement, reinforcement steel,'Wire, 
pipe and fittings, electric conduit, outlets, switches, poles and plumb
ing fixtures. Requisitions were then prepared for approximately 75 
per cent of the estimated total quantities needed, and this material 
'WRS purchased in the usual \lay and shipped to the Jobsite as a stock
pile or 'Warehouse stock to be drawn upon by the construction forces. 
This operation 'WRs carried out before the completion of working draw
ings and, in many cases, before any drawings had been started for the 
structures. If this had not been done, construction of any building 
could not have been started for from three to six months after the 
completion of dra'Wings, for it would have taken that time to take off 
material lists, and procure, ship, and off-load the materials required 
to construct that particular building or facility. 

By the end of 1949, the experimental program began to take form. 
The first of a long series of instrument charts 'WRs developed and is
sued on December 13, 1949. Structures to be used in connection \.Ii.th 
experiments were designated as •stations" as distinguished from 
"buildings", the latter being the support structures such as living 
quarters, laboratories, administration buildings, mess halls, shops, 
warehouses, etca On the first chart, five groups of Users and thirty
eight stations were listed. Between December 13, 1949, and test time 
in the spring of 1951, the number of Users grew from five to twenty
seven (as broken down on the instrumentation cha.rt),l and the number of 
stations had increased from 38 to 839. Also, the number of islands 
involved in the experiments continually increased. On December 13, 
1949, all stations were planned for three islands (considering Aomon 
and Biijiri as one). Finally, there were scientific stations on 18 
islands of the Atoll. 

As soon as survey data were obtained for the first experiment 
island, the development of location maps 'WRS started. The geographical 
location of each scientific station, as well as the distance and direc
tion of each one from its "zero• tower (the towers upon which the 
weapons were to be detonated) was plotted. Every time a new station 
was added or the location of a station changed, the particular location 

1 Cost Reporting requirements required a breakdo\111 of Users into 
seventy-eight groups and subgroups. 
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map involved was revised and reissued. Thirty-seven location maps, 
23 x 34 inches in size, were required to depict the exact location of 
the 839 stations, As the many experimental programs were developed 
and the use of additional islands became necessary, additional survey 
'WOrk was requiredo In many cases, stations were located on islands 
other than those containing zero towers, and a complete triangulation 
survey was required to determine the distance and direction of the 
stations from zero, 

These were unique engineering and planning problems. Not only was 
the number of scientific stations being continually increased and their 
locations being frequently changed, but the types of structures and 
kinds of construction were many and varied. There were practically no 
structures which could be said to be of normal construction. The pur
pose of the particular experiment, the problem of shielding from radia
tion, the location of the structure with relation to the zero towers, 
the blast pressure, the heat given off by apparatus within the structures, 
and many other special requirements governed the material of which the 
structure was to be built and the engineering design necessary. 

Not only did the development of the many scientific programs call 
for an almost continuous series of revisions, changes, and new designs 
for the experiment islands and scientific stations, but also the de
signs for camps on Parry and Eniwetok Islands were far from stable. As 
a natural result of the continually increasing scope of the scientific 
program, the number of people participating kept increasing. Each new 
group required laboratory and shop facilities. The addition of JTF-3 
headquarters on Parry called for another administration building. The 
decision that drone planes would operate from Eniwetok greatly increased 
the Air Force requirements for housing, laboratories, shops, radar, and 
other facilities. The inclusion of animals in the experiments resulted 
in the development of Japtan Island as an animal colony and headquar
ters for the Medical-Biological group. These changes and additions 
caused many revisions to the plans for the non-experimental islands so 
that although the planning of these islands was started on March 5, 
1949, and the design of the buildings lo/as started on April 4, 1949, it 
was September 29, 1950, before the engineering design for these islands 
was finished, and the design of scientific stations was still in.pro
gress at the beginning of 1951. 

Another feature \ilhich added to the complication of completing 
designs was the distance between the Zone of Interior and Enivetok 
Atoll. Rapid communication by telephone, teletype, and air mail vas 
possible between the H & N Home Office, representatives of the Labora
tory, the AEC Engineering & Construction Division, and the many repre
sentatives of Users; however, communication betveen the H & N Home 
Office and the Jobsite was somewhat slower. Teletype facilities were 
helpful within their limitations, but mail service, including the de
livery of drawings, -was slow and uncertain. In the early phases of 
the work, in fact through 1949 and the first portion of 1950, air 
transportation was irregular, Air mail passing through the APO system 
was frequently a week to ten days in arriving, Even communications 
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and drawings vhich vere handcarried took varying lengths of time be
cause of the uncertain schedules of air transportation, occasioned by 
delays at Fairfield-Suisan Field (later renamed Travis Air Force Base), 
at Hickam Field, and at Kwajaleino This was somewhat of a handicap, 
especially in keeping the personnel at the Jobsite informed of the 
latest revisions in dravings ma.de necessary by changes in requirementso 

The inconvenience and delays due to time required to get inf orma
tion from the Home Office to the Jobsite were more than offset by the 
close liaison that "18.s possible between the Laboratory and the Engineer
ing Division of H & N. The many contacts by phone and the many personal 
visits assisted materially in the development of the unusual designs 
requiredo It would have been almost impossible to have carried on the 
engineering designs at the Jobsiteo Experience proved that the decision 
to carry on the design in Los Angeles wa.s a wise one. 

Throughout the Project, the far-sighted policy of test authori
ties in ta.king a long-range view of development of physical facilities 
of the proving ground served to advance the progress of the engineer
ing wrko It "18.S recognized that the nev and experimental nature of 
many of the concepts wuld require some trial and error and some 
adaptation to the site planning and to other, possibly conflicting, 
objectives. In a project of such complexity and magnitude all even
tualities could not possibly be antici?lted by any one person or group 
of specialists, and rapid scientific advancement during the planning 
period required constant modification of plans. Test authorities 
recognized that revisions and changes would be inevitable, and that if 
tests were not to be impeded engineering work would have to be spread 
out over a long period of time, The constantly changing requirements 
constituted a challenge to engineering ingenuity, but cooperation and 
teamwork carried the Project through to the successful tests of 1951. 
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CHAPTER 5,2 

ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION 

The planning, development, and operation of the proving grounds at 
Eniwetok involved various phases of engineering, both in the office and 
in the field, and required specialists in site planning; in architecture, 
civil, mechanical, electrical, structural, sanitary, electronic, re
frigeration, and air-conditioning engineering; and in communications, 
power generation and distribution, water distillation, land and hydro
graphic surveying, and materials testing, 

Although this Project was possibly more involved and diversified 
than some projectsthat have been successfully carried out over a period 
of years by the Engineering Division of Holmes & Narver, Inco, it did 
not impose a severe personnel burden on the Engineering Division. In 
fact, all of the engineering requirements were carried ou+ by the Engi
neering Division as already organized, Additional personnel i.rere placed 
under the direction of key men who had been directing engineering design 
for H & N for yearso 

There were three principal types of engineering 'WOrk on the Project: 
field surveys, design, and field supervision and inspection. 

Field surveys consisted of the following: 

lo Horizontal and vertical control surveys 
2, Topographical surveys 
3 o Hydrogra phy 
4. Mapping of experiment islands 
5, Construction surveys (location on ground of structures, 

roads, and utilities) 
6. Cross-sectioning of zero areas before and after tests 
7. Remapping of all islands after tests to show surviving 

structures and new shore line 

Surveys were under the direction of the Chief of Surveys 'Who was a 
member of the initial party sent to the Jobsite on Februe.ry 1, 1949. 
He or his replacement was at the Jobsite throughout the development and 
construction period. The Chief of Surveys reported directly to the 
Resident Manager at Jobsite until the Engineering Manager was appointed 
on March 1950. Design information obtained by surveys \18.S forwarded to 
the Chief Engineer for use at the Home Office by the Engineering 
Division. 

Design, under the direct supervision of the Chief Engineer, in
cluded all work carried on by the Engineering Division at the Home 
Office, consisting of the following; 
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2, Preparation of working drawings for buildings and 
experimental structureso 

J, Preparation of drawings of utilities, including fresh 
and salt water distribution, sewerage system, electric 
power distribution, communications, signal systems, and 
petroleum handling and storage systems. 

4. Design of power plants and water distillation plants. 
5. Preparation of location maps. 
6. Preparation for material take-off and requisitioning of 

construction materials to provide a stockpile of such 
materials at Jobsite in advance of completion of 
definitive working drawingso 

7. Checking of vendors' shop drawings. 
8, Inspection of fabricated items. 
9. Preparatior of Progress Reports. 

Field supervision and inspection, under the direction of the 
Engineering Manager at Jobsite, included the following: 

1. Interpretation of working drawings for the Construction 
Department at the Jobsite. 

2. Inspection of construction work. 
3. Testing of materials such as concrete, paving, etc. 
4. Preparation of change orders and estimates. 
5, Testing of equipment such as pumps, engine-generators, 

'IJ8.ter distillation equipment, dehumidifiers, refrigera
tion equipment, etc. 

6. Compiling operating instructions. 
7. Preparation of "as-built dravings". 
8, Providing engineering advice and assistance to AEC, 

Users, and other H & N Divisions at the Jobsite. 

The planned development of engineering requirements necessitated 
a gradual growth and change in the organization of the Engineering 
Division as the scope and nature of engineering functions extended. 
Figure 5.2-1 shows the Engineering Division Home Office organization 
during the fall of 1950. Figure 5.2-2 shows the Engineering Division 
Jobsite organization for the same period. 

The Chief Engineer established general policies; consulted with 
and advised the Assistant Chief Engineer, his staff assistants, and 
eight department chiefs on major engineering problems; approved 
finished drawings; and acted as Holmes & Narver's liaison representa
tive with J-Division in obtaining design criteria. Because of the 
nature of the Project, because design work 'WB.S done at the Home Office, 
and because of the necessity for close liaison with J-Division at Los 
Alamos, the Chier Engineer was based at the Home Office. He made 
frequent trips to Los Alamos to coordinate with J-Division,(and 
frequent visits to H & N's Home Office were ma.de by J-Division liaison 
personnel for the same purpose), and he made frequent visits to the 
Jobsite to coordinate the various portions of the work being carried 
on both in the Home Office and at the Jobsite. 
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The Assistant Chief Engineer assigned work through the Chief 
Draftsman to the department chiefs, The wcrk of the departments was 
coordinated by the Chief Draftsman, During the initial phases of the 
project and until January, 1950, each department \.las responsible for 
the preparation of the required plans and bills of material as well as 
for the execution of the engineering design functions outlined above. 

The Engineering Manager at the Jobsite established general poli
cies and was responsible for the functioning of the five subordinate 
Jobsite def:B.rtments, He and his staff assistant acted as liaison lolith 
the AEC Resident Engineer~s Office" As the amount of liaison work grew 
and the Users' representatives began to arrive in large numbers early 
in 1951, the amount of this liaison work reached a maximum. 

Coordination between the Jobsite Engineering Manager and the Home 
Office Chief Engineer was maintained through the Project Manager and 
by means of the Chief Engineer's frequent visits to the Jobsite. 
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CHAPTER 5, 3 

HOME OFFICE ENGINEERING PROCEDURES 

Home Office engineering procedures included development of designs, 
production of design drawings, revision of dravings, and preparation of 
materials and equipment specifications and bills of material. 

DESIGN CRITERIA 

The early development of design of facilities provided for the 
scientific experiments \.IRS carried through by close liaison between 
the Chief Engineer of Holmes & Narver and the J-Division Leader, a 
scientist who had been assigned the direction of all technical and oper
ational matters relating to the Contract. Later, this close liaison 
....as maintained between the Chief Engineer and another scientist who 
took over these duties from the J-Division leader. Having highly com
petent men in charge of this phase of the Project was a distinct ad
vantage, 

Criteria were not provided by J-Division for the design of service 
facilities such as power and water distillation plants, petroleum pro
ducts handling, utilities, mess halls, bakeries, cold storage and dry 
food stores, laundry, shops, ;re.rehouses, H & N headquarters, infirmary, 
post exchange, post office, piers, and causeways. Designs for these 
facilities were prepared by the Engineering Division under the super
vision of the Chief Engineer, subject to the approval of the Director 
of Engineering and Construction, Santa Fe Operations Office. 

The design criteria for certain other facilities, such as those 
provided for the Army and the Air Force on Eniwetok Island and JTF-3 
headquarters on Parry Island, originated vi.th Joint Task Force Three 
and -were supplied to H & N by the Contract Administrator, representing 
the Director of Engineering and Construction, Los Alamos. The design 
of the military structures for Program 3 was not the responsibility of 
Holmes & Narver. The Army and the Air Force each appointed its O'Wil 

Architect-Engineers, and the Bureau of Yards and Docks designed the 
Navy structures. The instrumentation of Program 3 structures was 
delegated to Sandia Corporation, (See •Military Structures•, Vol.III 
of this report.) 

The design criteria for the rest, and by far the largest pirt, of 
the development of the proving ground were supplied by J-Division of 
the Laboratory at Los Alamos. These included the folloving facilities: 

On Parry Island -- living quarters, recreational facilities, AEC 
headquarters, control and telemetering buildings, instrument labora
tories, photo laboratory and buildings, and facilities for special 
purposes. 

On Japtan Island -- laboratory, autopsy and X-Ra.y buildings, 
animal infirmary, small animal houses, and animal runs. 
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On thirteen other islands -- '-leapon to'Jers, photo tower, instru
mented structures, recorder building, and a great variety of instrumented 
facilities o 

In all 839 separate scientific test facilities were ultimately de
signed and constructed. 

DEVELO.FMENT OF DESIGNS AND DRAlrlINGS 

Information and criteria for the development of design were re
ceived in many ways: by letter, by conference, by telephone, by rough 
sketches, and in some cases by drawings quite completely indicating 
requirementso Throughout the entire period of two years starting early 
in 1949, the representative of J-Division, and the Holmes & Narver Chief 
Engineer, were in frequent and almost continuous contact by phone calls 
almost every day and by meetings at Los AlBlD.os or at Los Angeles 
almost every weeko 

Upon receipt of information as to requirements, the Engineering 
Division prepared preliminary drawings showi~ physical dimensions and 
all information necessary to indicate the manner in which the Users' 
requirements vould be fulfilledo Prints of the preliminary drawings 
vere submitted to J-Division for approvalo J-Division, at its dis
cretion, submitted the preliminaries to the User; changes and sugges
tions :rmde by J-Division and/or the User were then incorporated on the 
preliminary drawings and, if the changes were extensive, the drawings 
were resubmitted. The number of unscheduled preliminary drawings and 
the number of changes made on them was great, 

After approval of preliminary drawings by J-Division, working 
drawings were started. In the development of working drawings all 
design departments had a part -- architectural, civil, sanitary, struc
tural, mechanical, and electrical. Even while working drawings were 
being prepared, changes were frequently made at the request of 
J-Divisiono This was not at all unexpected, since new ideas vere being 
put into definite form and many ideas never used before vere being ap
plied on these dravingso Although the many changes were sometimes dis
couraging to the men preparing designs and drawings, it was recognized 
by all that they vere pioneering and taking part in the development of 
a nev and significant undertaking and that change meant progress. 

At the same time that drawings were being prepared for the many 
buildings and scientific stations, the location maps were also being 
developedo The exact location of each scientific station in relation 
to the 1o1eapon tower and in relation to the other stations was of great 
importance. Each station was plotted on one of 37 drawings which to
gether made up the overall location map. The orientation of the station, 
its distance and direction from the zero tower, and its geographic 
location (determined by coordinates) were all shown for each station. 
The location maps were continually changing because stations were con
stantly being added and moved, and it was extremely difficult and at 
times impossible to keep the location maps current. Therefore, in 
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addition to each station being shown on a location map, the pertinent 
data -- orientation, location, and distance and direction from the 
zero towers -- were also sho'W?l on the drawings of the stations, 

APPROVAL OF DRAWINGS 

When "WOrking drawings were completed, prints were sent to 
J-Division for final approval. Sometimes new ideas had been developed 
or changes had been decided upon so recently that the designers had not 
been ma.de aware of them. In these cases, marked prints were returned, 
and the changes incorporatedo Revised prints were then returned to 
J-Division" '\tlhen all requirements had been met, the drav.lngs were ap
proved by J-Division and vritten authorization to proceed vith con
struction was issued by the Contract Administrator. 

This approval was functional approval only, Holmes & Narver was 
entirely responsible for proper and sound construction and the in
tegration of all component parts. 

CIRCULATION OF COMPLETED DRAWINGS 

At the time prints of working drawings were sent to Los Alamos for 
approval, prints of the completed drawings were circulated to all de
sign departments. This circulation \IS.s ma.de for coordination between 
the departments, In most cases, prints covering complete design for a 
building or station were circulated as a group so that coordination of 
design criteria could be checkedo After review, these prints were 
initialed by each department chief and returned to the reproduction 
unit with corrections or questions plainly marked vi.th colored pencil. 
The returned prints were then reviewed by the Chief Draftsman or other 
delegated personnel and referred for corrections to the departments 
concerned, The marked prints were then filed for future referenceo 
This print circulation procedure applied to revisions to drawings as 
well as to original issue, 

DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTS 

After all corrections indicated on the circulated prints or re
quested by J-Division were made, the dravings were signed as approved 
by the Chief Engineer or his assistant. Until a drawing 'WB.s signed 
by the Chief Engineer it was considered a preliminary drawing. Upon 
signature by the Chief Engineer, a drav.lng became a \o/Orking drawingo 
A complete record was kept of all prints made and distributed after 
approval. 

The usual distribution or prints was as follows: 

H & N Engineering Manager, 
Jobsite 

AEC Re3ident Engineer, 
Jobsite 

8 prints, 1 transparency 

1 print 
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AEC Contract Administrator, 
Los Ala.mos 

J-6, J-Division, Los Ala.mos 

H & N General Superintendent of 
Construction, Los Angeles 

H & N Estimating Department, 
Los Angeles 

H & N Engineering Division, 
Los Angeles 

1 print 

1 print (additional 
prints as requested) 

1 print 

1 print 

1 print 

Prints issued to the Jobsite were ordinarily sent by air mail, but 
in many cases urgency required that the prints be hand-carried by author
ized personnel going to the Jobsite. The transparency 'Was issued for 
making additional necessary reproductions and for use as a basis for 
"as built" dra\Tings, Each print or transparency was numbered and logged 
in a card index system in the engineering files, shoving distribution, 
date issued, and number of revisions. All prints issued to Jobsite 
were accompanied by a letter of transmittal containing a receipted copy 
to be signed by the Engineering Manager at the Jobsite or by other 
delegated personnel and returned to the Engineering Division in the Home 
Office as evidence that they were received, 

REVISIONS TO DRAWINGS 

Changes in design or changes in location were often requested by 
Users after completed drawings had been approved by the Chief Engineer 
and issued to Jobsite. Drawings were revised to incorporate these 
changes and were then reissued in accordance with the procedure outlined 
above, 

The total number of drawings required to complete the Project 
(839 scientific stations, 337 aluminum buildings with a total floor 
area of 482,765 square feet, 644 tents, and 115 rehabilitated buildings) 
'WS.s far in excess of the 876 final drawings prepared by the Engineering 
Division in the Home Office and approved by the Chief Engineer. In 
addition to the many prelilll.ina.ry dravings, there were 110 drawings com
pleted and approved but later voided and replaced by new drawings be
cause revisions were so numerous or extensive that the original draw
ings could no longer be used, and 575 drawings prepared by the engineer
ing force at the Jobsite. There were 1289 recorded revisions to draw
ings prepared in the Home Office. 

A system was set up for the identification and control ~f drawings. 
Preliminary drawings were identified by the letters "SK" followed by a 
number~ The first digit indicated the originating department; the 
other digits, the serial number, 
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Numbers were allotted as follows: 

Architectural 

Civil 

Electrical 

Mechanical 

Sanitary 

Structural 

Surveys 

Miscellaneous 

101-199 

201-299 

301-399 

401-499 

501-599 

601-699 

701-799 

801-899 

Working drawings were given numbers consisting of one-digit or two
digit number, a. letter, a dash, and a three-digit number. The first 
element indicated the use feature of the work. Use features were as
signed numbers as follows: 

Site Plans 

Buildings 

Special Structures 

Power Plants 

Refrigeration 

Electrical Distribution 

Communications 

Signal and Control 

Water System 

Sewer System 

Fuel System 

Airstrips 

Roads 

Grading and Paving 

Subaqueous 

1 

2 

J 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
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Surveys 16 

Instrumentation 17 

Miscellaneous 18 

The letter identified the locationo The following are the loca-
tions and their letter symbols: 

Eniwetok A 

Parry B 

Runit c 

The Aomon-Biijiri-Rojoa Group D 

Engebi E 

Bogallua F 

Experiment Islands G 

Eniwetok Atoll H 

Coral Head J 

Aniyaanii K 

Japtan L 

Tower-Site Southeast of Runit M 

Piiraai N 

Bokonaarappu p 

Teiteiripucchi Q 

Aaraanbiru R 

Muzio s 

Kirinian T 

Bogombogo u 

Eberiru v 
Bog on w 
Rigili x 
Igurin z 
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The first digit of the final element identified the dep:i.rtment that 
prepared the dra'Wing, and the last two digits gave the numerical order 
of preparation, by the same system as that used for preliminary 
drawings. 

Tiius, an example 128-204 tells that the drai..ring has to do lolith the 
airstrip on Parry, 1.18.s prepared by the Civil Depirtment, and was the 
fourth drawing prepared by that department, 

This system made for ease and clarity of reference to drawings and 
facilitated storage, classification, and use, 

EQUIFMENT AND MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Ordinarily, two methods of specification preparation could be fol
lowedo By the first method, a basic specification could be vritten 
covering the first vork increment, and subsequent work increments added 
by amendment, By the second method, sepirate specifications could be 
written covering each successive work increment. By either method, the 
bulk of the specifications would be great and would be further augmented 
by addenda occasioned by changes in design or scope of the work. Tiie 
resulting completed specifications in either case, it was estimated, 
'W'Ould be unwieldy in size and confused by a maze of references and 
cross-references. 

An even more important objection to the preparation of specifica
tions by either of the foregoing methods was the consideration that if 
procurement of materials awaited completed construction specifications, 
the delay in the construction schedules would be excessive because of 
the distance of haul from source to Jobsite. 

The procedure finally determined upon was based to a large extent 
upon the consideration that the services to be rendered by Holm.es & 
Narver under the Contract were not those only of Architect-Engineer, 
but of Contractor-Manager as well. Tiiis type of contract permitted the 
preparation of the specifications to follow a plan calculated to achieve 
economies in time and money as well as to obtain clarity and reasonable 
brevity in the completed specification. This plan called for issuance 
of specifications at such times and in such increments as would best 
suit the construction schedules, At the same time, however, the speci
fications were to be in a form which would allow ready consolidation 
into one compLete specification covering all phases of the work. The 
plan involved the preparation of two general types of specifications: 
Equipment and Materials Specifications and Construction Specifications. 

Equipment and Material Specifications (commonly called Purchase 
Specifications) were prepared for the purchase of certain materials and 
equipment. These specifications covered types and qualities of materials, 
standards of workmanship, methods of fabrication and assembly, and, 
for equipment, designs, sizes, and capacities, 

In the first place, use of these specifications made it possible 
for procurement procedures to be initiated at the earliest possible 
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date, often long in advance of the completion of "WOrking drawings. This 
was of primary importance because of the distances seplrating Jobsite 
from points of supply and because many construction material items were 
not available from stock. 

The second purpose was to achieve uniformity of equipment and 
materials at the various locations on Jobsite. Here, being able to pro
cure materials and equipment well in advance of the completion of working 
drawings, or in advance of the requirements of construction schedules, 
aided in establishing the uniformity and interchangeability of equip
ment and machinery used on various locations at Jobsite, For example, 
by the use of a Purchase Specification, the procurement of an item of 
equipment for one site could be effected in time to meet the construction 
schedules, and at the same time procurement could be made of similar or 
identical items for other sites, well in advance of requirementso 

The third objective was to issue specifications as required by 
construction schedules in such form as would allow their subsequent 
embodiment in a single, comprehensive unit. The Purchase Specifications 
were later incorporated into the final Construction Specifications 
(General Specifications)~ 

Purchase Specifications for construction operations were supplement
ed by the inclusion on the working drawing of considerably more speci
fication material than is ordinarily included on the drawingso 

It is believed that the use of Purchase Specifications aided in the 
achievement of availability and uniformity of materials and in clarity 
and conciseness of specifications to an extent that the ordinary methods 
of specification prep:tration could not have approached. 

In general, the criteria to which the Purchase Specifications were 
written were those followed in the preparation of the General Speci
fications. The basic requirements included the provisions that 
specifica t:l nnfl h<> +n governm.Pn+, standarn ~ or to othAr anol icable. 
recognized standards; that proprietary names to designate types or 
standards of quality be avoided where practical; and that the speci
fications be prepared so as to result in open competitive bidding among 
a minimum of three qualified vendorso 

Because of climatic conditions at the Jobsite, it was of primary 
importance that materials used in the permanent construction be in
herently resistant to or suitably processed against extremes of heat, 
humidity, and salt spray. In addition to this requirement, a short 
delivery period was often essential for the maintenance of construction 
schedules at Jobsiteo The combination of these two conditions required 
that a greater than normal a.mount of time be spent in the preparation 
of Purchase Specifications. For many items, an exhaustive survey of 
available materials "18.S necessary before the specification writing could 
be beguno 
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The Purchase Specifications originated vith the various engineer
ing design de:i:artmentso The preparation procedure varied.to suit the 
materials or equipment to be purchasedo For the most :i:art, Purchase 
Specifications for items of mechanical and electrical equipment were 
i.iritten by qualified personnel in the originating department and edited 
by the Specification Department of the Engineering Divisiono Other 
items were normally written and edited within the Specification Depart
ment, with necessary assistance furnished by the interested departmentso 
Upon receipt of bids in the Purchasing De:i:artment, the bid papers and 
bid tabulations were made available to the interested engineering de
partments for their comments or recommendationso The Engineering 
Division cooperated with the Operations Division during the period 
between initiation of fabrication and delivery at Jobsite by passing 
upon the fabricator 1 s material lists and shop drawings, and by render
ing technical assistance to the Inspection and Shipping Departments of 
the Operations Divisiono 

A uniform system of numbering was established for Purchase Speci
fications and Invitations for Bids. Corresponding Specifications and 
Invitations had identical numbers and dateso The number consisted of 
three parts, se:i:arated by dates. For example, on the Specification 
and Invitation prepared for packaged steam generators, the number is 
HN-2B-401, The letters in the first element identified the documents 
as issued by Holmes & Narver; the number in thA second element repre
sented the use feature of the equipment or supplies, and the letter 
the H & N code for the site on which the equipment or supplies were 
to be used, the number in the third element represented by its first 
digit the engineering department which originated the specification 
and by its last two digits, the assigned serial number. This system, 
it may be seen, corresponded with that used for design drawings. 

Purchase Specifications prepared for the Project were later con
solidated in Volume J of the General Specifications covering construc
tion work, These specifications are presented as Appendix nFa of this 
report. 

Three hundred and six pages of Purchase Specifications were pre
pared. Eight pages inadvertently omitted from the collected specifica
tions, but used, are also reproduced in Appendix "F"o Sixty-five ua.ges 
prepared but not used because of changes in work required are not 
reproduced. 

BILLS OF MATERIALS 

In order that the Construction Department might be assisted in 
detennining material requirements, the Engineering Division prepared 
Bills of Materials for design drawings. These were prepared on tracing 
paper so that reproducible vellums could be furnished to both the Home 
Office Construction De:i:artment and Jobsite. By use of these, it 'WB.s 
possible for the Home Office Construction Depirtment to check material 
stockpiles established by pre-design material estimates lo'hich the 
Engineering Division had made to expedite constructiono In addition 
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the Bills of Material served to simplify Jobsite expediting and co
ordinating of materials, Figure 5o3-l is a sample Bill of Ma.terialso 

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Although the original plans had called for the consolidation and 
reproduction of all Equipment and Material Specifications (Purchase 
Specifications) into construction specifications affording complete and 
comprehensive specifications for all facilities to be constructed, these 
plans were revised because of decisions made at a meeting of represen
tatives of AEC, IASL, JTF-3, the 7th Engineer Brigade, the 79th 
Construction Battalion, and Holmes & Narver at Washington, Do C, on 
January JO, 19500 

In consideration of these decisions, which involved the Armygs 
taking over construction work on Eniwetok Island, it was decided to 
divide construction specifications for the Project into two parts, the 
first of which would cover facilities on Eniwetok and the second, other 
islands, In this manner, the specifications for work to be done by the 
Army could be segregated and could be made available at Jobsite at the 
same time as the working draiolingsc 

Because the construction work for Eniwetok Island was to be per
formed by the Army, except for pilot installations, and because con
struction materials were already in process of procurement, the speci
fications were designed to cover, for the most part, methods and pro
cedureso 

Actual ;rriting of the specifications followed H & N standard pro
cedures. Mechanical and electrical specifications were written by the 
Mechanical and Electrical Departments and edited by the Specification 
Department; all other specifications were written by the Specification 
Depirtment. All specifications were reviewed by the engineering de
partment heads concerned, 

AEC basic specifications were used as guides in establishing the 
divisions of the vork and for technical provisions where applicable; 
however, the unusual climatic and terrain conditions at the Jobsite and 
the extetrled haul for materials required extensive revision of the 
technical clauseso 

Inasmuch as the great majority of the buildings were to be of the 
prefabricated aluminum type, particular emphasis was placed upon the 
section of the specifications covering these structures. Prints of the 
lllB.nufacturer's drai.dngs were furnished the construction forces in the 
field. These were unusually informative, including over 100 drawings 
showing suggested methods of assembly and erection as well as details 
of parts and assemblies. In addition, Holmes & Narver drawings show
ing dimensions, arrangements, and other details were furnished. And 
finally, there were included in the specifications recommendations made 
by the building manufacturer 1 s test erection supervisor as to pro
cedures and necessary tools, 
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Similar details and procedures for erection of chain link fencing 
and gates were included in the specificationso Also methods and pro
cedures for other construction problems Yere treated in detail in the 
specifications because reference works for such jobs could not easily 
be obtained at the Jobsite, 

Through the courtesy of the Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District 
Office, in permitting Holmes & Narver the use of their library facili
ties, ronsiderable data were obtained from the Department of the Army 
Technical Manuals and Technical Bulletins~ To supplement the construc
tion specifications, it vas decided to furnish copies of certain of 
these publications to Jobsite personnelo Copies of thirty bulletins and 
manuals were requisitioned, including the four publications listed 
below: 

TM5-9611 

TM5-680D 

TM5-670 

TB5-283-l 

Building, Erection, Procedures, Portable, 
Prefabricated 

Underground Distribution Systems (electric) 

Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, Evaporative 
(Desert) Cooling, and Ventilation 

Plumbing and Pipework 

The construction specifications for facilities on Eniwetok Island 
were completed by March 15, 1950, and consisted of a total of one 
hundred and seventy pages. Addendum No l, consisting of five pages, 
was issued on April 20, 1950, to correct errata and to make minor 
changes in the technical provisions. 

It had become api:arent during the course of prei:aration of these 
specifications that the drawing list vould not be complete at the time 
of completion of the specifications, because some drawings would not 
have been finally approved by the AECo Rather than delay the issuance 
of the specifications, it was decided to incorporate the drawing list 
at a later date in the form of an appendix to the specifications. 

Before the appendix could be issued, the Holmes & Narver i:artici
pation in the actual construction operations at Eniwetok Island was 
augmented. The revised program of May 19, 1950, increased the Holmes & 
Narver construction activities to include facilities not included in 
the original scope of the work. These included sewage outfalls and an 
electrical distribution system. By letter dated October 13, 1950, the 
Holmes & Narver construction program was further increased by the ad
dition of the Steam Cleaning Shelter (Building No. 117 F). Also, because 
the 7th Engineer Brigade was to be assigned new duties, Holmes & 
Narver was required to complete the construction of the Loran Station 
(Building No, 116). Therefore, in keeping with the original planning 
which restricted the Eniwetok Island construction specifications to the 
coverage of facilities constructed by the Engineer Brigade and the 79th 
Construction Battalion, Addendum No. 2 to the specifications, consisting 
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of one page, was issued under date of March 23, 1951. This addendum 
revised the scope of work in conformity with the reassignment of con
struction operations and, in addition, incorporated Appendix •A" into 
the specificationso Appendix "A•, consisting of eight pages, comprised 
the list of 'WOrking drawing numbers and titles for approximately two 
hundred and fifty drawings, 

The specifications covering construction work for facilities on 
Eniwetok Island, including the addenda and Appendix "A" consisted of 
one hundred and eighty-four pages. This material, except Appendix "A", 
is reproduced in Appendix "F" to this report, 

Preparation of the construction specifications for all the other 
sites was the largest µi.rt of the work of the Specifications Department. 
Because the Purchase Specifications were planned for incorporation into 
the General Specifications ("Specifications, Atomic Energy Commission, 
Proving Ground Facilities, Eniwetok, M.Io"), the date of the first 
Purchase Specification, May 18, 1949, may be considered the starting 
date for these General Specificationso But, it is to be noted that be
cause the preparation of Purchase Specifications involved collecting 
and compiling data, the actual specification work began almost as soon 
as the engineering design work, 

The requirements imposed by conditions at the Jobsite were limit
ing not only upon design but upon materials specifications as well. 
Materials either had to be intrinsically resistant to extremes of heat 
and humidity, mildew, and salt spray or had to be pr.ocesS9Q to resist 
these. Very few native materials could be used, and weight and bulk 
were important factors in transportation to the isolated Jobsite. 
Economy and use-expectancy added limitations as well, The result ~as 
that many common construction materials were virtually prohibited for 
their normal use and had to be the subject of special investigation to 
detennine the practicability of their useo Such materials included 
structural steel, miscellaneous iron and steel items, ferrous sheet 
metal, ferrous rough and finish hardware, glass, ceramic tile, brick, 
concrete block, and similar products. 

Although the problems involved in using available substitute 
materials were primarily those of design, the Specification Department 
was frequently called upon by various engineering design departments to 
make recommendations based on its familiarity with the various types of 
products and sources of supply, The investigation required for a con
sidered recorr.menation was often extensive, For example, for finish 
hardware it was first necessary to consult reference files and then to 
contact six hardware suppliers, On the basis of information thus ob
tained, the Chief Architect and Chief Specification Engineer determined 
that aluminum hardi..iare would best satisfy the governing criteria. It 
was then necessary for the Chief Specification Engineer to confer with 
suppliers and obtain quotations and samples. 

Some items of finish hardware were not being manufactured either 
in aluminum or other corrosion-resistant metals, Therefore, a survey 
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was made of fine metal vorking plants to find a manufacturer who could 
make the items, and conferences were held between the Chief Specifica
tions Engineer and a representative of an aluminum producer to obtain 
recommendations as to the aluminum alloys to be used in fabricating the 
hardware items" Sufficient information was then made available to the 
metal working plants so that quotations could be obtained upon items to 
be fabricated" 

In final conversations betveen the Chief Architect and Chief 
Specifications Engineer, decisions were made which were later approved 
by the Chief Engineer" The result of this time-consuming investigation 
was the specifications for finish hardware, 

The procedure involved in preparing specifications for hardware 
items was typical of similar investigations involving such unrelated 
materials as explosive-driven stud bolts, paints, aluminum cabinets, 
plastic glass and surfacings, synthetic rubber gaskets and stripping, 
and vapor-seal coating" It was often impossible to obtain materials 
that satisfied all requirements completely, but every effort "Was made 
to insure that the material selected was the optimum obtainable. 

Many investigations yielded only negative results and therefore 
were not reflected in the specificationso Other investigations re
sulted in specifications for materials which although ordinary in 
themselves represented the end product of considerable research. 

One great deterrent to the collection of specification material 
was the security restrictions placed upon the disse~ination of classi
fied information" The restrictions, insofar as they influenced the 
collecting operations, were to the effect that personnel must not seek 
information not directly required for their work and must not give out 
information unless assured that the recipients had need of such infor
mation for their worko The result of the restrictions was to stifle 
the free exchange of information, even among cleared personnel. The 
combination of the security restrictions and the magnitude of the 
Project resulted, in some instances, in the Specifications Department 
personnel not being fully aware of certain developments as they occurred. 
Conversely, the personnel who were fully aware of such developments 
did not al'W!'lys know what specific information would be required by the 
Specification Department. The result was that when the time came for 
the completion of the General Specifications, it \18.S necessary to 
search out certain items of information that normally would have been 
at hand. 

By August 18, 1950, the preparation of working drawings had pro
gressed to a point that permitted work to be begun on the final phase 
of specification preparation. The basic criteria were similar to those 
used in the preparation of Purchase Specifications and the specifica
tions for Eniwetok Island, They were to be in accordance with AEC or 
government standards, in AEC standard format as much as possible, in 
form for use of competitive bidding (no proprietary names), and in 
accordance with security restrictions (no classification higher than 
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"Official Use Only 11 )0 They were to include the Purchase Specifications 
but exclude specifications for work by the Army on Eniwetok Island. 

The actual writing and editing of the specifications began with the 
preparation of Part I, "General Conditions" and Part II, "Special 
Conditions", in order that all personnel having a part in specification 
preparation would be acquainted with the conditions involved and the 
terminology to be followed. The current AEC "General Conditions" and 
"Special Conditions" f'urnished by the Santa Fe Operations Office in 
Los Alamos, were used as guides. It was immediately apparent that the 
provisions contained in these guides, while applicable to construction 
work at established bases such as Los Alamos and Albuquerque, required 
extensive revision in order to apply to conditions at Eniwetok Island. 
Provisions covering the monthly rates to be paid for electricity, gas 
and water, connections to existing utilities, closing of streets, 
housing facilities, and the like were clearly inapplicable. These an~ 
similar provisions were deleted or modified as required to conform to 
conditions at Jobsite or as required by the terms of the Contract. 
other provisions were amplified and new paragraphs added so that the 
scope of the work would be clearly defined. The general arrangement, 
titling, and numbering of the paragraphs, however, followed the basic 
AEC specifications as closely as possible. The completed drafts of 
the •General Conditions" and •special Conditions" were then reviewed 
by the Budget Controller for conformance to contractural obligations 
and submitted to the Chief Engineer for his approval. To facilitate 
the work and to assure uniformity of terminology and paragraphing, 
copies of the revised drafts were furnished to the heads of each engi
neering department involved in specification preparation in order. 

The writing and editing of Part III, "Technical Provisions" was 
then begun. The "Technical Provisions" consisted of thirty sections, 
each covering, for the most part, the work of one building trade, 
although the work specified in tvro or more sections could be performed 
by the same trade. Of these sections two originated in the Sanitary 
DeJ:B.rtment, three in the Civil DeJ:B.rtment, four in the Electrical De
partment, six in the Mechanical Department and the remaining fifteen 
in the Specification Department. 

Throughout the preparation of the specifications a high level of 
coordination was maintained with the various engineering departments. 
The completed drafts of all sections were routed to each department 
whose work was in any way related to that section and were there re
viewed by the department head or by other qualified personnel. After 
revisions occasioned by such reviews had been made, the drafts were 
reviewed by the Specification Department with particular respect to 
format and compliance with the established criteria and finally were 
subject to further review by the Chief Engineer or the Assistant 
Chief Engineer. 

AEC guide specifications were used wherever applicable during 
the preparastion of the technical sections. As in the case of the 
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"General Conditions" and "Special Conditions", numerous provisions 
were found to be inapplicable only after modification. 

As the preparation of the construction specifications entered 
the final phase, it became apparent that certain modifications to the 
original criteria would be advisable, The master plan for the prepara
tion of the specifications had contemplated that the construction oper
ations would be segregated into sections conforming to the work per
formed by the various building trades, But the construction work for 
scientific structures differed so radically from that required for 
ordinary structures that it was felt that greater clarity -would be 
obtained if scientific structures were treated as a unit, Therefore 
specifications for them were incorporated into a separate section 
with materials and methods peculiar to these structures treated by 
individual buildings, The ordinary work involved in the construction 
r£ scientific structures was covered by references to the appropriate 
specifications for the types of work, 

This change in organization of specifications brought up security 
considerations. It had been originally planned to keep the security 
classification of the specifications as low as possible by including 
no information in them as to number, extent, or location of specific 
facilities. This information was clearly indicated on the dra'Wings 
and any changes in scope of work could have been expressed on them 
'Without addenda to specifications. It had therefore been anticipated 
that the specifications could be classified "Official Use Only." But 
the new arrangement and inclusion of building identifications and 
locations made this impossible. Accordingly, the specifications for 
scientific structures were put in a separate volume (Volume 4), along 
with the drawing list, and classified "Secret" by the Chief Security 
Officer of Holmes & Narver. The other volumes (1, 2 and 3) were 
classified "Official Use Only". 

As a final check upon the accuracy of the specifications, 
duplicate copies of the final drafts were forwarded to Jobsite for 
revie-w by the personnel engaged in the construction operations. Trans
mittal was made in two increments, accompanied by memoranda from the 
Chief Draftsman to the Engineering Manager, the first dated January 5, 
1951, and the second February 23, 1951. Both sections were returned 
from the field by March 24, 1951, and revisions suggested by the field 
personnel were taken under advisement. After revisions had been made 
the specifications were reproduced. 

On April 25, 1951, Holmes & Narver forwarded t-wenty sets of com
pleted specifications to the Manager, AEC. Los Alamos. VolumP 1 

(1sg nages) included Part I, "General Conditions"; Part II, "Special 
Conditions"; and Part III, "Technical Provisions", Sections 1 through 
18. Volume 2 (142 pages) included Section 19 through 30 of Part III, 
"Technical Provisions", except for Section 28, "Scientific Structures". 
Volume 3 (233 pages) included Equipment and Material Specifications 
(Purchase Specifications). Volume 4 (95 pages) included Section 28 
of Part III, Technical Provision, and the dra'Wing list. All four 
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volumes are presented as Appendix "F" of this report. In addition, 
the specifications for construction of facilities on Eniwetok Island 
(184 pages) are presented in Appendix 8 F" of this report. 
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CHAPTER 5.4 

FIELD ENGINEERING PROCEDURES 

The first Jobsite engineering service required by the Contract 
was to make all necessary topographical and other surveys and maps. 
Accordingly, the Chief of Surveys departed for the Jobsite 'With the 
first contingent of personnel, on February 1, 1949. The procedures 
by which the Survey Deµ:i.rtment accomplished the required work and the 
problems encountered and surmounted are described below in Chapter 5.8. 
The work included the establishment of a primary horizontal control 
network of twenty-three stations, with secondary control at each Project 
island, vertical control, topographic surveys and maps of sixteen 
islands, hydrography and location of ~ubmarine cable, location of 
special structures and instrumentation, construction staking, as-built 
surveys, and keeping of survey records a:rrl maps. 

Until March 1950, the Chief of Surveys served as the head of all 
Jobsite engineering activities. By that time, design and other engi
neering activities had become more significant parts of the work, and 
the Engineering Manager assumed controlo The procedures formulated 
and followed by the field engineering organization vere developed as 
the scope of the work at Jobsite increased. 

PRINTS RECEIVED AND DISTRIBUTED 

The Design and Drafting Department at Jobsite vas responsible for 
the distribution of prints a:rrl for maintaining a file of current prints 
of drawings, organized for ready reference. 

Immediately upon receipt of the customary eight prints and one 
transparency of a dra'Wing from the Home Office, the pertinent inform
ation concerning it was recorded in a card file or on a special index 
form. This task was simple, for the Home Office's letter of trans
mittal indicated the dra'Wing title, number, and number of revisions. 
The same information was also used for check-out forms which served 
as the basic record for control of prints issued to various Jobsite 
deµ:i.rtments, All prints issued were accanpanied by a transmittal form 
showing drawing number, title, serial number, etc. 

When prints were revised, proper precautions were taken to insure 
the return of obsolete prints from the field and to remove them fran 
the field construction files. 

INTERPRETATION QF DRAWINGS 

It was inevitable that questions would arise concerning the pro
per interpretation of drawings because sometimes field conditions 
differed from those expected by the Home Office departments, and some
times changing priorities required in construction schedules allowed 
only a minimum of time for checking at the Home Office, The 
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Engineering Sections at Jobsite (Inspection, Design and Drafting, 
Survey, and Facilities) and. the Engineering Manager and his assistants 
vere responsible for the interpretation of all H & N produced plans and 
specifications. If major revisions vere required, a dispatch vas sent 
to the Home Office Engineering Division requesting revised dravings or 
authority to redesign. If minor revisions vere required, or if author
ity for major revisions were received from the Home Office, field 
sketches were prepared. 

FIELD SKETCHES AND CHANGE ORDERS 

Field sketches vere prepared to augment Home Office dravings and 
to interpret changes and additional vork authorized by the AEC Resident 
Engineer. A total of 575 of these vere prepared at Jobsite. 

Additional vork requiring expenditures exceeding $100.00 required 
the preparation of change orders. These were prepared by the Field 
Engineering Division and submitted through channels to the AEC. The 
change order indicated the scope, magnitude, and description of the 
vork to be done, its estimated cost, and the justification. Upon ap
proval by AEC, the orders were distributed to the construction depart
ments. 

All departments of the Engineering Division contributed to the 
field designs necessary for preparation of change orders. However, the 
work of processing more than two hundred and fifty of these required 
the full-ti.me services of an Assistant to the Engineering Manager for a 
period of several months during the fall of 1950. 

A detailed record of both field sketches and change orders was 
kept at Jobsite and vas available for use at the Jobsite Engineering 
Office, 

INSPECTION AND MATERIALS TESTING 

The Inspection and Testing Section of the Engineering DeJ:e.rtment 
at the Jobsite was established on the basis of the philosophy which 
dictated that the organization should act as a continuous check on all 
construction activities to assure ccmpliance vi.th plans and specifica
tions, It was essential that the inspection be carried on in an un
biased manner and that the fact that the H & N organization was respon
sible for construction, as well as engineering, should not act as a 
limitation on inspection functions. In order to maximize the efficiency 
of inspection, Resident Inspectors were assigned to the various island 
locations at which construction vork was being performed, and travel
ing inspectors specifically concerned vith electrical activities, 
mechanical activities, paving, and concrete mixing circulated through 
the Atoll for the purpose of inspecting and noting progress in these 
specific fields of work. As \18.rranted by work loads, Assistant In
spectors vere assigned. Close collaboration vas maintained between 
Inspection and Materials Testing personnel 8.Di, at the peak of opera
tions, twenty four individuals vere employed in these functions, 
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including five Resident Inspectors, five Assistant Resident Inspectors, 
two Batch Plant Inspectors, one Electrica 1, and one Mechanical Inspector. 

The assignment of Resident Inspectors to the principal construction 
sites were not permanent inasmuch as maximum utilization of the skills 
and experience of the inspectors employed made it desirable to have 
them assigned at locations where work in their fields of specialty was 
at a maximumo 

The duties of the engineering personnel at the site, and of the 
inspection personnel in particular, included the interpretation of plans 
and specifications. It was, f'urther, the duty of the inspector to de
termine tha. t work being performed by construction forces was in ac~nrd
ance with plans and specifications and that all inserts, conduits, 
equipment, and the like were properly installed, Checks of scaffolding, 
ladders, excavation shoring, arrl other construction activities were 
made to assure that unsafe working conditions were not tolerated. One 
of the major items of inspection involved supervision of concrete work. 

Each Resident Inspector was supplied with cylinder molds, a slump 
cone, and all necessary equipment for taking samples of concrete and 
making field tests in accordance with ASTM specifications. When forms 
were ready for the placement of concrete, an nAuthorization for Concrete 
Pour" slip vas issued by the Resident Inspector at the locality in
volved. The Foreman or Superintendent in charge of each phase of the 
construction involved was required to certify to the completion of the 
phase of work assigned to his group, eg,, the completion of forms, 
p1acement of reinforcing steel, inserts, etc. Upon certification, in
spection of the work was conducted by the Resident Inspector and if 
the work was found in accordance with plans and specifications, the 
"Authorization to Pour• 'WSS countersigned by the Resident Inspector. 

The type arrl strength of concrete to be used in the pour was 
entered on the slip by the Resident Inspector arrl this served as an 
order to the Batch Plant Inspector to supply the Batch Plant Operator 
with mix criteria to meet the strength specified. Upon completion of 
the routine described, one copy of each slip was distributed to the 
AEC Resident Engineer, the H & N Construction Manager, the Statistical 
Section of the Engineering Department, and the Test Inspection files. 

In December 1949, as part of the Jobsite inspection !'unction, a 
materials testing laboratory was +~.mnorarily established in a rehabil
itated quonset building on Parry. Initial equipment consisted of 
scales, a soil analysis screen kit, and two manually operated compres
sion machines. In April 1950, the equipment was moved to Engebi to a 
quonset dugout where concrete and material testing was carried out under 
the direction of a Chief Technician. This move was deemed advisable 
because Engebi was the center of the major critical specification con
struction activity. In June 1950, a power-driven compression machine 
was installed and tested in the Parry laboratory, ma.king possible the 
running of accurate compression and tensile tests, 
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All testing laboratories at the Atoll were under the supervision 
of the Principal Engineer, Test-Inspection Section, 'Who made the work 
assignments. The Senior Testing Engineer was in physical charge of the 
laboratories, designating what tests were to be conducted and what 
methods were to be employed. It was the duty of the Senior Testing 
Engineer to evaluate the results obtained by his assistants and to re
port his finding to the Principal Engine~r in charge of the Section. 
A daily log was kept of all work performed, copies of which were sup
plied to the Principal Engineer for file and distribution to the AEC 
Resident Engineer and Holmes & Narver Engineering Manager. The labora
tory staff included, in addition to the Senior Testing Engineer, two 
Assistant Engineers, two Test Inspection Engineers, and two laboratory 
Technicians. 

The laboratory on Parry performed compressive tests only, and ample 
tank space was provided there for storing cylinders and beams in a moist 
condition. The full-time services of a Test-Inspection Engineer were 
required to make the compressive tests which were necessary to supply 
needed infornation to Users and to the laboratory on Engebi. A few 
requests were made by representatives of Users for tests of character
istics of timber and of reinforcing and structural steel. These tests 
were made, and results were transmitted to the Users through proper 
channels. 

The laboratory on Engebi performed many different kinds of tests 
on construction materials, but the testing of cement, asphalts, and 
aggregates comprised the bulk of the testing work. 

A very close check was maintained by the laboratory on the con
diticn of cement. When a new shipment arrived, representative samples 
were immediately taken. The samples were taken from the palletized 
bags and given fineness, soundness, loss on ignition, time of set, and 
mortar strength tests in accordance with AS'l'M C-150-49. 

Fineness was determined by the 200-mesh sieve; as specified by 
ASTM C-184-44, 15 per cent or more being retained was cause for re
jection. A steam chest soundness test, ASTM C-189-49 was conducted. 
The loss on ignition test was conducted in accordance with AS'!lil C-114-47, 
with balances of 0.01; and time of set test, AS'll4: C- 191-49, by a Vicat 
ap:E=S-ratus. Morjar strength tests were made according to AS'll4: C-109-49 
with 2 inch cubes made with Ottaaia sand aged from two to RP.van days in 
a moist condition before being tested to destruction. 

The laboratory personnel and the B~tch Plant Inspector working to
gether kept a very close check on the aggregates used in concrete. No 
less tran five daily gradations were run, and indicated changes in 
proportioning were ma.de at once, Determinations of moisture content 
of the aggregates were llll.de at least three times daily, with additional 
moisture tests at the discretion of the Batch Plant Inspector. Changes 
in the mix were predicated upon the results of the several tests per
formed by the Batch Plant Inspector. As part of the Batch Plant 
Inspector's daily routine, he took slump tests at such intervals as he 
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deemed necessary, He cast at least three 6 inch by 12 inch cylinders 
from each structure where concrete lJRS placed and no less than six 
cylinders from each 100 cubic yards of concrete placed in any one 
building at any one time. 

In addition to the more routine duties outlined above, the Test
ing Laboratory was called upon from time to time for assistance in the 
accumulation of data required by the many agencies interested in the 
Proving Ground. Thus, for example, in connection with the Military 
Structures Progra.m data on soil bearing values were obtained at the 
direction of the AEC Resident Engineer for analysis and evaluation by 
others. In addition, the Laboratory assisted in recording of results 
on a series of test holes drilled in the vicinity of certain designated 
Navy Structures under the supervision of the Navy representative. 

Because of its importance in connection with construction requir
ing nassive, high strength concrete, the Laboratory conducted a series 
of experiments directed toward the design of high strength concrete 
mixes. Results thus far obtained indicate that a 4000-pounds per square 
inch specification can readily be met using local materials and that 
even higher strengths may be possible. 

Extensive experiments were perfonned to determine the effects of 
sea water and brackish well water on concrete. These experiments in
dicated very little if any impairment of the compressive strength of 
the concrete. With sea water, the action i.m~ ~Pry much like that in 
high early strength cement, the concrete gaining 80 per cent of its 
twenty-eight day strength in seven days. With orackish well water, 
the seven day strength was not quite so high, but the twenty-eight 
day ccmpressive strengths were equal, The 6 inch ·by 12 inch cylinders 
used in the above experiments were cast from identical mixes, the only 
difference being the source of water. However, before any absolute 
conclusion can be drawn, further experimentation using water from both 
sources should be conducted. 

The Paving Inspector sul::mitted two daily samples of the finished 
pav:ing to the laboratory for testing. This testing was conducted in 
accordance with AS'IM Specification D-244-490 Some of the equipment 
used in the laboratory had to be improvised, and although this added 
somewhat to the difficulty of testing, very accurate results were 
obtained. 

At the close of each day's work the Resident Inspector at each 
site submitted a report to the Principal Engineer in charge of the 
Inspection Test Section, setting forth in detail the construction ac
complished. This report explained what problems were encountered end 
hew they were solved or referred the problems to the Principal Engineer 
for actiono It included figures for the number of yards and specified 
strength of concrete placed, lineal feet and size of reinforcement 
steel, square feet of forms built, cubic yards of aggregate crushed, 
square yards of pavement laid, and all other data pertinent to the 
day's activity. A copy of this report was then passed to the 
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Engineering Manager and through the Holmes & Narver, Inc. staff to the 
AEC Resident Manager. A weekly summary of work accomplished was sub
mitted by each Resident Inspector to the Principal Engineer who in 
turn supplied figures to the Statistical Department for use in reports. 

Stoppages of construction as a result of inspection activities 
occurred from time to time. Thus, for example, 'When it was determined 
that the coarse aggregates being used at the Engebi Batch Plant did not 
meet specifications on concrete, "10rk was halted until a new source of 
aggregate could be opened. Likewise, paving operations were stopped on 
a few occasions because of poorly graded aggregates or because equip
ment was not functioning properly, Other work stoppages involving for 
the most part form work and alignment, were of a minor nature. It 
might be noted that none of the work stoppages involved serious delays 
in construction activities, although this was not used as a criterian 
in the determination of whether or not work should be stopped because 
of inspection objections. Upon completion of a particular feature of 
construction work, the inspector was required to submit a set of draw
ings on which notation ha.d been ma.de during the progress of the work 
of all changes vhich occurred. These notations were used in connection 
with the preparation of as-built drawings, discussed below. 

STATISTICS AND REPORTS 

In September 1949, the Statistical Engineer arrived at the Jobsite 
to initiate regular progress reports on construction. He "Was made 
responsible for setting up ani maintaining physical canpletion reports, 
data, charts, and other accounts of construction for all Jobsite facili
ties. Until November 1949, daily narrative reports of construction were 
maintained and mailed to the Home Office each week. On November 12, 
1949, a new report designed in the Home Office lo/as substituted. It was 
the Construct~on Progress & Percent Completion Report, submitted semi
monthly, ani it usually consisted of some f:JJ pages. In addition, 
statistics for a report conforming to the SFO 25 report were teletyped 
from Jobsite to the Home Office on the 25th of each month. Copies of 
progress reports were supplied to the AEC Resident Engineer. The prin
cipal difficulties encountered in the preparation of these reports re
sulted from the constant changes in work requirements, lack of informa
tion concerning the complete scope of the \o'Ork, and insufficiency of 
qualified personnel. It was virtually impossible to make accurate and 
meaningful percentage estimates of progress without knowledge of the 
scope of the work, which was continually changing. 

During the period from September 1949 through June 8, 1950, files 
were set up; an Engineering Change Order form devised; Daily Inspection 
Reports devised and put into use; and a system of control of classified 
engineering documents instituted. Forms and reports were designed for 
general engineering use, such as an As-Built Data Report, Building 
Completion Chec..k List, Concrete Pour Approval, and Concrete Cylinder 
Test Report, 

Early in 1950, it had become apparent that the semimonthly progress 
reports were unsatisfactory because of the laborious work in compilation 
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and the inadequacy of the information derived from them. In July 1950, 
a new form was devised at the Home Office, and it was used from July 16, 
1950 until the end of construction. This new form reduced the average 
length of the reports from 60 pages to 45 pages. 

Figures for completion percentages of construction vork were ob
tained from physical checks in the field, from Daily Inspection Reports, 
and from other sources. Weights and percentage values of specific jobs 
were estimated from knowledge available as to the scope of the Contract. 
As more information was received concerning scope, changes were made. 
Major revisions to these basic figures were made in January 1950, 
July 1950, and March 1951. 

The Statistical Section furnished other regular and special reports 
and charts for Jobsite Management. Several special tasks were performed, 
such as conducting of manpower requirement survey in August 1950. 

In September 1950, the responsibility for Building and Facility 
Completion Reports ..as assigned the Statistical Section. Descriptions 
of property units were written, and quantities were ascertained and 
recorded for all buildings, facilities, and installed equipment. The 
reports were then forwarded to the Home Office for determination and 
recording of cost data. 

AS-BUILT DRAlrlIN GS 

Inspectors were given copies of drawings of construction under 
their supervisiono These drawings were to be marked to show all changes, 
and records were to be kept about changes which ai'fected design or 
construction. No written procedure was promulgated for this work, but 
general instructions vere that all necessary information should be in
cluded to make the inspector's copies as-built drawings. 

An As-Built Data Form was devised and put into use, but the pro
cedure vas burdensome to field personnel and compliance vas imperfect. 
In May 1950, draftsmen vere sent to the Jobsite to assist in making 
as-built dravings, but because design requirements were heavy these 
men could not start as-built vork until late in 1950. In January 1951, 
several draftsmen vere sent on temporary duty from the Home Office to 
assist in the vork. 

The transparencies sent from the Home Office vere used and inf orma
tion secured from field inspectors and engineers added to them. As 
buildings vere declared completed and accepted, drawings for them vere 
checked and revised. Completed and accepted drawings were signed by 
the Engineering Manager, and a copy attached to the Building and Facility 
Completion Report for transmittal to the Home Office. Completed trans
parencies were sent to the Home Office Engineering Office and tvo 
copies placed in the Jobsite engineering files. 
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CERTIFICATES OF COMPLETION 

As construction of buildings and facilities vas completed, it was 
necessary, as a matter of standard practice, to have Certificates of 
Completion so that a proper record could be maintained of completed 
facilities and their official acceptance for use. Forms for these 
certificates were designed and put into use late in 1950 but did not 
receive ccmplete acceptance and general official use until early in 
1951. 

After representatives of the Engineering Division, the Construction 
Divison, and the AEC had made a preliminary check for omissions and 
variances, the Certificate of Completion, Form No. O/S 198, vas filled 
out for each facility or building, except those on Enivetok Island, for 
which Form No. O/S 199 was used. These certificates listed the build
ing or facility identification, dravings, date of completion, and the 
page number of the Con~i.nuing Property Report upon which the building 
or facility was shown. Incomplete items, equipment not yet installed, 
and other omissions or variances vere noted on the reverse side. For 
as-built dravings, for specifications, and for buildings or facilities 
for vhich specifications vere furnished by the Military, Form No. 
O/S 274 was used. Three copies of each Certificate of Completion and 
as-built draving vere delivered to the AEC. 
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CHAPTER 5.5 

ENG TNEERT"l'C', r'.nN'T'l=lTBlJTJnN "I'll HF.CONN AT SSA Nr.F: SlJRVF.Y 

The fundamentals of the philosophy underlying the development of 
the Eniwetok Proving Ground as a semi-permanent AEC facility were estab
lished by the Reconnaissance Report, dated January 7, 1949. This doc
ument, which was the combined result of briefings by the staff of 
J-Division (LASL), an on-the-ground survey by a team of engineers under 
the direction of the H & N Chief of Operations, and consultations with 
J-Division personnel on basic policy matters, set the basic pattern for 
Holmes & Narver activities during the ensuing two and one-half years. 
The Reconnaissance Report and the supplement issued in July 1949 not 
only established the master plan for the Proving Ground, but establish
ed as well the fundamental operational philosophies which assured the 
flexibility required by greatly expanded test and scientific activities. 

During the meetings at Los Alamos, in late September 1948, a recon
naissance survey of Eniwetok Atoll was determined to be the wisest ini
tial step in the development of semi-permanent proving ground. · However, 
two limitations interposed. The existence of plans to carry out construc
tion activities at Eniwetok was highly classified, and it was doubtful 
that the garrison forces at the Atoll could support more than a handful 
of visitors for even a short period of time. 

Because of these limitations, detailed knowledge of the Project was 
limited to a small number of cleared personnel in the H & N Engineering 
and Operations Divisions, and the team chosen for firsthand studies at 
the site was limited to an even smaller number. Therefore the five 
H & N representatives who made the trip to the Atoll (accompanied by a 
representative of J-Division and two radiological safety monitors) were 
chosen because of considerable experience in and knowledge of construc
tion activities and the relevant engineering fields, including master 
planning, site planning, power generation and distribution, water and 
sanitary systems, surveys, air conditioning and dehumidification, soils 
and aggregates, etc. 

Immediately upon the completion of the September meeting, plans 
were pushed as rapidly as possible for the departure of the reconnais
sance team. In the meantime, assignments of Home Office personnel were 
made for studies of generating equipment (both fixed and portable), 
water distillation plants, prefabricated building types and availability, 
and similar subjects, knowledge of which appeared to be neceasary. 

The overseas activities of the team occurred during the period 
October 1, 1948 through October 23, 1948. In addition to the actual 
reconnaissance at Eniwetok, the itinerary of the group included con
ferences at CINCPAC Headquarters, Pearl Harbor, T. H.; Public Works 
Office, Fourteenth Naval District, Oahu, T. H.; and Naval Operating 
Base, Kwajalein. All of these conferences proved very informative and 
helpful in the formulation of the engineering aspects of the over-all 
plan presented in the report. 
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At the site, all factors were examined which could even remotely 
bear upon engineering design, upon construction, or upon operation of 
facilities during test activities. An inventory was ms.de of existing 
buildings, piers, airstrips, equipment, etc. Ea.ch island that could 
possibly be used during a test period was studied, both from the air 
and on the ground. Residual radioactivity levels resulting from Opera
tion Sandstone detonations were recorded. Samples of beach sand and 
coral which might prove useful as sources of aggregates were obtained 
from various locations throughout the Atoll. Other samples were taken 
from several locations to provide material for preliminary soil studies. 
In all, some 30 different samples were shipped to the Engineering Div
ision at the Home Office for analysis and test for the purposes of deter
mining design mixes and cement requirements for the Project and estab
lishing preliminary soil data. Even the scrap dumps at the Atoll were 
examined with a view toward determining the effects of climate and en
vironment on all types of materials. (It might be noted here that this 
study yielded the significant data which ultimately led to the selection 
of particular types of aluminum for extensive semi-permanent buildings 
on Eniwetok, Parry, and Japtan Islands.) 

Meetings were held with the commanding officer of the garrison to 
learn of logistic, communications, environmental, and morale problems 
and meetings were held with other staff personnel to cover details of 
housing and messing availability, inter-island transportation by small 
boat and aircraft, maintenance requirements in standby period, and the 
like. 

The discussions held at the site and at the other installations 
mentioned in this section were directed towards the collection of all 
possible information which would have a bearing on design, construction, 
and operational activities at the Proving Ground. From the engineering 
standpoint, for example, the problem of logistics was a necessary con
sideration in the choice of materials, the choice of packaging, the 
choice of design, and other determinations. For example, one of the 
cogent reasons for the choice of the design of the prefabricated alu
minum. buildings was that it was realized that shipping space would always 
be at a premium throughout the course of the Project and that a building 
design which lent itself to the most efficient use of shipping space 
would afford an important advantage. 

In view of the proximity of Kwajalein to Eniwetok, the experience 
of service and Trust Territories personnel there on many aspects of 
island life was deemed to be important in the proper study of the Prov
ing Gr0und. Water and power usage factors, availability of construction 
materials, shipping and airlift schedules, mail delivery and communica
tions, corrosion, refrigerated storage capacities, POL problems, and 
many other items which affected the engineering and design aspects of 
the survey were discussed. 

Likewise, at CINCPAC Headquarters at Pearl Harbor, discussions were 
all extremely useful in establishing basic planning principles on all 
phases of the proposed development. These meetings involved discussions 
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with staff and key personnel of CINCPAC and COMSERVPAC on such problems 
as POL storage and handling, equipment availability which could affect 
site planning and design, details of materials to be considered and relat
ed corrosion problems, communications equipment and system design, hydro
graphic and oceanographic information related to the Atoll, wage scales, 
and water distillation. These discussions provided much information 
which could be used by the Engineering Division in establishing planning 
criteria. 

The meetings at the Public Works Office of the Fourteenth Naval 
District were also extremely fruitful inasmuch as this office was directly 
concerned with design and engineering as well as construction throughout 
most of the Pacific Ocean. Design criteria for military installations 
in the Pacific were reviewed. Maintenance requirements, specifications, 
material, supplies, soil stabilization, logistic considerations, and 
other relevant problems were considered. It is noteworthy that during 
these discussions the comparison was dravn between stateside construc
tion costs and overseas construction costs for various Pacific instal
lations. It was reported to the members of the reconnaissance team that 
the ratio of overseas cost to stateside cost varied, depending upon the 
particular location in the Pacific Ocean area, between 1.75 and 3.0 and 
that the latter figure was perhaps more realistic for work at locations 
such as Eniwetok, whicp was somewhat off the beaten track and had no 
native population available for employment. 

Upon return of the reconnaissance team to Los Angeles, its members 
began the task of integrating the wealth of material accumulated during 
ths trip with the information on equipment, prefabricated buildings, 
usage factors, and similar items of information worked up by engineering 
personnel at the Home Office. The screening process was tedious and, 
because of security limitations, the wealth of experience available 
througout the Engineering Division and clearly applicable to the job at 
hand could not be fully utilized. However, by the first week in Novem
ber 1948, considerable progress had been made in resolving the data 
collected into the form of recommended criteria. 

At this time it became apparent that the master planning of the 
Project could be expedited materially if "P" approved personnel were 
given access to isolated phases of the problem for study. Permission 
was granted to do this, and thus it was possible to utilize the added 
experience which could be brought to bear on the subject and new impetus 
was given to this phase of the work. 

It was also apparent at this time that one of the major considera
tions affecting the production of a master plan for the Proving Ground 
was the determination of the intended period of utilization of the faci
lities. The type of structures and equipment to be recommended, the 
nature of installations, and the over-all philosophy of operation would 
obviously be quite different if only a single operation were planned in 
1951 than if it was intended to establish structures, facilities, equip
ment, and installations which could be used for a series of operations 
to be performed over a number of years. Such policy determinations and 
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those which concerned the extent of participation of military personnel 
would influence the ultimate location of camp sites, the nature of base 
facilities, and many other items of dasign and engineering significanceo 

Meetings to resolve these policy matters were held at Los Alamos 
between November 15 and November 19, 1948, and, by the end of November, 
decisions had been made by the AEC in Washington, D. C., that planning 
for the Project would be on the basis of tests in 1951 and one additional 
set of tests. It was intended that the planning basis should be for base 
facilities which would last for approximately 5 years. Request was made, 
however, that analysis of the master planning problem be so arranged that 
the difference in cost between one-experiment use and two-experiment use 
would be determinable. 

With basic requirements and philosophies firm, the design and engi
neering phases of the Reconnaissance Report began to take shape. A letter 
from J-Divisionl clearly set forth the AEC position on criteria questions 
raised at the November meetings and resulted in immediate steps by the 
Engineering Division to collate the design data, previously worked up, 
along the lines indicated. Such sections as those which concerned camp 
layouts and base facilities, personnel buildings, power generation and 
distribution, water distillation, sewage and waste disposal, and surveys 
were rapidly moved toward final form in the light of agreed-upon prin
ciples. 

One of the most significant engineering contributions to the Recon
naissance Report was the development, in close coordination with the 
Operations Division, of a master plan with the flexibility which H & N 
experience with other scientific and research projects had shown to be 
essential. Because the type, number, and size of scientific stations 
could only be surmised, because work on the proposed experimental prog
rams had barely begun, and because the population requirements and faci
lities requirements provided H & N were based on experience during 
Operation Sandstone (essentially ship-based) rather than upon the defined 
scope of this operation, it was necessary to make careful analyses with 
a view to future expansion of a major nature. For example it was neces
sary to plan locations of offices, laboratories, and personnel facilities 
to provide convenience and accessibility as well as room for possible 
expansion. 

That flexibility was designed into the master plan is evident from 
the fact that, of 28 recommendations of an engineering nature contained 
in t~e Reconnaissance Report, essentially 26 were followed throughout 
the Project in spite of radical changes in the experimental programs, 
in the numbers of personnel accommodated, in the greatly increased mag
nitude and complexity of the support required for scientific operations, 
and in the numbers of Users engaged in the scientific program. The 
master plans proposed in the report and in the various site layouts for 
base facilities and camps were followed, an:ithe necessary expansion was 
provided within these basic concepts as the changing requirements were 
encountered. 

1AEC letter LAB-J-509, November 29, 1948 
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In view of the multiplicity of the details involved in a project 
of the type then contemplated, complicated by the further fact of the 
off-shore and isolated location of the Project site, the significance of 
the flexibility afforded is apparent at the Proving Ground in the lack 
of congestion and in the orderly appearance of the various island develop
ments. 
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LIAISON TO OBTADr DESIGB CRITERIA 

The need f'or close liaison be"tireen the scientific and operational 
groups whose requirements would determine the Proving GroUDd facilities 
vhich the A-E-C-M Contract was to des:gn, construct, and operate vas 
recognized as essential to the long=range planning and development of' 
Operation Greenhouse. 

The procedures established to maintain this liaison between J-D1-
v1aion and the H & N Engineering DiYision are discussed 1n Chapter 5.3 
of' this report. More than thirty trips were made by the Chief' Engineer 
or members of his staff' to Los Alamos, Chicago, Wash1DgtoJl1 D. c., &JJd 
the Jobsi te f'or this purpose. These trips~ u well u the 1ll&l1Y' by per
sonnel of' J-Division, were supplemented by frequent telephone calla, dis
patches, and letters. 

The details of' the development of' maater planning, site p]ann1ng, 
and many other engineering features are given in subsequent portions 
of' this volume. Because ot the tact that the succeas or failure of the 
f'acilitiea provided at the Proving Ground to serve the need.a of' the 
Users hinged upon the success or failure of' getting these requirement• 
troa the mind.a of' scientists to the dratting board.a ot engiD.eers, it is 
f'elt that a brief' resume of' the salient points ot this liaison might be 
valuable at this point. 

The liaison to obtain design criteria might be said to have start
ed with a series of' meetings at the Los Alamos Scientitic Laboratory 
on November 15 to 19, 1948. Thia vu attended by a large group troa 
J-Division, the principals of' Holme• & Harver, and the reconnaissance 
team. Shortly atter this meeting, the direction aD4 liaison of' all 
technical and operational matters vu delegated to J-Division. 

Pollo~ the Ioveaber meeting, at which sou buic criteria were 
eatablished, the EDgiDeering Division started the preparation ot maa
ter aite pl.au and began a detailed study of' types of buildi.Dg con
struction. The latter resulted 1n the selection of the 24-toot wide 
altlllinua building that could be used 1n any- length in multiple• ot 
tour f'eet. 

It vu not until December 13, 1949, that the development ot acien
ti:tic teat atructures could be started, and thua initial deaign vork 
vu concentrated on the development of' lnivetok and Parry Ialan.da aJld 
the liTiD.g campa tor the experi.Mn.t islanda: Engebi, Rojoa, and Rum.t. 
The Chief Engineer made a trip to the Laboratory at Los iluoa, sub
mitted site plan.s, and thorouahly diacuased them vith representative• 
ot J-Division. Changes were suggested aD4 notations made which were 
later incorporated 1n. the aite plans. 
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By March 3, 1949, detailed plans and specifications had been can
pleted and approved for the first 300-foot tower. The site plans for 
Parr;y Island were finally approved on April 8, 1949, but it was August 
30, 1949 before definite information was received fran JTF-.3 about the 
requirements for Eniwetok Island and a new site plan was prepared. This 
was approved October 27, 1949. The camp site for Engebi was approved 
on September 23, 1949; for Runit on October 19, 1949; and for Rojoa on 
October 21, 1949. The detailed arrangement of buildings for administra
tion and laboratories for Parry Island was developed by conferences at 
both Los Alamos and Los Angeles between March 31 and May 17, 1949. The 
animal coloey on Japtan was added and basic criteria for it received 
during conferences at Los Alamos June JO, 1949. The site plan for Jap
tan Island to take care of the animal coloey was approved August 22,1949. 

With the beginning of the year 1950, the scientific program began 
to take shape, and throughout the entire year either the Chief Engineer 
visited Los Alamos or the J-Division representative visited Los Angeles 
almost weeklyo Between visits were maey phone conversations, as new 
Users were included in the tests and as all Users developed their re
quirements. There were lll8.IlY and frequent changes, and the design de
partments were kept current by means of these meetings and conversa
tions. Information transmitted orally was later confirmed in vriting. 

The first of a series of instrumentation charts was received fran 
J-Division on December 13, 1949. These charts gave the identifying 
number, location, a brief description, the User, requirements for power, 
telephones, and time signals for each station. Rmsed copies of these 
charts were issued frequently during 1950 to reflect the current status 
of these requirements. The H & N Los Angeles office carefully checked 
each new issue against criteria previously received, and an;y discrepan
cies or errors wre immediately discussed and resolved with the J-Divi
sion representative. In addition to this direct liaison with the J
Division representative, H & N engineering representatives also met 
with Users and JTF-.3 representatives. Sane of these meetings wre held 
at the H & N Los Angeles office; others were at Los Alamos, Chicago, 
Boston, Silver Springs, ?ti., and Washington, D. c. Such meetings were 
al~s with the approval am often at the request of J-Diviaion. As 
information was obtained, drawings were prepared or revised, material 
take-offs made, and prints sent to J obsi te. J obsi te personnel wre 
kept advised of change_. by teletype as information became available. 
The information thus transmitted was supplemented by frequent visits 
to the Jobsite by the Chief Engineer and members of his division. 

Without the interchange of ideas and the discussion of problems 
which this direct type of liaison to obtain design criteria permitted, 
it would have been impossible for the design and construction of faci
lities to keep pace w1 th the growth and development of requirements 
which occurred and which had been anticipated in the initial planning 
for this operation. 
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CHAPTER 5.7 

MASTER PLANNING AND SITE PLANNING 

As a result of a series of conferences between representatives of 
Holmes & Narver and J-Division, held during the week of November 15, 
1948, basic functional criteria were formulated which, together with 
the findings and recommendations of the Reconnaissance Report of Janu
ary 7, 1949, provided the master planning for the Project. 

Because the test dates had been rather firmly established for the 
early part of 1951, the indefinite nature of the early criteria im
posed major planning problems upon the Engineering, Procurement, and 
Construction units of the Holmes & Narver Organization, and required 
that considerable judgement and foresight be exercised to anticipate 
changes in basic criteria and increases in the scope of the work and 
still schedule the work for completion within the time limit. 

Because the Atoll had been used for similar tests before, there 
were some installations available for use. In the interests of econ
omy it was decided to rehabilitate these wherever possible. Similarly, 
it was decided to use the several islands for the same purposes as in 
the previous tests. Thus Parry and Eniwetok were selected to serve as 
support islands, while Runit, the Aomon-Biijiri-Rojoa Group, and Engebi 
were to be used as experiment sites. In addition, based on the findings 
of the Reconnaissance Report, Bogallua Island was selected as an exper
iment site. 

The over-all planning problem modified coordination and distribu
tion of many types of installations for a limited area and for a Proj
ect whose ultimate scope was not known until the late stages of con
struction. Although the increases in population for the various sites 
do not constitute the most definitive index of growth in scope, it is 
significant that the planned population of the support islands, Parry 
and Eniwetok, increased from 1,200 to more than 4,400. Furthermore, 
develo?llents showed that not even the Users could foresee the ultimate 
size of the Project. Yet, the attempt by the planners to proTide for 
changes and increases in scope was proved successful by the fact that 
a very high percentage of the changes and increases were made without 
serious disruption of original plans. 

Details of the planning for each major island are given in the 
following subsections. Maps showing site plans and layouts for each 
island are presented in Appendix C of this Completion Report. 

P ARRI ISLAND 

Parry Island was chosen as the site for AEC headquarters, including 
the test control center and the base for laboratory personnel and func
tions. It was also to serve as the construction and maintenance head
quarters for H & N and as dispatching center for inter-island 
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communications and air and water transportation. It later developed 
that Parry was also to accommodate JTF-3 headquarters. 

The facilities required for the operations of these groups in
cluded office and laboratory buildings, work shops, warehouses, and 
transport installation. Quarters, messing, laundry, and recreational 
facilities were to be shared by AEC, JTF-3 and H & N, as well as paver, 
water, and communications services. 

According to the original criteria. furnished by AEC, the maximum 
number of personnel to be accommodated '.)n Parry at any one time was 
to be approximately 600 persons. The initial planning was undertaken 
on this basis and a suggested layout vas incorporated in the Recon
naissance Report. This planning provided for housing all personnel in 
semi-permanent aluminum buildings, 200 scientists in small buildings 
vith partitions to provide for one or two men per room, and 400 con
struction workers in dormitories, 34 men per building. Administration 
buildings, mess ha.11, cold storage, paver and water plant, shops, and 
maintenance warehouse vere also planned a.a aluminum buildings. (See 
Chapter 5.10, Personnel Buildings.) 

Subsequent expansion of the scope of the scientific program re
quired corresponding expansion of laboratory and associated facilities, 
as well as a corresponding expansion in personnel accommodations. By 
July 1949, vhen Supplement No. 1 to the Reconnaissance Report was 
issued, the anticipated population for Parry had grown far beyond the 
original estimate of 600, The increased needs for housing, messing, 
and other personnel facilities and the increased needs for laboratory 
buildings, warehouses, freight receiving, transportation, and full 
handling facilities made necessary a major revision of the layout 
originally planned. 

The extent of revision may be seen from a comparison of the tvo 
plans, the original from the Reconnaissance Report, Figure 5.7-1, and 
th~ revised from Supplement No. 1 to the Reconnaissance Report, 
Figure 5.7-2. 

The revised site plan, as approved by AEC, reaained firm as to 
general layout, but many revisions vere made in details to acc0111Rodate 
additional personnel. In Ju.ly of 1949 the Task Force Commander elected 
to set up his headquarters on Parry. This decision involved approxi
mately 100 additional people, and the planning and construction of a 
headquarters building for the use of this group as vell as the replan
ning of the tent camp area. As late as October 1950, instructions 
vere received from the AEC to prortde an addition to the tent cup 
area to quarter 400 more people. Along 'With this increase in living 
quarters, authorization was granted to increase the seating capacity 
of the mess hall. Because early planning bad foreseen some increase 
in population at this site, the mess hall galley bad been built and 
equipped to handle considerable additional load. It did so satis
factorily until the population increased far beyond that originally 
contemplated, 
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In addition to these major changes and additions to the scope of 
facilities on Parry, there were numerous other changes which affected 
site planning. These other changes, directed by AEC, involved the 
addition, deletion, or relocation of structures. As had been antici
pated during the early stages of planning, the over-all effect was a 
multifold expansion of both installations and personnel requirements. 
Indication of this can be gained from noting that population, estimated 
in the Reconnaissance Report at 600, reached a peak of 1530, with two 
or three-day peaks of over 2200. 

Master planning had envisioned that on all sites, vb.ere possible 
and practical, advantage would be taken of existing roads, structures, 
airstrips, and other facilities. As indicated in the Reconnaissance 
Report, however, except for several usable warehouse buildings, practi
cally none of the Parry facilities were usable. Even the airstrip was 
in poor condition and badly oriented. 

Parry Island is the third largest in area of the many islands of 
the Atoll. It extends in a north-south direction. The narrow southern 
half of the island was not as well adapted to developaent as the wider 
northern half. On the extreme northern tip of the island were some 
permanent navigational aids and several borrow pits 'Which were to be 
preserved. The north central section of the island, however, was wide 
enough for development and contained five or six usable quonset ware
houses. In addition, the location of the airstrip and certain roads 
which could be repaired made this part of the island the logical choice 
for installations. 

The location of these existing features, the size and shape of the 
site, and the interrelation of the different parts of the camp deter
mined the final arrangement of the site. Because of the corrosive salt 
spray, all construction on the ocean side of the island, was kept at 
least 100 feet from the shore. The direction of the prevailing breeze 
determined the orientation or the individual buildings. 

The combinedOCl.ministration building for both the scientists and 
H & N and the administration building for JTF-3, along with several 
laboratories, were enclosed in a security compound. This compound, 
the mess hall, a post exchange, two recreation buildings, and an open 
air movie theatre formed the heart of the camp and were readily acces
sible from any part of the site. East of this central group was the 
semi-permanent personnel area, extending along the open shore. This 
area was divided into two parts, one for the scientists and one for the 
construction workers. The infirmary was between them. At the request 
of AEC, the scientists' quarters were placed in pairs, each pair form
ing a nvu, so as to funnel the wind between the buildings. South of 
the headquarters area and adjacent to the J'l'F-3 administration building 
were located the quarters for Task Foree personnel, a tent camp of 50 
4-man tents, later extended by the addition of 5 8-man tents. 

Service facilities were placed along the west or lagoon side of 
the island. This arrangement allowed the POL facilities to be isolated 
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near the shore and made for convenient unloading of tankers by submarine 
lines. The power plant and water distillation plant were placed near 
the POL storage area because they were prime consumers of fuel and fuel 
lines could thus be kept short. A further advantage \18.8 that the heat 
and noise of these facilities were thereby kept isolated and downwind 
of the quarters and administration areaso Similarly the laundry, a 
major user of water, was placed close to the stills. 

In order that freight handling might be minimized, the maintenance 
and construction warehouses were located farther south, adjacent to the 
cargo pier and the open freight storage area. The fire station and 
security office were strategically placed at the intersection of two 
main roads from which all developed parts of the island were quickly 
reached. 

The general location of the air strip south of the camp vas satis
factory because it was far enough away to allow for future camp expan
sion without interfering with the operation of the strip. However, the 
strip was given a more favorable orientation into the wind, and a per
sonnel pier was added on the lagoon side just west of the strip. The 
two formed a terminal for inter-island transportation. Such installa
tions as the Loran station, compound, underground storage, and buildings 
Noo 329, 330, and 331, were isolated on the south part of the island 
for safety and security reasons. This section vas the most distant 
part of the island from the camp site and was not used by maintenance 
personneL 

ENIWETOK ISLAND 

The island of Enivetok was planned essentially as recommended in 
the Reconnaissance Report. Early master planning led to the conclusion 
that, for the maximum flexibility of operation and for the minimum of 
congestion between the scientific operations and the supporting llilitary 
services, independent headquarters sites should be established for the 
scientific and military groups. Therefore, Eniwetok was planned for 
the military and Parry for the scientific groups. (Thia plan vas 
modified somewhat 'When, in July 1949, the Task Force Commander elected 
to establish his headquarters on Parry.) Major reasons for this plan 
were that Eniwetok provided the most area for expansion of milit8.17 
facilities, that Eniwetok provided a main airstrip to accolllllodate drones 
and other facilities, and that existing communication facilities on 
Enivetok could be used temporarily. In general, Eniwetok vas planned 
to provide housing for the military garrison and to serve as the site 
for such other facilities as would be required by the military, avia
tion, and communication services. 

At the time of the Reconnaissance Report, it was expected that a 
peak population of about 600 persons would be housed on Eniwetok Island. 
It vas planned that some additional military personnel would be housed 
aboard ship. By the time of Supplement No. 1 to the Reconnaiaaanee 
Report, however, the anticipated population had been increased to about 
800, vi.th corresponding increase in the facilities required for aircraft 
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support and drone plane operations, Original plans for aluminum build
ing quarters fer all personnel were changed to plans for semi-permanent 
aluminum bU1ld.1ngs for 660 and a tent camp for approximately 200 short
st ay personnel, Periodic increases in military personnel followed 
until ultimately the tent camp had been expanded to accommodate 2220 
persons, ~ith the semi-permanent buildings, housing was provided for 
approx11nately 2880 people. 

At the cutset of the planning of this site it was anticipated that 
the planning, designing and construction of all buildings, utilities, 
and facilities on Eniwetok would be performed by Holmes & Narver per
sonnel; however, at a meeti~g held at JTF-J Headquarters at Washington, 
D. C,, on January 30, 1950 1 it was decided that the construction labor 
would be performed by a military Construction Battalion with the assist
ance of designated Holmes & Narver supervisory personnel. 

Eniwe~ok Island, the longest and the second largest island of the 
Atoll, lies in a northeast-southwest direction. The northeast half of 
the island is narrow, but the southwest half widens out considerably. 
This widening allowed for extensive development of the existing runway 
so that it could function well as the AtollYs air terminal and as base 
for drone plane operations. For the s8JJ1e reason, the freight receiving 
area was located on this part of the island., 

The existing communications facilities, operated by the Signal Corps 
and located near the center of the northeast half of the island, were 
retained, They remained in operation until the new facilities were 
built and ready for use, 

The Loran station, added to the progTam at a later date and de
signed according to Coast Guard criteria, was located on the northeast 
tip of the island, To insure efficiency of operation of these facili
ties, no other installations were planned in the vicinity of the inde
pendent transmitter or Loran stations, and the area extending from the 
transmitter antenna farm to the Loran stations was to remain undeveloped. 
However, because of the desire of the atoll commander that one of the 
tvo existing recreation buildings in the area be retained for its 
original use, the Loran monitor antenna vas located on Parry Island. 

The airstrip, which was already the longest and widest on the 
Atoll, vas realigned to permit its extension to 7000 feet. A drone 
control ramp was centered off the vest ~nd, and arresting cables were 
installed at its east end; The north side of the runway was devoted 
to drone plane facilities and the south side to general airport activi
ties. 

A drone parking area, 2600 feet long, was provided at the vest end 
of the strip and connected to it by three taxiways. The northwest 
corner of the drone parking area vas designated as the drone plane 
decontamination area, vith personnel decontamination facilities pro
vided close by. The nev B-50 hangar and drone operations building 
were located adjacent to the center of the parking area, Three 



existing buildings also at that point were designated as air operations 
and base engineering shops. An isolated compound for NRDL and the 
Chemical Warfare Service was provided at the eastward end of the strip. 

The general airport facilities on the south side of the runway 
consisted of a 2,JOO-foot~long plane park and a group of buildings 
near the center of the south edge of the strip. These housed the con
trol tover, base operations, Air Task Group Headquarters, liaison plane 
operations and maintenance, a crash truck, weather data facilities, 
and radar. The existing perimeter road around the west end of the 
island was straightened to facilitate the lengthening of the runway and 
the creation of the plane park. A turn-off was added to serve the 
facilities along the drone park, and another was added south of the 
runway to accommodate the facilities in that area. 

North of the airstrip, on the lagoon shore, a cargo pier and fuel 
dump had previously been built. Nearby 'iMere 12 warehouses, and farther 
along the perimeter road 'iolere 19 more warehouses. Because these in
stallations were in fair condition, because they were sui'ficiently 
distant from the airstrip so as not to interfere with operations, and 
because ample space for open storage was also available there, the area 
was planned as a freight receiving area. These facilities were expanded 
and improved by the addition of a POL area and the lengthening of the 
cargo pier. Adjacent to the existing electronics warehouse west of the 
POL area was placed the permanent receiver station and its power plant. 

With the airfield, freight receiving, and POL facilities occupying 
the west half of the island and the coinmunications installation occupy
ing its far east end, there remained for the cantonment area only the 
narrow east central strip of the island, 3000 feet long and an average 
350 feet wide. Careful planning 'iolas required to accommodate over 2,800 
men on this limited site and maximize the utilization of those existing 
structures which could economically be rehabilitated. The existing 
eastwest road, favorably located on the lee side, was straightened to 
leave maximum area free for the camp. The 8-man tent quarters were 
placed in staggered rows facing into the breeze, and their accessory 
shower and latrine buildings were placed at the downwind ends of alter
nate rows. This arrangement kept the shower and latrine buildings in 
a line along the road and facilitated the economical installation of 
water and sewer lines. 

Two housing groups were planned, one for the Army and the other 
for the Air Force. The Army housing was placed east of the Army Task 
Group Headquarters; the Air Force housing was placed at the west end of 
the camp, nearest the airfield. Between the two and easily accessible 
'W'ere the mess hall, bakery, commissary, and reefer buildings. East of 
the mess hall and facing the east-west road were placed the fire sta
tion, laundry, and post exchange. Between the laundry and post ex
change, but off the road, was located an open air movie theatre which 
could accommodate USO shows. Also in this area, but fronting the ocean 
and isolated from the other buildings and their accompanying noises, 
was the infirmary vith its tvo ward buildings. The easternmost 
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building of this central group was the Army Task Group Headquarters; 
the Army housing was adjacent to it. The semi-permanent aluminum 
buildings for Army Quarters (four 18-man buildings for officers, one 
J6-man building and three 72-man buildings for enlisted men) were 
placed nearest the headquarters building. The tents (one hundred and 
twenty-one 8-man type) were farther east. 

West of the mess hall was located another open air movie theater 
with the Air Force housing beginning immediately south of it. Five 
semi-permanent 18-man quarters for officers were placed nearest the 
mess hall and five semi-permanent 72-man quarters for enlisted men were 
put farther to the west with forty-one 8-man tents for officers between 
the two. West of the semi-permanent enlisted men's quarters were one 
hundred and sixteen 8-men tents for enlisted personnel. 

EXPERIMENT ISLANDS 

The minimum facilities required for each of the experiment islands 
consisted of a weapon tower, an airstrip, and temporary housing. 

The weapon Towers could not be located on exactly the same sites 
as those used for earlier experiments because of th~ old tower footings, 
but they were located on the same zero lines, seventy-five feet behind 
the original zero points (away from the existing and planned instru
mentation structures). 

Previous experience indicated the desirability of providing tempo
rary camps at each of the experiment islands to house the scientists 
and workmen engaged in preparation for the experiments. Basic design 
criteria led to the estimate that each location would need facilities 
for approximately 50 scientists and 150 workmen. Camp layouts were 
developed therefore, to serve these estimated populations. 

Inasmuch as accurate location data for scientific stations and 
other experimental structures \lere not available at the early stage of 
planning, particular care was exercised to locate camps as far from 
the towers and zero lines as practicable, leaving a maximum clear area 
along and adjacent to the zero lines available for scientific stations 
or structures. 

All experiment island camps were designed to permit disassembly 
of structures prior to detonations. Therefore all structures were 
designed as temporary or semi-permanent. Quarters were in 4-man tents, 
and the recreation facilities \lere housed in tents. The other facili
ties were in semi-permanent buildings. These included mess halls, fire 
and first aid butldings, offices, 100-man shower and latrine buildings, 
and repair shops. The only exception was the power plant structures 
which were blast-proof concrete because power was required after the 
shots. Where practical, tents and equipment were to be dismantled just 
before shot ti.mes and stored on Parry. 
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The experiment islands were the sites of various scientific and 
military structures. Scientific structures were located from informa
tion furnished H & N by J-Division. Military structures were located 
and oriented under the direction of the Assistant Director of Program 
3o Although H & N was not concerned directly in the master planning 
or site planning for scientific or military structures, their locations 
and relocations sometime brought about revisions in site plans prepared 
by H & No 

Rµnit Island. The weapon tower on Runit was located at the north
ern tip of the long narrow island and the camp area at the southern 
tip, in order to allov a maxi.mum distance between themo There was an 
existing airstrip on the center pa.rt of the island, but because it was 
too short and t<Xl narrow it was rebuilt. In rebuilding the airstrip, 
its orientation was changed to allow a more favorable wind bearing. 

The south tip of the island is shaped like an isosceles right 
triangle and is connected to the rest of the island by a narrow strip 
of land. The tent quarters were placed in two staggered rows along 
the equal sides of the triangle, with an open air movie theater located 
at the apex. The central area of the triangle was occupied by the mess 
hall, office, and fire and first aid building. The base of the triangle 
contained the power plant and repair shop; a maintenance building, 
grease rack, and basketball court were located on existing concrete 
pads 'Within the area. 

Aomon-Bii11ri-Roioa Group. The Aomon-Biijiri-Rojoa group of 
islands lie in a northwest-southeast line. An existing causeway con
nected Aomon and Biijiri. Originally it was planned that Aomon was to 
be the zero point for this test area, It was also planned that, in 
order to add to the land mass available for experiment purposes, the 
living camp for this group would be constructed on Rojoa and a trestle 
causeway would connect that island to Aomon-Biijiri. Later in the 
program, due to changes in the experiments to be performed, the deci
sion was made to move the zero point tower for this test area from 
Aomon to Eberiru, the next island to the northwest of Aomon. A canal 
fill causeway conneccing Eberiru with Aomon was then decided upon as 
the best plan in order to provide a conduit for coaxial cable lines as 
well as a traffic artery. 

Because the existing airstrip on Biijiri was poorly surfaced and 
too short, a new strip was constructed adjacent to it and parallel with 
it on a site where grading had been started by an Army maintenance 
project. 

The camp site on Rojoa was placed on the side of the island 
favored by the prevailing breeze. The tent quarters were placed in 
four staggered rows parallel to the shore, and other camp facilities 
were grouped behind and dovnvind from the tents. 

Engebi. The original tover site for the "E" program was at the 
western apex of Engebi, an island whose shape is roughly that of an 
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equilateral triangle. The site for the "E+'1 program added to the over
all program in the Fall of 1950 was the northern apex. The existing 
airstrip, perpendicular to the east shore of the island and 1,500 feet 
south of the northern apex, was resurfaced and lengthened. The camp 
was located some distance south of the airstrip and on the east shore 
so as to catch the prevailing breeze. 

The tent quarters were placed in staggered rovs parallel to the 
shore with the other camp facilities grouped farther inland. After 
the decision was made to use this site for the Military Structures 
program, the capacity of the camp was approximately doubled. This 
enlargement was required to accommodate the increase in personnel 
necessitated by the acceleration of the construction program. The 
additional tent quarters were placed in staggered rows inland from and 
parallel to the earlier tent installation. The enlarged population 
necessitated increasing the other camp facilities. An additional mess 
hall building was placed adjacent and parallel to the original, with a 
covered passage connecting the tvo. The recreation building was en
larged to i.ndude a post office and post exchange. The first aid sta
tion was moved out of the combined fire and first aid building and an 
infirmary replaced it. The quarters vacated became the timekeeper's 
office. The open air movie theater was enlarged beyond the original 
design. The other buildinge (recreation tent, day room, and power 
plant) remained unchanged. 

Bogallua. The selection of a fourth experiment site had been one 
of the tasks assigned the Reconnaissance party. After investigation, 
the group recommended Bogallu.a, one of the islands vest of Engebi, as 
the most suitable site, provided use could be made of the sand spit at 
the vest end of the island. The main problem involved in the use of 
the sand spit was that of determining its stability. The age and ex
tent of the vegetation on the spit indicated that it was stable, and 
studies of aerial photographs taken six months and eighteen months be
fore corroborated the opinion that the spit was stable. After confer
ences among representatives of Holmes & Narver, J-Division, and the 
AEC Engineering and Construction Division at Los Alamos, Bogallua was 
selected as the fourth experiment island. 

The planning of installations on Bogallua was based upon the fact 
that the time and nature of the experiment to be conducted there vould 
require a less elaborate camp than those on other experiment islands. 
The camp was designed to house fever than 50 men in tents, and provided 
for only a pit latrine and an open shower and lavatory slab. Storage 
and repair facilities were to be housed in tents. The veapons tover 
power plant were to be similar to those on other experiment islands. 
No movie theatre or airstrip vas to be provided. 

On December 2, 1949, after the site layout had been approved and 
after some construction work had been done, a break was observed in the 
sand spit. On December 10, 1949, a second braak vas observed; and 
shortly thereafter the sand spit disintegrated almost entirely. An 
attempt was made to stabilize at least a portion of the spit, but this 
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proved unsuccessful. Consideration vas then given to the use of 
Bogallua as the location for the weapon tower \dth instrumentation to 
be located on Bogombogoj but the distance betveen the tvo islands im
posed costly obstacles. Therefore, on January 18, 1950, all vork on 
Bogallua was stopped. 

Because there was no other suitable site in the island group vest 
of Engebi, the experiment vas'emporarily abandoned. Later, however, a 
fourth experiment vas found to be vitally needed, and on October 20, 
1950, it was decided that the fourth experiment vould be from a tover 
on the northeast end of Engebi. This experiment was designated as "E-1'". 

JAPTAN ISLAND 

Japtan Island was selected as the site for the establishment of 
the animal colony called for in Supplement No. 1 to the Reconnaissance 
Report. It vas selected because of its size, because of the favorable 
camp sites it provided, and because of its proximity to Parry Island, 
the scientific headquarters eite. 

Upon receipt of basic ~riteria pertaining to the animal facilities, 
laboratories, and personnel buildings required, a site layout vas co•
pleted. Certain changes vere made to this layout in conformance vith 
requests by Users through J-Division. Notable among these changes vere 
the addition of another animal house and an animal infirmary. The re
vised plan was approved and construction conformed to it. 

The original criteria indicated that semi-permanent facilities for 
approximately 150 people vould be required. The stabilization of the 
Medical~Biologieal test program resulted in a decrease in this figure, 
however, and semi-permanent facilities were finally provided for approx
imately 72 persons. 

In order that the animals might become accustomed to the climate 
prior to the time of the experiments, all facilities at Japtan vere 
given a high construction priority and scheduled for completion before 
September of 1950. Part of these installations were required to be 
made available as early as December 1949. 

The island vas covered with palm trees spaced about 20 feet apart. 
All buildings vere located in such a vay as to necessitate the removal 
of the fewest number of trees possible. The location chosen was the 
western side of the island, 'Which afforded the best orientation into 
the breeze and had already been cleared. The living and laboratory 
facilities were tovard the north and animal facilities toward the south. 
Three semi-permanent quarters and a mess hall for personnel vere lo
cated along the shore of the island and faced into the breeze. Immedi
ately south of the quarters, vere placed the laboratory and autopsy 
building, with the X-ray building isolated east of these. Farther 
south and downwind, were placed the mouse houses, 32 animal runs, and 
the animal infirmary. Next came the food storage building, which vas 
placed across the road from the pier on the lagoon side. Finally, the 
incinerator was located farther south and dovnvind from the rest of the 
campo 
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PHOTO TOWER SITF.S 

Findings of the Reconnaissance party indicated that the existing 
75-foot photo tovers at Aniyaanii and Coral Head were in fair condition 
and could be repaired to serve again for the forthcoming experiments. 
According to Supplement No. 1 to the Reconnaissance Report, it was in
tended to use ten photo tovers, including these two. One tower was to 
be erected on Runit, one on Aomon, two towers for stereoscopic photog
raphy on Teiteiripuedrl, one on Bokonaarappu, two on Piiraai, and one on 
the coral reef south of Runit Island. Two spare towers, which had been 
procured for Operation Sandstone were in storage at the Atoll. These 
were cheeked carefully and found to be in good condition, and it was 
planned to uee these on Runit and Aomon. The six nev-75 foot towers 
were to be of a new design because they were to be placed much closer 
to the zero tovers. (See Chapter 5.11 for a discussion of tower design.) 

Later, in July 1949, instructions were received to recondition the 
towers on Aniyaanii and Coral Head but that the7 would not be used for 
tests. Also, the spare towers which had been intended for use on Runit 
and Aomon were not used. Ultimately, six newly designed. photo towers 
were used, two on Teiteiripucchi, two on Piiraa.1, one on Bokonaarappu, 
and one on the site southeast of Runit. In the course of planning of 
the photo towers, it was proposed to locate thi• last tower an Rttllit 
rather than build an artificial island. Site plans were revised accord
ingly, but when it was ascertained that this change would place the 
tower too close to the zero point, the tower was relocated to its orig
inally planned position. 
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CHAPTER 'i o 8 

.SURVEYS 

Survey requirements of the Project were based upon the Recon
naissance of the Jobsite made in October 1948. The Reconnaissance 
Report treatment or survey requirements and schedules was based upon 
limited knowledge of the scope of work involved. It outlined horizon
tal and vertical control surveys covering the Project islands as kno'Wil 
at the time, topographic and hydrogra.phic surveys for design purposes, 
and the construction and as-built surveys that would be required as work 
progressedo The later course of the Project and the increase ir scope 
of work resulted in such expansion or the Project requirements that 
these early surveys became inadequate. 

Schedules for these surveys were set up in the Reconnaissance 
Report. Because of a decrease in allo"Wable manpower at the Jobsite 
during the early stages, inadequate transportation, and increased de
sign and construction requirements, these schedules were met in the 
over-all but were not met in detail in all cases. However, design 
information was submitted to the Home Office as fast as it was obtained, 
and control requirements were completed without delaying any features of 
the work. 

Available data for survey planning consisted of the Reconnaissance 
Report; the Report of the Engineer, Joint Task Force Seven; and certain 
Coast and Geodetic Survey charts of the Atoll. From this information, 
a proposed control net~ork was laid out, and a priority of require
ments for design information was schedules. 

HORIZONTAL CONTROL SURVEY 

. To meet the requirements of the Project, a scheme of second order 
triangulation compose~ of check figures was executed from a second 
order base line on Runit Island. The scheme extended northward to 
Bogallua Island and southward to Eniwetok Island, and the purpose of 
the survey was to coordinate local surveys on Project islands and to 
establish distances and azimuth between certain installations. 

Standard procedure e.Ad specifica.t~ons of the U. s. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey for second order triangulation were the criteria for 
the survey. The geometry or the scheme ws checked by the Los Angeles 
Office or the Coast and Geodetic Survey before field work started, and 
the results of observing the scheme were checked by the saae group as 
to procedure 1n January 1950. 

The scheme was so executed that it could be expanded to include 
the complete Atoll, and 'Wherever possible the permanency or station 
locations was considered. All station markers on Project islands 
were referenced, but referencing of the two stations in the lagoon and 
on the sand spits south of Runit was not practical. 
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Two previous surveys had been made of the eastern portions of 
the Atoll. As stated in the Reconnaissance Report of January 7, 1949, 
these surveys were not readily adaptable to the requirements of this 
Project and were necessarily reoccupied to expand the present scheme. 

The U. S. s. BOWDITCH Survey, made in 1944, was of third order 
accuracy and covered only the eastern portion of the Atoll from Igurin 
to Bogombogo. (See Figure 5.8-1 for the U.S.S. BOWDITCH Survey tri
angulation net.) The app:i.rent purpose was to make hydrographic charts 
of the Atoll. It included a base line on Runit Island, control points 
on eleven other islands, and a station in ~ne lagoon ill the vicinity 
of the existing station Coral. The geographical position or station 
North Base on Ru.nit Island and the azimuth of the base line between 
stations North Base and South Base were determined by astronomical 
observations. Because most of the stations of this survey were not 
on Project islands and because the reoccup:i.tion of the stations would 
have been necessary for system expansion, the values found in the 
U. s. s. BOWDITCH Survey were not incorporated into the present survey, 
except in that the determination of the latitude and longitude of 
station Runit by the Joint Task Force Seven Survey was based on the 
original geographical position of station North Base as established by 
the U. S. S. BOWDITCH Survey. Also, the azlln1th of the line I\orth Base 
Sand was accepted from the U. s. s. BOWDITCH Survey. 

The Joint Task Force Seven Survey, ma.de in 1947-48, and covering 
the eastern portion of the lagoon fran Aniyaa.nii to Engebi, consisted 
of a limited scheme with stations on Engebi, Aanon, Runit, and Aniyaanii 
Islands, and station Coral in the lagoon. (See 1''igure 5.8-2 for the 
Joint Task Force Seven triangulation net) The scheme was stated to be 
of first order accuracy, and first ord.9r procedure had been used. How
ever, the base expansion figure vre.s not consistent with specifications 
of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, and it ws only because of the 
limited extent of the scheme that the work could be considered or a high 
order of accuracy. 

Of the seven stations included in the JTF-7 survey, station Gra!'lex 
on Aaman Island had been destroyed, and the station on ADiyaanii ws or 
little value in expanding the scheme. To establish a new station on 
Aoman required reoccupying three of the five remaining stations. It 
thus was apparent that the expanded requirements or the present survey 
involved re-establishment of a canplete, triangulation Detwork. (See 
Figure 5.8-3 for the H&H primary triangulation net.) 

Station South Base of the U. S. S. BOWDITCH Survey was not recover
ed, and a new station RRunitR was established at the south end or the 
island. The line North Base-Rwrlt became the base line of the H & N 
survey. 

The geographical position of station North Base and the azimuth of 
the line North Base-Sand.as established by the U. S. s. BOWDrrCH Survey 
were accepted and became the orgin of position and azimuth. Although 
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the original azi.muth observations vere ma.de frcm station North Base to 
station South Base, an examination of the corrections obtained for the 
angle in the U. S. S. BOWDTICH triangulations showed that little accuracy 
would be lost by accepting the azimuth of the line from station North 
Base to station Sand as the basis of azjjnuths for the survey. There
fore it vm.s considered that the cost of re-observation for azimuth was 
not justified. 

The line North Base-Ru.nit was measured to first order accuracy, and 
the azimuth of the line was computed from its relation to the line North 
Base-Sand. The computations involved in establishing the azimuth of 
this new base line have been checked and are included in the horizontal 
control report for reference purposes. 

A copy of the Report of the Engineer, Joint Task Force Seven, Part 
2, was made available and was of great assistance in planning and ex
ecuting this survey. 

After completion of this primary network, additional Project 
requirements resulted in expanding the system to include stations on 
six additional isl.ands, Muzin, Kirinian, Eberiru, Aara.anbiru, Bogon, 
Rigili, and location "M" on the reef south of Runit. Although except 
for Eberiru, Aaraanbiru, and Rigili these local systems do not meet 
all standards for second order work, particularly in strength of figure 
(because of limited area and values arrived at in adjustment), it is 
felt that the errors in the linear distances from those ccmputed posi
tions to any other point in the triallgulation system will not exceed 
that allowed for second order work. (See Figure 5.8-4 for the supple
ment.al. triangulation net.) 

The determination of positions on Eberiru and Aaraanbiru was 
necessarily ma.de by poorly shaped triangles, but one side of every· 
triangle used was precisely measured to first order accuracy, and com
puted lergths of common sides were in very close agreement. It is 
therefore felt that these detenninations will exceed those normally 
obtained by second order work. 

Rigili was located to third order accuracy because request for 
detennination of a station on the island came quite late in the Project; 
because the isl.and -was to be used for only one camera station, results 
of which would be af'f ected by the difference between a second or third 
order fix of position; and because, owing to the curvature of the earth, 
the only possible means of observation was by eccentric lights mounted 
in the cabs of the zero towers at Engebi and Runit and a light on top 
of 100 1 towr (no\/ dismantled) over triangulation station Parry. Re
sults obtained in occupying these to\lers with instruments were not very 
satisfactory and were used as a check in adjusting the position arrived 
at by using the two angles at Rigili, measured between the three lights 
mentioned above. 

The completed network consisted of twenty-three stations, including 
five stations of the Joint Task Force Seven Survey, two of which were 
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original stations of the u. s. s. BOWDITCH Survey or 1944, and one sta
tion taken directly from the U. S. S. BOWDITCH Survey of Eniwetok. Sta
tions were located so that all Project islands were tied in directly to 
the scheme or could be tied in by local triangulation. A nev station in 
the lagoon off the south end of Runit Island w.s established to strength
en the base expansion quadrangle. Japtan w.s not included in the control 
requirements, but could be tied in by local triangulation. 

To simplify reference to stations, where practical they have been 
given the name of the island on which they are located. Some of' the 
U. s. S. BOWDITCH and Joint Task Force Seven stations have been renamed 
and reference to the reDam1ng is ma.de in the station recovery notes. The 
stations of the survey and location are as follows: 

Boga-------Bogallua Island 
Teiteir Teiteiripucchi Island 
Engebi Engebi Island 
Bokon- Bokonaarappu Island 
Aom.on- Aomon Island 
Piiraai Piiraai Island 
North Base Runit Island 
Runi. Rullit Island 
Coral In lagoon 
Pimlacle In lagoon 
Phot Photo tover in lagoon 
Isle First sand isl.and south or Rullit 
Sand- Third sand island south or Runit 
Aniyaanii Aniyaanii Island 
Parry Parry Islalld 
Eniwetok Eniwetok Island 
Muzin Muzinbaarikku Island 
Kirinian Kirinian Island 
Eberlru Eberiru Island 
Lucy Aaraanbiru Island 
Bogon Bogon Island 
11-5 Rigili Island 
nws On ree! south of Runi. t 

The canplete record or the horizontal control survey is presented 
as Appendix nn• of this report. 

GEOGRA.PHIC POSTIION AND AZIMUI'B 

In the interests of economy and because little accuracy would be 
lost thereby, it was origiDall.y planned to accept the geographic position 
of' station North Base and the azimuth of' the nev base line as the origin 
of position and azimuth, as well as the length of the base line. But, 
after the new station Pinnacle had been built in the lagoon and the base 
expansion quadrangle could be observed, results indicated that the loc
ation of' the North Base marker w.s eccentric to the position established 
by the Task Force Seven Survey and could not be accepted as the point of 
orgin of' the H&N survey. A computed difference of approximately four-
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tenths of a foot in a northeasterly direction w.s found. This dif
ference may have been caused by physical displacement of the 111.onum.ent. 

The Los Angeles Office of the U. s. Coast and Geodetic Survey con
curred in the conclusion that station North Base could not be accepted 
as being in its true posjtion and in the decision to measure the lines 
from the present position of station North Base to station Runit to es
tablish a base line for the present survey. The geographical position of 
Station Runit and the azimuth of the line from station Runit to station 
Coral could be accepted for position and azimuth because the limited ex
tent of the adjustments involved would not appreciably affect the accuracy 
requirements of this Project. 

FIELD PROCEDURE FOR PRIMA.RY CONTROLS 

A reconnaissance was made of all locations involved, and markers 
were set for the triangulation stations. Actual observing on this survey 
was begun in October 1949. 

The observing party consisted of an observer, a recorder, and a 
varying number of light tenders. The pe.rty was quartered on a LCT, which 
moved to convenient points in the lagoon as required. An LOM and DUKW 
were used for transportation to the stations and, when practical, planes 
were used between the islands having landing strips. 

Four Bilby steel towers were ave.11.able for the survey and were moved 
fra:n station to station as the survey progressed. Where low towers could 
be used, they were constructed of wood. Towers were adequetely braced, 
and little vibration was experienced. 

All observing was done at night with a Wild T-2 theodolite, which 
proved very satisfactory, although sane difficulty was experienced with 
interior lighting, probably because of moisture. Station lights were Navy 
battle lamps with rheostats installed so that light could be dimmed to 
proper intensity. They made very satisfactory targets. 

Because of the remote location of the stations, continous inter
station communications were maintained by Army Type 619 portable radios. 
Instant adjustments in light intensity were thus ma.de possible, and con
siderable time was saved in communicating instructions and changes in 
plans often made necessary by changing weather conditions. 

To take advantage of favorable weather, the survey had been sched
uled for early summer; but delays in receiving specialized equipnent and 
in constructing the new station in the lagoon postponed observing so that 
considerable rain and high wind interfered with access to the stations 
and visibility. 

Water transportation ws adequate but i:ecessarily slow, and the men 
were usually away from the base of operations for fourteen to sixteen 
hours a day. Because during the early phases of the Project travel after 
dark in the lagoon was considered dangerous, the men were landed before 
dark in the evening and picked up after sunrise in the morning. 
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FIGURE 5.8-5 Runit Base Line 

Observing procedure consisted of adjusting the intensity of the 
station lights to the minimum vhich could be observed and thereby ob
taining a small target, considering the distance involved. This vas done 
as early in the evening as sufficient darkness was obtained, and from one 
to three sets of six positions each vere observed. Because of veather, 
it vas sometimes possible to complete only one satisfactory set in an 
evening. Usually, from tvo to five hours each evening vere spent in 
observing. When results obtained vere vithin the specifications of the 
U, S, Coast and Geodetic Survey, no attempt vas made to obtain further 
refinement. 

The strength of figures obtained for the original portion of the 
net vas an RI of 74.4 vith a maximum of 130 alloved. 

A maximum triangle closure of 2.5 seconds and an average closure 
of 1.3 seconds vere obtained. This compares 'With a maximum of 8 seconds 
for one triangle and 3 seconds for the average closure alloved by speci
fications. 

Because of the configuration of the island, the Runit Base Line 
vas a broken base consisting of four sections connecting the stations 
North Base and Runit. Traverse Station Runit, used as an angle point in 
the Task Force Seven Survey, vas again used as an angle point in the 
traverse for the H & N Survey. (See Figure 5.8-5.) 

Standard procedure of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey for 
second order base line measurement vas used. Angles vere measured 'With 
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the Wild T-2 theodolite, and the measurement was ma.de with three Lovar 
tapes. Thennometers and stretcher apparatus of an approved type were 
used. The calibration certificates of these tapes are incJuded in the 
record of the survey. 

Stakes -were set at filty meter intervals for chaining point's, and 
the tapes were alternated so that in completing the forward and backward 
measurement all three tapes were used in each direction. 

Because of velocity of the wind at this period of the year, it was 
necessary to use a windbreak in order to obtain accurate results. This 
consisted of a thirty-six inch wide strip of canvas approximately sixty 
yards long, held parallel to the line as each measurement w.s made. Eight
een men were required to hold the v.i.ndbreak in place. The me.npowr at 
the time required to measure this base line would have been greatly re
duced had it been possible to make the surv3y during the more favorable 
weather of the summer months. 

The computed probable error of the total measurement is 1 part in 
648,000. The allowable maximum probable error is one part in 500,000. 

VERTICAL CONTROL 

Because no records were available of vertical control established 
by previous surveys, a temporary datum ws established on each of the 
Project islands as surveys were made. For each island, a datum approxi
mating mean low water springs was arrived at by applying corrections from 
the U. s. Coast and Geodetic publication "Tide Tables of the Pacific Ocean" 
to a series of tidal observations. This gave a temporary datum, signifi
cant to les8 than a foot. 

The procedure w.s to erect a tide staff at a suitable location at 
each island to take periodic observations as surveys were made at these 
islands. After corrections bad been applied, a mean of these corrected 
observations w.s accepted as the temporary datum. This datUill was trans
ferred to a permanent moIIUIDent in the vicinity and became the origin of 
all vertical control on the pe.rticula.r island. 

Although the vertical datum of OllB island bore no exact relation.
ship to that of another, there was no requirement that made knowledge of 
such relationship essential. Such inaccuracy as existed was of no con.
sequence, iDa.smuch as most a:ay one island is not related to any other. 

Caution was taken that no tidal observations for establishing verti
cal datum were taken at t:llues or storm, unusual high ;.rinds, or surge. It 
was observed that at such times high tides would be between six and seven 
feet in elevation, whereas the predicted tide might be four and one-hal.f' 
f'eet. No continous study of tides w.s ma.de. 

As stated, the datums established were sufficiently accurate for 
Project requirements. However, it is recommended that as future work is 
carried on, these datums be refined and the inter-relation of the datums 



established. An automatic tide gauge could be installed at ODS locatiou, 
and tide staff observations could be recorded over an· extended period at 
the other locations as work progressed, at a very low cost in manhours. 
The interrelation could be established by taking the mean or a series or 
simultaneous observations at all locations. 

DESIGli SURVEY 

No local control \J&.s available on the Project islands ror use in 
ccmpleting early design surveys. Because these surveys could not \JS.it 
on establishment of permanent controls to specified accuracy, it was nec
essary to establish local control suitable for topographic and hydrogra
phic surveys. Later surveys were ma.de to provide accurate monumented 
control points. 

This pre11minary horizontal control consisted of stadia or chained 
traverses of approximately third order, as required on the individual 
islands. Vertical control had been established by temporary datum. 

The design surveys included topographical. mapping of the Project 
isla.nds, including locating or structures which vould influence design, 
and hydrography for piers, causeways, and channel locations. 

Topographic surveys were made on sixteen Project islands. Early 
surveys were ma.de with limited personnel, and in order to expedite the 
furnishing of information for the Home Office to start design, the field 
work was held to a m1n1mnm.. Existing structures that woold inf"luence de
sign were located, and suf'f1ctent spot elevations were f'urnished to con
trol grades. This information was plotted at the Jobsite and field 
sketches transmitted to the Hane Office. 

When additional persoimel had arrived, ccmplete topographic mps 
were prepared, including contours at varying scales to meet design re
quirements. Profiles and cross-sections were taken or existing 8lld pr~ 
posed airstrip locations. Detailed information was f'urnished OJ:l struc
tures such as the Coral Head Photo Tower. Existing facilities at the 
north end or Eniwetok Island were located for purposes of plann1ng the 
interiJa camp. 

Hydrography in comiection with chaml.el, pier, and causeway loc
ations, and the establishment of secondary stations suitable as navi
gational aids 8l1d as ccmtrol for fixed positions during the laying of 
submarine cable assUlled a magnitude not originally planned. 

Pier location or improvement surveys were made at eight locations. 
In addition to location of existing facilities, soundings were required 
or the general area, and in sane cases of a channel to deep w.ter. At 
Bogallua the inner reef was surveyed to provide hydrograpby frca which a 
study could be ma.de to determine 11ethoda of erosion control and a cbam:ael 
through the reef to the island. 
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Hydrography for causeway locations was completed at fjve locations. 
Secondary control stations for the location of submarine cable were es
tablished fran Eniwetok to Bogallua around the easterly perimeter of the 
lagoon. These were established by intersection angles fram a craft in 
the lagoon between known stations and the stations to be located. 

Existing navigational aids were located. Some stations that had 
been destroyed "Were reestablished, and the locations of new navigational 
aids set as a requirement of this Project "Were located. 

By use of these controls all submarine cable was located from the 
cable laying barge as the work progressed. 

CONSTRUCTION STAKING 

Standard methods of construction staking were foil owed. Building 
and special structure corners were established by offset stakes at the 
corner, and bench marks were provided. Utilities were staked on offset 
lines, 'With required cuts and fills provided at necessary intervals. 
Grades were provided as required for area improvement and roads. Line 
and grade were provided for pier and causeway construction. 

The volume of construction staking was considerably greater than 
antici~ted and, in the final stages, accounted for most of the man-hours 
worked by survey personnel. A major problem was that in many cases plans 
were not received sufficiently in advance af actual construction to allow 
time to make up staking sketches to simplify the field work. Also, revi
sions which arrived after initial staking required additional field work. 

Relations between the survey and construction forces were generally 
good and resulted in good planning in the use of construction equipnent 
and the scheduling and accomplishment of the work of both de~rtments. 

AS-BUILT SURVEYS 

Where construction deviated frco. approved plans, surveys recording 
changes were ma.de by the Survey Department. Considerable difficulty was 
experienced in making these surveys because field changes were often made 
without the knovledge of the Survey De~rtment. This resulted in field 
construction probl8111.S as well as iD increased survey costs. 

It is recommended that in tuture projects no construction be under
taken without clearance or location by the Survey Department, for the 
survey personnel are in a position to knov whether proposed field con
struction will conflict 'With work in place or to be constructed. This 
is particularly important for underground construction. 

LOCATION OF SOBMARDlE CABLE 

The inter-island submarine cable was located as laid, and cable 
location charts lJ0re plotted from this information. 
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With the primary stations of the horizontal control survey as a 
basis, additional shore stations on the various islands were located and 
targets erected. Two observers and a recorder were aboard the cable barge, 
and as cable was laid, the course or the barge was located by taking a 
series or simultaneous sextant angles to three visible shore stations. 
The shore stations were plotted to scale on a chart, and by setting off 
the angles obtained in a three-arm protractor and adjusting its positions 
on the chart until each arm bisected a shore station, it was possible to 
plot the locations of the barge at the instant the observations were taken. 

This portion or the Project required many man-hours, but the results 
obtained were consistent with requirements. 

LOCATION OF SPECIAL STRUCTURES AND .INSTRUMENTATION 

First order traverses were measured on the three experiment islands 
with 50-meter Lovar tapes, the angles with a 1-second Wild theodolite. 
(See Figures 5.8-6, 5.8-7, and 5.8-8.) Each chaining buck was a substan
tial post set in concrete, and after traverse adjustment, positions were 
canputed for the marks on each of these posts. These traverse systems 
served as a framework rraa which the working points or all scientific and 
test structures were staked. To guard against errors in maps, calculations, 
or field work which would result in probable displacement or a station 
frODl its planned position and resultant distortion of scientific results, 
the following method of construction staking was used. 

When maps arrived at the Jobsite fixing station locations, all co
ordinates were checked to see if the azimuths and distances !rem zero 
would 1n fact develop them. A staking diagram. was then prepared for the 
use or the field party, with a bearing and distance ccmputed rrCIJl the 
traverse stake nearest .the station; and bearings were caapu.ted frca the 
working point or the station to two or three other traverse stakes. 

Af'ter staking the working point, the field pe.rty was required to 
set up on it and measure the three or four angles arOUlld that point (with 
the line to zero required) to make sure that they checked the computed 
angles. These being in order, they proceeded to stake out the structure 
itself. 

This was folloved by the instrumentation phase, which included loc
ating certain points before the tests and rechecking after the tests were 
completed. 

Work started on Special Measurement Survey Points, Military Struc
tures for Engebi and Muzin on December 13, 1950, with a survey crew of 
five men - two frim Holmes & Narver and three from the Army personnel 
assigned to the Sandia group. The work was divided into three parts: Sta
tion 3.1.1; Stations similar to 3.3.3; and isolated groups such as the 
3.2 series. The initial planning and detailed layout of the vork ws 
appreciably retarded because or lack or plans and because of insufficien~ 
information concerning the scope of the work. As finally determined, 
there were some 1,900 survey points established, requiring in excess of 
11,000 individual measurements. 
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Control was established by placing brass-capped concrete monuments 
about six inches below the ground surface on axes radial and normal to 
ground zero. These monuments were then tied in to the local plane coor
diDa. te system. Locations for the points were laid out roughly; drive-it 
pins or drill holes were placed in the structures and then located iL 
three planes by the use of a transit and tape and an engineer's level. 
During the pre-blast survey, considerable difficulty was experienced be
cause of construction equipnent, wind , and dust. As the work progressed, 
however, the men became more proficient in working with equipnent and under 
conditions not usually associated with surveying. All work 1.18.S completed 
prior to "E" day, including extra points requested by the Users. 

The second phase of the work was started as soon as radiologically 
possible after "E" day. All monuments and bench marks were checked by 
re-establishing their position with respect to one another. All avail
able men were used on this re-survey, and the work was cC111pleted on the 
last working day prior to "G" day. Because of lack of time, it was not 
feasible to re-establish the precise chaining bucks !or a further check 
of the control monuments; however, within their own system there "1RS no 
observed movement of the monuments either vertical or horizontal. 

The results of the two surveys were assembled in tabular form and 
the differences in location of each point were obtained. It should be 
noted that while the notes indicate differences to 0.001 feet, it is 
believed that the accuracy of the survey does not exceed plus or lli.Jrus 
0.01 feet. 

The azimuths and distances of each station built on the experiment 
islands are shown in Appendix C of this report. 

SURVEY RECORDS 

In setting up survey procedure, one objective was to provide per
manent horizontal and vertical control which could be recovered for 
future surveys and make possible the avoidance or duplication or effort. 
All primary control points were set up as concrete monuments with an 
established elevation. When practical, reference moDUJ1ents were set at 
these locations. Local control on the experiment islands consisted of 
concrete monuments whose interrelation was determined. Most of these 
monuments can be considered permanent or replaceable frm other remaining 
monuments. 

Field notes were kept in duplicating field books and are available 
covering s.11 field surveys. Maps were made fraa these notes, shoving 
the horizontal and vertical control layout for each location. Records 
of the primary horizontal control survey 'olere made up on transparancies 
in order that duplicate copies could be prepared as required. 

PERSONNEL 

The survey personnel in the original group arriving at the Jobsite 
in' February 1949 consisted of a department head and one instramentman, 
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and it -was not until the middle of May 1949 that a can.plate four-man pirty 
and a computer-draftsman was available. In the interim, the department 
head alternated as chief of party and computer-draftsman. By late fall 
of 1949, two full parties Yere available and a third was on requisition. 
Later, additional personnel were requisitioned, until the department at 
maxjmum consisted of a department head, two senior engineers in charge of 
forces at Engebi and Biijiri, two computers, one draftsman, and twenty
four field men operating as six or seven parties as required. 

The following Table gives a resume by months of the number of 
survey personnel at the Jobsite. 

TABLE 5.8-1. MONTHLY TOTAL OF SURVEY PERSONNEL 

lliQ ill! 

Jan. 11 Jan. 

Feb. 2 Feb. ll Feb. 

Mar. .3 Mar. 8 Mar. 

Apr. 4 Apr. ll Apr. 

May 6 May 14 May 

June 6 June 17 June 

July 6 July 19 

Aug. 7 Aug. 25 

Sept~ 7 Sept. JO 

Octo 10 Oct. 29 

Nov. 10 Nov. 30 

Dec. 11 Dec. 30 

E~Ull'MENT AND S OPPLIES 

.30 

30 

22 

20 

13 

8 

Early in the Project, sane difficulties were experienced 'With 
equipnent because at times it was necessary to substitute makes other 
than those ordered, and because often, as with plumb bob points and red 
targets, these pieces of equiJ11ent Yere not interchangeable. Later these 
difficulties were avoided by the inclusion of instructions on requisi
tions, prohibiting substitutions. 
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Standardization of equiµnent ;.ras found desirable for several 
other reasons as well. Survey personnel work more surely when not re
quired to change makes of tools; ma.inentance is ma.de easier by famili
arity; and unrepairable equiµnent can be cannibalized for use in repair 
of other equipnent. 

The humidity and the deteriorating effect or salt water made 
constant care of equip:nent vital. All survey tools were kept in venti
lated lockers, heated constantly with electric lights. Conditions were 
particularly severe on steel tapes. It was found that nightly immersion 
of tapes and reels in engine oil kept them in fair condition. "Wyteface• 
tapes proved more resistant to corrosion than ordinary steel tapes. 

Sane surveys were delayed awaitin11 arrival of special equipnent. 
Because of limited funds available for purchasing at the start of the 
project, limited transportation allo1WS.llces, and late delivery dates or 
vendors, it was not possible to procure all required items in time to meet 
schedules. An instance of this is the measuring equipnent for the Runit 
Base Line. The full equipnent required did not arrive at the Jobsite 
until September 1949, 8.Jld therefore this survey had to be ma.de at a time 
when the personnel were Deeded for other work and under adverse weather 
conditions which added to expense and detracted frcm efficiency. 

TRANSPORTATION 

Throughout the job, transportation was or prime importance to 
survey operations. Early in the Project an LCT wartime landing craft, 
capable of carrying 250-ton load, w.s used as a mobile living base from. 
which the triangulation party worked. This arrangement proved far more 
economical than transporting men from. Eniwetok to the outer islands each 
day. The LCM, "1th loading ramp, capable of carrying a truck or DUKW, 
was used extensively. The DUKW proved invaluable for use in soundings 
and shoal water, particularly where reefs made impossible operations llith 
conventional ere.ft. The po\lered \Iha.le boat was of only limited useful
ness, qecause of its unsuitability in shoal w.ter. It could not be beach
ed; its water circulating system sucked up sand in shoal water; and it 
was not as sturdy as other craft. 

Some use ws ma.de of an .L-5 two-place plane, and of an I-13 four
place plane, but their utility was limited to islands where landing strips 
were available. Late in the Project, a four-place helicopter was used 
several times. Autcmotive transportation used included pickups, :personnel 
carriers, jeeps, and trailers. The ideal vehicle was found to be the 
Army weapons carrier with four-wheel drive and canvas top. 
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SOIL INVESTIGATIONS 

One of the important objectives of the recoDilB.issance of Eniwetok 
Atoll in October 1948 w.s to obtain visual information and soil samples 
in order to permit the determina.tjan of bearing values for use by Holmes 
& Narver in the design of foundaticms and structures, airplane landing 
strips, and road construction. In addition, on-site studies were to be 
made and samples obtained to locate sources of aggregate for concrete and 
pavement. In the accomplishment of these early investigations, the Rec
onnaissance Party excavated at widely separated points throughout the 
atoll, and tc·:k samples of the cross sections exposed. These samples were 
brought back to the United States and experts in the field of Soils Mec
hanics were retained to make a laboratory analysis for mechanical char
acteristics. 

The terrain ws seen to be formed of ancient and indurated coral 
masses capped with an overburden of disintegrated coral of sedimentary 
or wave-deposited origin. The overburden varied in gradation fran sand 
to coarse gravel, was mixed 'Ji.th varying proportions of organic silt, and 
contained some intrusions of rocky coral extending above the coral shelf 
and into the sand. Foundation experts, on the basis of laboratory tests, 
were asked to evaluate as closely as possible the properties of the un
disturbed natural deposits and to estimate the support which the undis
turbed deposits 'olould offer for foundations of structures, paving of road
ways and areas, and cable anchors. 

Samples were prepared by the Laboratory retained to prefonn the work 
to reproduce field conditions as closely as possible, Bearing values for 
all structures for which H&N bad design responsibility were determined to 
be adequate. From the laboratory samples which simulated field conditions, 
bearing values for varying 'Jidths of spread foundations were established 
at different depths in the clean, coral sand deposits. Results of these 
analyses are presented in graphical fonn in Figure 5.9-1. 

Based upon the results of consolidation tests performed, analyses 
were made to evaluate the settlement of spread foundations and results 
of such analyses are presented in graphical form in Figure 5.9-2. 

In comiection with the design of paving for airstrips, roads, and 
areas, standard curves for the design of flexible paving to support 
various wheel loads for a wide range of subgrade capi.cities, such as are 
shown in Figure 5.9-J, were employed. 

Sheer test data obtained from the reconnaissance samples permitted 
analysis to be made directed toward the evaluation of the passive re
sistance which the coral sands would offer to cable anchors. Results 
thus developed are shown in Figure 5.9-4 which indicates the limits of 
desirable design. Anchors designed in accordance with the indicated 
recommendations had a factor of safety of approximately 1.5 against lat
eral movement. 
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On the basis of recommendations contained in the report of the 
laboratory findings and result of the tests performed on the various 
samples brought back by the Recoilllaissance Party, foundations were de -
signed for a maximum soil bearing value of 3000 pounds per square foot 
where founded on sand, and 5000 pounds per square foot where founded on 
coral rock. In view of the fact that the accomplishment of design with
in these limits presented no unusual problem, it was determined to be, in 
the best interests of economy, unnecessary to carry out an exhaustive 
drilling and soil investigations program covering all of the islands pro
posed for inclusion in the Proving Ground Complex. 

Late in 1949, in connection with the problem of rotating and ex
tending the airstrip on Eniwetok Island, the H&N Engineering Division 
requested test borings on the southern e:xtensl.on of the existing strip. 
These borings revealed coral rock at depths of seven to eight feet below 
the surface of the airstrip, covered by a ~ixture of ll'Uck, organic silt, 
and fiberous material which had been used to fill in the area at same 
time in the past. At approximately the same time, the AEC requested that 
exploratory probing be acccmplished on Engebi Island to prove, or dis
prove, the rumored existence of a large subsurface cavern near the center 
of the island. The area to be explored, and the spacing of the test holes, 
was specif'ied and a further drilling program was anticipated which led to 
the requisitioning or wagon drills at this time. Pending the arrival or 
such equipnent, probings were carried out by improvised methods which, 
although disclosing strata of varying resistance attributable either to 
degrees of water saturation or to granular compaction, indicated a hard, 
coral conglomerate at six to nine feet below grade. No gross voids were 
disclosed and these probings weI"E', therefore, considered to have served 
the desired purpose. Samples of coral aggregate and sand were obtained 
during the course of these investigations and shipped to the Atomic 
Energy Canmission for further analyses by interested agencies. 

The adequacy of the original soils il%vestigations for all struccures 
for which Holmes & la.rver bad design respon~ibj]ity continued until the 
late spring of 1950 when it was decided that for one or more experiments 
a rather complex tower would be required. The criteria for design in
cluded that the tower be 200 feet high and capable of supporting 200 tons 
in the cab at the top. Furthermore, in conjunction with the load just 
mentioned, a lead, or lead and liJllonite concrete column more than three 
feet in diameter and 200 feet high -would be required, together with a 
limonite concrete blockhouse at the base of the tower characterized by 
walls four feet thick and a noor and roof each five feet thick. The 
total estimated weight upon the foundation .m.s in the neighborhood of 
2100 tons and the design criteria specified a maximum deflection at the 
top of the tower of not more than one inch. To permit designs which 
would satisfy these criteria, the original samples and investigation of 
bearing values were not considered to by adequate and, on July 1, 1950, 
AEC approval was requested for the employment of consultants to carry out 
further investigations nw required. At about this same time, discussions 
concerning the foundations for Arrliy Structure J.1.1 were going on, in 
vie-w of the concern expressed in some quarters on this subject. Permis
sion was therefore requested and granted for the Holmes & Harver consultant 
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to enter into the discussions of the 3.1.1 Structure problem at Eniwetok. 
The details of the foundation problems on Military Structures are covered 
in the Construction Section of this report (Vol. III) as H&N1 s activities 
in this regard were limited to construction. 

Samples were obtained by the H&B foundation experts sent to the Job
site. Exploration 'WB.S carried out at the various sites proposed for the 
heavy tower discussed above. However, in order to expedite design to the 
mBJdJilum degree possible, because of the shortages of critical materials 
which were then becoming evident, it was necessary in order to secure 
materials to require the H&N consultants to make recommendations based 
upon engineering experience upon their knowledge of the soils at the time 
of visual inspections of site conditions, before laboratory test aralyses 
were completed. This was done and the foundation designs recommended 
were later confirmed by the analysis of laboratory test data before the 
erection of the tower. A formal report was submitted later. 

In order to insure restriction of tower deflections to the allowable 
limit, the decision was made to use piling for support of the foundations. 
Pile capacity curves were computed and are reproduced in Figure 5.9-5. 
Pile driving specifications were written and are presented as Figure 5. 9-6. 
H&N elected to employ on the foundation designs 12-inch steel H piles, 
fifty feet long, loaded to 87 tons per pile; however, upon driving the 
first piles, a driving resistance lover than anticipe.ted was developed to 
the required fifty foot depth. A ten-foot section was spliced to the top 
of the driven piles and further driving, to a total depth of 60 feet below 
ground, was accomplished; at which point the higher driving resistances 
required were developed. Discussions were had at this time which resulted 
in the decision that, while 50-foot pile lengths were most certainly ade
quate for the design loads, in view of the low resistance encountered in 
driving the first piles, it would be advisable to use 60-foot piles where 
necessary to obtain specified resistances and to obtain an expert review 
of the driving records on the balance of the piles. 

The exploration carried on in connection with this foundation problem 
included the drilling of a total of fourteen borings to a depth reaching 
fran seven to 53* feet below the ground surface and the collection of un
disturbed core samples and representative loose samples. The types of 
soils encountered were classified by visual and textural e.xsmi nations in 
the field wh.ich were later supple11Snted by tests and laboratory inspection. 
The locations of the borings are shown in Figures 5.9-7, 5.9-8, and 5.9-9 
in terms of tbA ~nm-dinate system established on each island. Logs of the 
soils encountered are reproduced in Figures 5.9-10 through 5.9-16. The 
depths at which both types of samples, (ioe. cores and loose samples) were 
obtained are indicated on the logs. The undisturbed core samples were 
subjected to a series of tests to determine the strengths and canpressi
bili ties of the soil. Direct sheer, friction, and consolidation tests 
were performed. In conjunction with these tests the moisture content and 
densities of the samples vere determined. The results of the sheer tests 
and of the associated moisture and density determinations are shown on 
the graph appearing at the left of the log of each boring in the manner 
described by the key to test data in Figure 5. 9-17. The summary of the 
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results of the sheer tests appears in Figure 5.9-18. The values selected 
for the a.na.lysis of pile foundations are defined by the line pl!lssing 
through the test data. 

Laboratory friction tests of the soils in contact 'With the piling 
materials, steel, concrete, and wood, were performed on selected samples 
and the resistances have also been summarized on the graphs appearing in 
Figure 5. 9-18. To provide data for estimating the probable settlements 
of the proposed structures, consolidation tests were performed on four 
selected samples and the load-versus-consolidation curves obtained from 
these tests are presented on the graphs in Figure 5.9.-19. Figures5.9-20, 
5.9-21, and 5.9-22 show results of the tests made to provide data for 
classification of soils. 
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SCOPE OF WORK: 

ZOO FOOT TOWER FOUNDATION 

LOCATION nyn. 

SPECIFICATION FOR DRIVING STEEL 

"H• PILING. 

01. This section covers the driving of all piling to form the 

foundation of the 200-foot tower as indicated on Drawings 

JG-5651, JG-5653, JG-5654, and JG-5656. 

PILING: 

02. The piling furnished for this project are steel bearing 

piles, 128 H @ 53#, 50 feet long. 

DRIVING .EQUIPMENT: 

03. The driving hammer furnished for this project is a single

acting Vulcan No. l h8l'Jl!ler, having a rated striking energy

of 15 ,000 foot pounds at the normal stroke or 3 feet •. This 

hemmer requires 565 cubic feet per llinute of f'ree air at 

80 potm.ds per square inch for its operation. Any other 

equipment capable or driTing the piling 111q be used. 

04. The driving leada turnished are 65 feet in length and llll.St 

be f irlll;y supported in such a manner as to guide the haa

•r in a straight line f'rom the highest point to the low

est point which it llllSt travel. 

FIGURE 5.9-6. Pile Driving Speci!ioations (Dames & Moore). 
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PILE DRIVING: 

05. All piles shall be driven within 3 inches of the locations 

defined on the drawings. The piles must be driven not more 

than 1/ 8 inch per foot frOlll vertical, and the tops shall be 

driven to within 2 inches of the indicated elevations. 

06. All piles are to be driven their full 50-foot length below 

cut-off grade. 

07. In event that either 

(a) re:f'u.sal is met before the piling is driven to grade, 

or 

(b) the average driving resistance during the last 5 feet 

of driving is less than 25 bloW'S per foot. 

this fact and all pertinent observations of driTing behav

ior, including the complete driving record, should be im

mediately colJlllllDicated to the design office. 

08. Jetting may be employed if necessary to secure the desired 

tip elevations. Howeyer, the jet must be withdraw and the 

piles driven with the h•wer alone for the final 5 feet of 

penetration. 

RF.CORDS: 

09. The tip elevation for each pile driven shall be recorded. 

10. The blows per foot of' penetration shall be recorded !or 

all piling during the last 5 feet of penetration; for 20 

FIGURE 5. 9-6. (Continued.) 



per eent of the piling these data shall be recorded dar

ing the entire period or driving. 

INSERT PGl: 

ll. The embedment of this piling has been chosen, based on an 

analysis of the properties or the soil, so as to provide 

the desired design capacity. It is not intended that a 

d;ynallic rormcla be used in the field to select or modi!',y 

the desired depths of penetration or the piling. 

FIGURE 5. 9-6. (Continued.) 
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Consolidation Test Data 
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CHAPTER 5.10 

PERSONNEL BUILDINGS 

One of the major expenditures in developing camp facilities was 
to be for housing. Therefore, extensive investigations were made of 
various kinds of buildings, both those which could be domestically pre
fabricated to a maximum extent and those which could be built at the 
Jobsite. These included concrete, concrete block, brick, frame with 
stucco, plywood, steel, aluminum, and various combinations of these 
materials. 

Careful cost analyses vere made of all types, and it was found 
that prefabricated metal buildings were most advantageous both as to 
adaptability and final cost. It then became necessary to find some 
metal or combination of metals which could be prefabricated in modules 
of 3 or 4 feet and which would offer sufficient resistance to the ele
ment~ of high humidity, high temperature, and constant salt spray. 
Steel, the most conventional building metal, could not be used because, 
even with very frequent painting, it could not last the five years re
quired by design criteria. 

It had been observed that scrap sections of airplane wings and 
fuselages that had been lying in the surf on the reef for more than 
five years (since wartime operations on the Atoll) were still bright, 
shiny, and basically sound. The only corrosion was on aluminum cast
ings, the alloy used for castings being particularly susceptible. 
Investigation disclosed that the aluminum sheets were a clad aluminum 
alloy, and it was reasoned that this would be an ideal material for the 
skin of buildings that would be subjected to the continuous spindrift 
carried across the islands f'rom the breakers by the constant trade 
winds. An additional advantage was the good heat insulation quality of 
the _alloy. 

It was learned from aluminum manufacturers that they- had a sheet 
aluminum that would develop the structural characteristics required as 
well as a corrosion resistance equal to that of the airplane wings. 

Preliminary designs were then made by the Engineering Division of 
H & N, and determination was reached that a structure 24 feet wide, 
clear span, with vertical walls, would be most adaptable and useful for 
the structures to be built. Structural analysis showed that if an 
aluminum alloy could be obtained with a tensile strength corresponding 
to the 5.2S structural designation, yet clad with pure aluminum, a 
practical rigid frame structure could be fabricated to meet the design 
requirements. 

Based upon these design criteria prepared by H & N, bids were re
quested from manufacturers of prefabricated structures for a 24-foot 
clear span structure with a double roof, two-thirds of side walls 
vented, and an 8-foot eave line, all parts to be of a clad aluminum 
equal in strength and corrosion resistance to 52S. 
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Pacific Iron and Steel Company, which had developed a formed sheet 
metal construction for buildings, was given the contract for construc
tion of these buildings in conformance with drawings and specifications 
prepared by H & N. The design presented a rigid frame structure using 
columns, roof frame, knees, and sheets pressed into shapes required to 
withstand wind pressures of 25 pounds per square foot. Multiple punch
ing jigs were to be used to insure interchangeability of connecting 
parts and to permit erection to be started from any column location. 

Upon placing orders, it was discovered that the basic manufacturers 
were not making a standard clad sheet with strength of 52S. Accelerated 
salt spray tests of uncoated 5.25 specimens showed pitting and oxidation 
so severe that strength and appearance were seriously impaired. Tests 
of other clad alloys showed no pitting or loss of section in basic 
material. The cladding oxidized and sealed cut edges to form a pro
tecti ve coating. 

Search was made for an alloy with a tensile strength of over 
30,000 pounds per square inch and clad to protect the basic material. 
Reynolds Aluminum Company offered a special sheet which was called J,J3 
clad. Extruded parts such as channels, angles, and clips were made of 
61S material. Samples of this 4S clad material were sent to a recog
nized testing laboratory for testing of strength and resistance to salt 
spray. Tests for salt spray resistance were made at lOO°F for periods 
up to 250 hours. Results were very satisfactory, and subsequent in
spection of structures at Jobsite has verified the durability of the 
material. 

The buildings were quite flexibly designed in that they were 
framed structures with arched ribs four feet on centers, each four-foot 
module self-supporting against all design loads. This design left a 
clear space within the building, with 8-foot vertical side walls and no 
interior supports. Thus buildings 24 feet wide and al.most any length 
could be constructed. Later developments brought combinations of T, L, 
and parallel-shaped buildings, all capable of being erected on four
foot modules to any length. 

In addition, when nested and crated, most of the parts for alumi
num bi1ildings measured approximately forty cubic feet to the weight 
ton, the optimum relationship for water shipment. 

Because these buildings were a nev product, test erection for 
structure and weather tightness was required of the manufacturer. Re
sults of tests showed strength of remarkable closeness to design fac
tors. Tests were attended and approved by representatives of H & N, 
A.EC, and J-Division. 

After the selection of the prefabricated aluminum buildings as a 
basic building unit and upon receipt of AEC work authorization, the 
Architectural Department began the task of planning and designing the 
individual buildings and structures required at each site. Production 
of necessary drawings for camp facilities, criteria for which were 
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H & N responsibility, proceeded rapidly. Production of drawings for 
other structures, technical and laboratory facilities for which Users 
were to supply design criteria, vas consistently retarded. This slow
ness can best be accounted for by the progressive increase in scope of 
the Project, the corresponding increase in personnel, and the addition 
of more complex structures. The numerous changes and revisions re
quired the utmost in engineering effort and coordination in order to 
keep abreast of the construction schedule. 

In addition to the semi-permanent housing for that portion of the 
population scheduled to be at the Jobsite for a considerable length of 
time, it was necessary to provide housing for personnel who would be at 
the Atoll only during the experiments or for other short times. When 
information was received that surplus tents were stored in Arrrr1 supply 
depots and were available for transfer to AEC, it was decided to use 
these for short-time personnel. Use of these tents would make possible 
considerable economy, with no essential sacrifice of health, safety, or 
com.fort. 

A sample 4-man tent was sent to the Holmes & Narver Los Angeles 
warehouse, and a frame was designed which could be easily erected and 
also easily taken down and stored. Bids on this frame and on another 
less easily reused frame vere both too high, and ultimately the frames 
were "job-builtn at a considerable saving. 

Later, the 4-man tent was frozen and the new 16 x J2-foot stand
ard 8-man "squad tents" were used. Frames were designed from physical 
measurements and specifications of the tents, and although variations 
in tent size were common, frames vere adjusted to fit the tents. Con
struction proceeded on this basis, and comfortable and economical hous
ing was obtained, For tent-housed personnel, 100-man aluminum shower 
and latrine buildings were provided. 

A total of 344 4-man tents and 289 8-man tents were used. These 
tents could normally house 3688 men; but during the peak population 
period, use of double tier bunks increased tent-housed personnel by 20 
per cent. 

P ARRI ISLAND 

Preliminary planning indicated that approximately 73 prefabricated 
buildings, vith an aggregate floor area of about 152,832 square feet, 
would constitute the building construction on Parry Island. Actually, 
the Architectural Department prepared at the Home Office 105 sheets of 
Ylorking drawings covering the architectural design of 69 aluminum 
buildings and having a total of 163,772 square feet of floor space. 

Wherever the function of the building would permit, a standard 
basic building was used vithout modification. Sometimes, hovever, the 
function of the building vas somewhat restricted by the limited width 
and general construction afforded by the building type selected. In 
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these cases, special consideration of detail was required to accomplish 
the desired results. Standard building parts were used for every 
aluminum structure. 

Because of the high relative humidity, it was necessary to dehumid
ify buildings that were to house instruments, telephone equipment, and 
other delicate equipment. Dehumidifications posed a serious problem, 
because the prefabricated aluminum buildings, although excellent in 
most other respects, were not inherently airtight. After considerable 
study, a !prayed-on vapor seal was selected for use in making buildings 
airtight. This method Yas used with good results. The Instrument 
Laboratory, the Counting and Sampling Building, and other buildings 
requiring dehumidification were treated in this manner, with the vapor 
seal sprayed directly on interior aluminum surfaces. 

Wherever possible, single buildings of rectangular plan were de
signed and sized to conform vi.th the established standard width of 24 
feet inside dimension, and the lengths of the buildings vere developed 
in increments of four feet. In the design of the mess hall and galley 
at Parry, a cross-shaped plan was deemed the most functionally effi
cient layout. The inside vidth of 24 feet was restrictive and made 
extremely careful planning necessary to include equipment and at the 
same time provide adequate work space and passage. In the course of 
the preparation of the plans for this building, it was decided that 
only the north dining ving would be constructed, but provisions vere 
made for the addition of the south 'Wing when and if it was required. 
The north dlning wing was constructed in the first increment of work, 
and the south \ling was added under the second increment. Later plans 
called for 32-foot extensions for both 'Wings, but changes were made 
which ultimately resulted in an additional dining room adjacent and 
parallel to the north ving. 

The introduction of plans requiring the intersecting and parallel
ing of standard building units produced the problem of designing satis
factory weatherproofing at intersections and between paralleled units. 
The general building construction did not lend itself to usual methods 
of intersecting roof surfaces, but this difficulty was overcome at 
buildings intersecting at right angles by placing the individual build
ing wings in the desired positions, slightly separated from onA 131"1"+.her. 
The intervening space was then closed vi.th a special gutter installed 
at eave height and pitched to downspouts at one or both ends, as condi
tions warranted. The remaining open vertical spaces in the walls above 
the gutter were closed by means of special filler panels and, in con
junction with the roof gutter, formed a neat and weathertight installa
tion. Where standard b'Uildings were placed in parallel, they were 
separated by approxiinately two feet and an aluminum gutter was suspended 
between the building eaves. For uniformity of construction and 

lvapor seal is described in Chapter 5.21, Dehumidification, Air
Conditioning, and Ventilation. 
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production of special parts, a standard spacing was established for 
intersecting and parallel buildings. 

The bakery building, located adjacent to the galley ving of the 
mess hall, was connected to it by means of an all-aluminum covered 
passage to the galley. This covered passage was designed from standard. 
building parts and provided a sheltered link between bakery and galley. 
One corner of the bakery was partitioned off from the baking area to 
serve as a lunch pantry. Lunches for men working at other sites vere 
prepared here and picked up at deal windows by the workmen as they left 
the mess hall after the morning meal. 

Interior partitioning was in general accomplished by the use of 
aluminum partitions starting approximately 1 foot, 3 inches from the 
floor and extending to a height of 6 feet, 9 inches. The "standard" 
partition used consisted of square extruded aluminum posts and rectan
gular extruded aluminum rails arranged to form a supporting framework 
to receive corrugated aluminum filler panels. The open spaces above 
and below were to provide for air ciruclation throughout the building; 
but where greater privacy or complete separation of rooms was required, 
special filler sections were designed to close from the floor to the 
bottom rail of the partition and from the top rail to the underside of 
the roof. These filler sections were usually aluminum panels, but in 
some of the more complex buildings these were not the most suitable or 
the most practical method of closure. In these buildings, the closure 
was made with plywood panels on wood framing. This method was partic
ularly adaptable where walls vere lined with plywood or where ceilings 
had been installed and the transition from wood construct~on to alumi
num presented difficulties. 

It was planned to install plumbing fixtures in most aluminum 
buildings on Parry Island and on other sites. Investigation of the 
standard aluminum partitions generally used indicated, however, that 
these partitions did not in themselves possess sufficient strength to 
support plumbing fixtures, and it became necessary to devise a suitable 
method of installing these fixtures. A support or rack was designed, 
its size dependent upon the number of fixtures. This support cnnsisted 
of a system of separate posts and a flat aluminum plate, reinforced 
with aluminum angles, spanninc between the posts. To provide lateral 
stability for these racks, the floor ends of the posts were bolted to 
the floor in the same manner as standard partitions posts. The upper 
ends were secured by aluminum clip angles or plates to wall girts or 
top rails of partitions. By this system support was achieved for the 
fixtures, and exposed plumbing was minimized. 

~mall aluminum hoods were provided as standard for all exterior 
doors, but in particular instances where it vas desirable or necessary 
to provide more protection from the sun or weather, canopies or covered 
walks were designed. In the design of these canopies, as at the 
infirmary, administration buildings and bakery, standard building parts 
were utilized. 
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In an effort to obtain adequate segregation of personnel with 
respect to level and function, two basic types of semi-permanent living 
quarters vere developed. The larger of the two, designated the 36-ma.n 
quarters, was designed to provide for a normal capacity of 36 persons, 
four men to each room. In some instances, these buildings, by the use 
of double tier bunks, would have to accommodate as many as 72 people. 
The toilet facilities, although possibly generous for a normal capacity 
of 36 people, were proportioned to provide the practical minimum for 
72 persons. 

The smaller of the two basic semi-permanent living quarters was 
designed and intended for the use of scientists and other key personnel. 
The plan layout of these buildings vas essentially the same as that of 
the larger quarters, but the buildings were planned for a normal capac
ity of 18 men per building, two men to each room. In some instances, 
it was assumed the rooms would be utilized as single rooms. 

These buildings presented no particular design problems, as the 
prefabricated building was well suited to this use. However, after the 
erection and occupancy of some of these and other buildings, it developed 
that the original conception of providing vented panels equal to two 
thirds of the total wall area was excessive and admitted driving rain 
into the buildings. To remedy this situation, later buildings were 
constructed with the lower panels stationary or the vented panels left 
normally closed. In addition, where required because of driving rain 
or spindrift, triangular filler panels were provided at the ends of 
each bank of vented shutters, and the spaces between individual shutters 
were closed with filler panels to form a continuous canopy lolith closed 
ends. 

The infirmary and male nurses' quarters were provided in two 
separate aluminum buildings arranged to form an L and connA~ted by an 
aluminum canopy which ran the full length of the south wall of the 
infirmary wing. This building, which formed the stem of the L, vas 
designed to provide facilities for X-ray, diathermy, and surgery, 
along with a doctor's office, treatment room, labs, kitchen, and small 
ward. The nurses' quarters provided living space for the doctors and 
nurses as well as a dentist's office. Both buildings were equipped 
with plastic insect screens. 

The laboratory, kitchen, and surgery supply rooms of the infirmary 
were all aluminum equipped, except for counter tops and cabinets, which 
had baked enamel finish. After a lengthy investigation of the relative 
merits of wood, steel, and aluminum cabinets, baked enamel cabinets 
were chosen on the basis of economy, availability, and ease of cleaning. 

Post office and post exchange facilities were housed in a single 
standard aluminum building approximately 104 feet long, Its area was 
divided to include the post office, post exchange, barber shop, and a 
snack bar; Since the building was used without particular modification, 
planning of space and the design of the necessary case work were the 
main issues. Case work required extensive detailing, but because it 
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was determined that prefabrication would involve higher costs and ship
ping delays, designs were made by H & N personnel for job-building. 
Except those in the infirmary and in the CMR buildings, all cases were 
H & N designed and job-built. 

The power plant structure was among the largest structures designed 
for this site, and use of the standard prefabricated building presented 
particular problems. The equipment planned for this plant could not 
possibly be housed in a 24-foot-wide building, nor did the standard 
building possess sufficient vertical clearance for the installation of 
engine mufflers, piping, etc. The equipment layout vould, however, 
permit the use of a row of colu:rnn=3on the center line of the long axis. 
By the use of interior columns, two standard 24-foot-wide buildings 
were placed in parallel and spaced four feet apart. A special four-
f oot-wide aluminum gutter was designed to close the space betveen the 
two building units and to drain the roof properly. This presented a 
total inside building width of 52 feet, which was sufficient for the 
equipment layout. The standard building required wall studs at four 
feet on centers, but because the studs forming the interior row of 
columns would receive no paneling, every other stud was omitted. This 
practice provided columns at eight-foot centers, 'Ji.th aluminum lintels 
supporting the roof load between these columns. To obtain the required 
head room in this building, the entire aluminum structure was erected 
on a reinforced concrete wall six feet high and nine inches thick. 
This wall was pierced as required to provide doorways and vent openings 
near the floor. 

After this building had been constructed in accord with original 
approved design, the addition of the CMR facilities to the program im
posed additional electrical power load requirements. To fulfill these, 
an extension of 24 feet was made at the east end of the building to 
house the sixth generator unit. This extension was of the same construc
tion as the existing portion. 

Separate structures were designed for the H & N administration 
building and scienti~t's administration building. Each of these build
ings vas planned for construction from the standard aluminum building 
units, and a study of site restrictions, building areas, and f'unctions 
led to the development of L-ehaped floor plans. 

The H & N building was subdivided into areas by standard aluminum 
partitions to provide management offices, drafting room, conference 
rooms, and telephone equipment and svitchboard room. In this structure 
a fireproof vault for record storage 'W&S required, and this was best 
provided by a reinforced concrete vault placed outside but as close to 
the aluminum structure as construction would perm! t. The desigi of a 
weatherproof connection between the vault and aluminum build.ins: pre
sented new problems which were solved by the use of special aluminum 
filler panels and eave gutter. Special attention to detail was 
required at thA telephone room, as this room required dehumidification 
to protect the apparatus. A plywood ceiling was installed, and the 
walls were lined with plywood panels on wood furring. This provided 
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a tightly sealed room. The dehumidifying equipment 'Was installed 
outside the building and adjacent to the room. 

The scientist's administration building 'Was of the same general 
type as the H & N building. Aluminum partitions divided the building 
area into office space, conference rooms, toilet rooms, etc. Originally 
toilet facilities vere provided for women employees, but following 
instruction to the effect that no vomen 'Were to be provided for at this 
Project, the plans layout vas revised and this space vas used for addi
tional offices. 

In each of these buildings, the L-shaped plan caused a problem in 
connecting the two 'Wings. This was solved by the means of a special 
gutter similar to that used on the mess hall. Arrangement of these 
buildings in spaced relationship on the site formed a U-shaped layout. 
The tvo buildings were then connected at the bottom of the U by a 
roofed passage of all aluminum. construction. The columns supporting 
this roof vere cut from standard interior partition post and the roof 
fabricated from aluminum rafters. Roof panels were standard 'With thoee 
of the buildings. Subsequently, along 'With the increase in the scope 
of the experiments, came the demand for more office space for scientific 
and AEC personnel. To provide the space, plans were prepared and con
struction undertaken to remove the covered passage between the build
ings and install in its place approximately 1380 feet of standard pre
fabricated building, thus making tvo L-shaped buildings into one 
U-shaped structure. 

As a facility for the repair and maintenance of instruments used 
by the various groups participating in the experiments, a large T
shaped building was designed. This structure, composed of intersecting 
standard aluminum buildings,was partitioned to form laboratories and a 
comm.on machine shop for the separate groups involved. Certain of these 
laboratories required dehumidification; these vere centrally located 
'Within the building in order to obtain an economical arrangement of 
duct vork and equipment. For adequate sealing of rooms for dehumidi
fication, all openings in the exterior roof and wall construction were 
filled 'With sponge rubber plugs, and the interior roof and wall sur
faces sprayed 'With a "cocoon• type vapor seal. 

About this building were grouped the photo laboratory, counting 
and sampling laboratory facilities, and two sPparate laboratory build
ings pertinent to the experiments. These structures, along 'With the 
instrument laboratory building and the H & N and scientists administra
tion buildings, were enclosed in-a common security compound. 

Following the decision, in July 1949, to establish the Task Force 
Headquarters on Parry, the planning of a building to provide the neces
sary office space and facilities was initiated. In addition to office 
space for the Commanding General and his staff, space was provided for 
conference rooms, message center, code room, etc. Because of the 
restrictions imposed by the use of a standard building type. an E
shaped plan seemed best suited both in terms of function and construc
tion • Essentially, the message center, code room, teletype and 
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communications offices, conference room and Commanding General's office 
were housed in the vertical stem of the "E~, with the three outstanding 
legs housing the various other offices. Intersections of the 'Wings 
with the stem of the building required the use of special gutters and 
filler panels as in other buildings. 

The code room in this building was constructed entirely of rein
forced concrete and provided with a fireproof vault door equipped vi.th 
a combination locking device. To provide maximum security, special 
consideration was given to all openings from the message center and 
teletype rooms, and vertical steel bars were provided at exterior open
ings. Ultimately, instructions were received to soundproof as nearly 
as possible the Commanding General's office and the adjacent conference 
room. To accomplish this soundproofing, ceilings with wood joists were 
installed and inorganic acoustical tile was applied over plywood sheath
ing. In the general's office, acoustic tile and plywood sheathing were 
applied to wood furring strips affixed to the aluminum building frall'ing. 
In the conference room, the enclosing interior partitions were framed 
with wood studs and sound deadening batts to obtain greater sound reduc
tion through these ;,ralls. One end of the conference room \laS equipped 
with a sliding map board and a draw curtain, both suspended from over
head tracks. A low storage case was constructed along the exterior 
wall. 

The design of the photo laboratory presented special problems in 
that it was necessary to provide both airtight and lighttight linings 
for the aluminum building. This was accomplished by affixing plywood 
panels to the interior surfaces of the aluminum structure. Because the 
central two-thirds of the building were to be air conditioned as well, 
a ceiling was installed in order to reduce the volume of space. Walls 
and ceilings were insulated and a vapor seal was applied. In effect, a 
complete wooden structure was built vi.thin the standard aluminum build
ing. 

After construction of the building was well under way, two major 
changes were requested by AEC. L~ March 1950, plans were revised to 
include two additional dark rooms. This change required an addition 
of eight feet to the building length, and this addition involved con
siderable engineering and construction change. Later, in January 1951, 
instructions were received to provide a refrigerated film storage space. 
Because it was not feasible to provide this space within the building, 
a refrigerator was placed outside, adjacent to the building, and an 
enclosed passage provided access to it from the laboratory rooms. At 
the same time a "chilled water" system was incorporated for service to 
the labs and dark rooms. Cooling units were located outside the struc
ture, near the film storage refrigerator. 

Laundry facilities were housed in a standard aluminum building 
with a separate aluminum boiler house constructed adjacent to and near 
the central portion of the laundry proper. Although the 24-foot width 
was not ideal for the equipment layout, an efficient plan was developed 
by careful study. The original layout and the equipment selected vere 
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based upon early population estimates, but because of the subsequent 
large increases in personnel it became necessary to expand the laundry 
facilities. In December 1950, plans were prepared for an addition of 
20 feet to this building to provide space for more bundle racks and for 
two additional pressing machines. Otherwise, the construction of this 
building utilized the standard prefabricated aluminum structure with 
no modification other than the installation of deal windows for deposit 
and pickup of laundry and the necessary modification of toilet room 
partitions. 

In the course of the previous experiments, a control tower had 
been erected near the central part of the island, and consideration 
was given to the possibility of erecting the new control building on 
the existing concrete slab supporting this tower. Further study indi
cated that this was not feasible and the control building was designed 
as an entirely new structure and located adjacent to the existing slab 
and tover. The shell of this building consisted of a 24-foot-long 
standard aluminum building. By means of wood studs and plywood sheath
ing, the interior was divided into three areas to provide a control 
room, observation room, and a dehumidification equipment room. In 
order to reduce the volume of the air to be dehumidified and thereby 
the equipment required to dehumidify the control room, a plywood ceil
ing was installed on wood joists in this room only. In the partition 
dividing the control room and observation room, a plate glass viewing 
window was installed. An area of 162 square feet was originally 
allotted to the control room. After the preparation and approval of 
plans, however, instructions were received on November 9, 1950, to 
increase the size of the control room. This was done, without changing 
the building size, by relocating the control room partition to provide 
278 square feet for the control room. This building, along 'With the 
existing concrete slab and tover, was enclosed in a small compound 
formed by an 8-foot chain link fence with access gates. 

On April 18, 1950, schematic drawings and preliminary criteria 
were given H & N, with instructions to proceed with the design of the 
CMR laboratories. These facilities required the use of two separate 
structures, one of which, by the nature of its function, could be a 
standard prefabricated aluminum building. The other, because of the 
equipment to be contained, required a larger building, and a steel
framed prefabricated building 'With aluminum roof and wall sheathing 
was selected. These structures were placed side by side, about ten 
feet apart. The intervening space vas paved with a concrete slab floor 
for trucking and access from one building to the other. Over this slab 
and cantilevered from the steel framed building was a canopy to protect 
this space from the weather. A similar concrete slab and full length 
canopy vas installed on the opposite side of the larger building to 
provide a covered storage area. It was required that both buildings 
be dehumidified and that a rapid air change ventilation system be pro
vided. To accomplish this economically, a small wood framed structure 
was designed and erected to house the necessary mechanical equipnent. 
This building was located to serve both lab buildings with the minimum 
of exterior duct work. 
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Dehumidifying of these buildings, as of others, dictated ttiat they 
be made as nearly airtight as possible, and in this instance, sprayed-
on "cocoon" type vapor seal was applied to walls and underside of the 
roof. Special rubber seals were designed for all exterior doors, except 
the large sliding doors provided for installation of equipment. These 
doors were very rarely used and therefore -were simply sprayed with the 
vapor seal. No 'Windows were provided in the larger building, and the 
natural light was through the glazed doors. In the smaller standard 
building, some natural light was obtained by installing standard wood 
frame screen units of the same type designed for the mess hall and in
firmary and by replacing the plastic screen cloth vi.th translucent sheets 
of plastic. Interior partitioning vas accomplished vi.th wood studs and 
plywood panels, and a four-foot-high plywood wainscot was installed in 
the large building. All laboratory benches and furniture was selected 
by the Users. 

In addition to these buildings described in brief, many other pre
fabricated aluminum buildings were erected on Parry for use as boiler 
houses, fire station, recreation building, commissary reefer building, 
warehouse, etc. In general, 'Where the structures were too small or too 
complex for economical use of the prefabricated type building, wood 
framed structures with aluminum siding were used. Buildings of this 
kind included the guard post, telephone shelter, theatre projection 
room, etc. 

Because the prefabricated aluminum building could not economically 
be used as a theatre and because of the favorable climatic conditions, 
it va.s decided to design and construct an open-air auditorium with 
wooden benches arranged on a sloping fill facing the screen. The seat
ing arrangement was based upon current practice, the maximum and minimum 
distance to the screen depending upon the "throw" of the projection 
apparatus and the critical viewing angles, both vertical and horizontal, 
established within the limits as determined by accepted standards of 
the motion picture industry. The benches were arranged so that the 
lines of sight of the vievers to the screen were uninterrupted. 

The screen size was determined by the limitations of the projec- · 
tion lamp intensity and the magnification of the required image. Design 
of the screen required a flat matte surface with a reasonable reflec
tivity factor, without distortion or imperfections. For briefing and 
lecture purposes a small, raised, wooden platform with railing was 
placed adjacent to and made a pa.rt of the lower right portion of the 
screen framevork. Access to this platform was by means of a wooden 
frame stairway. 

To provide a measure of wind control during operation, the several 
rear rows of seats were sheltered by means of a roofed frame canopy 
anchored to suitable foundations. The back of this framevork was pro
vided with rolled-up canvas curtains between the rear supports. These 
curtains could be adjusted. 
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The projection room was located upon the roof construction at its 
axis and facing the screen. Access to the projection booth was by 
means of a vertical wooden ladder at the rear of the shelter, directly 
behind the booth. The height of the projector lens axis was almost in 
a horizontal line vi.th the center line of the screen; thus distortion 
of the projected image was avoided. 

ENIWETOK ISLAND 

At the inception of the construction program, there were more than 
120 buildings in all stages of deterioration on Eniwetok Island. Some 
were occupied by the garrison; others were immediately brought into use 
by construction personnel for temporary quarters, materials warehouses, 
construction shops, etc. Approximately 50 of these buildings, mostly 
warehouses, along with several recreation buildings, were repaired and 
became a part of the semi-permanent facilities of the island. The 
remainder, consisting mostly of those in the worst state of deteriora
tion, were dismantled after their temporary usei'ulness to the construc
tion crew was over, or after they had been replaced by new and improved 
installations, as in the case of the communications, base operations 
buildings, and the control tower at the airstrip. 

For the great number of military personnel whose tour of duty on 
the island was to be of short duration, billetings were accomplished 
by the use of cantonments containing 8-man tents and 100-man aluminum 
shower and latrine buildings. For the garrison and for officers and 
enlisted men to be stationed for a longer period than the durati..m of 
the experiments, quarters were provided in 18, 36, and 72-man aluminum 
barracks. These barracks were the same type of aluminum building as 
used on Parry Island. 

Mess hall facilities were planned for an anticipated population of 
2200, but actually the facilities ultimately accommodated morethan twice 
that number for a short length of time. Preliminary studies revealed 
that the 24-foot "Width of the standard building vas insufficient to 
allow porper, or even workable, arrangement of equipment necessary to 
prepare 6,600 meals daily. Nor could adequate seating be provided in 
this width without ma.king the dining rooms unrealistically long. The 
two alternatives wre the construction of a less permanent building of 
other materials than aluminum or the adaptation of the standard build
ing to meet the special requirements. The latter alternative vas con
sidered the more economical. 

Standard buildings were used, set in parallel and in the form of 
a cross, resulting in a building of 50t feet in inside width, with a 
double row of columns dovn the center. Two anns of the cross made up 
the enlisted mens' dining rooms; a third was the officers' dining room, 
and the fourth and shortest arm contained the kitchen, which extended 
into the intersection of the cross. 

The serving area was placed around the perimeter of the inter
section, facing into the three dining rooms. The rear of the kitchen 
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contained receiving and storage areas, locker and toilet rooms, the 
scullery, and initial preparation facilities. su~ceeding operations 
were arranged in sequence, with the final cooking being performed at 
the opposite end of the kitchen, nearest the dining rooms. Appendages 
were affixed to the dining rooms for dishwashing, so that the table 
china, glassware, and flatware could be kept in the dining area and 
did not pass through the kitchen or interfere with the operation of 
the food preparation area. 

Bakery facilities were placed in a separate building adjacent to 
and linked with the mess hall kitchen by a covered walk. This arrange
ment kept the handling and rehandling of finished bakery products to a 
minimum. For the bakery, the use of a double vidth building vas again 
advantageous in conveniently and economically arranging the required 
pieces of rather large equipment, especially the proofing cabinets and 
ovens. Storage, locker, and toilet rooms were relegated to one end of 
the bakery. The remainder of the building vas divided into two prep
aration areas running parallel to each other, one for pastries, dough
nuts, and specialties, and the other for bread. Baking was done at 
the ends of these areas nearest the passage to the mess hall. 

The reefer and commissary buildings completed the messing installa
tions. The floor of each of these buildings was raised to 4 feet or 
truck bed height and vas extended 6 feet out from the building along 
one side as a loading platform. otherwise, the coDl!lissary was a stand
ard aluminum structure, but the reefer building, which contained ice 
making machines and prefabricated refrigerators vi.th removable com
pressor units, had typical sliding door tracks added to the plate of 
its rear wall to give adequate bracing to the building when certain 
columns and wall panels were removed to allow enough clearance for 
pulling out the compressor units for occasional repair or replacement. 

In the central part of the housing area, near the messing facili
ties, were the laundry and its boiler house, the fire station, post 
office, post exchange, dispensary and two ward buildings, and the Group 
Headquarters Building. These were all aluminua buildings with no 
structural peculiarities except that the Group Headquarters Building 
had appended a vault and a crypto room, both or reinforced concrete. 

The power and water distillation plant, located between but some
what isolated from the living area and the airport installations, was 
built or aluminum buildings connected in parallel and set on 6-foot 
concrete walls, giTing a 14-root plate line, an adequate height to 
clear the equipment, which was arranged in two rows running lengthwise 
with the structure. One row contained engines and electrical cubicals; 
the other, evaporators and distillation units. The standard buildings 
were spaced 4 feet apart, instead of 2t feet apart as in most other 
buildings, to give ample piping space and a corridor dovn the center 
of the building. 

The large B-50 hangar on the north side of the runway was a steel 
building procured by the Air Force and erected by Task Group 3.2. 
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On the south side of the runway was the steel-framed L-13 maintenance 
building with &lllllinUJI siding and roofing, very similar to a standard 
"Butler• building of 50-foot clear width. 

The nearby Air Task Group Headquarters Building and the base 
operations building were standard aluminum structures. To one side of 
the latter building was built the three-story control tower. The first 
two stories vere designed for wood frame construction with aluminum 
siding. The control room was designed to project out from its two-story 
base and to be enclosed with continuous aluminum. sash set at an angle 
to reduce glare. To receive the sash and to support the roof, aluminum 
I-columns were used. A catwalk was des1gned to surround the control 
room, and access was planned by means of an exterior wood stairs. 

The majority of the remaining structures on Eniwetok Island were 
designed as standard allllllinum buildings except those so small that the 
standard building could not be economically used. These were wood frame 
with aluminum siding. , Buildings of this type included the inflation 
shelter, weather station, sentry post, and others. 

Two open-air theatres were designed; one with a seating capacity 
of 712; the other, with a capacity of 818. Seating arrangements in 
both were wooden benches on fill sloping down toward the screen. The 
seating arrangement, viewing and projection angles, and the projection 
room design were based on the same criteria as for theatre on Parry and 
resulted in similar layouts. However, no shelter was provided over the 
rear seats as at Parry. Instead, the projection rooms were designed as 
the second floors of small two-etory buildings of wood frame construc
tion with wood sheathing and aluminum siding and roofing. The lower 
floor of the building was designed for use as a recording room and as 
a radio station at the Air Force theatre, and as a recording room at 
the Army theatre. The Air Force theatre had a stage to accollllllodate 
local talent or USO shows; the Army theatre had a speaker 9s platforll 
at the right of the screen. Beer halls and beach clubs were provided 
to be constructed by the Army task group personnel of available mate
rials, 

RUNIT ISLAND AND THE AOMON-BIIJIRI-ROJOA GROUP 

All structures on the experiment islands were to be used !or a 
shorter period of time than those on either Eniwetok or Parry. They 
were not expendable and dismantling before shots was specified. There
fore, to miniD.ize dismantling effort all personnel were quartered in 
tents. A recreation or refreshment tent was provided at each site. 
However, because tents were thought to be inadequate to house most of 
the other camp facilites, aluminum structures were used. The only 
exception, in each case, was the reinforced concrete, blast-proof power 
plant which was required to supplT power for a short time after the 
experiment. Shovers, latrines, and timber grease racks were delligned 
as for Parry and Eniwetok. 
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The 100-man mess hall!" 1 1<> 0 ~ on these islands were aluminum build
ings 100 feet long, vith regular seating capacities of 104 men each. 
Personnel were served in shifts. The kitchen was separated from the 
dining area by a pickup counter backed by a steam table, cold pan, and 
ice cream cabinet; thus cafeteria or family style serving could be use~ 
An island containing the coffee urns, the vater station, and an ice 
bin vas placed near the pickup counter, vith an exterior door between 
them. This allowed personnel to line up outside the building, enter, 
be served, procure vater and croffee, and proceed to the dining area 
vith a minimum of cross traffic. 

The kitchen contained a cooking island including the range, griddle, 
steamer, and fryers. These vere covered by an exhaust hood and flanked 
by preparation tables, refrigerators, and a scullery and clean-up area 
containing a mechanical dishwasher. The sequence of operations in food 
preparation oras studied and an efficient arrangement of facilities vas 
provided. A storage room opened off the kitchen as did a covered pas
sage to the reefers which were outside the building proper. A small 
post exchange occupied a corner of the dining room at the opposite end 
from the kitchen. All vindovs vere screened. The boiler and hot vater 
tank were housed in a separate shed. 

The shop building and administration building on Runit and the 
Aomon Group were standard aluminum structures. The shop was 41 feet 
long and contained work benches and parts bins. The administration 
building was 45 feet long and divided into a scientists' office and a 
Holmes & Narver office by a typical metal partition 'With en inter
connnunicating door. 

The 24-foot-square first aid and fire building used on these islands 
contained an engine room with a work bench and shelves along one side 
and a first aid room. The first aid facilities provided were minimum, 
since they vere supplemented by the infirmary and dispensary on Parry 
and Eniwetok. Along 'With the first aid equipment, a toilet and space 
for a cot were provided, because an attendant was on duty at all times. 

The open air motion picture theatre could accommodate 202 people 
on vooden benches. The screen was of transite painted white; a platform 
at one side could be used for briefing, and an 8 foot by 12 foot vood 
frame projection booth vas provided, 

The refreshment tent for each island vas a standard 4-man tent 
furnished with a counter so that it could be used for beverage dispens
ing. Reefers were placed back of the tents, and a 20 foot by 45 foot 
canvas awning supported on 4 by 6 posts was placed along the tent fronts. 
No flooring was provided under the avning" 

The concrete power and vater distillation plants were banked vith 
earth on three sides and covered on top by 2 feet of earth. The side 
away from zero vas not banked and gave access to the building. 
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In addition to these buildings, a 20 foot by 50 foot temporary 
garage, constructed of 6 x 6 posts in 10 foot bays and sheathed in 
corrugated aluminum with one side left open, was built on an existing 
slab at Runit. A temporary recreation office was also added to this 
camp. 

The only building added to the Aomon group was a temporary water 
distillation plant which vas used until the permanent power and water 
plant was built. 

ENGEBI ISLAND 

Because the capacity of Engebi was doubled after its plan was 
approved and because it was built before the semi-permanent aluminum 
buildings were available, the camp contained several more wood frame, 
aluminum-sheathed buildings than did the other experiment island sites. 
Among these were a vood frame building for the postal service, post 
exchange, and recreation center and a temporary water distillation 
plant. 

The originally planned fire and first aid building was considered 
inadequate; therefore a wood frame infirmary containing a three-bed 
ward, two treatment rooms, a laboratory, an office, and doctor's quar
ters was built. The fire station was combined with the timekeeper's 
office in a separate frame building. 

The originally planned 170-man mess hall was built; it was quite 
similar to the mess halls on Run.it and Rojoa, except for increased 
seating capacity and kitchen facilities. To provide messing facilities 
for the increased population, a vood frame building was placed parallel 
to it with covered passage connecting the tvo buildings. 

The power and vater distillation plant was of reinforced concrete, 
and vas banked with earth designed to withstand the blast. 

The theatre was similar to those on Runit and Aomon with benches 
added at the side and to the rear of the original block or seats. 

A tent-covered saw mill was installed on an existing slab in the 
camp area, with a temporary saw mill office on another existing slab 
nearby. 

Although not a part of the camp site, several temporary buildings 
vere placed on the island to expedite construction of the more permanent 
installations. They were built near the boat pier on the south side of 
the island and included two warehouses, a tool storehouse, carpenter, 
electrical and AEC rigging shops, and a construction office. 

BOGALLUA 

As originally planned, Bogallua vas to have the smallest and most 
temporary ·camp of the experiment islands. Buildings for the camp were 
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designed, but be~ause of changes in policy they vere never built. They 
included the 4-man tents for quarters, a 4~man refreshment tent as on 
Runit and Aomon, and a pit latrine to be housed in a standard 4-man tent. 

The storage and shop tent vas designed of three 4-man tents placed 
to~ether vith splice plates connecting their ridge members. Thus by 
the omission of the individual tent ends. one 14 foot by 43 foot tent 
could be obtained" Two work benches vereto be provided at one end for 
the shop, and the remainder of the tent was to be for storage. 

A 9 foot by 33 foot slab 'With an aluminum shed roof supported on 
two by fours 'Was to house the open-air showers and lavatories. A 6-foot 
high canvas screen was to circle the gang shower at one end of the slab. 
Two banks of 4 lavatories placed back-to~back at the other end of the 
slab would have completed the facility. 

The power and water distillation plants were designed similar to 
those on Runit, Aomon, and Engebi, but considerably smaller. 

JAPI'AN 

Several of the structures, such as the 18 and 36-man quarters and 
the timber grease rack, 'Were the same as those at Parry, and the 100-man 
mess hall was the same as that used at Runit and Aomon" The salt water 
pump station, the booster pump station, and the feed storage building 
were unpartitioned standard aluminum buildings. A few wooden Navy 
buildings were on the island, some of which vere utilized to provide a 
day room, office, first aid station, drafting room, biological lab, 
thermal lab, shop, and boat house, 

The unique feature of the power plant and stills vas that a 17-foot 
section of this standard aluminum building vas raised on 6-foot concrete 
wall to give clearance for the diesel engine exhaust. The remainder of 
the building was on a slab at grade and connected to the raised section 
by specially designed gable plates. 

The animal quarters consisted of two aluminum buildings placed 
about 9 feet apart and connected at one end by a concrete slab on which 
was placed a wash house for a sink and sterilizer. The side of the 
wash house facing the quarters vas left open" Later, another quarters 
building was found necessary and was added beside the vash house. 

The animal runs were concrete slabs divided into 3 runs each by 
6-foot high fences. The slab sloped to a sump at one end to facilitate 
flushing out the runs and was sheltered at the opposite end by an 
aluminum building with the side facing the runs left open. 

The X-ray building was a frame structure, with wood sheathing and 
corrugated aluminum siding and roofing, divided into two rooms by an 
8-f oot high reinforced concrete wall 10 inches thick, which vas pierced 
by a lead glass window, Access to the rooms was from the exterior, 
since no inter-communicating door was desired" 
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The laboratory building differed from the other buildings of the 
Project in that it was built of two standard structures placed parallel 
to each other with a 7 foot corridor between them. This arrangement 
resulted in a building 55 feet wide, consisting of a central corridor 
and laboratories 24 feet deep off either side. The building contained 
eight laboratories separated by metal partitions or wood cabinets, a 
storage and refrigerator room, an office, a dehumidified dark room, and 
a toilet. All windows vere screened, and double screen doors at each 
end of the corridor afforded ventilation. The corridor extended on 
past the building as a covered walk to the autopsy building which was 
an open frame building covered with plastic screening above a corrugated 
aluminum wainscot. 

Adjacent to the laboratory building was a greenhouse with a lath 
roof, screen sides, and duck boards over a concrete slab which extended 
to the lab building. The greenhouse door ~s opposite a laboratory 
entrance, affording access to the greenhouse directly from the labora
tory or from the outside. 

Rather late in the program an infirm8.I7 for animals was required. 
This was provided in a simple wood frame building with no sheathing and 
with corrugated aluminum siding and roofing. 

PLUMBING FOR PERSONNEL BUILDINGS 

Plumbing for the personnel buildings w.s designed and installed 
in compliance with the requirements set down fo Section IV of the Recon
naissance Report. The pertinent extract from that document is as follows: 

"Plt1Inbing Materials 

Separate system.a for the distribution of salt water and dis
tilled water are contemplated. This will require separate con
nections between the main outside lines and certain inside 
fixtures. Water closet and urinal flush tanks will be connected 
to salt water service and wash bowls and shower heads to dis
tilled water service. Sever drain lines will be common to both 
systems. No duplication of fixtures is involved in this arrange
ment. 

All plumbing fixtures located in buildings on Parry and Eniwetok 
should be of corrosive resisting materials. It is contemplated 
to utilize vitreous china for lavatories, toilets and urinals. 
Closet bowls and urinals will consequently be equipped with 
vitreous china tanks. 

Due to the use of salt water supply, fittings in flush tanks 
should all be rubber. Pipe, fittings and fixtures utilizing 
either distilled water or salt water supply should be of spe
cial Copper Alloy, or other materials capable of resisting the 
corrosive effect of the spindrift which permeates the atmos
phere. Detailed construction specifications applicable to 
these materials will be the result of additional research and 
inyestigation. 
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Since latrine facilities on the Shot Islands a.re to be expended 
by experiment operations, the use of plumbing pipe and fixtures 
ordinarily adopted to minimum cost installations is contemplated. 
The expected useful life of this type of construction under the 
corrosive conditions present would not greatly exceed that re
quired by experiment operations and ultimate economy of expend
able costs is thus accomplished." 

In compliance vi.th these requirements, salt vs.tar and distilled 
water mains vere installed to supply the various buildings. Water closet 
tanks, urinal flush valves, and hose bibs were connected to the salt 
water system. Lavatories, sinks, service sinks, showers, and all other 
fixtures and equipment requiring water were supplied from the distilled 
water system. Waste from all fixtures and equipment was discharged to 
common sewer drain lines. 

Because of the corrosive effect of salt water, distilled water, and 
salt spray in the air, considerable thought and study was given to the 
selection of materials used for plumbing fixtures, pipe and fittings. 
\llhen vitreous china fixtures were obtainable, they were selected for all 
plum.bing fixtures. These included water closets, closet flush tanks, 
urinals, service sinks, sinks, lavatories, and special fixtures in the 
infirmary and dispensary. Enameled cast iron combination sink and laun
dry trays and enameled cast iron bath tubs were used in the dispensary 
at Eniwetok because these fixtures were not obtainable in vitreous china. 
Stainless steel sinks \lere provided and installed in all mess hall 
kitchens. In the folloving buildings, sheet metal sinks were installed 
as directed by J-Division: 

Laboratory Building Building #57 Eniwetok Island, Stainless Steel 

Laboratory Building Building #232 Parry Island, ft • 
Photo Laboratory Building #210 Parry Island, " " 
Rad Safe Building Building #323 Parry Island, ft n 

Animal Quarters Building #13 Japtan Island, Galvanized Steel 

Autopsy Building Building #49 Japtan Island, n n 

Vitreous china closet and urinal tanks 'With rubber fittings were pre
scribed in the Reconnaiss8l'\ca RApo,.t. and ha.rd rubber flush valves and 
ball cocks were specified for closet tanks as "'911 as hard rubber or 
plastic connections between tanks and closets. However, because these 
items \lere not obtainable at the time orders were placed for the fix
tures, regular triln was accepted. 

After investigation, self-closing urinal valves were specified 
instead of tanks. These valves were found to be cheaper and anticipated 
to be more durable than tanks with ordinary fittings. 
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Cast iron vas used for all floor drains, floor sinks, and traps, 
except integral fixture traps. All soil and vaste piping was standard 
weight, cast iron, bell and spigot, soil pipe and fittings, made up 
vith lead caulked joints. 

Services from water mains to within five feet of buildings were 
sho'Wn on the Water Distribution Plans and were specified to be copper 
tubing, with flared fittings. When the first plumbing plans were drawn, 
aluminum pipe vas shown for underground piping. These plans were re
vised in view of the short supply of aluminum pipe at the time and 
piping vas changed to copper tubing. All subsequent plumbing drawings 
indicated copper tubing for underground vater piping. 

Copper tubing with solder fittings was used for oil piping from 
oil tanks to equipment. 

6JS-T6 anodized, iron pipe size, aluminum pipe, and anodized cast 
aluminum fittings were specified for all above-ground vater and vent 
piping. Alumilite No. 204 treatment for aluminum pipe and fittings 
was authorized January 25, 1950, in lieu of anodizing because alumilite 
treatment was found to provide better protection and could be applied 
to full lengths of pipe whereas lengths of pipe longer than twelve feet 
could not be anodized. 

To prevent electrolysis caused by joining dissimilar metals, plastic 
nipples on fittings were installed between all aluminum pipe or fittings 
and steel, brass, or copper pipe or fittings. 

When construction vork was started, aluminum pipe and fittings 
had not arrived at the site because of delays encountered in manufac
turers' deliveries. In order to complete some of the buildings for 
occupancy, galvanized steel pipe was used for water piping in the toilet 
rooms. When aluminum pipe and fittings were available at the site, 
this piping was changed to comply with the specifications as it became 
necessary. 

Pot sinks and dishwashers in all mess hall kitchens and in the 
kitchen of Dispensary Building No. 24, Eniwetok Island, were connected 
to grease traps located outside of the buildings and adjacent to the 
outside valls. 

Hangars or supports for overhead pipes in the buildings were con
structed of aluminum angles or aluminum straps bolted to building pur
lins or wall plates. Outside pipe supports were constructed of standard 
steel pipe vith cross arms velded to uprights. Supports were set in 
concrete. 

Since the temperature of the fresh water in the system was esti
mated to be from 75°F to 80°F, it was decided that hot fresh water 
would be furnished only to special buildings, such as mess halls, 
bakeries, laundries, post exchanges, barber shops, post offices, dis
pensaries and infirmaries, and the Task Force Commander's Quarters. 
Cold fresh water was furnished to all buildings requiring vater. 
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Steam heated storage water heaters were used to supply hot water 
to fixtures and equipment in mess halls, bakeries, and laundries on all 
locations. All of these buildings were located near boiler houses 
vhere steam was available for the water heaters. 

In the infirmary and nurses quarters on Parry and in the post 
exchange, barber shopj and post offices, on Enivetok and Parry, electric 
storage water heaters were used to supply hot water to fixtures. In 
these buildings, the hot water demand was not excessive and sufficient 
electric power was available. 

Oil-fired water heaters were used in the infirmary on Engebi and 
in the dispensary on Eniwetok. The demand for hot water in the infir
mary was not great, but electric power at this location was limited. 
Heaters for the dispensary supplied fixtures in the kitchen in addition 
to regular plumbing fixtures. Steam \las not available and the demand 
for hot \later was too great for economical use of electric heaters. 

Underground oil piping from elevated oil tanks located outside the 
buildings supplied oil-fired water heaters and oil-fired equipment in 
kitchens and laundries. 

No particular code or manual was used in laying out the plumbing 
waste and vent systems. Soil and waste piping were sized according to 
usual practice. All vent pipes for plumbing in the aluminum buildings 
were run outside the buildings walls and terminated under the eaves of 
the buildings. Vent piping was run in this manner because of the diffi
culty and expense involved in making vater tight flashings around pipes 
passing through the two corrugated roofs. This method of venting proved 
to be satisfactory. 

INTERIOR WIRING FOR PERSONNEL BUILDINGS 

· The Reconnaissance Report recommended the use of corrosion
resistant wiring materials for buildings intended for use in more than 
one operation and of open \Ii.ring for expendable buildings and for tests. 
In accordance vith these recommendations, considerable time was spent 
in investigating various types of conduit, outlet and junction boxes, 
cover plates, and similar fittings, in order to determine which types 
of materials would most successfully resist corrosion, fungus, and 
other deleterious effects. Initially, however, the best preventive 
measure was keeping to a minimum the number of outlets required. 

The following list shows the considerations which were applied to 
the selection of materials: 

1. Cost per outlet (material and labor). 

2. Corrosion and fungus resisting qualities. 

3. Per cent of expected breakage in shipnent to Jobsite. 
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4. Shipping weights as they affected the cost of delivery. 

5. Probable maximum service-life requirements. 

6. Type and function of buildings in which these materials vere 
to be installed. 

7. Availability as it affected delivery and progress of the 
installation. 

8. Possibility of substitution in the event the selected items 
were not available. 

9. Suitability of the selected items to fit conditions where 
field changes were to me made. 

As a result of these investigations the following criteria were 
set-up and, except in some specific instances, represented the type of 
installation~ 

1. Fixtures 

ao Aluminum reflectors with bare incandescent lamps Vere 
selected for general use because they were more economical 
than the vapor-proof type. Aluminum reflectors for all 
bed lights were originally specified but procurement efforts 
indicated that costs of manufacture would be inordinately 
high at the time. As a consequence, of the available steel 
or porcelain substitutes, steel was chosen because of con
siderations of weight, unbreakable character and ve17 low 
cost. The last mentioned factor indicated econanies in 
the use of steel even if frequent replacement was necessary. 

b. Glassteel diffusers were used in the dining portions of the 
mess halls to provide a high quality of light. 

c. Vapor-proof fixtures were used for outside bracket lights, 
in latrines and shower rooms, and elsewhere 'Where excessive 
moisture conditions prevailed. 

d. Fluorescent fixtures were used only in areas specified by 
J-Division, as the initial cost of installation was con
sidered to be too high to warrant general use. 

e. Class 1, Group D, explosion-proof fixtures were installed 
in hazardous areas along with rigid galvanized conduit, 
explosion-proof fittings, sealing fittings, etc. 

f. Security flood lighting was installed around the CMR and 
similar restricted areas on Parry and on each of the experi
ment locations. 
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2. Wiring Method 

ao Non-metallic-sheathed cable was specified for most lighting 
branch circuits, and, for economy, standard service-drop 
cable for overhead services. 

b. Where protection against moisture or injury was required, 
aluminum conduit and fittings were specified for overhead 
installation. 

c. All 'Wiring concealed in concrete walls or floors or under
ground, where direct-burial cable was not used, was speci
fied as "TW" wire in hot-dipped galvanized conduit. 

d. Conduit, where required, was hot-dipped galvanized for 
concealed work and aluminum (vhen available) for exposed 
work. 

e. Flexible conduit connections were only used for short con
nections from outlets to meters and consisted of flexible 
steel conduit covered with a neoprene jacket to reduce 
corrosion. 

f. Power wiring was installed in rigid, hot-dipped, galvanized 
conduit and metal boxes (aluminum vhen available). Steel 
boxes, where installed on aluminum surfaces, were insulated 
by mounting on plywood fastened to the aluminum structure. 
This was done to eliminate electrolytic action that would 
otherwise cause accelerated corrosion. Where conduit vas 
installed exposed, it was aluminum (when available) and 
was fastened to the structure with aluminum straps, bolts, 
etc. 

3. Overload Preyentiye Devices 
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a. Circuit breakers were specified for circuit protection in 
the majority of installations. Breakers were the thermal
magnetic type. 

b. Lighting panels, which proved very satisfactory, were the 
MB or MO type. Most power panels were type MB, ML or ABQ, 
except in certain specific instances such as the laboratory 
building on Japtan. At this location, fused power panels 
were inetalled to perinit easy increase or reduction of 
circuit capacity (changing fuse sizes) to suit changing 
requirements of laboratory equipment within the limit!! of 
wiring provided. Because of changes in construction sched
ules and slow delivery of panels on order, field changes 
were required. These changes involved the use of panels 
for buildings other than those for which they were ordered. 
In order to accommodate these panels and to avoid delay in 
construction, plans were reTised as required. 



Eniw:etok Island: Framework of Officers Quarters, Bldg. 38 
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Eniwetok Island: Boiler Rouse, Bldg. 34 
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4, Outlets 

a. Outlet boxes and device covers generally were specified to 
be phenolic composition in order to effect economies and 
obtain corrosion-resistant qualities. 

b. Outlet box mounting brackets and plates were designed and 
made up of extruded aluminum. Design was such that they 
were suitable for a number of different type boxes. 

In certain areas, such as the CMR, special equipment was installed. 
Design of the wiring for this equipment was made by Users. 

As the work progressed, material scarcity and long delivery dates 
caused difficulties and it became necessary to make substitutions in 
order to keep within the construction schedules. Substituted materials 
were all Undervriters approved and performed satisfactorily. These sub
stitutions consisted mainly of safety switches, some of which had to 
have fuse reducers installed; certain lighting fixtures; panels, as 
indicated above; conduit fittings, etc. Costs were, in some cases, 
greater than the original design specified, but the gain in completion 
more than offset the slight increase in costs. 

Some difficulty was experienced with plastic-case circuit breaker 
handles sticking. Excessive absorption of moisture and amall clearances 
between the handle and enclosing case were found to be the causes. 
This trouble was corrected by applying heat to drive out the moisture 
and, in some cases, by installing incandescent lamps in the panel to 
provide heat. 

From the experience gained in the electrical work on this Project, 
several recommendations may be made for future jobs of like nature. 

1. The use of fused switches instead of circuit breakers for 
circuits other than lighting should be considered. Fuses are 
more easily changed in ratings to accommodate last minute 
changes in load•, and their action on overload or short-circuit 
would not be material.l.y a.rrected by adverae :moisture conditions. 
Exceptions to this might be installations where space would be 
at a premium. There circuit breakers would be used. 

2. Light fixtures exposed to strong winds should be specified to 
have a screw-type reflector to prevent loosening such as might 
occur with other types. 

3. Porcelain lamp-holders, with their heavier and stronger seetions, 
should be used instead of composition lamp-holders which, be
cause of their thin sections and low compression strength, 
were often broken at the socket or near the mounting holes. 

4. Tumbler wall-type switches should be substituted for canopy
pull-chain switches, 'Which often became defective. 
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CHAPTER 5"11 

TOWERS 

Engineering work to provide the facilities for the scientific program 
and experiments at the Eniwetok Proving Grounds was very extensive and re
quired the solution of many unusual engineering problems. Furthermore, the 
criteria were supplied piecemeal, starting in September 1948 and continuing 
until December 1950. J-Division coordinated the requirements of the vari
ous scientific agencies involved, and Holmes & Narver supplied the engi
neering designs to meet these requirements. 

300 FOOT TOWERS 

In a series of meetings at Los Alamos, September 12 to 18, 1948, group 
discussions were held as to the philosophy of coming tests, One such meet
ing concer~ed the criteria for design of scientific structures and another 
such meeting concerned the requirements, both scientific and structural, 
for the design of towerso The design of towers was of particular concern 
to J-Division personnel because the uncertainties of design, manufacture, 
and erection for the sort of towers then contemplated would leave no time 
to lose if the proposed 1951 test schedule was to be rea.lizedo It was also 
important to the scientific development going on to know whether practical 
engineering limitations existed to the scope of experiments c~sired by var
ious groupso Studies were therefore started concurrently with the departure 
of the reconnaissance party to examine the Project siteo 

At the Los Alamos meeting on towers, it was stated by a group leader 
that it was desirable for the new experiments that the towers be at least 
250 feet in height. The towers used for Sandstone had been 200 feet high 
and free standing. It was stated that the 250 foot height was a minimum 
and greater height would be highly desirable" It was developed that the 
hesitation on the part of the scientists for going higher was that they 
thought that the higher towers would require such a great amount of steel 
that it would affect the results of their experiment by introducing so much 
ferrous material into the cloudso H & N suggested that this might be over
come by the use of a guyed tower which would require a very much smaller 
quantity of material and that almost any height that would be satisfactory 
to them could be obtained. It vas determined that the guys would not be 
detrimental to the experiment if they were kept down a proper distance :rom 
the top of the tower. The result of this meeting vas an agreement to make 
some comparative preliminary designs to determine the amount of material in 
guyed towers versus free standing towers. The H & N representatives pro
posed that if the space planning could be arranged to suit the test require
ments, a triangular tower would probably be of advantage over a square tower 
in that there would be less material required, 

Comparative studies for towers started immediately, and these studies 
vere presented to J-Division. In the meantime, it had been developed that 
a triangular tower could be built that would be entirely satisfactory, 

The tower design was developed entirely within the Holmes & Narver 
Engineering Division" Considerations of feasibility, mass, and adequacy 
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for the experiment related to various tower heights required that several 
tower types be investigated. The Structural Department, after considerable 
study, presented the J-Division tower representative with a choice of 250 
or JOO foot square cross section, free-standing towers or JOO root guyed 
towers triangular in cross section. Because of the saving in weight which 
meant less iron would be drawn into the radioactive cloud, the JOO foot 
guyed tower was selected. The triangular cross section cut down the cost 
of materials and erection. The guying was by means of three cables at
tached to the tower at the 275 foot level, and guy wires were anchored to 
a concrete block 275 feet out from the tower base. Viewed from above, 
the guys were separated by 2200. The triangular cross section was 20 feet 
between legs from the 25 foot to the JOO foot level, this being the small
est cross section that would' allow the clearances required for the main 
hoist and the personnel lif't. Below the 25 foot level, the legs were 
battered out 7 feet to give additional space inside the shaft. The house 
at the top of the tower was rectangular, 16 feet, 4 inches by 18 feet by 
12 feet high; the center of the building was only 1 foot, 5-1/2 inches 
from being over the center of gravity of the triangular section. This· 
necessitated cantilevering about 4 feet of the house beyond the tower 
shaft. Above the house was an A-frame to hold the main hoist gear, which 
was also centered over the main hoist, which was l foot, 5-1/2 inches 
from center of gravity of the tower shaft. By placing the main hoist so 
near the tower's center of gravity, it was possible to distribute the forces 
from the primary moving loads almost equally to each of the three legs. 
The A-frame was placed 4 feet above the roof in order to permit all of 
the hoisting gear to clear the roof and thus be completely out of the house. 
In order to allow the ma.in hoisting gear to pass through the house floor, 
three removable aluminum floor panels were used. The resulting opening 
was 7 feet square. The rail guides for the hoist stopped at the under
side of the housing floor. 

The personnel skip was designed so that all cables were kept below 
the JOO foot level, the sheaves on the lif't being beneath the lift floor. 
The lift entered the house via a trap door th.at raised by the roof of 
the lift cab. 

The hoisting drums and motors were located at ground level near the 
base of the tower. The two hoists utilized two part lines to give a 
mechanical advantage of 2. The skip hoist could be controlled from the 
ground, house, or lift. The speeds were automatically set and varied 
depending upon nearness to the ground or house. Safety devices were pro
vided to stop the li.ft at the two ends of runs or in case a cable should 
break or a drum run free. A ladder extended the full height of the tower. 

The completed preliminary drav.tngs were checked by a J-Division re
presentative on November 9, 1948, and were handcarried to Los Alamos for 
the Test Director 1s approval on November 15, 1948. 

Weights of the materials in the tower increments of 25 .f'eet were fur
nished Los Alamos on November 24, 1948. 

Because of the importance of the towers to the tests, an outstanding 
consultant was asked to check the design; he completed this study and 
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gave his approval on December 4, 1948. 

The specif'ications for the tower and appurtenances were sent to Los 
Alamos for approval and were returned with a few comments on J81I1lJ3X'Y 26, 
1949. On March 3, 1949, approval was given by J-Division and ~ to sub
mit the design to prospective fabricators for blds. 

Bids on four towers were received b;y Holmes & N8"'8r on April 25, 1949. 
Because of high bids, all bids were rejected so as to give bidders some 
more time to study the towerso The specifications were revised and new 
bids were received on June J, 1949. The results of these bids were for
warded to AEC on June 17, 194 9, a.f'ter Holm.es & Narver had caref'ully in
vestigated all alternatives proposed and subcontractors listed by the prime 
bidders. On June 28, 1949, J-Division proposed the bids be changed f'rom 
4 steel towers to .3 steel, and 1 aluminumo This suggestion was over-ruled 
by the Test Director on June JO, 1949. 

On July 7, 1949, approval was given by the AEC Director of Engineer
ing to award a contract for four steel towers to Pacific Iron and Steel 
Company, which vas low bidder at $.206,061.00 for all structural, mechani
cal, and electrical equipment, with the provision that negotiations be 
made with Pacific Iron and Steel to construct one aluminum tower in lieu 
of the fourth steel tower. The aluminum tower required new design. 

On July 14, 1949, Holm.es & Narver issued a purchase order to Pacific 
Iron and Steel Company; however, the contract could not be signed until 
a.rter the negotiation on the aluminum. tower. The plans for the aluminum 
tower were completed and sent to Pacific Iron and Steel Company on Septem
ber 2, 19490 Their proposal for the aluminum tower was received on Sep
tember 23, 1949; the a.dditional. emount was $40,296.63. On September 28, 
1949, a representati?& o! Los Alamos requested that the matter be delayed 
another two weeks sa that J-Division of Ios AlBllk>s Scientific Laboratory 
could consider the matter further. Authority for Pacific Iron and Steel 
to purchase :materials was given October 5, 1949. 

On October 18, 1949, authorization was received f'rom A.En to procure 
five JOO foot towers: four steel and one aluminum. The alumi.n:wa tower 
vas withdrawn f'rom negotiations vith Pacific Iron and Steel Colllp8IJ1' and 
vas put up for separate bids. 

The first tower, complete with all the collateral gear, was sent to 
Oakland for trannshipment on February 13, 1950 after a success£ul test 
erection of' two sections. The Engineering Division sent a structural 
designer to the Jobsite for a month to check the complete erection of the 
first tower. 

The structural members of the next three towers were shipped to Oak
land on April 12, 1950. Shortly thereafter the collateral gear was ship
ped, thus ending the Engineering Department's work with the exception of 
small changes ma.de in the field to suit a User's last minute requirement. 

The mechanical design criteria were :f'urnished by a representative of 
Sandia Corporation 'Who was also in charge of weapon assembly and there-
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fore vi tally interested in the tower design in all details. The mechani
cal problems consisted of designing the following. 

Design work on the mechanical portion of the 300 root towers was started 
by the middle of October 1948. This consisted of preparation of drawings 
M-1 through M-5. At the beginning, this work was guided by "Preliminary 
Specification 250 1-300' Steel Tower," Consolidated Steel Corporation shop 
draw.i.ngs for 200 foot steel towers previously used by AEC for Operation 
Sandstone, and verbal instructions and in.formation - all of which were 
furnished by a representative of Sandia Corporation. This information 
provided the Mechanical Department with valuable criteria gained from ex
perience. Because mechanical design was closely coordinated with struc
tural design as each progressed, the necessity for changes was minimized. 
The mechanical design problems consisted of: 

1. A main hoist capable or handling 10,000 pol.Ulds on a 2-part line 
with a maximum hoisting speed of 30 fpm, from grol.llld level to the 
tower cab. 

2. A skip hoist (elevator) for personnel and freight, capable of 
handling a net load of 2,000 pounds on a 2-part line with a maxi
mum hoisting speed of 125 fpm from ground level to the tower cab. 
Hoisting speed was established by Sandia Corporation on October 
27, 1948. 

3. A hand winch and accessories located in the tower cab for pulling 
coaxial cables up on messenger cables. This was requested by Sandia 
Corporation on November 3, 1948e 

The main hoist conaiated of a 900 pound load block on a nonrotating 
steel cable. The cable was reeved over a series of steel sheaves which 
were mounted on the structural A-frame at the top of the tower, above the 
tower cab. From these sheaves the cable ran down outside the tower to 
the main hoisting machine which was located on the ground outside of the 
tower. 

One of the criteria for the tower was that a personnel skip or ele
vator that could be operated f'rom the ground, from the tower cab, or from 
the skip itself' should be installed. TJrrls skip was to be fully equipped 
with safety devices for protection in case of accident to the hoist cable 
or to the hoisting equipment itself. Although such safety devices were 
in common use in modern commercial buil~ings, these devices did not fit 
the requirements of the tower. Ordinarily, elevators are lifted from above, 
but the tower skip was to be li.tted from below the skip platform. Com
ercial safety devices were much too complicated for use on the skip, so 
an entirely new system of safety mechanism. was developed by Holmes & Narver 
and tested to the satisfaction of all concerned. 

The skip hoist consisted of an open type platform {elevator cab), 
traveling on elevator-type steel guide rails which were attached to the 
tower. The platform was raised and lowered by a steel cable which was 
reeved over a series of steel sheaves mounted below the house floor at 
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the top af the to"Wer and un:ler the skip floor" Fran these sheaves, the 
cable ran do'Wil outside of the to"Wer (parallel to the main hoist cable) 
to the skip hoisting machine mounted on the ground near the main hoist
ing machineo 

The hand 'Winch and accessories, located in the tover cab, consist
ed of a lightweight spur-gear, hand-cranked portable "Winch, equipped 
with a brake, and with a capacity of 650 feet of J/16 inch "Wire rope. 
The accessories consisted of mounting brackets for the 'Winch and guides 
and sheaves for the wire ropeo 

Considerable study and investigation "Was given to safety devices 
for the skip hoisto Various passenger and freight elevator manufactu
rers "Were consulted, with the final conclusion that standard type in
stantaneous safety rail grips and standard type overspeed governors as 
manufactured and used by the Kimball Elevator Company "Would be most 
adaptable and satisfactory for application to the skip hoist. The 
overspeed governor required scme minor modifications to q>erate the 
instantaneous safety grips, as applied to the skip hoist platform. Be
cause no standard device "Was available, a broken rope device for opera
ting the safety grips "Was designed by H & No This device consisted of 
a spring loaded idler sheave held in normal position by tension on the 
hoisting cableo In the event of a break in the cable, the spring lifts 
the idler sheave and actuates the instantaneous safety rail grips. All 
of these safety devices proved very satisfactory in drop tests 1.lhich 
were made before shipment overseas. Standard elevator-type bronze 
guide shoes "Were used to guide the skip platform on the guide railso 
Figure 5,11-1 sho"Ws detail of a safety rail grip, and Figure 5oll-2 
shows the overspeed governor used in 200 foot and JOO foot towers. 

The skip hoist platform (elevator cab) had to be designed to 
accommodate the safety devices, guide shoes, and limit switch strikes. 
The floor and railing of the skip wre substantially the same as that 
used for Sandstone, but the overhead frame was designed to open the 
trap door in the tower house floor TJhen the skip came up through the 
floor and to provide support for a controller in the skip. The hoist 
rigging for the skip hoist "Was mounted entirely below the house floor 
so that the entire floor area would be clear when the trap door was 
closed. Figure 5.11-J shows the skip hoist cab assembly for a JOO foot 
tover. 

Because II!SJzy' safety features -were of a new design, a requirement 
"Was set up in the specifications that a section of guide rails JO feet 
high be erected and the skip platform mounted thereon to test the safety 
devices. Drop tests were made and the safety grips, overspeed governor, 
and broken rope device were individually tested to the complete satis
faction of the Sandia representative, the AEC Contract Administrator, 
and H & N designing engineers. 

The hoist rigging for the main hoist was mounted on the structural 
A-frame above the tower house so that the load block could be raised 
entirely above the roof o Figure 5.11-4 shows the main hoist sheave 
assembly and cable arrangement for a JOO foot tower. 
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FIGURE 5.11-3 
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Letters from the Sandia Corporation on October 7 and 21, 1948 ad
vised that nonspinning cable was absolutely necessary for the main 
hoist, to eliminate twisting or rotating of the load block during its 
unloaded travel up or dovn" 

The use of nonrotating wire rope for the main hoist made a single 
wrap winding drum necessary on the hoisting machine. Several wire rope 
manufacturers were consulted, and none of them would recommend multiple 
"Wrapping of nonrotating wire rope on the drumo Because of the amount 
of rope to be handled, a rather large wirrling drum was required o A 
very extensive su...~ey was made in an attempt to locate a standard make 
of hoist machine which would meet the rope capacity, line pull, and 
hoisting speed requirements, but no such machine could be locatedo It 
was then decided that a custom-built machine would have to be used. 

Inasrrruch as a single wrap drum was necessary for the main hoist 
machine, it was decided to use an identical drum on the skip hoist 
machine in order to keep the skip hoist and main hoist machines as 
similar as possible and reduce types of replacement parts to a minimum. 

The ma.in hoist load block was substantially the same as that used 
on the Sandstone towerso Check weights were attached to the block to 
make its total weight 900 pound so This was done to insure proper wrap
ping of the cable on the hoist drum under no-load operation. 

A main hoist top limit switch was mounted on top of the structural 
A-frame to stop the up travel of the load block when its clevis pin hole 
was 13 feet, 3 inches above the floor level of the tower houseo This 
distance was established in the preliminery specifications furnished 
by the Sandia Corporation representativeo 

All of the mechanical equipment for the JOO foot towers was in
stalled at the Jobsite as shown on the drawings and covered in the 
specifications and operated satisfactorily at test time. 

The electrical design criteria, as stated by the Sandia representa
tive, stressed smooth and positive operations of both the main hoist 
and the personnel skip hoisto For this service, the Ward Leonard sys
tem of control was selectedo In this system of control, a direct
current motor is used to drive the cable drum, and the speed of the 
motor is varied by varying the voltage applied to the armature of the 
drive motor. The variable voltage source is obtained from a motor
generator set with the output of the generator exciter connected di
rectly to the drive motor field and through a rheostat to the genera
tor field. The voltage of the generator is then varied by adjusting 
the generator field rheostato In addition to providing smooth opera
tion, this system provides a means of obtaining regenerative braking, 
which is necessary to provide smooth deceleration. 

The actual control of speed of either equipment was by means of 
push buttons, up and down, faster and slower, which operated a reversi
ble control motor driving the rheostato 
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The basic electrical equipment specified consisted of a motor
generator set, a drive motor, and a control panel for the hoist and 
for the elevator. It was later found, that 1t would not be necessary 
to operate the hoist and the elevator at the same timeo On this basis, 
one motor-generator set was omitted, at a saving of approximately 
$7,500.00 per towero The capacity of the motor-generator set was ma.de 
large enough to supply the largest drive motor, and a selector switch 
located in the building housing the motor-generator set was provided 
to transfer the controls from the hoist to the elevator or vice versa. 
This switch was not duplicated in the tower cab, since telephone com
munication was provided between the tower cab and the building which 
housed the control cabinet and motor-generator seto 

In the development of the control scheme for the hoist and eleva
tor, duplicate sets of controls were specified. A control pedestal was 
required at the hoist and at the elevator cable drums for the control 
of each uni to In addition, a duplicate set of controls was provided 
in the house at the top of the tower for both the skip and the main 
hoisto For the skip hoist, there was a third control in the elevator 
cab. Limit switches were provided at the top and the bottan of the 
tower for the elevator and the hoist. These switches were provided to 
stop either unit autanatical.ly, thus providing for emergency stops as 
W'elL Other required electrical safety devices included cable lim.i t 
switches and an overspeed switch, both located on the cable drum, and 
a door interlock switch located on the cab dooro The cable limit 
switches were provided to stop the elevator or hoist automatically to 
prevent overtravel of either unit in the event that the limit switches 
on the tower failed to operateo The elevator cab door limit switch was 
provided to prevent travel of the cab when the door was open. 

After the equipment W'as fabricated, a test of the first unit was 
conducted to demonstrate that it would operate satisfactorily. This 
test was \Jitnessed by a representative of the Sandia Corporation as 
well as by representatives of the AECo The entire test was conducted 
on the groun:l, using a prony brake to load the drive motor. All con
ditions of operation were checked, an:l errors in the control scheme 
were corrected so that the equipment performed to the complete satis
faction of the AEC representatives who witnessed the test. The remain
ing uni ts were not tested prior to shipment, but all modifications in 
the first unit wre incorporated in the remainder of the uni ts prior 
to shipment. 

The elevator control cable being over 100 feet long, gave consider
able trouble because of the high velocity W'inds blowing it against the 
structureo This caused chafing and eventual breakdo\(Il of the cableo 
This condition was partially remedied by the installation of a cable 
guide and counterveight consisting of a guide sheave mounted on a 6 
inch aluminum channelo Figure 5oll-5 shows the elevator control cable 
guide used for 200 foot and JOO foot Towers, 

Use of this guide, while preventing excessive swaying of the cable, 
did result in added tension on the cableo This added tension tended to 
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straighten the cable spiral lay of conductors and eventually caused a 
cable break, T-wo cables on Runi t arxi Engebi and one on the Eberiru 
tower had to be replacedo One method for solving this problem which 
has the recanmendation of a leading elevator manufacturing company in
volves installation of a continuous aluminum gutter from the base of 
the tover to the top-cab, 'With its slot facing the elevator cabo The 
control cable -would then be supported from the cab by a bracket extend
ing into the guttero Cross sectional dimensions would be approximately 
6 inches 'Wide by depth sufficient to permit normal loop in cable. 

Difficulty because of moisture was experienced in the operation 
and maintenance of the electrical apparatus and controls for the tovers. 
The equipment was specified to be moisture and fungus resistant, and 
on inspection appeared to be well protectedo Hovever, it developed 
that some parts were not adequately protected and shorts developed -when 
the equipment was installed in the highly humid corxiitions at the Prov
ing Grourx:ls 0 This was overcome by installing large electric lights in 
the building housing the motor-generator set and control panel and 
maintaining a temperature of 110° F, 

It is recommended that for future installations the moisture-proof
ing of equipment be thoroughly tested under conditions of 90° F temp
erature and 90 per cent relative humidity before shipment and that 
electric strip heaters be provided for the control and switch panels. 

The suggestion of an aluminum tover was first presented to Holmes 
& Narver in a letter from a J-Division representative dated June 28, 
1949. The letter was primarily in response to bids received on the 
JOO foot steel to"Wers but it proposed a contract be made for supplying 
three all-steel tovers and one tover constructed of aluminum to as 
great extent as possibleo Chemistry considerations had made it appear 
desirable to have one tower 'ldth as little steel in it as possible. 
The condition stated was that steel should not represent more than 10 
per cent of the total weight of the tovero 

The Structural Department made sane quick calculations and pre
sented them at a meeting at Los Alamos on July 5, 19490 The use of 
approximately 21,000 pourx:ls of steel was then approved, except for 
elevator and hoist guide rails. The steel was all in the lover 25 
feet and -would not affect the scientific requiremento Approval was 
given to go ahead with the design and the plans were canpleted on 
September 2, 1949. The lover 25 feet remained identical to the steel 
JOO foot tower so that the tower could be placed on any of the tower 
foundations that were being constructed, 'ldthout modification of the 
foundations. Aluminum was used for all structural elements above the 
25 foot level, even to the use of aluminum structural rib bolts. 

Until October 18, 1949, the aluminum tower was being negotiated 
as a part of the order for the steel towers; however, on that date 
the AEC Engineering Director authorized H & N to put the tower up for 
separate bidso These bids were received December 7, 1949, ani approv
al on January 3, 1950, allowed a purchase order to be given to Inter
national Derrick and Equipment Coo on January 2J, 1951, for their low 
bid of $47,927.00. 
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Because of a subsequent decision not to use this tower at the Prov
ing Ground, the purchase order "Was cancelled on August 24, 1950. On 
October 12, 1950, the 'Work "Was reinstatedo On December 7, 1950, AEC 
requested that the tover be rushed to completion and forwarded to an 
AEC storage yard for holding until required by the AEC. 

200 FOOT TOWERS 

Characteristic of the rapid scientific advances that prcduced 
engineering challenges throughout the Project "Was LASL's request, nine
teen months after to"Wer design had started, that H & N design a 200 
foot tower capable of supporting 200 tons. This "Was an entirely dif
ferent type of tower, requiring a completely nev analysis and design. 
Speed, both in design "Work and procurement, was essential in order to 
have to"Wers of this new type erected at the Proving GrOU.IXis in time 
for tests early in 1951. This change in test objectives, although made 
late in the period of design and construction, did not relieve the date 
established for completion of all facilitieso Careful coordination of 
design, procurement, fabrication, transportation and construction made 
possible this unprecedented accomplishmento 

Chronologically, this assignment "Was handled as follows: 

On April 27, 1950, official authority was given to the design 
group, and on April 28, a preliminary drawing based on J-Division' s 
telephone call was submitted to J-Division. The preliminary design 
was approved on May 3, 1950. Because of the loads involved and the 
desire to keep the tower weight as low as possible, the use of sili
con steel for the legs was approved. The design of the tower was 
camplicated by the large a.mount of scientific gear that occupied a 
large portion of the space within the to"Wer shaft, i.e., the NRLK coax
ial cables and their special shielding and the UCRL vacuum pipes that 
had to be held to close tolerances. The inclusion of the User's equip
ment made it necessary to place the main hoist and the skip hoist out
side of the to'Wer shaft. Because of the eccentric loading, this com
plicated the design. In addition, the house on top was equipped with 
a standard industrial traveling bridge crane, which could develop some 
large lateral forces as well as impact forces. 

When authorization "Was given to design a tower according to the 
new criteria, it had not yet been decided how many tovers of this de
sign would be required or what to do with the JOO foot aluminum tower 
which was being fabricated. However, due to the short time available 
the decision was quickly made to procure three to"Wers of the ne"W de
sign plus a 25 foot top section and house to be shipped to Los Alamos 
as a mock-up. Consequently bids were taken on a price per pound of 
steel basis, using the preliminary sketch as a bidding drawing. The 
contract 'Was awarded to Onion Iron and Steel Co. on May 12 1950, the 
bid being $ O. 097 per pound. ' 

To save the time usually required to get the large beams needed 
in the floors, the use of 36-inch deep beams salvaged fran an old 
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bridge in the Los Angeles area was sanctioned. As the design progress
ed the steel fabricator was able to stockpile more of the material he 
needed. 

From May 19. 1950, until the time of the test, these towers were 
constantly undergoing changes. Each change of tover loading or re
quirement came in separately and required many reanalyses am. new draw
ings. An illustration of the magnitude of these revisions is shown by 
the fact that although only 9 drawings were required to show the struc
tural portion of the shaft and house at the time fabrication began, by 
the time the towers were erected, 16 more full size drawings had been 
added to depict the changes. A few of the major revisions are as fol
lows. Limonite inside the house was changed to lead on May 19. On 
June 23, the original size of the house was changed fran 20 feet by 20 
feet by 12 feet to 20 feet by 29 feet by 16t feet. One tover was to 
be provided with a special 9 foot by 7 foot overhanging platform cap
able of supporting 4 tons. UCRL's vacuum pipes am NRLK's limonite 
column, \lhich are described more fully later, were never really firm
ed up. The vacuum pipes had to be lead-shielded at different levels; 
therefore special supports were needed. The lead-limonite column that 
was first proposed to shield the NRLK coax cable from the ground into 
the house at the top, a vertical distance of 200 feet, was originally 
4 feet in diameter, Later the lead-limonite concrete was discarded 
in favor of a lead column 3 feet in diameter. This necessitated chang
ing some of the interior bracing. Prior to this change, it had been 
necessary to build sufficient inherent strength into the tower shaft 
to carry the construction loads that would be imposed during the 
building of the column" This required close coordination with the 
Holmes & Narver construction forces. 

In order to satisfy the initial requirements, a four leg, guyed 
tower 200 feet high to the underside of the floor of the house at the 
top was selected, The shaft of the tower was 20 feet square at all 
elevations. Eight guys were provided at the 175 foot level. 

A summation of all loads involved at the base of the tower indi
cated a load of approximately 2100 tons. To keep the soil pressure 
within JOOO poun:is per square foot would have required a foundation 
mat approximately 40 feet square. However, because of the sequence 
of construction of the heavy units canprising this total load, the 
foundation mat would be subjected to nonconcentric loading 'Which would 
have involved unequal soil loading, resulting in possible tilting of 
the mat out of a true horizontal plane. This, in turn, would have in
duced unknown loads into the tower shaft, 'Which would be securely guy
ed in a vertical position. This necessitated sending a foundation 
consultant to the Proving Groun:i to investigate the foundation condi
tions at the tower sites. The firm of Dames ani Moore, a nationally 
recognized firm of soils consultants, had been used by H & N to analyze 
the soil samples obtained by the reconnaissance group. In connection 
'Ji th this work several of the key personnel had been "Q" cleared, so 
it was possible to send a recognized soils expert to the Jobsite im
mediatelyo 
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On August 
to support the 
foot lengthso 
85 tons. 

10, 1950, the decision vas made to use steel H-piling 
f oundationo The piling used 'Was 12 inch BP 55# in 60 
The bearing pressure value per pile "Was approximately 

At the time this piling vas being installed at Eberiru, it had not 
been determined vhat the total loading vould be on the 200 foot tower 
for the El experiment. In viev of this, the AEC requested that a 
f ou.ndation similar to that at Eberiru be installed. 

The subcontractor finished fabrication of the tower on September 
15, 1950, and the tovers vere shipped on that date to Oaklarrl for over
seas shipment. 

Although no requirements were placed as to torsional stability, 
tests on the finished towers indicated that a normal day's rotation 
due to v.i.nd and temperature "Was only 40 secorxis of arc. A request 'Was 
made to keep the tower's horizontal movement to plus or minus 1 inch 
at the 200 foot level during normal 'Wirxi comitions, am the field 
tests imicated movement of only plus or minus i inch. This movement 
vas due primarily to temperature changes of the structural members as 
the relative position of the sun changed during the day. 

In addition to the vertical loading previously mentioned, the 
tower "Was designed to v.i.thstarrl a 'Wim pressure of JO pounds per squ
are foot on t'Wice the projected area of one face. 

Since most of the load prcxiuced in the tover legs was contributed 
by actual vertical loads rather than wind loads, the allO"Wable stress
es selected for design were more conservative than those used for the 
300 foot tower design. The possible overload factor for this tover 
(approximately 100 per cent) vas necessary because it 'Was never fully 
~~~rl~~~'W~re~reof~t~. 

User's sketches received in the fall of 1950 called for a lead
limonite concrete circular column 200 feet high extending from the 
base of the tower to the underside of the house at the top. Because 
the lead 'Would flow under the heavy pressures involved, it was decided 
that flanged sections of velded steel casing would be employed to act 
as forms for the limoni te concrete encasing the lead a.Di also to re
strain the lead from fiO\dng. 

The original plan for installing the coax cable called for sup
porting a piece of 12 inch pipe, out of 'Jhich one-third of the circum
ference had been cut, the full height of the tower. The cables would 
then be fitted into this shell. After all of the cables had been in
stalled, the other third of the pipe vould be replaced ani held secure 
by banding. The 2 foot diameter lead blocks vere then to be placed to 
a height of approximately 12t feet, after 'Jhich the 4 foot diameter 
steel casing was to be placed and the space betveen the lead ani the 
casing was to be filled 'With limonite concrete. The lead was then to 
be placed for ~ feet more and the process repeated until the full 
height of 200 feet "Was reached. 



Design and drawings were practically ccmplete on this basis vb.en 
the User requested that the column oe shielded with lead only and that 
the pipe used for encasing the coaxial cable be changed frcm 12 inch 
diameter to 8 inch diametero 

The new plan of installation, and the one that was actually used, 
involved hanging the top 180 feet of the 8 inch pipe fran the lover 
structure and pulling the coax cables up through the pipe as the cables 
were welded together. The bottom 20 feet of the pipe was 10 inches in 
diameter, and it was slipped over the 8 inch pipe before the placing 
of the cables begano The coax cable was of the rigid type and was 
shipped in 20 foot lengths. A length of cable was pulled up into the 
8 inch pipe and a second length soldered on. This was pulled up aIX3. 
this operation was repeated until all ooe.xi.al cables were in place. 
After all of the cables had been placed, secured, and tested, the 10 
inch pipe was lowered into place, aIX3. the placing of the lead blocks 
began. The lead, in the form of split doughnuts, was placed to a 
height of a little more than 12t feet; then the first section of the 
flanged steel casing was placed in two parts aIX3. these parts welded 
together. This series of operations was repeated until the column 
was ccmpletedo The grouting of the one inch space was done section 
by section. 

To retain the lead, it was decided that the flanged welded steel 
casing sections "Would be employed as contemplated in the original re
quirements. A clearance space of one inch lJould be allowed bet\leen 
the lead and the steel retaining shells vhich would be pressure grout
ed as the construction of the column progressed. Holes and nipples 
for the grouting hose connection were provided in the walls of the 
shell. 

Designs and drawings were completed on this basis and material 
placed on order, but after the User revieved the plans, he requested 
that the steel grillage supporting the column at the base over the 
coaxial cable trench in the foundation be designed so that it could 
be installed after the coaxial cable was in place, including the bends 
into the trench in the foundation. Design therefore had to provide a 
hole in the grillage for passing the coaxial cable. 

On checking the status of the material on order it \las fou.n::l that 
the grillage as originally designed had been shipped. Because field 
changes on these to meet the later requirements would have been diffi
cult, a new grillage was immediately designed vhich could be installed 
in halves arowxl the coax. This was ordered and shipped to the Jobsite. 

The coaxial cable am the lead were furnished by NR.LK am install
ed by H & N under the User's direction. H & N designed, furnished, 
and installed the remainder of the column. 

A portion of the test gear for the UCRL experiment involved the 
use of a vacuum tube system which extended from the top of Station 
131, located at the base of the 200 foot tower, to the floor of the 
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house at the top of the towero The tubes started from the roof of 
Station 131 as four pipes, converging into tvo pipes at the 13'7t foot 
level, and finally into a single pipe at the 150 foot level. The 
tubes lo18re shielded with lead at different tover levels. The sketch
es showing the weights involved were furnished H & N by the User at 
a meeting held at Los Alamos on June 23, 1950. 

To speed procurement, UCRL furnished the tubes, the lead shield
ing, and platforms to support the lead; however, H & N had to adapt 
the tower to these loads and also install this equipment u:OO.er the 
direction of UCRL. 

After the tower vas fabricated and shipped, the User requested 
that the veight of the lead at the first level above the base be in
creased considerably above that first stipulated. Since the tover 
framing vas not capable of taking this increased loading, H & N pre
pared designs and supplied material for a platform for the lead, sup
ported from the roof of Station 131 by steel pipe columns. 

Since the 200 f oat tower or towers vere to be used in lieu of 
JOO foot tovers, no ad.di tional hoisting equipment -was required~ Main 
hoist equipment, skip hoist equipment, and the portable hand winches, 
hovever, had to be modified to conform to the ne-w requirements. The 
changes involved 'Jere due to: 

1. The load required for the 200 foot tower main hoist was 
15,000 pounds instead of 10,000 pounds as used on the 300 
foot tower (Drawing JG-5422) o 

2. The skip hoist vas operated outside at the 200 foot tover 
instead of inside as on the JOO foot tover and did not have 
to open a trap door as it approached the top level (Drawing 
JG-5423). 

3. The hand winch used in the tower cab for pulling coaxial 
cables, mountings, am cable guides had to be redesigned 
due to difference in structural conditions in the tower 
cab (Drawing 5430.1). 

In order that the 300 foot tower main hoist machine might be used 
for the 200 foot tower am its 15,000 pound load, it was decided to 
raise the load at 20 fpm maximum on a three-part cable. This required 
the relocation of one sheave and the addition of one sheave, mounted 
on the structural A-frame, but did not change the pover requirements. 
It also required dead-ending the hoisting cable at the load block, in
stead of at the A-frame as vas done on the JOO foot tower. This re
quired a minor change in the load block yoke for attaching the cable. 
A slight change in the location of the limit switch on top of the A
fre.me -was also required as vell as a slight change in mounting the 
limit s'Witch weight. Drawings were prepared shoving these changes. 
Figure 5.11-6 shovs the hoist machine used for both 200 foot and JOO 
foot to-wars. 



FIGURE 5.11-6 Hoist Machine for 200' and 300' Towers 
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Since the skip hoist operated outside of the 200 foot tower and 
passed up through an opening in a platform at the top level, minor 
changes were required on the skip cab (platform)o As it did not have 
to open a trap door at the top level, the framing above the railing 
level W'&a removed 0 Because the skip vas loaded at one ez:ii at grouz:ii 
level az:ii at one side at the top level, it was necessary to make the 
railing on one side removable (the removable end portion used for 
JOO foot towers was not changed). These changes on the skip cab were 
necessarily made in the field at the time of installing on the 200 
foot tower, because the cab had been shipped \.Tith the JOO foot tovers 
before the 200 foot tovers were conceivedo 

The portable hand-operated \dnches and cable from the JOO foot 
tower cab, vere used on the 200 foot tover, but because of structural 
design of the tower house, the supports for the 'Winches, cable, az:ii 
sheaves had to be of a different design. The 'Winch supports were 
mounted on the tOW"er house structural members instead of on the A
frame as on the 300 foot tower. Figure 5.11-7 shows the main hoist 
sheave assembly and cable arrangement for a 200 foot Tover. 

A ~ ton single I-beam type traveling crane was provided for each 
200 foot tover. The crane vaa equipped vi th a 2-speed electric hoist 
\dth gear type trolley. Hoisting speeds -were ~ fpm am 10 fpm on the 
total lift of 17 feet far the full height towers and total lift of 36 
feet for the 25 foot mock-up section of the tover which was installed 
at Los Alamos. Proposals were received from three crane ma.nu.facturers 
an:i analyzed. The acceptance of the lov bid vas recommended on Mey 
24, 1950. 

In a phone conversation on May Jl, 1950, J-Division requested 
H & N to design a detachable main hoist platform (or pallet) for 
lifting freight from the ground to the tower house, using the ma.in 
hoist. At this point the pallet 'Would be transferred to the ~ ton 
traveling crane, to be moved to aey desired location in the tower 
houseo H & N prepared a sketch shoving a platform composed of a 
structural channel rectangular frame and c0"1ered vi th i inch plate 
'With a 6 inch high toe plate on all four sides. The platform vaa 
lifted by a wire rope sling attached to each corner and was provided 
with double sets of roller guides on opposite sides of the platform 
framing. The roller guides vere to operate along the main hoist T
guide rails a."Xl were spaced approximately 1 foot apart vertically. 
Because eccentric lee.ding of the platform was possible, the double
roller guides vere changed to single-roller guides. Also, the plat
form W"aa provided vi.th pull-out legs on each corner, so that the plat
form could rest on the floor of the tover house 'While it was being 
transferred from the main hoist to the bridge crane. To comply \d th 
this request, a new draloling (JG-5445) was me.de, using 6 inch pipe an:i 
7 inch channels for the platform framing, single-roller guide assem
blies, and lifting cables at each corner of the platform. The pull
out legs were of 5 inch pipe and made to telescope into the 6 inch 
pipe. The platforms vere fabricated according to this drawing. Figure 
5.11-8 shovs a main hoist pallet platform for a 200 foot Tower, and 
Figure 5.11-9 shoW"s a canplete perspective of a 200 foot Tover. 
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75 FOGT TOWERS 

The 75 foot towers were used as phototowerso The prime User was 
&igerton, Germeshausen, and Gr:iero Standard radar towers using stan
dard design w.rere considered, but in addition to not being designed 
with the special requirements of photography as a basis, they would be 
subjected to excessive horizontal forceso These facts were presented 
to Los Alamos by letter on April 22, 19490 On July 28, 1949, a letter 
from LASL set up the preliminary design specifications for six towers 
and requested H & ~ to proceed W1 th preliminary drawingso The prelimi
nary tower design was submitted to AEC on September 13, 1949, and de
sign comments by Los Alamos and Edgerton, Germeshausen, and Grier w.rere 
returned to H & ~ on October 5, 1949a 

Authorization for purchase of six towers was received by H & N on 
December 6, 1949, with the. provision that the low bid not exceed the 
estimated cost of $88,800,00o Bids were requested and on January 16, 
1950, six firms submitted bids, the low bid being $76,470000 by Inter
national Derrick and Equipment Co. The purchase order for the six 
towers was released to the low bidder on March Jl, 19500 

On May 15, 1950, the tower shafts were completed and ready for 
shipmento- The tower cabs were entirely aluminum and by the time the 
alwninwn had been procured, the subcontractor was hampered by a labor 
strikeo The work was moved to the Union Steel Ccmpa.ny 1 s yard and com
pleted by Union Steel Campany on October 6, 1950, 

As one of the towers was located at a site on the coral reef at 
the Proving Grourrl, it was necessary to change the one tower so as to 
include a battery roan at the 25 foot levelo This design was made in 
Los Angeles and the materials required sent to the field, where all 
the necessary changes were ma.deo 

A small change in the original scope occurred on September 22, 
1950, when E G & G requested that H & N purchase the rolling metal 
doors that comprised the siding for two sides of each towero Until 
that time E G & G was to furnish themo H & N let bids arxi -had the 
doors in the field in sufficient time so that the User was not delay
ed in his installation worko 

The mechanical design required for the 75 foot towers consisted 
of an open type dumb waiter capable of harxiling a net working load 
of 1500 pounds at a hoisting speed of appraximately 40 fpm, powered 
by an electric hoist mounted on the ground, outside of the tower base. 
The dumb waiter platform was guided by bronze guide shoes, riding on 
standard 15 pound elevator guide rails, mounted on the outside of the 
towero The guide shoes were mounted on the substructure of the plat
formo The platform -was provided with instantaneous safety rail grips 
to prevent the platform from dropping 1n the event of hoisting cable 
failure or a slack cable conditiono This safety device was designed 
after considerable study and investigation of devices used in standard 



dumb waiter serviceo The design arrived at was not standard; it was 
completely developed by H & N and called for specially designed safety 
grips similar in general design to those used for the skip hoist on 
the JOO foot tower. The mechanism for operating the safety grips was 
entirely different from that of the JOO foot towers. It worked only 
in the event of a broken rope or slack hoisting rope conditions, as 
no personnel were to be carried on the dumb waiter. 

The hoisting rigging for the dumb waiter was mounted entirely be
low the level of the tower house floor to eliminate any obstruction 
at the unloading space at the top. The cable was attached low on the 
dumb waiter platform subframing to permit the platform to go 2 feet 
above the floor level, for easier handling of freight in loading or 
unloading. 

Extra-flexible hoisting cable was used for hoisting the platform; 
this allowed the use of comparatively small diameter sheaves. All 
sheaves were cast steel with grooved bronze bushings an:l were provided 
with Alemi te lubrication fittings. The hoisting rope operated inside 
of the tower line. A pipe guide was provided for the hoisting rope 
at a point W'here the rope operated between the stairs and the tower 
framing. This was done to eliminate the possibility of the rope rub
bing against the tower or stairs. Figure 5.11-10 shows assembly of 
a dumb waiter for a 75 foot tower. 

On September 19, 1950, H & N received a request from Edgerton, 
Germeshausen & Grier, Inc. asking that motor operated roll-up type 
doors be provided on two sides of the 75 foot tower house. These 
doors and operating motors were to be mounted on the outside of the 
building, to close openings 14 feet, J inches wide by approximately 
7 feet high. This request was approved by J-Division on September 
20, 1950, and the H & N Mechanical Engineering Department contacted 
the Los Angeles representative of the Kinnear Manufacturing Co., at 
the request of E G & G. to obtain information on the type of motor 
operated rolling doors required. On the basis of the information 
obtained about price arrl delivery, the doors were purchased from the 
vendor by H & N. The venior furnished shop drawings of the doors, 
which were approved by the Mechanical Engineering Department. Since 
the doors would have to be installed in the field, it was necessary 
for n & N to prepare installation drawings for the doors. This work 
was sho'WD. on two drawings which supplemented the verxlor 1 s drawings 
an::l. showed how the door guides were to be attached to the tower cab. 
Because the door an:l. motor vere mounted outside the building ani 
above the roof, it was also necessary to design a support for them. 
As this was a special coniition, such supports were not supplied by 
the door verxlor. These drawings were completed October 5, 1950, ani 
prints of each were submitted to the vendor for his check. They were 
founi to satisfy the conditions required for mounting the doors, ani 
the doors \iere installed according to the drawings. 

The electrical facilities for each of the six 75 foot towers 
consisted of lighting panel, lighting fixtures and wiring, time-switch-
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controlled obstruction lights, rolling door controls, signal lights, 
battery huts, and motor-operated hoist. Interior lighting was provided 
by standard reflectors at ~pproximately 25 foot-candles and exterior 
lighting by vaporproof units. Stairway lighting was controlled by 
sW'itches at base and top of towers. This electrical material was pur
chased W'ith the towers as a packaged unit and was installed in the 
field. 

The original electrical demand for each of these towers was set 
at 15 kw plus 2 kw for battery charging. These loads had to be supplied 
by a dependable source 'With good voltage regulation characteristics. 
Accordingly two 50 kw diesel-generator units were installed in Station 
64 on Piira.ai, Bokonaarappu, and Teiteiripucchi. Site M. southeast of 
Runi t was supplied from the main power plant on Runi t. Control, sig
nal, an:i telephone cables for tower operation entered the site terminal 
cabinets in Station 64 and thence to each tower. One telephone was pro
vided in each battery hut and tower cab. 

Rolling doors were added to the towers on September 19, 1950. 
E G & G furnished the timers for operating these doors and requested 
that the electrical equipment panel be moved to the rear wall opposite 
the personnel door. E G & G advised that they would furnish the gen
erator for operating doors on site M tower. Figure 5.11-11 shows a 
complete perspective of a 75 foot tower. 
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CHAPrER 5.12 

SCIENTIFIC STATIONS 

The Engineering DiTiaion of Holmes & Narver prepared designs and 
drawings for many Scientific Stations from sketches or outline specifi
cations furnished by the various scientific groups participating in the 
experiments for Operation Greenhouse. This phase of th& work of the 
A-E-C-M Contractor grew steadily as additional scientific groups were 
included in the experimental program and as the requirements of others 
were increased in scope. Many changes were requested late in the pro
gram, and the Engineering Division of Holmes & Harver was under pres
sure to prepare plans and requisition materials to meet requirements 
on time. 

To provide for anticipated changes or additions desired by the 
Use.rs, certflin -material• veN- st-Ocltpil-ed at the- Jobsi te. Accurate re
cords of theee stockpiles were kept in the Engineering Division office 
in order that designs might be made to utilize these materials and thus 
save considerable time. Other materials were requisitioned from draw
ings as soon as they vere prepared and before the Users had reviewed 
them or from sketches supplied by Users. In this manner, loss of time 
in waiting for special materials was minimized. 

Drawings were revised to include changes required by Users and 
then forwarded to the field. If the structure was already under con
struction, changes vere teletyped to the Jobsite and drawings were re
vised and sent later. Most of the scientific structures were designed 
to resist blast pressure•, the magnitude or blast-resistance being 
established by J-Division of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
These blast-resistance requireaents underwent a considerable number of 
changes as the program developed, and these changes involved a great 
deal of back checking of designs to evaluate the effects or modifica
tions to structures. The pressures for which various structures were 
designed are recorded in code designations on the drawings 9 and the 
apparent structural performances of the structures during the experi
ments are recorded in Chapter 5.27 of this volume. 

CIVIL ENGINEERING FOR SCIENTIFIC STATIONS 

In accordance vi.th recommendations in ta. ReconaaisH.nCe report 
of January 7, 1949, the new zero tower position on each of the three 
experillent islanda was located on the old zero line extended 75 feet 
northwesterly frcm the old Sandstone zero point. The new zero loca
tion on each experiaent island is the focal point from which all 
scientific structures are oriented by azimuth and distance. The 
azimuth or the zero line as shown on t.he maps- of Joint Task Force 
Seven is u8ed as the base of bearings on each experiment island. On 
the plans for scientific and special structures prepared by Holmes 
& Narver, the azimuth shown reads from the scientific structures look
ing toward zero, measured in degrees or angle clockwise from due north. 
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A separate rectangula-r grid system vae a4opted loca-lly on each of 
the three experiment islands, and computations of coordinates of vorking 
points for scientific structures are based thereon. Coordinates of work
ing points for scientific structures are based thereon. Coordinates were 
arbitrarily aasi-gned to the Sandstone zero points as follcva: Runit, 
N 15000, E 1000; Aomon, N 10000, E 5000; Engebi, N 2000, E 4000. There
fore the grid coordinate system. for any one experiment. island is indepen
dent of that for any other experiment island, although each rectangular 
local grid extends to and includes all adjacent islands, points, photo 
towers, etc., referred to a given experiment. 

The adoption of a separate local grid systelll for each experiment 
island vas necessary in order to avoid delays while primary triangulation 
of the Atoll Wa8 being completed. 

Eventual computations were based on the final overall triangulation 
survey of the entire !toll, to which the zero line on .ach experiment 
island was tied by position and angle, thu8 placing all related stations 
in each experiment 'in their true geaaetrical positions on each local 
rectangular grid, free from. distortion due to any lll8ridianal convergences. 

The final location• ot all scientific atruct.ures for the 2? different 
users involved the preparation ot 58 aeparat& drawing• and 204 revisions 
after the drawings ven ccapleted and signed. Sc:me or then separatfll 
changes and revisions covered acoHI of et&tiona, u shown in detail on 
the table ot renaiona listed on each drawing. Tbeae changes and revi
sions were ll&de pursuant to relocation• ordered in.Jl&l:l.Y verbal and 
written directive• trca J-Diviaion, and to oontol"JI to ahitti.ng location• 
indicated in the Hnral re-ieauee ot the Inetn11Utation Charts receiftd 
trca ti .. to tiM. Jach ti• a structure vaa ahitted, a HV ccaputation 
ot coordiutea vu required, ao that on the whole the mmber ot precise 
cc:aputation• vu iACnaHd oTer the bade requireMnt b7 ~ thoueanda. 
In acae c .... a, cha.age• requested b,- one Uaer interterred. with locations 
ot structures Mlected b,- other Uaera, thus aett.1.n, in aotion a chain 
or nviaicna requir1Dg approval ot tvo or aore U..ra betore final poai
tiona c.cial.d be tirsed up. Other rerlsiona neceH&ril~- .occarred where 
nev atructuru vere located on raote island• ti.tore field ll\U"T8ye vere 
received ahovilig their topographic position relati.,. to their parent ex
periment. island. 

Because ot the great number ot re'rleiou request.a. by Users tor the 
relocation or scientitic station• (oft.en while construction vaa in pro
greaa in the field) it vaa in many caaea ilapoaeible to supply conetruc
tion torcea-vith revised location plans iJDediately. To avoid delay and 
waste, coordinate• tor the working points tor the station• wre calculated 
and entered on t.ha .Architectural and Structural Departaent drawings sent· 
to the field in adww. ot re.teed location plans. This enabled construc
tion torcea to conti!nle their building work without waiting tor the next 
revised set ot Civil Department drawings. 
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STATION DESIG.NS 

The following is a complete list or scientific station• by number, 
location, User, descriptive identification, and brief deaign history. 
(A list or Users may be found in Chapter 1.2. VolU118 1 of this report.) 

Station 1 - Engebi, Eberiru, Runi t, and E+. These stations were 
zero towers, discussed in Chapter 5.11 or this Volume. 

Stat.ion 2 - Eng!bi. The Aomon Group, Runi t 9 and E+ - NRL. The re
quirements or this building necessitated only a 9 root by 3 foot by 
7 foot wooden building strong enough to vithatand normal loadings plus 
2 feet of earth cover; it did not have to vithatand blast conditions. 
The floor was placed 3 feet, 6 inches belov natural grade, so that only 
half the hut extended above grade. J-Division for the AEC furnished 
H&N the floor plan, building description, and location on March 31, 1950. 
Further information vaa given on May 12, 1950. The locations of the 
buildings at the various sites were revised on May 24, 1950, and again 
on November 10, 1950, by J-Di'Yision. 

Statiw 3, 4, apci 5 - Eytbi, Rtmi t. Th! 49!9p Gropp, and E +- NRL. 
Stations 3, 4 and 5 were power outlets on poats. The original sketch was 
furnished April 24, 1950. All Stations ) and 4 were relocated on November 
10, 1950 by J-Diviaion. At the saae time Statiozi 5 vaa added to the pro
gram. Station 5 at Engebi wae deleted by AEC on December 19, 1950. 
Station 3 on Engebi was relocated and Station 5 on Runit added by AEC 
on February 6, 1951. 

Statiop 6a - Eytbi, The Aspen Group, and Bnp1t - N&L. These con
crete buil4!Ap-weM .wilt r~r the San4st.oae Opere.tion, &ad. the rev&mping 
consisted of plugging the conduits in the front wall and drilling 34 new 
holes in the side and rear valla~ These holes varied in size from 2 inch 
to 8 inch diameter. Because or the desire ror uniformity or dehumidifi
cation equiiaent., the existing units were removed and nev ones installed. 

Station 6b • ljipgbi, Tht Aaaon Group, Rnnit, apc1 Et- mu.. Because 
or the incr1&aed-ac.op1 of IRL'a projecta 9 an additional timing station was 
required of tlMt -aaae interior liae as Statioa 6a- 23 teet by 13 feet, by 
71' feet. The preliainary sketches furnished in October 1949 contained 
sufticient information ao that only minor revisions, such as changing an 
electrioal panel at the Jobaite on February 12, 1951, W.1"9 neceasary. 
The valls and roof of the building were 14 inches thick. The structure 
was streamlined by placing earth £111 up to the top of the roof slab. 
The earth was kept away from the acce1a doors in the rear by concrete 
'Wing valls. 

Station 6c - Enubi, The .AQl!on Grogp, and Rnpit - NRL. This station 
vas a 16 foot by 32 root tent placed adjacent to the Station 6a and 6b 
structures for use as a vork shop. The deacription and locations vere 
furnished by the AEC on October 10 9 1950. 
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St§tion 7 - Site M, Southeast of Runit, Piiraai, Bo!Oll!&F§Ppu - NRL. 
This was a wooden building 9 feet by 9 feet by 8 feet placed in the general 
vicinity of the photo towers (Station 60). Preliminary sketches were fur
nished on January 31, 1950. Because site M was placed. on the coral reef, 
the site M Station vas deleted as of March 14, 1950, and not reinstated 
until June 14, 1950. When it-VU Mina.tated~ & &Hign- va& sent to the field 
showing the building supported on four concrete piers, the floor of the house 
over 4 feet above high tide level. An exterior skin of 0.032 inch aluminum 
sheeting was provided to seal the building ag.ainst the elements. 

Stations 8 and 9 - Engebi, The Aomon Group, and Et- NRL. The Tenex 
collimator& were furnished by the User; howev•r 9 these blocks (81 inches 
by 60 inches by 55 inches) had to be supported in fixed orientation with 
respect to zero. The support brackets for the collimators were made of 
built up H - beams 9 webs and flanges being 1 inch by 10 inch plate. The 
f-abriG&t.ion of theae -WM eeapl-et.ed on- JuM -69 1950. On June 2, 1950, 
locations of U-bolts that held the collimator• and the adjustment screws 
that centered the unit were changed by the Us•r. Final criteria for the 
bases vas received on October 8, 19509 at which time J-Division informed 
H&N that it was permissible for Station 8 to roll, whereas Station 9 had 
to remain in place. In order to prevent Station 9 from moving 9 13 cubic 
yards or concrete were required at Engebi and 34 cubic yards at The Aomon 
Group and E+. The vhole assembly was surrounded and covered by pref abri
cated limonite blocks. The stations were relocated on November 16, 1950, 
by the AEC Resident Engineer. 

Stationa 10, 11, 12. l4. and 15 - Enaebi, Thi .A.omon Group., Runita 
and E+ - LASL. These atructurea were also collimating blocks. They vere 
supported in the same manner as those at Station• 8 and 9. Allowable 
tolerances tor ba .. a were 15 seconds of arc trClll a line through zero and 
±6 inches of distance from zero. The volume or these foundations varied 
from lJ cubic yards to 48 cubic yards, depending upon distance from zero. 

Stations 16 apd 17 - Enfabi, Tht AQJllOJl Grqup, fu1n1 t, and Et - I.ASL. 
Station 16 vaa only the cable and samplers attached to the cable that was 
extended traa a winch, Station 17. No design was neceaaary, but the loca
tion of the cable line had to be fixed in order to avoid interference 
with and shielding or saaplers. 

St&ti99 18 - Engebi, Tht A<POn GtouPa Ibipit, and E-t- I.ASL. In order 
to vaah the cable and samplers of Station 16

9 
it was necenary to provide 

a salt water pump 1tation with an adjacent well. To protect the pump, 
which vas rated at 200 -gpa, at 50 pai, it was neceaaary to build a blast
proof concrete building 4 feet by 6 feet by bi- feet. The protection was 
necessary because the pwap vas needed for a few hours after teat times 
and it would not have been feasible to haul a pump to the site and set 
it up. The hoae provided a coverag• or 200 feet ahead of Station 17. 

Station 19 - Thi Aanon GrOUP 8 Rnpi t, and E+- I.ASL. Same aa Stations 
10, 11, 12, 14, and 15. 
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Stations 20a through 20f - Engtbi and Rnnit - NOBL. For making 
various blast measurements 9 NOBL had a blast line established on Engebi 
and Runit 0 The Station 20 series vere small concrete walls 5 feet high, 
1 foot vi.de, and 29 feet long, the middle 8 feet or which were fabricated 
steel sections to hold the various pressure gauges. These walls vere 
mounted on concrete footings 4 feet by 2 feet 9 9 inches, by 33 feet 9 the 
long axis being on a radial line from zero. To give a smooth wall sur
face, the specifications stipulated a trowel finish. On October 17 9 1949, 
the claief of NOBL Blast Program proposed that H&N and his engineers have 
a meet.ing to firm up the designs. This meetin@ took place on January 30, 
1950, in Washington, DoC. 9 with representatives from NOL~ BRL9 and H&N 
present 0 The H&N representatives proposed that a revision in tolerances 
would make Bil appreciable difference in the costs of the units. This 
change was made on final drawings. Tolerances for location of walls 
were given on June 21 9 1950. H&N was instructed to locate the walls 
vi.thin 36 inches of proposed locations; measure final location to within 
1 inch; and align wall to± 12 minutes of arc on a radial liM from zero. 
A final conference was held on July 79 1950, at which time minor problems 
were discussed. Approval of steel plate material was given by NOBL on 
July 10 9 1950; fabrication began shortly a1'tervards. 

Stations 2lap bP and c - Engebi - NQBL. Same as Station 20. These 
stations placed along a second blast line on Engebi. 

Stations 22a and b - Engebi 9 Runit 8 and The Aomon Group - NOBL. 
These stations consisted only of standard tents without special floor 
slabs and vere erected at the Users' request in the field. 

Station 23a - EngebiP The Aomon Group 9 and Runit - NOBL. T~qse 
structures 9 called "bla1t hut1 9 " were 15 feet by 10 feet by 
7 feet with 18 inch concrete sides and roof. They aerved as recording 
shelters for NOBL. A print of the proposed layout waa given to H&N on 
January 30 9 1950 9 at a meeting in Washington9 D.Co The stations vere 
exiating buildings built for the Sandstone testo These were altered 
by the addition of four 6-inch conduits through the 18 inch walls 9 a 
14 inch by 10 inch ventilation duct 9 and 135 feet of "Unistrut" channel
ing to fasten equipment in place. 

Station 23b - Engebi - NOBL. In order to increase the working area 
in Station 23a on Engebi 9 an additional building 15 feet by 8 feet by 
7 feet vas built immediately adjacent to Station 23a 9 one side of the 
nev building tying into the existing footing. The layout for this station 
was provided by NOBL on January 30 9 19500 The entrance to Station 23b ~as 
through Station 23a, via a 2 foot 9 two inch by 6 foot, 6 inch opening 
that had to be cut out of the existing 18 inch vallo This new addition 
was amply provided with slots to insert fastenings that anchored equip
ment in placeo 

Stations 24a and b - Engebi - NOBL. Same as Station 220 
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Station 25 - Engebi - NOBL. Thia structure was another blast hut 
for the same purpose as Stations 2Ja and b. The building was nev. The 
original interior size, as per drawings received by H&5 on January 30, 
1950, was 20 feet by 15 feet by 7 feet high. On April 24, 1950, a 
letter from J-Division changed the size to 15 f-eet by 14 feet by 7 feet. 
The walls and ceiling "Were 16 inch reini'orced concrete, with an earth 
fill placed against the front and two sides up to the elevation of the 
roof. Originally the structure was to have had a partition to divide 
the space into two rooms, with a separate exit door from each room, but 
this idea was dise&rded in favor of one reem -and one -exit. So as to 
standardize the blast doors, e clear opening of 2 feet, 2 inches by 5 
feet, 6 inches was set. The doors "Were then made strong enough to re
sist the maximum anticipated side-on pressure. They were also so con
structed to be airtight and watertight. In nearly every case, the 
doors were installed in pairs, one on each side of the opening pro
vided in the concrete vall. 

Stations 26a apd b - Engebi - NOBL. These stations vere the anchors 
for the barrage balloons. The anchors were concrete footings 5 feet by 
5 feet by 2 feet deep. The drawings vere completed February 8, 1950. 
On March 15, 1950, the bolt arrangement was changed, and on May 27, 1950, 
the final location of the stations was given by Los Alamos. 

Station 26c - Runit - NOBL. Same as Stations 26a and b, Engebi. 

Stations 27a through d - Engebi and Runit - NOBL. The stations 
were ball-crusher gauge mounts utilizing a concrete toundation. The 
original sketches were given H&N on January 30, 1950, at a meeting in 
Washington, D.C. The concrete footing was approximately 2 feet, 6 inches 
square by 6 feet deep. A special problem that arose was that of a de
signing a hook and latch to hold the cover plate on during test time 
when the pressure and temperatures were extremely high and still pemit 
the removal of the cover plate rapidly a short time after the test. 
NOBL furnished the copper balls used in the gauges, HU furnished all 
other parts. The top plate dimensions were revised by NOBL on September 
27, 1950. Stations 27a and b on Engebi were relocated on October 27, 1950, 
in order to give clear access to the 300 foot tower base. 

Stations 28& through :1 - Engebi and Rupit - NOBL. These stations 
were velocity instrument posts for measuring the velocity of the shock 
wave and consisted primarily of an NOBL instrument mounted on a 10 foot 
high, 3 inch diameter pipe. These were used as part of the blast line 
measurements. The pipe vas embedded in a concrete foundation, the pipe 
being curved 900 inside the foundations. An access pit was left at the 
point where the pipe emerged from the footing. The first design inf or
mation was an oral description by the Blast Program Chief at the January 
JO, 1950, meeting in Washington, D.C. On June 21, 1950, the location 
tolerances were established. Final corrections by NOBL were made on 
June 28, 1950. On October 26, 1950, it was necessary to move Station 
28j at Runit in order to move it out of the camp area. 
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Stations 28a through g - The Agmon Group - NOBL. Same as Station 
28a, Engebi and Runit. 

Stations 29a through k - Engebi - NOBL. Same as Station 28a 

Sta.ti s Oa b d c - E bi The Aomon Gr and it - NOBL. 
These were small, 6 foot by 5 foot interior dimensions, wood buildings 
used to store the component parts of the rockets. (See Station 32). 
The deacription was furnished to H&N orally by AEC. The building was 
protected from the blast by providing earth cover on the front, sides, 
and roof. On October 20, 1950, Stations JOa, b, and c on The Aomon 
Group were relocated. 

Statione 32• thropgh e - Runit !Jld Eniltbi - NOSL. Although the 
rocket launchers required no engineering by H&ll, the Civil Department 
was kept busy locating and relocating them on the site plans. The origi
nal locations were established by the first Los Alamos Instrument Chart. 
On January 16, 1950, it was necessary to move Station J2c on The Aomon 
Group because of relocation of Station 125. On February 10, 1950, Station 
J2a on Run.it was relocated due to changing shore line or the island. On 
February 15, 1950, Station J2d on Runit was authorized, and on October 21, 
1950, Station J2b on Runit was deleted. Another change in shore line 
necessitated moving Station J2c on Runit on December 23, 1950. 

Station• 33a through i - Engebi and Runit - NOBL. Stations were 
essentially the same as Station 27 except that the gauges were each 
mounted on a 2 inch diameter ~teel stake instead of several being mounted 
in a concrete foundation. The stakes were 6 feet long with a threaded 
section at the top for fastening either a driving head for pounding the 
stakes into the ground or for fastening the ball-crusher mount. In order 
to give proper access to the base of the JOO root tower on Engebi, it vas 
necessary to move Stations 3Ja and b on October 27, 1950. 

Stationt 34• thrgggh d - Engebi and Riap1t - NOBL. Same as Station 
33; the only difference vas that these stations were located along a 
different line raaiating from zero. On February 23, 1951, it was necessary 
to move Stations 341, b, c, and d on Runit. 

Station 3~ - Eggbi, The Aaaon Grgµp, and Runit - NOBL. This was a 
15 foot long boom hung from the zero towers to support the pretest dynamite 
explosion for calibrating the velocity gauges. The charge vaa placed by 
a rope and pulley rig. The design information and location vere given by 
J-DiTision on June 14, 1950. No trouble was encountered iii the design or 
const-ruction. 

Stationa 36a thrQUlh f - Eng1bi. and Stationa 36& thrqugh e - Runit 
and The Aomon Group - NOBL. These ground shock stat-iona vere holes in 
the ground to a depth where a steel mounting plate could be secured to 
the rock formation. The shoring of the hole was accomplished by use of 
36 inch diameter, 12 gauge corrugated steel pipe. The mounting plate 
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vas secured to the coral rock by digging a hole roughly 2 feet cube in 
the rock, filling the hole with concrete and setting the anchor legs of 
the mounting plate in the concrete. The plate was required to be within 
2t0 of level in both horizontal directions. Sketches for this station 
were furnished H&N on April 17, 1950. Station 36a, or The Aomon Group, 
was deleted on November 15, 1950, by the AEC Resident Engineer and was 
reinstated and relocated by the AEC on February 15, 1951. Station J6c 
at the same site was relocated on November 17, 1950, and Station J6e, 
Engebi, was found to be too near the tide line and therefore was re
located on January 22, 1951. 

Stations 37a, b, and c - Engebi - NOBL. Another type of side-on 
pressure mounts were the pylons. These were steel assemblies that were 
6 inches in widt-h, 15 feet long and 15 feet aboft ground level. The 
skin of this mount waa of 1/4 inch hot rolled steel that had been pickled 
and oiled. The interior supports were a series of four columns. The 
plate was fastened to the columns by :machine bolts whose heads were cc.lllter
sunk and ground flush vith the plating. The footing to support this metal 
assembly vas of reinforced concrete, 2 feet, 9 inches deep, 17 feet long 
and 5 feet wide. The original sketches vere furnished on June 22, 1950; 
and on November 1, 1950, it \l&S found necessary during fabrication to add 
a series of 6 inch I-beam spacers to keep the skin rraa sagging and to 
maintain the stipulation that the plate be strai~ht and true in all direc
tions without waves or curves exceeding 1/8 inch. A sample wall-closure 
plat& and sketch were forwarded to H&N on August 15, 1950, by NOBL. 

Stations 37d, e, apd t - Emrebi - NOBL. Adjacent t.G the pylons were 
auxiliary unit.a set vith the top of cover plate flush with the ground 
level. These vere simply 1 inch cover plates uwunted on a vertical piece 
of 14 inch aeamlesa open hearth pipe 18 inches long, vhich was in turn 
cast in a concrete foundation 2 foot cube. The cover plate was drilled 
t.o fit the gauge1 furnished by the User. 

The original sketches frc:a BOBL were furnished June 28, 1950. 

Stt,tion 38 - Jpgtbi apd Rpp1t - BQBL. These stations were 14 foot 
by 14 foot work tents set directly on the ground and provided with 1 Iv 
of power. The locations were firmed by J-Division on May 27, 1950. 

St§tions 39a and b - Engebi, and Stat.ion 39c - Runit - BOBL. In 
order to h&Te facilities to care for the balloons while grounded, it was 
necesaa.ry to make a balloon bed approximately 100 feet away fran each 
balloon anchorage (Station 26). The beds were slightly crowned areas 
24 feet by 34 feet vitb tvo rows 20 feet apart of 2 inch by 1/4 inch 
steel rings on 6 foot centers to fasten the balloons to the ground. 
Each ring was required to hold 200 pounds of force from either a hori
zontal or vertical direction. The sketches for these were furnished 
H&N OD May 27, 1950. 
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Stations 40 - Engebi. 41 - .Muzin, 42 - Run1t - J-7, LASL. The 
sketches for these stations were given to H&N on May 6, 1950. Stations 
consisted or a reinforced concrete well 5 feet, 2 inches, by 3 feet, by 
3 feet. 6 inches deep capped with a 1/2 inch plate cover. Over the well 
was a rack 7 reet high and 7 feet wide made of 2 inch standard pipe. The 
electrical lines entered the well via a 2 inch conQuit 10 teet long that 
was buried a foot beneath a 3 inch macadam aurtacing. The surfacing 
cov•red an area 25 feet by 30 r .. t. The front of th9- well had a lead 
shield l2 iDChea thick vhich was also extended one root along the side 
walls. Originally Station 42 was located on The .A.cmoll Group, but it 
was moved to Runit on October 4, 1950. It was relocated on Runit on 
October 26, 1950, in order to clear the camp area. 

Statiopa 50a, b, c, d, and e - Rpp1t, The Aomon Group, and Engebi - NBSo 
As these stations measured radiation, the use ot lead and limonite con
crete was necessary. These stations had a limonite pad 8 feet, 6 inches 
by 8 feet by 1 foot, 4 inches thick, the top or which vaa flush with the 
ground level. Through th& center or tb.H -pad VH -a 6 inch di-ameter hole 
with a 4 inch thick lead shield around the hole. Under the pad was a 
well with inside dimensions or 2 feet, 6 inches by 2 feet, by 1 foot, 
8 inches deep. The well had plain concrete valls l2 inches thick. A 
center section of the pad 2 feet, 10 inches by 3 feet, 4 inches could 
be lifted out to give access to the well. Immediately adjacent was a 
redwood battery box 5 feet by 2 feet by 3 feet deep. Station 50a had 
two wells under the pad; therefore the pad vaa 8 feet. by 11 feet in area. 
The original sketches were f'urnished on February 8, 1950. The necessary 
tolerances were given March 3, 1950. The battery boxes were added July 1, 
1950, and NBS approved the drawings on July 18, 1950. Stations 50b, c, 
and d, Engebi and 50d, The Aomon Group, were relocated on August 4, 1950. 
Stations 50b, c, and d, Runit, and 50d, The Aanon Group, were relocated 
on September 6, 1950. 

Station• 51&, b, e, and d - R.Jmi t, The Aomon Grgµp, apd Engebi - NBS. 
Essentially the same ae Station 50, except that no lead collar is needed. 
The sketches for these were f'urnished June 1, 1950. On June 14, 1950, 
J-Division requested work atop until new aketebea were forwarded by NBS. 
These were received on June 28, 1950. The battery boxes were added on 
July 1, 1950, and NBS approved the drawings on July 18, 1951. 

Statiops 52 and 53 - Rnp1t and Jpgtbi - NBS· On March 3, 1950 
request was made for designa to be prepared for NBS Stations 52 and 53 
based upon outline aketchta of the requirements as prepa.red by the User. 
The eaaentiti -req_m rwnt .or the atn1.0tm-..... .vaa to pro.Tide a unit which 
would support a considerable number or collimator tubt• all alligned at 
different angles with the horizontal plane and protected with a minimum 
amount or limonite concrete shielding, all as established by the User. 
It was also required that information could be salvaged from these units 
after the test. 
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The final collimator tubes (40 in Station 52, and 20 in Station 53) 
were made of stainless steel tubing in accordance with sketches prepared 
by the User. 

The problem presented a number ot requirements that had to be met: 

1. The finished structure had to be strong enough to preserve 
the information vhich vas to be removed fran it after the experi
ment. 

2. Some adjustment had to be provided to align the structure 
as a whole after completion to correct for any unequal settle
ment in the foundations or any other misalignment during con
struction. 

3. The many collimator tubes had to be maintained true to 
alignment within 15 minutes of arc and 1/8 inch in position. 

It was decided that it would be impractical to cast the limonite 
concrete in place in vood forms at the site because it would be diffi
cult if not impossible to set the collimator tubes to the close toler
ances required and to maintain this alignment during the pouring of the 
limoni te concrete and it would be very dif'ficul t to provide sufficient 
reinf orceaent steel in the space alloted and still leave enough clearance 
to pour the concrete. 

It vas decided that a complete unit including the basic collimator 
tubes should be shop fabricated to the close tolerances required and 
then shipped to the field ready for the installation of the limonite 
concrete and the final collimator tubes. The shell assembly containing 
the basic collimator tubes vas designed to hold the tubes to true align
ment during shipment and during the placement of the limonite concrete 
and also to t.ake the designated blast loads. Structural steel back-stay 
grillages were provided to prevent the blocks from rolling backward under 
blast. 

Vertical. angular adjustment for the face of the block after instal
lation or the .concrete vas provided by: a set of opposing- hand-operated 
jacks set betv.en the block and the back-stay .grillagea. Hand-operated 
jacks were also installed at the base ot the blocks to pro91ide for fore 
and af't and sideway adjustment. It vaa also necessary to design special 
lifting slings and connections to handle the he&'f'1 steel units between 
the fabricator's shop and the final positioning at the Jobsite. The 
units weighed as much as 32 tons each. The tooting for Station 52 con
tained 219 cubic yards of concrete alone, and Station 53 had 78 cubic 
yards. 

Because the data furnished on March 3 was somewhat sketchy in places, 
it was necessary for a representative of NBS to COiie to the H&.N office in 
Los Angeles on May 16. On May 16 the design data for Engebi was :f'urnished, 
and on May 19 the data for Runit vas provided. 
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Station 54 - Rppjt and Engebi --NBS. The first sketches were fur
nished on February 8, 1950. On May 16, 1950, a representative of NBS 
was in Los Angeles and f"urnished H&N with the necessary design data to 
complete engineering for Station 54, Engebi. Three d&y• later the data 
was turniahed for Runit. The buildings were constructed or limonite 
concrete above the foundation level. The foundations vere made with 
coral coucrete. The thickness of walls and roof was specified by the 
User as being the minimum required for shielding purposes; the front 
wall being 6 feet and the roof 5 feet thick. 

Some structural failure was considered likely to occur in Stations 
54, since it was considered impractical to design this station for the 
full pressure. 

Because the basic collimator tubes extending through the race wall 
had to be a.t to relatively close tolerances established b~ the User, it 
was considered advisable to bolt them to the wood concrete forms and 
then tie them together and support them from the foundation with a steel 
rack fabricated in the field to suit the conditions encountered. Also, 
because the stations were to be mounded over with earth, it was necessary 
to construct a timber framed tunnel to the entrance doors. This timber 
tunnel was considered to be expendable. 

The final collimator tubes were made free stainless steel tubing in 
accordance with sketches prepared by the User. These were "dry packed" 
in place in the basic tubes with limonite concrete after proper alignment. 

A wooden tunnel over 26 feet long to act as battery storage was con
structed under the fill in back of the stations. The studs in the tunnel 
were spaced to fit the batteries to be used, and the spacing was given on 
June 9, 1950. 

The plans were approved by NBS on July 18, 1950, after minor changes, 
i~e. increased power requirements, and paving of the ramp. The ramp had 
to withstand 500 pound wheel loads and have a maximwn slope of less than 
15 per cent. 

Station 55 - hgebi and Rim' t - BB.$. Sketches for this buildir.g 
were furnished HAI by J-Divilion on February S, 1950. The building's 
inside dill8neions were 28 feet, 5 inches by ll feet by 6 feet, 6 inches 
high. The 15 inch walls and roof were or coral concrete. In order to 
be able to fasten equipunt any place in the building, a system or con
tinuous slotted inserts on li foot centers vas provided on all four walls 
and ceiling. Thi• made it possible to alter the User'• gear up to the 
time of installation. The final building changes were received on March 
23, 1950. The drawing• were completed March .31, 1950. In May 1950, 
the station assigned to Aomon was moved to Runit. In July 1950, a change 
or location on Runi t was made. · 
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Station 56 - The Aomon Gfgup - NBS. The sketches for this station 
were furnished March 18, 1950. Originally two of these stations were 
required, but the one on Bogallua was deleted at the time the test on 
Bogallua vas removed from the progr8JI., The station was essentially the 
same as the Station 55 except that the inside dimension& .were set at 
13 feet, 6 inches by 15 feet by 6 feet, 6 inches high. The structural 
drawings were completed on June 6, 1950, with the electrical and mech
anical drawings following a month later. 

Station 57 - Rupit and Engebi - NBS. These stations had the same 
design history as Station 54. The basic requirement.a were the same,and 
the data vas furnished and checked at the SSJMt time as that for Station 
54. The only difference va.s that because of the difference in distance 
from zero, the steel reinforcement in Station 57 was de.signed to develop 
the full value of the concrete wall and roof thicknesses specified by 
the User. It vas felt that these stations would not be seriously damaged 
whereas the Station 54 structures were expected-to suffer damage. 

Stations 60 and 62 - Teiteriripgcchi. Bokonaarappu tower southeast of 
Runi t. and Piiraai - EG&G. These were the 75 toot photo towers described 
in Chapter 5.11 of this Volume. Tolerances established by the User for 
the final locations vere O.l per cent of the distance fran zero and ~6 
inches between photo towers on the same island. 

Stations 61 and 6 - Tei iri cchi Bokonaara and Site 
M, south!a1t ot Rnpit - EG&G. The sketches for these struetures battery 
units) were provided H&B on January 24, 1950. One building vas required 

. for each photo tower. (See Station 60.) The choice of building material 
was left to H&:N discretion. The final building• were of wood framing 
with an aluminum skin over the wood sheathing. The aluminum vas used 
because of its resistance to salt spray. On Teiteiripucchi, Bokonaarappu1 
and Piiraai, it was possible to erect the building on soil. However, Site 
M was on the coral reef, which vas covered with .water tvice a day. This 
necessitated a rev changes in the photo tower shatt at that site. The 
station vaa located at the 25 foot elevation inside the tower shaft,the 
flooring being wood instead of' concrete as used on the ground locations. 
The inside clear dimensions were 6 .feet by 7 feet by 7 feet-, 11 inches 
high. Because ot the anticipated loading, the studs .were 2 inch by S inch 
on 12 inch centers and the root j oiat1 were 2 inch by 10 inch on 12 inch · 
centers. 

Statiqp 64 - Teiteiriwcchj, yd Piiraai - EG+Q. In order to have a 
pOlMr scarce other than batteries on the photo islands, these small power 
stations vere built. These building• housed a pair o.f 50 kv diesel gener
ators and the neceaa&ry control panels. A small annex bouaed the timing 
controls for the island. The framing for roof and walls vas 2 inch by 8 
inch wood members on 16 inch centers. The exterior wood sheathing was 
covered with an aluminum sheeting. The building bad two rooms; one, the 
power room, vas 14 feet by 15 feet by 8 feet high, and the other, the 
timing room, was 6 feet by 4 feet by 8 feet high. The 4 foot dimension 
in the small room was changed to 8 feet on October 4, 1950. 
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Station 65 - Piiraai, Bokonaarappu. and Teiteiripucchi - EG&G, This 
was a 14 foot by 14 foot storage tent 'Without a floor slab. No dra'Wings 
'Were required. 

Station 66 - Piiraai, Bokonaarappu. and Teiteiripucchi - EG&G, On 
those islands that were too small to justify a runway for airplanes, an 
asphalt mat 150 feet square 'Was laid to provide a landing area for heli
copters. 

Station 69 - Runit, The Aomon Group. and Engebi - EG&G. Based upon 
discussions 'With J-Division, H & N subnitted sketches of these stations 
on October 19, 1949. Los Alamos then made preliminary sketches for the 
timing and communications stations, which were received by H & N on Novem
ber 18, 1949. The building had 3 interior sections 'With but one doorway 
into the building. The three sections were all 8 feet high inside, and 
the other side dimensions were 5 feet, 6 inches by 15 feet; 8 feet, 10 
inches by 7 feet, 6 inches; and 8 feet, 10 inches by 7 feet. Originally 
all walls and roofs were 12 inch reinforced concrete sections. Because 
of revised pressure data for Runit, the walls and roof were changed to 
15 inch sections. The drawings \19re completed February 8, 1950 and ap
proved for construction on March 24, 1950. 

Stations 70a through w - Engebi, and Stations 70a through z - The 
Aomon Group - Bio-Med. These stations were the animal cylinders, which 
were furnished by the Bio-Med group. The 8 foot by 10 foot by 1 foot con
crete bases were designed and constructed by R & N. The size and location 
of these bases were obtained from a conference 'With the J-Division repre
sentative in the H & ! offices on June '2:7, 1950. 

Stations ?la through d - Enge bi, and Stations 71a through g - The 
Aomon Group - Bio-Med. Same as Station 70. Station 7ld on Engebi had to 
be relocated on October 23, 1950 and Station 7lg on October 31, 1950 be
cause of a lack of area. 

Stations 72& through i - Enge bi - Bio-Med. Except for Station 72i, 
these stations were the same as Station 70. The bases, however, supported 
longer cylinders. Base dimensions were 10 feet by 12 feet by 1 foot. Each 
station consisted of 9 slabs. Stations 72a, h, and g were relocated on 
October 24, 1950; Station 72h was deleted from the program on October 26, 
1950. On January 5, 1951, a letter from Los Alamos authorized H & N to 
add Station 72i. Station 721 was to have been three 21 feet by 10 feet 
rafts to hold three long cylinders. On January 17, 1951, drawings were 
issued to the field. The floats were to be standard Navy design, but be
cause it was found that additional buoyancy would be needed H & N had to 
alter the Navy design. In February 1951, a jetty was constructed to pro
vide a quiet water area for small boats. This jetty was on an extension 
to the Bio-Med program line; therefore approval was given to utilize the 
outboard end of the jetty to locate Station 721 on firm ground. Because 
of this, Station 72i was changed to 8 large cylinders and 1 small cylinder 
on February 28, 1951. 
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Stations 73a through h - Engebi, The Aomon Group, and Runit, and Sta
tions 74& through h - Engebi, The Aomon Group, and Runit - Bio-Med, The 
User furnished the assemblies; H & N's portion of the work was to dig boles 
4 feet in diameter and 4 feet deep and backfill around the assemblies. 
Originally no H & N drawings of these stations were anticipated except for 
location, but it later developed that one was required to show a pipe sup
port. Station 74h was relocated ~wice, once by the AEC Resident Engineer 
on October 23, 1950, and then again on February 9, 1951, by the AEC. 

Station 75 - Engebi and Aaraanbiru; Station 76 - Muzin and Piiraai; 
Stations 77a and b - Kirinian; Station 78 - Runit and Kirinian; and Sta
tion 79 - Runit and Bokonaarappu - Bio-Med, The first sketches for these 
stations were received on February 16, 1950, from J-Division. The "final" 
revisions were su't:mitted on March 28, 1950, by AEC. On April 12, 1950, 
J-Division submitted some additional corrections in the building as well 
as new locations. Revised sketches were su't:mitted once again on May 22, 
1950. Approval was again given on June 27, 1950. The User, on Septem
ber 25, 1950, requested that the buildings be insulated. On December ~8, 
1950, Station 77 on Kirinian was split into two stations, Stations 77a and 
b, both of which were to be mounted on rafts. Station 78 on Runit was 
also transferred from a ground base to a raft base at the same time. On 
January 4, 1951, an investigation by H & N showed that the standard Navy 
type raft that had been proposed by the User was not buoyant enough to 
keep the stations above water level. On January 17, 1951, approval was 
given to add drums or pontoons to the rafts in order to increase the buoy
ancy. 

The original work order left the type of material to be used to H & 
N's discretion. Station 75 on Engebi and Aaraanbiru had the highest pres
sure loading; it was therefore necessary to use 12 inch thick reinforced 
concrete walls and roofs. The inside dimensions were 4 feet by 20 feet by 
5 1/2 feet high. Station 76 on Muzin and Piiraai, being farther back, had 
8 inch concrete walls and roof. The other stations had wood framing with 
a skin of aluminum sheathing on the exterior to protect the occupants 
against the elements and flash fire due to the test. Where physically pos
sible, bail.dings were to be oriented to within ! 15 minutes of the speci
fied azimuth. 

Stations 80a. b, c, and d - Engebi and The AOllOn Group. and 80e -
Muzin and The Aomon Group - Bio-Med. The assemblies were furnished by the 
User, but the concrete slabs were drawn and constructed by H & N. The de
tails were furnished H & N on June 27, 1950, by J-Division. The concrete 
slabs were 4 feet by 12 feet by 1 foot deep. On October 21, 1950, the AEC 
Resident Engineer deleted Stations 80e on Engebi and Muzin. On October 23, 
1950, he relocated Station 80d, Engebi. 

Station 81 - Engebi, and Station 82 - Muzin - Bio-Med. Each of these 
stations was a combination of one station 72 and one station 80, the re
sulting concrete base being 25 feet long and 10 feet wide for 13 feet of 
the length and 4 feet wide for the remainder. 

Stations 8Ja, and b - Engebi - Bio-Med. Each station consisted of a 
4 inch aluminum pipe embedded horizontally in the middle of the long axis 
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of a concrete base 5 feet by 1 1/2 feet by 1 foot deep, the top of the 
concrete being flush with the finish grade. 

Stations 85a through f - Engebi - Bio-Med. On January 8, 1951, H & N 
received a letter authorizing these 6 additional stations which were the 
same as station 73, being a 4 foot diameter hole 4 feet deep into which an 
assembly furnished by the User was inserted and the hole then backfilled. 

Stations 90a through J - Engebi; 9la through f - Muzin; 92a through d
Bokonaarappu; and 93a through d - Teiteiripucchi - AMC. The location of 
these stations was given on April 15, 1950, bat the construction require
ments were not furnished until November 7, 1950. Steel boxes, 2 foot 6 
inches cube, were designed and specified to be buried so that the cover 
was flush with finish grade. All of the stations had at least 2 inches of 
lead on one side, and some of the closer stations (90a, b, e, f, g, h) had 
4 inches of lead across the front face and 2 inches along the two sides. 
On December 26, 1950, H & N was informed that stations 910, d, e, f, and 
92a, b, c, d, were to be moved to Runit. These becmae the 95 series. An 
area 12 feet square around the boxes was stabilized with asphalt as per 
instruction from J-Division on July 17, 1950. 

Stations 95a through h - Runit - AMC. As stated under station 91 and 
92, these stations were made up of units moved from Muzin and Bokonaarappu. 
The requirements and locations were furnished by the AEC on December 26, 
1950. Station 95h was relocated by AEC on February 23, 1951. Asphalting 
of the adjacent area was not required for this group. 

Station 100 - Engebi, The Aomon Group. and Runit - All Users. These 
were the power houses and are covered in Chapter 5.15 of this volume. 

Station 101 - Engebi, Muzin, Kirinian, Bogallua, and The Ao:mon Group -
All Users. Tilling signal and telephone cable termination stations were wood 
frame building1 with corrugated aluminwa siding and roofing. The original 
size was 8 feet by 8 feet, but a field change by the AEC Resident Engineer 
on November 1, 1950, changed it to 8 feet by 12 feet. 

Stations 120a through e, and 121a through e - Engebi and The Ao:mon 
Group - Rad Chea. On July 10, 1950, J-Dirtsion furnished an outline speci
fication and general dimensional sketch covering its requirements for Sta
tions 120 and 121. PreHures for which these stations were designed were 
established b7 the !EC. It was required that the design be such that in
formation could be recovered from the structure after the test. The User 
requested that the station be constructed of li.lllonite concrete if possible. 

A preliainary study indicated that it would not be possible to con
struct it of limonite concrete with any assurance that the information 
could be recovered after the test. On September 26, 1950, authorization 
was received to fabricate these stations on the continent as steel castings 
and ship them to the jobsite ready for installation. Compartments and pas
sage ways were required in the foundation for the castings. It was decided 
that these should be shop fabricated of steel plate and shipped to the Jo~ 
site ready for installation in the concrete foundations. 
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On October 18, 1950, after approval. vas received on the design and 
while the castings were being fabricated, the User requested that attach
ments and other protective devices be installed on the castings to enable 
the appl~~ation of a protective plaster coating in the field. These were 
installe~ on the castings before loading on the boat for shipment to the 
Jobsite. 

On November 17, 1950 the AEC representative made some minor changes 
in the steel assembly and specified that the stucco vas to be in J layers 
on all of the stations except 120e, Engebi and the Aomon Group, which were 
to receive no stucco. The specifications for the stucco vere provided by 
AEC on January 9, 1951. 

The 121 steel castings vere 6 feet high and were approximately 18 
inches wide and 10 feet long. The concrete foundations vere 22 feet by 9 
feet by 8 feet 2 inches deep. 

Station 123 - Engebi and The Aomon Group - Rad Chem. These small bat
tery huts vere 4 foot by 4 foot by 6 foot vood frame buildings vith vater
proof plywood sheathing. The locations vere given by the AEC on October 16, 
1950. 

Station 124 - Engebi. and Station 125 - The Aomon Group - Rad Chem, 
The original sketches for these rocket launcher bases vere furnished by the 
AEC on December 12, 1950. The platforms were 4 feet by 200 feet by 4 feet 
thick, and the top surface vas to be± 10 of being level. Anchor bolts 
were provided to attach the User's assembly, On January 15, 1951, the User 
deleted 1.24 from the program, relocated 125, and established the length of 
Station 125 as 220 feet to support 22 launchers. 

Station 13la - Engebi. and 131 - The Aomon Group - UCRL. These detec
tor stations vere limonite concrete structures on coral concrete bases, the 
inside dimensions being 4 feet by 4 feet 6 inches by 6 feet 4 inches high 
with walls 3 feet 8 inches thick and roof 4 feet 7 inches, Design informa
tion vas first obtained from J-Division on May 13, 1950. The User ampli
fied this vith layouts on June 28, 1950. Because of the small space avail
able for equipment on July 19, 1950, J-Division agreed to placing the 
dehumidification equipment outside the structure. On August 18, 1950, the 
User requested the door be moved 1 foot to the side, and at a later date 
it vas decided to leave the whole side open and fill the opening with limo
ni te blocks instead of using a door, On September 1, 1950, additional 
drawings and details were forwarded by the User, These were confirmed and 
the changes approved by J-Division on September 9, 1950. Until November 22, 
1950, Station 13la on Engebi had three vacuum pipes in the floor and ceil
ing, but on that date the center one vas eliminated by the User, The re
quirements for four vacuum pipes in the floor and ceiling of Station 131 on 
the Aomon Group remained unchanged. The electrical requirements were re
vised on December 15, 1950. 

The foundations were 12 feet 6 inches by 15 feet 8 inches by 5 feet 
deep, The 70 cubic yards of limonite alone weighed 285 tons. Station 130 
was to be located inside the tower legs and its weight contributed to the 
total of 2100 tons load on the foundation for the 200 foot tower on Eberiru. 
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A sump pump was provided on Engebi to drain station 13la, discharging five 
feet outside station. 

Station 132a - Engebi, The Ao:mon Group, and E-*"- UCRL, and Station 
132b - Engebi, The Ao:mon Group, and Et- NBLK. These were partially buried 
recording stations made of reinforced coral aggregate concrete. On Engebi 
the buildings were two separate buildings, vhile at the Ao:mon Group the two 
stations were in one building provided with a dividing wall. E-132a vas 12 
feet by 16 feet by 18 feet high inside, E-132b was 12 feet by 28 feet by 8 
feet high. Both structures had a minimum of 5 feet of earth cover. On the 
Ao:mon Group both rooms were 12 feet by 32 feet by 8 feet high. The antici
pated loading was so great for the combined building on the Aomon Group 
that the reinforcing steel was supplemented with 20 inch I-beams at 12 inch 
centers. All of these stations were dehumidified, 

Design details were first furnished by J-Division on May 13, 1950. The 
preliminary H & N sketches were then reviewed by the Users at a meeting at 
Los Alamos, June 23, 1950. On June 2:7, 1950, a layout of the whole 132 
series was furnished. Lead doors were requested on July 5, 1950. On 
July 7, 1950 there vere subnitted sketches and locations pertaining to 132b. 
Until August 16, 1950, the 132 stations were still incorporated in the site 
plans for Engebi, but on that date they were deleted, Stations 132a and b 
on Bogallua were deleted on August 14, 1950 when site was removed from the 
Program. On September 1, 1950, more drawings were furnished by the User 
showing locations of equipment and conduit. These requirements were incor
porated in the drawings after J-Division had confirmed the changes on Sep
tember 9, 1950. By November 7, 1950, construction was well under way, but 
it was still possible to reTise nearly all of the pipe sleeve locations as 
requested by the User through J-Division. 

Station 132c - Engebi, The !omon Group. and E±- NRLK, So as not to 
occupy valuable space inside of 132b, the power supply station and some of 
the mechanical equipment were placed in a shelter formed by placing a wooden 
roof over the area betveen the wingwalls on Station 132b. This gave an area 
approximately 35 feet by 10 feet by 10 feet high. When the wingwalls were 
constructed, fastene~s were embedded in the walls to facilitate securing the 
gear. The original sketches were furnished on May 13, 1950, by J-Division. 

Station 132d - Engebi, The Aomon Group, and Et- NRLK. Here again, the 
User consented to using a wooden lean-to roof over a concrete slab. The 
roof was fastened to the side of 132b and removed at the time the earth cov
ering was placed over 132b, The saTing in ti.Jle and cost of these woden 
lean-toe was considerable in both engineering and construction over the 
building of separate structures. 

Stations 132e and f - Engebi. The !omon Group, and E +- NRLK. To pro
vide temporary work shops and covered storage areas, 14 foot by 28 foot 
tents were sufficient. The location was directly behind Station 132b, the 
building being serviced. The User furnished sketches and locations of 
these stations on July 7, 1950. 

Station 132g - Enge bi, The Aomon Group, and E +- NRLK and UCRL. This 
station vas a photo trailer supplied by the Users. 
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Station 1J2h - Engebi, The Aomon Group - NBLK. To house the coaxial 
cable trucks, a garage was built in the immediate vicinity of 132b. The 
building was wooden frame vith canvas covering, the size being 28 feet by 
20 feet by 9 feet high. The locations for the 132h 1s was given December 
22, 1950 by the AEC. 

Station 133 - Engebi and The Aomon Group - UCRL. On September 9,1950, 
J-Division furnished this station. This work shop for UCRL was a 14 foot 
by 28 foot tent with a concrete slab floor placed adjacent to 132a. The 
requirement for this station on Engebi vas canceled and this station was 
deleted on August 16, 1950. 

Station 134 - Engebi and The Aomon Group - UCRL. This also was a 14 
foot by 28 foot tent used as a vork spop, but for 131a. The basic require
ments were provided by J-Division on September 9, 1950. The electrical re
quirements were revised by the User on December 15, 1950. 

Station 135 - Engebi and The Aomon Group - UCRL. Adjacent to, and 
having one wall in common with station 131, was a building used to store 
tools and equipment for station 131. It was a small wood frame building 
approximately 7 feet by 8 feet by 7 feet high. The exterior sheathing was 
of corrugated aluminum, and the interior paneling was plywood. The inte
rior was given a coating of "cocoon" spray to seal the room to aid in the 
dehumidifying. The location of this hut was first shown on a location 
plan furnished by the User on September 1, 1950; however, it was not until 
December 19, 1950 that the AEC gave approval for the Aomon Group building 
and December 26, 1950 that it approved the Engebi station. The number 135 
was not officially assigned until December 29, 1950. The drawings were all 
completed and on their way to the Jobsite by the first week in January,1951. 

Station 140 - Engebi. The !om.on Group. and E-f:- NBLK. This station in
volved special design work 'Within the 200 foot tower cab on Eberiru. 

One feature involved provision of an equipment housing of lead blocks 
within the tower cab. This lead blockhouse was then fUrther shielded with 
steel plate tanks which were to be filled with water. NRL designed and 
furnished all material for this installation. H & N assisted NRL in the 
design of the tanks for the water shielding and also furnished help for 
the construction work. The other feature of the work involved was provid
ing apertures through the cabs, walls and roof for NRL•s Ganex experiment. 
This required revision of the framing of cab walls and roof to provide for 
these openings. Tvc columns supporting the bridge crane rails and the cab 
roof had to be removed to clear the openings required. A considerable 
part of this work had to be done by the Engineering Department at the Job
site because information on the holes and clearances was not received until 
after the tower was shipped. 

Stations 11.la and b - Engebi. The AQDIQn Group. and Et- NRLK. Adja
cent to the zero tower was a wooden frame building 14 feet by 35 feet. 
This was divided into tvo rooms - 141.a being a vacuum pump room and 141.b 
the relay rack station. The exterior sheathing was of corrugated alumi
num. The preliminary design data and sketches were furnished by the User 
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on July 7, 1950. On July 11, 1950, the User relocated the building. Fur
ther changes were forthcoming when the User submitted new design data on 
November 9, 1950. On October 27, 1950, the AEC sulnitted the power and 
dehumidification data for 141.b and on December 1, 1950, added another door 
to 141.a. 

Stations 142a and b - The Acmon Group - NRLK. This building contain
ing the two stations--142a for magnet power supply and 142b for a work 
shop--was the same as 141.a and b for design and dates for data. The size 
was slightly larger, being 14 feet by 40 feet. 

Station 142c - Engebi, The Aomon Group, and Et- NRLK. This station 
was a trailer furnished by the User. 

Station 143 - Engebi, The Aomon Group. and Ef:- NBLK. At the base of 
the zero towers it was necessary to have a pit to provide working space for 
terminating and joining the coax cables that vent either up the tower or 
out away from the tower. This pit was assigned the station number 143. The 
enclosed space was approximately 16 feet by 10 feet. The bottom was 5 feet 
3 inches below grade, and the top of the coral concrete walls were at grade. 
A 4 foot wide ramp sloped from station 141.a into 143. A smap pump was pro
vided at the Aomon Group to drain the pit. The first design data were fur
nished on July 7, 1950. Four days later the station was relocated, On 
August 9, 1950 the User sul:mlitted some more sketches of the station. On 
October 24, 1950 the User changed the opening for the cables from 10 inches 
by 3 feet to 12 inches by 4 feet. The last revision came on November 9, 
1950 when the User forwarded his latest location drawings and design data. 

Station 144a - Engebi, The Aomon Group, and Et- NBLK. This station 
was a limonite blockhouse 4 feet by 6 feet by 7 feet high inside dimen
sions to hold the Ganex tubes. This vas another structure with limonite 
concrete walls (3 foot thick side walls) and roof (4 feet 6 inches thick) 
and a coral concrete foundation (14 feet by 14 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 6 
inches deep), The front face of the structure contained 16 alignment 
tubes. A rack to hold the tubes was fabricated in the United States in 
order to assure the close tolerances required by the User. The rack was 
then held in place by forms and the limonite poured around it. The back 
wall was left open until a few days before the test, then it was filled 
vith 8 inch cube limonite blocks so as to form a baclcvall 4 feet thick. 
The limonite concrete required amounted to 58 cubic yards per station. 
This structure vas dehumidified by equipment located in the building that 
housed 144b. 

On July 5, 1950, prior to the receipt of any design data, a lead door 
was requested by the User. This was discarded vhen the limonite block 
type of opening was proposed, On October 27, 1950 the AEC approved the 
User's letter lolhicb gave the design data. 

On November 27, 1950 the User furnished the layout of the station 
for E+. On November .29, 1950 it was found necessary to :move some of the 
minor structural members of the zero tower in order to give the Ganex 
tubes a clear sight at the zero point. 
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Station 144b - Engebi, The Aomon Group, and Et- NBLK. AEC approval 
of the design data was given on October 2:1, 1950 for this wooden hut used 
in conjunction vith 144a. The building consisted of tvo rooms - one 10 
feet by 10 feet by 8 feet 6 inches high that was Station 144b proper, and 
one 6 feet 6 inches by 10 feet by 8 feet 6 inches high that was an equip
ment room for the dehumidification equipment. The entire building was 
sheathed vith corrugated aluminum. Station 144b proper was given a vapor 
seal to help the dehumidification. 

Station 145. 146 - Engebi, The Aomon Group. and E+ - NRLK. On Decem
ber 4, 1950, a sketch vas received showing the User's requirements for col
limating towers for Ganex. Tvo tovers vere required on each site to support 
lead shields between station 144a and the zero tower, Three days later, on 
December 7, 1950, designs and plans vere completed for the towers and the 
material vas placed on order. The User furnished the shields and adjusting 
devices for the shields. All material vas erected by H & N under supervi
sion of the User. 

Stations 160 through 166 inclusive - Engebi; Stations 167 through 174 
inclusive - The Aomon Group; and Stations 175 through 180 inclusive - Runit
~. These stations were 30 foot telephone poles which carried reflectors 
furnished by the User. No design vas required, and the locations were ob
tained from the J-Division Instrumentation Chart. 

Stations 190 and 191 - Eniwetok; Station 192 - Rigili - F.G&G. Small 
photo huts were needed by the User. The least expensive structure that 
would meet the needs vas chosen. This vas a wood frame building 8 feet by 
9 feet vith a roof sloping from 9 feet above the concrete slab at the front 
to 8 feet in the back. The sheathing vas corrugated aluminum. 

Stations 30la, b, c, e, i, j, and k - Engebi: and Stations )Old, f, g. 
and h - Muzin - Milita.rz Structures Program. The recorder shelters for the 
Military Structures Program were originally conceived as small, underground 
vaults approximately tvo feet, six inches square, extending approximately 
tvo feet, seven inches deep. As time progressed and the program equipment 
became firm it was evident that a building of substantial size would be re
quired which, in order to avoid distortion of shock and pressure patterns 
in the vicinity of the structures, would have to be underground, Definitive 
criteria on sizes of shelters, locations, power requirements, and disposi
tion of equipment vere provided on April 5, 1950. Each shelter was divided 
into two rooms, one for batteries and the other for electrical equipment. 
Access to the rooms was through the roof via separate square man holes pro
vided vi th standard man hole covers, The lengths of the rooms varied in 
accordance with the number of recorders and ti.ming racks located in each 
station. Thus, the recorder rooms of Stations 30la, d, e, g, and k were 7 
feet long; 301b, c, f, and h vere 11 feet long; 30li was 18 feet long; and 
30lj vas 23 feet long. Battery rooms in all stations, other than 30li and 
j, vere 4 feet long. The excepted eases were 6 feet long. 

Wall thicknesses for the 301 series stations varied from 1 foot, 3 
inches down to 8 inches in accordance with the distance of the station 
from zero. Shelves vere provided in the battery room, and in the equipment. 
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room of each station a 12 inch vi.de shelf was hung 6 inches below the ceil
ing along the center line of the long axis of the room to act as a cableway 
and support for instrumentation cables and power cables. Ventilation of 
these stations is covered in Chapter 5.19 of this volume. 

Stations 302a. b, c, and d - Engebi - Military Structures Program. 
These stations were blast proof, c8lllera mounts provided vi.th wing walls. 
The walls of these stations were tvo feet thick, the wall racing the struc
ture under camera observation being provided vi.th a flared, rectangular 
port. The port was furnished vi.th a special glass window which protected 
the cameras installed in the stations from shock and radiation. The glass 
was fitted into a special lead lined assembly designed from rough sketches 
provided by the User. Access to the inside of the stations was provided 
through the top of each station and this accessway was closed during tests 
by means of a laminated steel lid. Provision was made for the positioning 
of a swivel rig for handling the steel lid. Small underground concrete 
vaults with steel tops were positioned adjacent to the camera stations to 
serve as containers for batteries which provided power to the cameras. 
Stations were streamlined by placing an earth fill against the side facing 
zero, the earth fill being stabilized with a thin layer of gravel. 

Stations 302e through h, and j through r - Muzin - Mllitar;y Structures 
Program. These stations were camera stations, but in view of the increased 
distance from zero, it was possible to use a pedestal-type mount two feet 
square by four feet high on top of which was placed a steel wall cubicle 
box two feet on each side, the side facing the structure under observation 
being left open. 

Station JOJa - Enge bi - Military Structures Progra. This station 
was a wood frame, aluminum sheath building, approximately 20 feet square, 
used as a "dry locker" in which delicate scientific equipment could be un
packed without danger of dmnage by the tropical conditions at the site. 

Station 351 - Kirinian - Civilian Defense. This station served in 
the tests of various types of glass and sash. A representative came to 
Los Angeles in January 1951 and checked with the H & N structural depart
ment as to the design of the frame building he had draw to hold the win
dow sash. He stayed in the Los Angeles area until fabrication of the unit 
was completed and shipped. Approval for erection of the unit at the Prov
ing Ground was authorized by the AEC on January 29, 1951. 

Stations 42l and .423 through 429 inclusive - Engebi; Stations 4210 
throu h 2a - Muzin· Station - Kirinian· Station 21 - Bokonaar 
Stations 4215 and 421 - Teiteiripucchi; Stations 4217 through 4221 -
Eberiru Station 22 - Aaraanbiru· Station 2 - Piiraai· Stations 
4225. and 422 - Runit - AFCRL. These stations were all 2 1 2 foot cube 
steel boxes made of 1/4 inch or 1/2 inch plate depending upon the over
pressure at the various locations. The sketches of these boxes were sent 
to H & N by J-Division around the middle of May, 1950. The drawings were 
made, and bids were let for the box fabrication by June 14, 1950. On June 
23, 1950 J-Division telephoned the information that the User was going to 
handle the purchasing, so drawings were sent to him and H & N orders were 
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canceled. On July 28, 1950 J-Division deleted E-4.22, added E-4212a, 
D-4221a, and C-4226. On February 19, 1951 the AEC moved 4224a, b, c on 
Runit because of con11.iet Yith the coaxial cable ditch. 

Stations 511 through 513 - Engebi - Program 5 Users; Stations 5141 
through 5163 - Engebi - Program 5 Users; Stations 5171 through 5182 -
Muzin - Program 5 Users; Stations 519 and 5192 - Bogon - Program 5 Users. 
These stations were the same as the station 74 series. The locations and 
description vere obtained from the LASL Instrumentation Chart. Station 
5182 was added on September 9, 1950 by J-Division. Stations E-5163, 
S-5173, S-5174 were added to the program on October 14, 1950 by the AEC. 

Stations 59la and b - Runit and The Aomon Group - NBS. To provide a 
small, but dust-protectad work area near stations 54 and 57 respectively, 
a 6 foot by 10 foot by 6 1/2 foot high wood frame building sheathed both 
inside and outside with plyvood was designed. The two work benches across 
the ends of the building were provided with electrical outlets. These 
stations were added to the program by J-Division on June 14, 1950. Minor 
changes involving lights and openings were made by the User on August 10, 
1950. 

Stations 592a, b, c, and d - Engebi and Runit - NBS. These were stand
ard 14 foot by 28 foot tents over wood frames. They served as workshops 
and covered storage areas. 592b was provided Yith a concrete slab; the 
rest had earth floors. J-Division approved the addition of these stations 
on June 14, 1950. 592a and 592e \tere relocated by the User on August 10, 
1950. 

Stations 593a. b, .and c - Ensebi and Runit - NBS, To cover the bat
teries that were required by stations 52 and 53, a wooden console was used. 
The console was a wood frame 14 feet 9 inches by 6 feet 3 inches by 2 feet 
6 inches high sheathed on the exterior with plywood. This vas mounted on 
a concrete slab. One end was hinged for access. These stations were added 
to the program on June 14, 1950 and relocated by the User on August 10,1950. 

Stations 6101 through 6104 - Engebi; and Station 6105 - Muzin - CWS. 
This vas a 3 foot by 3 foot by 3 foot hole in the ground with a 4 inch 
thick concrete slab at the bottom. At the time the User placed his equip
ment, the hole vas backfilled with concrete. This requirement was given 
to H & N on May 23, 1950 by J-Division. The concrete base vas added on 
January 5, 1951. 

Station 622 - En eb - • Station 6 - Muzin - NRDL· Stations 62 a 
and 62 - Kirinian - NRDL• These stations vere racks for eJE;>osing various 
samples during detonation. The racks vere designed and furnished by the 
User. Information on the location of these stations was furnished by AEC 
October 14, 1950. 622 vas deleted on February 17, 1951 by the !EC contract. 
administrator. 

Station 623 - Muzin - NML and NRDL; Stations 625 and 626a - Kirinian
~. These instrument shelters vere buried reinforced concrete buildings 
having inside dimensions of 5 feet by 8 feet by 7 feet 6 inches high. The 
building floors vere set 2 foot 6 inches below final grade; the rest of 
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the structure being covered 'With soil to a level 'With the roof on the two 
sides and back. The front side had four openings; two were 2 foot 5 
inches by 6 inches, and two were 1 foot 3 inches by 8 inches. Two 6 inch 
diameter pipe vents were set in the roof. Four steel shelves 12 inches 
wide were fastened to the walls by brackets. The dra'Wi.ngs were completed 
on November 1, 1950 and approved on November 28, 1950. Approval to relo
cate 623 was given on February 'Z7, 1950. 

Stations 621, 623a. and 624a - Muzin - NRDL. Fastened to a wing wall 
of military structures 3.3.4 and 3.3.3. were a series of incendiary test 
panels. The User did all of the design work required. 621 was originally 
on Military Structure 3.1.1; however a letter from !EC moved it to 3.3.3 
on October 14, 1950. On December 19, 1950 it was deleted from the program 
entirely by the AEC. 

Stations 62 b and 6 b - Muzin· Stations 62 b and c - Kirinian· Sta
tions 2 b and c - NRDL. These stations were camera mounts and were the 
same as Station 302e; therefore no new drawings were required. The sta
tion description and locations were furnished by AEe on October 14, 1950. 
Additional information on location was given by J-Division on October 'Z7, 
1950. 

Stations 6311 through 6351 - Engebi - BBL/APG. The User furnished 
all of the parts of these stations except for the power outlets that were 
needed. 6321 was relocated on December 8, 1950; 6341, 6342, and 6321 
were relocated December 13; and 6321, 6322 on January 5, 1951 by the AEe 
Resident Engineer. 

Station 771 - Engebi; Station 772 - The Aomon Group; Station 773 -
Runi t; and Station 774 - Bogombogo - USe & GS AFOAT. On April 1 7, 19 50 
J-Division furnished H & N with sketches and design data for this group 
of buildings to house seismographs. The structure consisted of two com
partments, one being the seismograph room and the other an entrance well. 
The entrance well was 5 feet 6 inches square and 7 feet three inches deep 
with a cover made up of two hinged doors. The seismograph room was 6 
feet square and 6 feet 6 inches deep, the entrance into the room being 
through a standard 2 foot 2 inch by 5 foot 6 inch blast door located in 
the common wall between this room and the well. The seismograph room had 
a coral sand floor. The instrument was mounted on a block of concrete 5 
feet square and as deep as was necessary to bond it securely to the under
lying coral bedrock. The whole structure was streamlined using a coral 
fill covering so as to miniDlize the building vibration due to the air 
shock. All of the walls and roof of this structure were 12 inch rein
forced concrete, except for Station 774, which was 1 foot 4 inches. The 
drawings were approved, except for minor pipe changes, on June 28, 1950, 
by the User. On October 9, 1950, the AEe deleted 774. 

Station 775 - Eniwetok - use & GS AF'OAT. This building served the 
same purpose as 771. However, due to its extreme distance from the expe
riment islands, the construction was wood frame and wood sheathed inside 
and outside, The sketches and design data were furnished by J-Division 
on April 24, 1950. The interior dimensions were 6 feet 3 inches square 
by 6 feet 10 inches high. The building was placed above ground, and no 
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earth fill streamlining was used. The seismograph block \las the same as 
for Station 771--5 inches square and deep enough to bond the block to the 
coral bed rock. These drawings were also approved by the User on June 28, 
1950. 

Station 811 - Engebi; Station 812 - The Aomon Group; Station 813 -
Runit; and Station 814 - Eniwetok - A!CS. These stations were radio bea
cons. Originally it was thought that no H & N design or construction 
would be needed because the User was to furnish all requirements. How
ever, on November 3, 1950 the AEC Resident Engineer requested a concrete 
slab 6 feet 6 inches by 7 feet 4 inches be set at each site. He also re
located the stations on that date. 

Station 821 - Engebi; Station 822 - Muzin; Station 823 - Teiteiri
pucchi; and Station 864 - Bokonaara;p;py, - AMC. These stations were a 
series of concrete foundations for aircraft sections undergoing test. 
Most of the sections were fastened to 8 inch beams, which were in turn 
bolted to the foundation. Each station had a group of six major founda
tions varying in size from 10 feet by 16 feet by 3 feet deep to 6 feet by 
9 feet by 1 foot deep. Two smaller pads, 3 foot 8 inches square were 
also included. These 8 units were spread over an area of 181 feet by 14 
feet. The tops of all the foundations were level with the ground. A 
dust palliative was specified for the area approximately 315 feet by 200 
feet around the foundations. The original design data and sketches were 
furnished by J-Division on April Z7, 1950. The User's representative 
submitted revised sketches on May 5, 1950. On July 3, 1950 the User de
leted three of the 8 inch beams and several of the J-bolts which were 
embedded in the concrete. 

Station 825 - Engebi; Station 826 - Muzin; Station 827 - Teiteiri
pucchi; Station 828 - Bokonaarap2u - AMC. These were the recording sta
tions for the 821 through 824 stations. Originally they were designated 
821a through 824a, respectively, but on June 7, 1950, J-Division assigned 
the new number designations. The interior size of these four stations 
was 8 feet by 10 feet by 6 feet 6 inches; however, the materials and 
structural elements varied considerably depending upon the distance from 
zero. The closest station, 825, was reinforced concrete with all four 
sides, roof and floor slab l foot 4 inches thick. Access was through a 
2 foot 2 inch by 5 foot 6 inch blast door. Station 826 was the same as 
825 except the concrete thickness was only 12 inches. The floors of both 
these stations were approximately 3 feet 6 inches below grade, and the 
rest of the building was covered to the level of the top of the roof with 
earth. Stations 827 and 828 were far enough away from the blast center 
so that a wood frame building with 2 inch by 8 inch boards for exterior 
sheathing and roofing and 1/2 inch plywood interior paneling would suffice. 
All of the exterior was covered 'With a skin of aluminum sheeting. Because 
these wooden buildings were set 3 feet 6 inches below grade, it was neces
sary to use redwood frsming and sheathing. The floor slab for Stations 
827 and 826 was a concrete pad 10 feet 2 1/2 inches by 12 feet 2 1/2 
inches by 12 inches deep. All four of the stations were equ.1..pped with a 
9 foot 8 inch by 2 foot 6 inch vooden work bench and a 3 shelf rack 4 feet 
high and 3 feet wide. These recorder stations were connected to the 821 
through 824 station by a 6 inch conduit so that the instrument cables 
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could be buried. The 6 inch conduit stopped in a junction box 4 feet 
short of the center pad of the 821 series, and 3 inch conduit went from 
there to the aircraft sections. The sketches and design data for the sta
tions were furnished on June 7, 1950 by J-Division. Until that date, the 
verbal instructions had been to use the same design as for the 301 sta
tions. 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FOR SCIENTIFIC STATIONS 

In addition to designing and preparing drawings for the installation 
or dehumidification and ventilating equipment for certain of the Scienti
fic Stations (For a description and history of this, see Chapter 5.19 of 
of this volume.), the H & N Mechanical Engineering Department also parti
cipated in the design and preparation of drawings for special equipment 
for NOEL (Naval Ordnance Laboratory and Ballistics Research Laboratory). 
This equipment consisted of the following: 

For Stations 20 and 21: Steel field panels for the blast walls. 

For Station 'Z'l: Concrete gauge mounts. 

For Stations 28 and 29: Instrument posts. 

For Stations 33 and 34: Steel stake gauge mounts. 

For Station 36: Gauge mounting plate. 

For Station 37: Steel pylon assembly and pylon auxiliary. 

In October 1949, instructions were received from J-Division to pre
pare drawings for a special piece of equipment called a "field panel" for 
NOEL. H & N was furnished w1 th drawings prepared by the Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory to use as a guide in the preparation of its drawings. The 
fieid panel consisted of t'WO 8-foot by 5-foot steel panels set parallel 
and held one foot apart by steel rod spacers welded to each plate. The 
steel panels were cut out to receive three cylindrical steel chambers and 
one rectangular steel chamber. Chambers were inserted into the assembly 
through the cut-outs and were welded at each end to the steel panels. The 
ends of the steel chambers were machined to receive steel closure plates, 
of special design, which were held in place by means of machine screws. 

Early in November, 1949 NOL proposed that a meeting be held between 
the NOBL engineers and B & N to firm up the design. However, in a tele
phone conversation between H & N and J-Division on November 16, it was de
cided to postpone the meeting until later. Meanwhile, dravings were 
completed and quotations were obtained from two or three local manufactu
rers in order to get an idea of the cost of a field panel. 

On January 30, 1950, a meeting was held at the Naval Ordnance Labora
tory, Silver Spring, Md. Attending were engineers from NOL, BBL, and a rep
resentative of H & N. The design and manufacture of the field panels were 
discussed, and some slight changes in design were made. A marked set of 
prints of the NOL drawings was given to the H & N representative and 
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brought back to Los Angeles to be used in revising H & N tracings. NOEL 
stated that 21 field panels would be required; 18 for the Field, 2 spares, 
and one to be delivered as a sample to NOL • 

.Also at this meeting various other items of special equipment re
quired by NOBL vere discussed, and prints of NOL drawings \lere given to 
E & N to use in preparing drawings for these items. These included veloc
ity instrument posts and two different types of ball crusher gauge mount
ings. NOEL stated that a total of 44 instrument posts, 150 steel stake 
gauge mounts, and 15 concrete gauge mounts (12 for Field, 2 spares and 1 
for NOL) vould be required. 

The velocity instrument post was an assembly consisting of a piece 
of curved 3-inch pipe cast in a concrete block set flush with grade, with 
a 3-inch pipe extending approximately 10 feet in the air above grade. 

One type of ball crusher gauge mounting (concrete gauge mount) con
sisted of a 30-inch square steel plate, 3 inches thick, machine-grooved to 
a depth of 1 1/2 inches to receive a 4-inch wide by 33 1/2-inch long steel 
plate, which was held in assembly with the larger plate by means of a pos
itive latching device at each end. Four 1 1/2-inch diameter holes were 
bored in the smaller plate, and four 2 1/4-inch diameter by 18-inch steel 
cans fastened to the larger plate, to receive the ball crusher gauges fur
nished by the User (NOBL). In the Field, this assembly was to be set 
flush with grade and anchored to a 6-foot deep concrete block by means of 
twenty-four 3/8-inch diameter anchor rods fastened to the underside of the 
3-inch thick steel plate. 

The steel stake gauge mount consisted of a 6-foot long, 2-inch diam
eter steel stake, tapered at one end and threaded at the other end to re
ceive a threaded steel cap. In the Field, this assembly was to be 
installed by driving it into the ground as far as the threaded cap, vhich 
was then to be removed and replaced vith a ball crusher gauge furnished by 
the User (NOBL). 

On February 10, 1950, H & N vas instructed verbally by J-Division to 
prepare final engineering drawings tor the entire group of previously men
tioned NOBL special assemblies. These drawings were prepared, and prints 
of them were sent to J-Division on February 16, 1950 for approval. H & N 
\fas also instructed to proceed vith the manufacture of one field panel, 
one steel stake gauge mount, and one concrete gauge mount and have them 
sent to NOL at Silver Spring, Md. However, on Febrnary 20, 1950 instruc
tions vere received by telephone to hold up fabrication of the field 
panel (blast wall tank) until further notice, as the design would probably 
be changed. This was confirmed in a letter of February 24, 1950. By let
ter of March 6, 1950 H & N was instructed to fabricate one field panel and 
deliver it to NOL, Silver Spring, Md. 

By letter of April 17, 1950 H & N received sketches of an additional. 
assembly required by NOBL. This was a gauge mounting plate, consisting of 
a rectangular steel plate (18 inches by 12 inches by 1 inch thick). This 
plate was blank, except for eight 3/8-inch drilled and tapped holes and 
eight anchor rods to anchor the plate to a concrete base in the Field. 
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Eleven of these assemblies were required. The J-Division letter of 
April 17 also stated that before procuring any of these assemblie~ prints 
of H & N drawings were to be forwarded to them for approval. This drawing 
was prepared, and prints were forwarded to J-Division on May 11, 1950. 

On June 25, 1950, at a meeting in Los Angeles, representatives of J
Division, NOL, and H & N discussed in detail the NOBL program. The NOL 
representative had brought with him from ~ashington marked-up prints of 
H & N drawings which had been forwarded to NOBL by J-Division. H & N was 
instructed to correct its tracings and send prints directly to NOBL for 
approval. H & N was futther instructed as follows: 

Stations 20 and 21 (Field Panels). Take bids on 16 assemblies, but 
wait for approval of H & N drawings by NOBL before awarding a contract. 

Station 2:1 (Concrete Gauge Mounts). Take bids on 8 units, and pro
cure same. 

Stations 28 and 29 (Instrument Posts). Take bids on 50 units and 
procure same. 

Stations 33 and 34 (Steel Stake Gauge Mounts). Take bids on 90 units 
and pro cure same. 

Station 36 (Gauge Mounting Plates). Take bids on 11 units and pro
cure same. 

Also on June 28, 1950 H & N was furnished with NOBL sketches of Sta
tion 37a, b, c, (Pylon) and Station 37d, e, f (Ground Pylon Auxiliary) by 
NOL, and instructed by J-Division to prepare drawings and send prints to 
NOBL and J-Division for approval. These drawings were prepared and prints 
were sent out on July 13, 1950. 

The Pylon consisted of steel plates bolted on structural I-sections 
to form a steel tank 15 feet long by 15 feet high by 6 1/2 inches wide and 
constructed in five sections to facilitate transporting and handling in 
the Field. The center section contained four cylindrical steel chambers 
open on one end to receive steel closure plates similar to those used in 
the Field Panel assembly. In the field, the Pylon was set upright on a 
concrete pad and securely anchored thereto. 

Tue Ground Pylon Auxiliary consisted of a 14-inch diameter by 18-inch 
long steel chamber set vertically in a concrete block. The lower end was 
closed, and the upper end was open to receive a steel closure plate simi
lar to those used on the Field Panel. 

Also on July 13, 1950 prints of the revised drawings for Stations 20, 
21, 27, 28, 29, 33, 34, and 36 were sent to J-Division and NOBL for appro
val and to the H & N Construction Department for use in obtaining bids and 
procuring those items for which approval had been received. 

On July 19, 1950, in a telephone conversation with R & N, the J-Divi
sion representative stated that H & N drawings of the Field Panel 
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(Stations 20 and 21) had been approved, subject to minor corrections by 
NOEL. The dravings vere revised and prints issued to the H & N Construc
tion Department for initiating procur911ent. 

By letters of July 15 and July 20, 1950, NOL transmitted sketches to 
H & N shoving the special drillings required in the closure plates for the 
Field Panels. The dra'Wing affected was redrawn, and prints vere reissued 
to the (;(:)nstruction Department immediately in order not to delay fabrica
tion of these assemblies. By letter of August 15, 1950 from NOL, H & N 
received sketches of the Pylon closure plates. This necessitated the prep
aration of a dra'Wing to be issued to the Construction Department for use in 
the fabrication of the necessary plates. By letter of August 28, 1950 from 
NOL a sketch vas received of a Ground Pylon cover plate. Again the H & N 
dra'Wi.ng affected vas revised and reissued to the Construction Department. 

On October 2, 1950 a representative of NOL visited Los Angeles for the 
purpose of inspecting the Field Panel and Pylon assemblies being fabricated. 
A number of questions that had arisen in regard to the manufacture of these 
assemblies were satisfactorily answered at that time and H & N drawings 
were corrected to show the necessary changes. 

On October 23, 1950 a representative of NOL again visited Los Angeles 
to inspect the first Pylon and Field Panel assemblies. He stated he vas 
pleased 'With the outcome of the inspection of these panels. At this same 
time he informed H & N that the circular cover plates for these assemblies 
should be boxed separately and sent to a location to be designated later. 

On October 25 instructions were received from NOL to ship certain of 
the plates to BBL at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., and others to NOL at 
Silver Spring, Md. The remainder were to be shipped to the Field and held 
in a vareho~se for NOBL. 

On November 10, 1950 the plates for NOL were shipped by R.R. express, 
and on November 20 those for BRL were shipped air express. 

This completed the work of the H & N Engineering Division in the Home 
Office in connection with these assemblies. 

INTERIOR WIRING FOR SCIENTIFIC STATIONS 

The Reconnaissance Report of Januarr 1949 discussed the condition of 
the existing scientific stations as to electrical. wiring and made recom
mendations for repairs for those structures being considered for reuse. 
Scientific requirements were not determined at this time, and consequently 
no designs could be prepared for the facilities. The Supplemental Report 
dated July 8, 1949 did not add any information with regard to these facil
ities. 

The first design criteria was received in May 1950, and the first 
dra'Wings vere released in June 1950. Because of the fact that the majority 
of these structures were to be of concrete construction designed for use in 
more than one experiment, it was decided that type TW 'Wire in concealed ancV 
or surface mounted galvanized rigid steel conduit would be used for wiring. 
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A large number of Users were concerned with the operation of these 
experiment stations and their design criteria was cleared through J
Division. Since some of these Users were unable to forvard their complete 
design criteria in time to meet the construction schedule, it was necessary 
to estimate their requirements and provide wiring and equipment in advance. 
J-Division concurred with this and, on the basis of their preliminary in
strumentation criteria furnished the early part of August, 1950, all basic 
panels and special circuit breakers, switches, etc., were ordered. 

Cancellation of stations 132a, 132b, 132c, 141, 142, 143, and 144, on 
Runit resulted in the first reassignment of panels on August 17, 1950. 
Final criteria was received from J-Division on October 12, 1950, as a re
sult of which additional panels were ordered for stations 140 and 144 on 
the .Aomon Group and Engebi. A final rea.:ssignment of power panels allocat
ing each panel to the structure it would best serve was issued on Decem
ber 14, 1950. All materials purchased for this phase of the job were 
tagged "SCISTAT" for identification purposes of shipping and storage and 
were used only for the Scientific Stations. 

In order to assure a low voltage drop together with good voltage reg
ulation for the instrumentation loads, it was decided to serve these loads 
from a separate transformer bank. The utility loads such as lighting, de
humidifiers, etc., were grouped together on a second transformer bank. 
This arrangement reduced the possibility of utility load fluctuations 
affecting the instrument circuits. 

The utility system was supplied at 120/208 volts, 3-phase, 4-vire 
through type MO circuit breaker panels for lighting and through fusible 
switch panel containing circuit breaker main for power. The fusible switch 
type of panel was used for power distribution in order to provide flexibil
ity in circuit arrangements and ease of changing ratings. 

Lighting fixtures installed were vapor-proof type without guards ex
cept in a few cases where globe was omitted because of low ceilings. 

The instrumentation circuits were supplied through a converti-fuse 
type panel containing main switch. Switch sizes used were 30, 60 and 100 
ampere rating and ample link-type fuses and fuse-reducers were furnished 
to permit easy changing of fuse ratings. In other words, a 100 ampere 
switch could be fused at 10 amperes by using the proper size fuse reducer. 
This flexibility proved to be of great value during the actual operations. 

Receptacle strips were installed in Stations 6a, 69, and 132a, b, c. 
These "plug-in" strips were cut to desired length and assembled vith 2 and 
3 wire receptacles. The assembled "strips" were mounted on the surface of 
the station walls. The purpose of these strips was to provide power for 
the Users' operational equipment. 

120/208 volt direct burial service cables entered the stations through 
conduit sleeves which extended from the panel pull-box to just beyond the 
outside paved area. These cables were 600 volt, multiconductor, type RJ, 
installed between transformer and panel. 
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At stations 141 and 142 and the 132 Series on the Aomon Group and 
Engebi the User (NBLK) requested special circuit breakers. These vere 
type AK-1 manually or electrically operated, vith time delay, overload 
protection, instantaneous short-circuit trip and undervoltage trip. 
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CHAPTER 5 .13 

WATERWORKS SYSTEMS 

The Reconnaissance Report outlined in considerable detail the 
'W8.ter supply requirements and tentative design criteria applicable to 
the various island installations of the Proving Ground, By the time 
final design and working drawings for these installations were under
taken, the following be.sic factors and governing conditions were re
cognized: 

1. Waterworks plant and systems installed would be no more ex
tensive than could be justified on a two-use be.sis; i.e., 
the serTice required by the conduction of two complete series 
of at~m.ic weapons test programs. 

2. Each island installation would require its own individual 
wterworks. 

J. Brackish water would be supplied to outlets not requiring 
potable wter. This serTice would include wsh down outlet, 
toilet flushing, fire protection service, ·and similar con
nections. 

4. Fresh water for each island installation would of necessity 
be obtained from the distillation of brackish wter obtained 
from the sea or fro• shallow dug wells. 

5. The use an:i therefore the production of distilled wter would 
be minimized by ·supplying such water only to outlets requir
ing potable wter; i.e., laT&tories, drinking fountains, 
showers, meas hal.R, photo laboratories, CMR and NRLK build
ings, laundries, anial runa, and siJlilar service connections. 
Thus a dual or split water distribution system would be re
quired in some instances. 

6. Further coneerTation or the use of distilled wter would be 
accoapl1shed by maintaining minimuJl pel'tlissible operating 
pressures upon the distribution systems. 

7. In the interest of flexibility of construction, operation, 
and maintenance or the wterworks systems, items of equipment 
would be standardized where feasible. Thia would permit 
maxi.Drum interchangeability of units or equiJ&ent and produce 
optimua operating results. 

8. Rain water collection as a supply or fresh water ws not con
sidered to be feasible because of the radi~ contamina
tion hazard existing in the atoll and because the quantity of 
wter which would be made available vould be insufficient. 
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ESTIMATED PER CAPITA WATER CONSUMPTION 

On the basis of experience and engineering judgment, estimates 
were made of the amounts of \later needed each day for each man. It 
was assumed that personnel quartered in al'UlD.i.num barracks would use 
50 gallons of brackish water and 50 gallons of distilled \later per man 
per day and that those quartered in tents would use 50 gallons of 
brackish vater and 35 gallons of distilled \later per day. These as
sumptions could not be checked because no comparable installations had 
been erected. 

ESTIMATED TOTAL RAW WATER SUPPLY ALLOWANCES 

It requires two gallons of brackish water to produce one gallon 
of distilled water, one half of the lllter supplied to the still being 
lost in the distillation process. Therefore an additional amount of 
raw water equal to the amount of distilled water had to be taken into 
the system to provide for the intake requireaents of the stills. In 
addition, the generation of electric pover required a relatively large 
amount of wter (measured by percentage of total 'Ater requirements) 
for cooling purposes. (The details of power generation and cooling 
for power generation equipnent are discussed in Chapter 5.15 of this 
volume.) Water requirements for cooling varied 'With the fluctuations 
of generation of po'Jer. A flat allowance of 70 gp1 for each generator 
installed, less one, was made for this requirement. Consequently, raw 
water intakes and pumping stations were required to handle the total of 
raw water domestic use, plus two ti.lies the distilled water use, plus 
the electric power generation cooling water. 

WATERl«lRKS SYSTEM DESIGN 

In general, the hydraulic characteristics of the design of all 
island 'Atervorks systeas were siailar. The detailed design and ar
rangement of the component parts varied in confol'mi.ty with the parti
cular requireaents for each island, 'With little it s;ar modification 
of the functions of these coaponent parts. Each system consisted of 
the following integrated features: 
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1. The raw 'Ater intake took raw brackish or salt water into the 
systea for distribution as salt water and for conversion to 
fresh water. 

2. The salt water pumping station placed the salt 'Ater supply 
system under pressure by discharging salt water through a 
pipe or pipe network to elevated storage. 

3. The salt 'Ater distribution systea received the discharge 
from the salt water pumping station and transferred this 
\later to the elevated storage tank, sillultaneously distribut
ing salt water through outlets or service connections to 
facilities requiring this service. Fire hydrants for opera
tion in conjunction with mobile fire pumper apparatus were 



provided on Eniwetok and Parry Islands for limited fire pro
tection service. The temporary character and small size of 
other installations did not justify installing elaborate 
high pressure fire protection facilities. 

4. The salt \18.ter elevated storage consisted of storage in a 
bolted steel tank (procured from Navy surplus supplies at 
Pearl Harbor) mounted on a wood tover of sufficient height 
to maintain desired operating pressure upon the salt water 
distribution system. Fifty foot towers were used on Eniwetok 
and Parry Islands and JO foot towers at all other locations. 
Wood towers resisted the climate and could be erected by semi
skilled workmen. The elevated tank rode or "floated• upon the 
system and thus equalized static pressure throughout the dis
tribution system. This tank simultaneously acted as a gover
nor which permitted the system to operate at all times under 
the wide range of conditions caused by the summation of drafts 
upon the system as total output, and the constant rate or rates 
established by the raw water pumping units acting sin~ly or in 
combination as total input. Tank sizes throughout the Proving 
Ground were standardized, where feasible, to take adTantage 
of surplus Navy stocks at Pearl Harbor. 

5. The distillation equ1Jllent consisted of a battery of compres
sion type stills on each inhabited island for conversion of 
salt \later to fresh or potable water. Each battery of dis
tillation units \las supplied from the salt \later distribution 
system. This connection constituted the largest single draft 
upon that system. The manufactured product of these units 
(distilled water) was then transferred to surface storage 
tanks. For flexibility of design and installation, new dis
tillation units were standardized in cape.cities. Two sizes, 
85 gph and 600 gph, were specified throughout the Proving 
Ground installations. The sizes specified were chosen because 
the 85 gph units were readily available for procurement and 
the 600 gph units were the largest practical size for instal
lation at Eniwetok. Larger units were much more complex in 
operation, and would introduce unnecessary problems in trans
portation, operation, and maintenance. In order to make 
available a sufficient supply of fresh water for construction 
forces, rapid procurement of the 85 gph units was essential 
in order to supplement the salvaged stills located on the 
Atoll and rehabilitated by H&:N personnel. It might be noted 
at this poi~ that the salvaged stills mentioned were later 
used as auxiliary units during peak population periods. 

6. Chlorination of distilled water was provided to further safe
guard potable water from contamination. Sm.all hypochlorinators 
which permit the use of solutions mixed on the job for supply
ing the chlorine for disinfection were used to inject the 
chlorine solution into the fresh water system. at a point in the 
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line of flow between the distillation units and the fresh water 
storage tanks. The additional security and protection was con
sidered justified in view of the minor additional cost of this 
equipment and of the materials required for operation. Hypoch
lorinators have a wide capacity range and hence were standard
ized. Individual. installations varied in accordance with the 
size of the meter used. The meter constituted the actuating 
device for control of rate of application of the sterilizing 
solution. 

7. The fresh or distilled water surface storage tanks received 
the product of the battery of distillation units and furnish
ed the source of supply far the fresh water pumps. This 
fresh water was accumulated and stored in tanks at ground 
elevation. Equalization between varying rates of distilla
tion caused by the varying number of units in simultaneous 
operation a.rd the varying rate of demand upon the fresh water 
pumping station was accC111plished by the elevated storage tank. 

8. The fresh water pumping station functioned in a manner simi
lar to the salt vater pumping station a.nd differed only in 
capacity a.nd the kind of water pumped. 

9. The fresh water distribution system functioned in the same 
manner as the salt water distribution system and in general 
paralleled that system in extent a.Di location. There were no 
cross connections betveen these systems; therefore there was 
no possibility of contamination. 

10. The fresh water elevated storage functioned in a manner simi
lar to the salt water storage, both storage tanks being placed 
upon a canmon elevated platform surmounting the camn.on support
ing tower. 

ENIWETOK WATERIJCRKS SYSTEM 

Raw water intake conaisted of a vertical well-like structure 4 feet, 
6 inches in diameter, conatructed o£ pre.fabricated concrete pipe. The 
intake well was located just off shore on the lagoon side o£ the island 
near the northerly end o£ the island. Fran the bottan ot this structure 
a short section ot 15 inch pipe extended into the lagoon. This pipe 
conducted the sea water into the intake well, which was also the terinin
al point of the suction lines of the raw water pump station. 

The raw water pump station wu located ashore just sonth ot the in
take and housed the salt water pumps. This equipment consisted of three 
electric-motor driven, horizontal centrifugal pumps, each huing a capa
city of JOO gpm a.nd one standby gasoline-driven horizontal centrifugal 
pump with a capacity of JOO gpm. The electric motor-driven pumps were 
equipped for autanatic control of operation, the startiDg a.Di stopping 
sequence of each pump being regulated by preestablished water levels 
in the salt water elevated storage tank. Two pumps operating in paral
lel would thus furnish the volume required by a !'ire pumper unit con
nected to a fire hydrant. 
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The salt water distribution system consisted primarily of a net
work of 6 inch and 4 inch transl te pipes 'buried underground. Where 
feasible, the system was designed as a "looped" system to provide maxi
mum flows with a minimum loss of pressure head. Isolated areas and 
buildings scattered along the shore line or located at the extremities 
of the islaIXi were served with a single pipe supply line with requisite 
branches serving the individual facilities. Later changes in location 
of structures 8.lld additional facilities did not seriously affect the 
main distribution system but simply required extensions to it or re
location of service connections. 

Atanic weapons test operations required that there be made avail
able at the drone plane parking area at the airfield on Eniwetok a 
supply of both salt and fresh vater at a rate of 125 gpm under 50 psi 
pressure for washdown of drone planes. A small booster pump station, 
housing one 125 gpm salt water and one 125 gpm fresh water pump, was 
designed to provide this service. It was located at the southerly end 
of the islaIXi, near the cargo pier, and was arranged to take suction 
from the distribution line of the main system for supply and to dis
charge into the same line under added pressure. The station was manu
ally operated. Check valves installed in both salt and fresh vater 
lines between suction take-offs and points of discharge permitted the 
lines to function under the added pressures exerted by the pumps. 

The salt water elevated storage tank was procured frcm Navy sur
plus stocks at Pearl Harbor and designed capacity was predicated upon 
sizes available. The tank for Eniwetok consisted of a two ring tank 
and had a rated capacity of 1000 barrels (42,000 gallons). The tower 
structure was located in the heart of the housing area near the north 
end of the island. It was 50 feet high. Because the groum contour 
of the island was essentially level, the height of the tower plus the 
additional head established by the minimum operating level of the 
water in the tank surmounting the tower provided approximately 25 psi 
static pressure upon the system. This pressure vaa considered the 
minimum for proper operation of the system. Maintaining the system 
at minimum pressure temed to eliminate waste, leakage, and excessive 
usage. 

Distillation equipnent finally designed and procured for the Eni
wetok fresh water system can.prised eight 600 gph units. The total 
daily rated capacity of these units was 115,200 gallons per day. The 
design population criteria was 756 persons housed in quarters and 1080 
housed in tents for a total of 1836 persons. Estimated requirements 
for this population or 1836 men was 75 ,600 gallons per dq. The dif
ference between full rated capacity of 115,200 gallons per d81' ani 
estimated consumption of 75,600 gallons per day vaa conceived as a 
tolerance or flexibility factor providing for one or more units for 
standby service, reduced number of hours of the operation schedule, 
am for shut-down periods of uni ts requiring necessary periodic or 
emergency maintenance. 
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Because the final design and construction of the facilities on 
Eniwetok Island was undertaken relatively late in the program of de
velopment of the Proving Ground, due to changes in mili tal"1 require
ments, insufficient time was available for the normal procurement of 
additional distillation equipment needed to cope with continuing in
crease in population. The milital"1 construction batallion brought 
to Eniwetok approximately 27 portable type, 150 gph distillation units 
for support of its initial field operations. Eight of these units 
vere later installed as an additional battery to supplement the per
manent distillation units during the peak period of test operations. 

Design for a water barge-to-shore pipe line was prepared \lhich 
vould permit ships moored in the lagoon to supply water to the shore 
installation as an emergency source of fresh water in the event that 
it might be required. However, portable type stills and permanent 
units sufficed for all requirements. 

Distilled water was chlorinated at a point in the line of flow 
between the discharge of the distillation units and the fresh water 
ground storage tanks. For this purpose, a small hypochlorinator vas 
housed in the distillation building. The solution containing chlorine 
was mixed an1 stored in a drum and the hypochlorinator automatically 
injected the solution into the line of flow in proportion to the rate 
of flow. The proportioning and control of the rate of application of 
the chlorine solution was accanplished by means of a 3 inch meter in
stalled in the 3 inch distillation discharge line. 

Fresh water surface tanks were procurred fran surplus naval stores 
at Pearl Harbor, and design of storage facilities was likewise pre
dicated upon sizes and capacities available. Two 1000 barrel (42,000 
gallons each) bolted steel tanks were provided at ground level adja
cent to the distillation plant. Fresh water pumps for supplying the 
fresh water distribution system vere housed within the distillation 
building and took their suctions from the fresh water surface storage 
tanks located adjacent thereto. Fresh 'Water pumps consisted of two 
100 gpm, electric motor driven horizontal centrifugal pumps and one 
stan'.iby 100 gi:n gasoline engine driven horizontal centrifugal pump. 
The operation of these pumps 'Was controlled by the liquid level of 
the elevated fresh water storage tank. 

The !resh water distribution system consisted primarily of 6 inch, 
4 inch, and 3 inch transit• pipe mains arranged in a network similar 
to that of the salt water distribution system and in general parallel
ed that system. As with salt water distribution system, changes in 
locations o! buildings or addition of additional buildings required 
only the relocation of service lines or extensions to the main network 
system. The fresh water elevated storage tank was placed on the plat
form of the 50 foot tower \lhich supported the salt water elevated tank. 
This elevated fresh water tank was similar to the bolted steel salt 
water tank an3. had a capacity of 500 barrels (21,000 gallons). 
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Parry Island: Interior of Salt Water Pump House 



Parry Island: Distillation Units in Power House 



PARRY WATERWORKS SYSTEM 

Raw water was taken into the system fran a dug well located with
in the salt water pump station at the northwesterly corner of the site, 
adjacent to the power and distillation plant. The water from this well 
was brackish,and was considered as salt water for distribution and use. 
The well was lined with precast concrete pipe four feet, six inches in 
diameter. Salt water pump suctions extended to a point below the draw
down level of the liquid surface of the water. 

The salt water pump station was essentially a duplication of the 
Eniwetok installation, being equipped with three 300 gpm electric motor 
driven horizontal centrifugal pumps and one standby 300 gpm gasoline 
engine driven pump. Operation was automatically controlled by liquid 
levels of the salt water elevated storage. 

The salt water distribution system consisted of a looped network 
of 6 inch and 4 inch pipe line covering the area upon which improve
ments vere located. 

Salt water elevated storage consisted of one 1,000 barrel bolted 
steel tank mounted on a 50 foot wooden tower, a duplication of the in
stallation on Enivetok Island. 

Original design of the distillation plant on Parr;r Island provided 
three 600 gph distillation units with space for a future unit. In
creased population later required the utilization of this space by the 
installation of a fourth unit and the provision of additional space to 
acccmmodate eighteen portable units temporarily connected to the system. 
The distilled water was chlorinated before storage in surface tanks. 

Two 500 barrel bolted steel tanks were originally designed for 
surface storage of distilled water. Partly as the result of require
ments imposed relatively late in the program in connection with the 
photographic laborat01"1 and the CMR Building on Parry Island, a 187,000 
gallon concrete storage reservoir was later constructed to pernd t ac
cumulation of surplus distillation capacity for subsequent use dtiring 
peak periods coincident with test operations. 

The fresh vater pumping station was housed in the power generation 
and distillation building. Pumping equipment consisted of two 100 gpm 
electric motor driven horizontal centrifugal pumps and one standby gas 
engine driven pump of similar size and capacity. Pumps were controlled 
by liquid levels of the elevated storage tanks. 

The fresh water distribution system consisted essentially of 6 
inch, 4 inch, and 3 inch transite pipe, and in general paralleled the 
salt water distribution qstem. Elnated fresh water storage was pro
vided in a 500 barrel bolted steel tank mounted on the camnon platform 
of the 50 foot wooden tower, which also supported the salt water ele
vated storage tank. 
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OTHER ISLAND WATERWCRKS SYSTEMS 

The design of the waterworks systems for Runit, the A01non Group, 
Engebi, and Japta.n followed the same general pattern of the design of 
the systems on Eniwetok and Parry although on a much smaller scale. 
Fresh water and salt water pumps were installed 'Within the blast proof 
power houses to prevent damage during tests. Table 5.lJ-1 shows equip
ment and facilities designed for these sites and delineates the can
parative size and scope of the various systems. 

TABLE 5.lJ-1 WATERWCRKS FACILITIES ON EXPERIMENT ISLANDS 

Equipment Runit A01non Group Enge bi Japta.n 

Salt water pumps, 
JOO gpm, electric 1 1 1 1 

JOO gpm, gasoline 1 1 1 1 

Salt water storage, 
100 bbl. JO foot tower 1 1 1 1 

Distillation units, 
85 gph 2 2 2 4 

600 gph 1 

Hypochlorinator, 
2 inch meter 1 1 1 1 

Fresh water, surface 
storage, 100 bbl. 1 1 1 1 

Fresh water pumps, 
100 gpn., electric 1 1 1 1 

100 gpm, gasoline 1 1 1 1 

Fresh water elevated, 
storage, 100 bbl. 1 1 1 1 
JO foot tower 
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Rojoa (AOillon Group) and Runit waterworks systems were designed for 
populations of two huzrlred persons each. 

In addition to normal danestic requirements, a gasoline engine 
driven centrifugal pumping unit with a capacity of 250 gpm at 50 psi 
discharge head was provided for wash.down of the winch cable after 
weapons test operation. This pumping equipment was housed in a small 
blastproof structure. The pump took its suction fran a shallow dug 
well cased with 3 foot concrete pipe. 

The Engebi waterworks system was originally designed to serve a 
population of 340 persons. In general design, it was similar to the 
works for Runit and Rojoa, but larger distillation plant capacities 
were provided because of the larger population design figures. To 
supply the population, which doubled the anticipated number, four port
able stills located adjacent to the mess hall were used. These were 
removed shortly before test detonations. This island also was provided 
with cable wash-down pump installation. 

The Japtan waterworks systems can.pared generally in scope with 
those designed for the experiment island camps. Facilities, however, 
were of a more permanent nature and the buildings covered more area 
than did those on the experiment islands, even though the population 
design figures were less. The larger area was due primarily to the 
detached location of the animal colony development. Since there were 
to be no blast effect, a separate salt water pump station after the 
pattern of the designs for Eniwetok and Parry was provided. Original 
design contemplated provision for 150 persons; this figure was later 
reduced to 80. Actual peak occupancy of the island was 131 persons. 

A small pumping station, housing one 100 gpm electric driven 
centrifugal pump and a 100 gpm gasoline engine driven standby unit 
was provided for animal run wash-down operations. This station took 
its suction fran the salt water distribution system at a point adja
cent to the animal run area and boosted the pressure for wash down 
service to this are~. 

WATERWCRKS OPERATION 

Actual records ot distilled water production for each of the 
island installations are available for the 39 week period from 
September 3, 1950, through May 27, 1951. Figure 5.lJ-1 shows this 
record of production of distilled water plotted graphically. Due to 
the constant augmentation of the using population, no simultaneous 
population and production figures for individual islands are avail
able for canparison, with the possible exception of maximum peak 
periods. Known populations for these short periods may be cam.pared 
w1 th known maximum peak production figures for the same periods and 
thus "spotn per capita consumption figures may be calculated. Calcula
tions have been made by dividing the weekly total of distilled water 
produced by the days of a week for daily production figures and these 
daily figures have been divided by the maximum number of persons 
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identified 'With the particular island installation. These "spot" 
figures imicate that initial assumptionfl on per capita water con-
sumption vere adequate. 

TABLE 5.lJ-2. DAILY PER CAPITA USAGE OF DISTILLED WATER 

Max. Daily Avg. Rated Calculated 
Weekly Water 24-hour Avg. Daily Per 
Water Production Plant Peak Capita 
Production Max. wek Capacity Period Usage 

Site (Gallons) (Gallons) (Gallons) Population (Gallons) 

Eniwetok 800,000 114,300 115,200 2560 45 

Parry 585,000 83,600 57,600 1726 43 

Runit 60,000 8,600 16,400 216 40 

A01non Group 92,000 13,100 16,400 280 47 

Engebi 127,000 18,100 18, 500 613 30 

Japtan 40,000 5, 700 8,200 131 44 

Distillation of water on a relatively large scale was generally 
the result of developnent for the armed forces during World War II, 
and al though present day equipment is greatly improved over wartime 
equipment, the vagaries of certain of its imperfections result in 
interruptions of service which remered difficult the maintenance of 
the actual production rate of distilled water at or near the theo
retical rated capacity of the installed plant. 

In the final stages of the Project, when the influx of popula
tion exceeded all anticipations, it was necessary to reservice and 
reuse all of the advance base type distillation units that vere avail
able at the site and which had previously been used by the military 
and by early contingents of the civilian construction force. Eight 
were installed at Eniwetok, eighteen at ParI7, two at Runit, three 
at the Aanon Group, and four at Engebi. These old uni ts were sub-
j ect to frequent mechanical failure and required considerable atten
tion and maintenance; consequently total production fran these units 
was far below total rated capacity. But the net production of these 
units enabled service to be maintained during these periods of ex
treme overload • 

.Additional water storage was also necessary to maintain adequate 
service through the peak period at experiment time. On Parry Island, 
this additional storage was provided by the construction of a canpart
mented concrete surface storage reservoir having capacity of approxi-
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mately 187,000 gallons. This reservoir permitted accumulation of sur
plus prcrluction prior to the peak and provided the balance of supply 
required for handling the surcharge upon the system created by the 
excessive population load. At Eniwetok, a battery of four 1000 barrel 
steel tanks procured fran surplus military supply at Pearl Harbor was 
installed. Thus, a temporary situation vas met by an expediency re
quiring a minimum expenditure of funds, the basic systems remaining 
sufficient and adequate for all normal operation, and total costs kept 
consistent vith these overall requirements. 
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CHAPTER 5 .14 

SANITARY SEWAGE SYSTEMS 

The development of the design of the sanitary sewage system serv
ing the constructed facilities for each islani installation was natural
ly predicated upon the correlation of the building arrangement with the 
topography of the area in which these buildings or faciHties were loc
ated. In general, the topography of all improved sites requiring sani
tary sewers was similar in that the grown contour of all islands con
sisted of a canparatively level plane, the elevation of which was but 
a few feet above extreme high tide. If pumping of sewage was to be 
eliminated, upper ems of sewer lines would have to be shallow, the 
lower ems would be as deep as these factors would permit, and the length 
of e:ny one line would be limited by the allowable gradient consuming the 
difference in elevation between the surface of the lagoon am the em of 
the line. Gradients, therefore, were generally established as being the 
minimum which would produce sufficient velocities of flow for proper 
functioning of the pipe sewer. AB a result of these comitions, lengths 
of runs were also minimized \dlere possible; thus excessiTe depths of 
trenching for the pipe lines were avoided. 

The Reconnaissance Report conceived the alternate possibility of 
utilizing cast iron or transit pipe as a substitute for vitrified clay 
pipe which is the stamard material for this type of service and in
stalling substandard sizes as a canpensating econanic balance in the 
total cost. This alternative was predicated upon the probability of 
excessive breakage in the transshipment am rehandling required by the 
location of the Project. 

During the early design stages, a trial shipment of 3400 lineal 
feet of 8 inch vitrified clay pipe for initial construction was made to 
the J obsi te, am al though considerable breakage ani ·damage was experienced 
(approximately 15 percent), an economic analysis imioated that the use 
of vitrified cl&y" pipe for sewer construction would be the least expen
sive, am subsequent design specified the use of this ldm of pipe. The 
next shipment involved 40 percent breakage, due primarily to the method 
of packaging. Vemors were advised am subsequent shipments experienced 
considerably less breakage, overall job figures reflecting less than 10 
percent loss. 

The design of all sewer systems followed the pattern established by 
staniard practice, incorporating access manholes at about 400 foot inter
vals along the line, at breaks in gradient, ani at junctions of two or 
more lines. Wye branches providing for connection with service lines to 
buildings were inserted in the line at strategic locations. Service con
nections to imividual buildings were constructed of either 4 inch or 6 
inch vitrified clay pipe, in accordance with requirements of individual 
buildings. 
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Conservation of shipping space an:i tonnage, as vell as of on-site 
labor, was accomplished by providing manhole shells of prefabricated 
corrugated galvanized iron as a substitution for brick manholes con
structed in place. Manhole shells varied in diameters an:i heights suf
ficiently to permit nesting of several shells for shipping an:i han:iling 
as one package o 

The factors contributing to the selection of the method of disposal 
of sanitary sewage and to the design of subaqueous out-fall lines were 
outlined in the Reconnaissance Report, am are partially reproduced in 
this section because of appropriateness: 
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nocean Qurrents. Fran available information and fran observations 
made on the site, it has been determined that, in general, the 
ocean currents in the vicinity of the atoll are predaninately fran 
east to vest, an:i terxi to sweep across the atoll in this direction. 
These currents are of lesser magnitude in areas wherein the coral 
reef is unbroken. Betveen the islan:is of Japtan an:i Parry is a 
section of broken reef which is known as the Deep Passage, the 
water having sufficient depth to safely accamnodate the largest 
of ships. Across the lagoon almost directly west of the deep pass
age is a shallov opening through the reef, azxl which is designated 
the Southwest Passage, while betveen these two gaps on the south 
end of the atoll is a third opening called the Wide Passage. The 
Wide Passage has considerable depth and provides a convenient out
let for flovs entering the lagoon through the Deep Passage. The 
direction of this flov is advantageous for the disposal of sewage 
into the lagoon, especially as applied to the Islands of Parry an:i 
Eniwetok, the points of greatest concentration. otherwise the cur
rents tend to sveep the atoll ciroumferentially in a westerly di
rection. Sevage fran shot island installations will consist of 
slight volumes, and the general remoteness of these islands fran 
other islands of habitation eliminates much of the hazard of dis
posing of sewage into the lagoon. 

Sµbogy.equs Outfall Severs. It is contemplated that each island in
stallation will require one or more subaqueous outfall lines to 
extem the point of discharge of sewage a sufficient distance fran 
shore to preclude 8:t:f¥ possibility of the peripher.r of the sleek 
field fran reaching the shore and consequently subjecting the 
beaches to bacterial contamination. Canpetent authorities on sew
age treatment and disposal have determined that the area of a 
sleek field is related to the contributing population. Fran the 
accepted formula, the area of the field for a population of 600 is 
appraximately seven acres. Asswning the shape of the sleek field 
to be circular and discoo.nting 8:t:f¥ distortion of shape due to in
fluence of ocean currents, the radius of this sleek field vou.ld 
be 310 feet. The length of outfall should then exceed 310 feet as 
measured lagoonvard fran the water's edge at periods of lov tide. 
The ocean or tidal currents, u.nquesti onably will tem to move the 
entire field off-shore, but nevertheless, it is considered advis
able to allov a factor of safety of 50% of the radius of the field 



and. to establish the lengths of outfall sewers at Parry and Eni
wetok at approximately 450 feet. Similarly, the area of the sleek 
field for a shot island vith a population of 200 would be 3.3 
acres, the radius of the field 250 feet and the length of the out
fall sewer should be established at 325 feet". 

The lengths of the outfall sewers for imividual installations ten
tatively established by the Reconnaissance Report were later adjusted 
for conformity vith the designed systems and are covered in the detail
ed description of the design of each islam system. 

ENIWETOK ISLAND 

The Islam of Eniwetok is roughly gourd shaped. The protuberance 
or bulge at the southerly em of the islazxi was entirely occupied by 
the airfield and its facilities, leaving only the long necklike por
tion to the north for development of living quarters and attemant faci
lities. This area was approximately one mile long and averaged between 
500 and. 600 feet vide. The elevation of this area varied fran 9 to 14 
feet above mean low tides, which established the elevation of the datum 
plane at zero. Maximum high tide occuring biannually was 5.6 feet above 
this datum, average high tides being about 3. 5 feet in elevation. Be
cause of the limiting comitions of elevation, tides, aIXi proportion of 
length to vidth of the area, three central points of collection, at 
appraxima.tely equal distances apart and each canprising the head-point 
of a subaqueous outfall sewer, were required to serve the area. Mini
mum gradients of .JO percent, equal to • 30 feet of slope per 100 lineal 
feet of pipe, were generally required far the lines that parrelleled 
the shore line, increased slopes being available in certain instances 
for lines branching therefran and. serving facilities located on slight
ly higher groum. 

At the southerly end of the islazxi, a small system was provided 
for the detached group of facilities located on the northwesterly side 
of the airfield. Izxlividual sewer lines discharging directly into the 
lagoon through 100 feet or less of subaqueous outfall line -were provi
ded for each of the three separated and isolated latrines located along 
the northwesterly side of the airfield as well as for two detached 
buildings located on the southeasterly side of the airfield. 

Since the two northerly subaqueous outfall sewers served the con
centrated area and were to receive the major population load, each was 
required to be 750 feet in length for adequate protection against con
ta.mioation of the tidal land.s and. inshore waters. The only sand bath
ing beach on Eniwetok Islazxi was located at the extreme northerly tip, 
adjacent to the lagoon; this was taken into consideration in the de
sign of the sewer system, and. the outfall located nearest thereto was 
strategically placed (considering distance, vi.rxi direction, ocean cur
rents, and tides) to minimize possibilities of pollution of the inshore 
waters and beach. 
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The third out.fall served a much smaller percentage of the contri
buting total population load and was extended onl1 300 feet into the 
lagoon. 

All subaqueous autf all sewers were constructed of 8 inch corru
gated galvanized iron, asbestos impregnated, double dipped asphalt 
coated pipe. Itrlividual sections were joined vi th a band type joint 
'Which permitted the outfall sewer pipe to be floated into position 
before submergence. Excessive costs of submarine construction opera
tions were thus avoided a.nd the installations were made with a mini
mum expenditure of fums. 

P ARRI ISLAND 

One single unified sanitary system was designed to serve the in
stallations on Parry IslaIXi. The site plan had been developed plac
ing outfalls in a location contiguous to the excellent beach facing 
the lagoon. Protection of this beach fran contamination was the prime 
factor in the design of the system. The .flow of sewage had to be 
directed southwesterly fran the site in order that this cOQJ.d be ac
canplished. Hence the main sewer was slightly longer than voald other
wise have been required. Since the available slope was limited, this 
necessitated canparatively deep trenching for the lower portion of the 
main collecting sewer. Available slope also would not permit service 
to a group of ten barracks buildings located adjacent to the reef side 
of the islani. The growld surf ace of the area in whieh these barracks 
were located waa raised a maximum of two feet by grading operations, 
thereby permitting gravit1 now service £ran this area am resulting 
in generally improved appearance ot this ani contiguous areaso 

The basic design for the sever system was little affected by the 
subsequent additions ani changes in scope of the work at this site. 
Primarily, resulting changes in the design o£ the sewer system involv
ed only the relocation of originally designed service lines ar the ex
tension of lateral sewers to serve added areas. 

The subaqueous oa.tf all sewer carr,ying the flow of this system was 
designed to be 1000 feet long, in accordance with requirements of the 
population load contributing to this now ani the resulting area of the 
sleek field within the lagoono 

The construction camp on Runi t was located near the southerly em 
of the islani. The extent of the lam area available for the develop
ment of the campsite was extremely limited ani the facilities required 
irregular arrangement. However, design of the sever system provided 
for econanical lengths of collecting lines. Location of the site at 
the southerly em of the islatrl was sanewhat adTantageous far location 
of subaqueous outfall sewer, al though adequate protection of the beaeh 
required an outfall sewer extetrling 500 feet from shore. , 
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The construction camp on Rojoa was symmetrically and compactly 
arranged and as a result a single sewer line served all facilities. 
Location of the site permitted this line to be extended tangentially 
for location of outfall and disposal of sewage into the lagoon. Since 
there were no beaches contiguous to the point of disposal, and since 
the campsite proper was removed therefrom, only JOO feet of subaqueous 
outfall were required by this installation. 

ENGEBI 

The construction camp on Engebi was larger than those on other 
experiment islands and development of the site followed the pattern 
of an arc described using the location of zero as the center. The 
facilities and sewer system covered an elongated area. Available ele
vation for slope of sewers was limited and sewers were required to 
slope to a central point rather than in one general direction con
centric with the axis of the developed area. From this central point 
the main sewer and subaqueous outfall line extended nearly due south 
for most advantageous location of the point of disposal. No beach 
was affected by this installation and only normal protection of ad
jacent tidal lands fran nuisance was required. A subaqueous outfall 
sewer 500 feet long was provided for disposal of sewage. 

JAPTAN 

The site of the facilities and installations on Japtan Island es
sentially consisted of two separate areas, the campsite being located 
in the northwesterly portion and the animal colony being located in the 
southwesterly portion. 

Groun:i elevation of J-aptan Island is slightly higher than other 
islands of the At.oil; hence more slope for sewer installation was 
available. This enabled the design to provide for a single unified 
system, despite the separated locations and the relatively greater dis
tances involved. 

Advantageous location of outfall sewr was at the southerly end 
of the island near the nneep Entrancen to the lagoon. From this point 
the main sewr line followed the shore line to the camp area, serving 
isolated installations between. The animal colony vas located immedi
ately adjacent to the land end of the outfall sewer and service to 
these facilities was extremely econanical. Three huDired feet of suba
queous outfall sewer were provided. 

GARBAGE AND TRASH DISPOSAL 

Garbage and trash disposal presented no design problems because, 
in accordance with reccmmendations of the Reconnaissance Report, no 
special facilities were provided. Garbage vas dumped at sea, and trash 
was burned in isolated pits provided on the lee side of each ca.mp is
land. 
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CHAPTER 5 .15 

PO\rlER GENERATION 

The Reconnaissance Report outlined the power requirements of various 
islands of the Atoll for construction of facilities to serve utility and 
experimental loads. It also described the load cycle anticipated for two
experiment use of these facilities. Maximum power demand estimates were 
made for various sites in order to analyze the over-all power system. 

Hydro-electric, steam electric, and diesel electric generating 
plants were considered. The hydro-electric plant was eliminated because 
of insufficient elevation for the required head pressure. Steam plants 
were judged to be too costly, involving expensive building construction 
and the employment of specially trained operating personnel. 

One main plant location to serve all areas vas considered and rejec
ted because its use would involve long transmission lines, step-up and 
step-do'Wll transformers, and inefficient operation at all times except the 
relatively few times when the plant would be operating at full load. 

Diesel engine generator plants were finally chosen as the type most 
suitable for use, with one or more units to be installed at each site. 
This choice offered a diversified plant which could be operated by expe
rienced diesel engine operators. Because the units were small, they 
could be salvaged or relocatedTeadily, and the diversification of plants 
meant that loss of one unit or plant would not result in loss of power 
throughout the entire site. In addition to the construction of power 
plants on the three major test sites and the three primary headquarters 
sites, it was determined that the power requirements at the photo tower 
locations would be met by portable generating equipment installed adja
cent to the photo tovers on three sites. Power for the fourth site was 
supplied by a submarine power cable from the power plant on Runit because 
the tower was on a reef which was submerged except at low tides. The de
cision to use separate power plants for the photo towers was made because 
power lines from island to island might not be dependable at experiment 
time and because power would be required for the photo towers for a con
siderable length of time after each experiment. The main power plants on 
the experiment islands were planned to operate for only a few seconds 
after the blast. In connection with the power plants for the photo towers, 
battery chargers and battery equipment were provided so that power would be 
available as long as needed. 

SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT 

The selection of the main generating units required very careful 
analysis of available equipment in order to meet the over-all requirements 
most economically. A general specification setting forth the major re
quirements was prepared and subnitted to vendors of this type of equipment. 
Proposals were received from General Motors, Fairbanks-Morse, Caterpillar, 
and Worthington, and a careful analysis was made, giving consideration to 
the following factors: 
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Total cost 

Cost per kilowatt of 
firm station capacity 

Cost per pound 

Fuel economy 

Engine speed 

Piston speed 

Standardization 

Maintenance 

Delivery 

This analysis led to the elimination of General Motors because of light 
weight and high speed, and of Caterpillar because of high cost and maxi
mum size limitation of 90 bl. The evaluation of Fairbanks-Morse and 
Worthington bids was accomplished on the basis of relative importance of 
the individual criteria listed above. These two proposals were based 
upon the standard uni ts of each manufacturer. Fairbanks-Morse 1$ bid was 
upon eight 142 kw and six 118 bl units, while the Worthington proposal 
was based upon six 237 kw units and six 125 kw units. Either of these 
proposals would fit the design requirements, and the contract was awarded 
to Fairbanks-Morse upon the basis of low bid. 

The Fairbanks-Morse diesel engine-generators selected were available 
ln three sizes, 5, 6, and 8-cylinder engines, all identical except for 
the number of cylinders, and providing the maximum interchangeability of 
parts as well as flexibility in selection of units to fit the load re
quirements of each plant. The generating capacities of the three sizes 
were 118 kw, 142 bl and 195 kw respectively, at 80 per cent power factor. 
All generators were wound for 2400 volts, 60 cycle, 3 phase alternating 
current when operating at 720 rpm. 

The diesel engine accessories consisted primarily of a lubrication 
oil cooler, lubrication oil filter and strainer, hand pump, gauge board, 
jacket water heat exchanger, fuel oil hand pump, fuel oil drain tank and 
heat recovery exhaust silencer. In addition, a make-up water expansion 
tank was also provided for each engine. Each engine was provided with a 
200-gallon fuel oil day tank located outside of the building and connec
ted to each engine by copper tubing under the floor of the plant. The 
heat recovery exhaust silencer was used to provide steam for the water 
distillation units. (For description of the distillation units see 
Chapter 5.13 of this volume.) One starting air system was used to provide 
air for all engines in any one plant and consisted of one electrically 
driven and one gasoline engine driven air compressor, together with 
receivers. 
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Fresh water was used for cooling the jackets or each engine, in a 
closed circuit consisting or the engine jackets, closed heat exchanger, 
pump and piping. Salt water was used to remove the heat from the fresh 
-water, and then wasted. Installation and piping or all units w.s con
ventional, and the recommendations or Fairbanks-Morse and of Cleaver 
Brooks, who furnished the water distillation units, were followed in 
detail. 

Holme~ & larver and AEC representatives agreed that automatic 
voltage regulation of the primary distribution system would not be 
satisfactory because of the different requirements of the various Users. 
Some Users could operate on plus or minus 10 volts variation, while for 
other Users the value of the secondary voltage was very critical. Ac
cordingly, it was decided that Users whose voltage requirements -were 
critical would incorporate regulators in their equipnent design. In 
this way it was believed that the over-all cost would be lower and the 
results much more dependable. The use of small individual regulators 
proved_to be very satisfactory. 

Fluctuation in voltage such as that caused by simultaneous starting 
of seven motors in the control tover (Building 310) on Parry Island were 
corrected by the installation of additional transformers and by balanc
ing the circuits to the power houae. In general, the application and 
removal of large loads which might affect the voltage and the frequency 
were correlated so that the minillull system disturbance occurred. 

Prior to February and March of 1951, no speci.tic requirements as 
to frequency bad been received. During Febni&rj" &81 March 1951, fre
quency requirements were developed, the most exacting being that or 
E G & G who asked for an error of less than 1.0 second in the fifteen 
minute interval prior to H-hour. This corresponded to 0.111 per cent 
average error. 

PLANT DESIGN 

The Reconnaissance Report indicated the nUJRber, location, and 
capacity of power plants then proposed for the Project (see Plate 22, 
Appendix A, of the present report). Table 5.15-1 shows the number, 
location, capacity and use of power plants as installed and Figure 
5.15-1 shows pictorially the nlllllber, location, and capacities of plants. 
A brief chronology of engineering activities leading to the final se
lection of generator units, types of buildings and mechanical arrange
ments f'ollovs. 

Eniwetok Islnpd. The Reconnaissance Report based upon criteria 
then available predicted a maximm1 population for Eniwetok Island of 
600 personnel and a maximum electrical demand of 425 kw Supplement No. 1 
to the Reconnaissance Report estilllated population at between 600 and 
2,200, as at that time it -was believed that more people would be housed 
on Eniwetok than the original estiJDate of' 600, although the number was 
not known. The increase in population, whatever the number, vas to be 
housed in tents. On this basis the increase in power demands would not 
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Vl TABLE 5.15-1. POWER GENERATION PLANTS I 
I\) 

0 
()">. 

.t'.Lant Plant 
No. No. Max. Firm 

Site Units Manufacturer Cyl. Hp kv Volts L:apacity Capacity Use 

.Eniwetok 5 Fairbanks-Morse 6 210 142 2400 906 710 Campsite 
1 Fairbanka-Morse 8 28o 195 24oo 

Parry 6 Fairbanb-Morse 6 210 142 24oo 852 710 Campsite 

Runit 3 Fairbanks-Morse 5 175 118 2400 354 236 Camp & Sci. Stations 

Aomon 2 Fairbanks-Morse 5 175 118 2400 
1 Fairbanks-Morse . 8 28o 195 24<>0 431 313 Camp & Sci. Stations 

Enge bi 2 Fairbanks-Morse 5 175 118 2400 
1 Fairbanks-Morse 8 28o 195 24oo 431 236 Camp & Sci. Stations 

Japtan 1 Fairbanks-Morse 5 175 118 24oo 
1 Caterpillar 6 112 75 208 193 75 Campsite 

Piiraai 2 Palller 6 118 50 208 100 50 Photo Tolrers & Sci. 
Stations 

Bokonaarappu 2 Palmer 6 118 50 208 100 50 Photo Towers & Sci. 
Stations 

Teiteiripucchi 2 Palmer 6 118 50 208 100 50 Photo '!'overs & Sci. 
Statio:na 

Portable 10 Caterpillar 6 118 75 208) 
12 Wisconsin 1 120) Scientific Stations 
4 Wisconsin 3 120) Contractors 



be proportional. The corresponding maximum electrical demand was es
timated to be between 475 and 650 kw. The increase from 425 to 475 kw 
for 600 population was due to increased communication requirements. 

By August 6, 1949, at which time generators were being procured, 
the estimated population was 1,830 and the corresponding demand for 
power was 545 kw, which included 45 kw for radio communication. Five 
142 kw generators for a total capacity of 710 kw (providing a firm 
capacity of 568 kw with one unit out of service) were ordered. 

In July 1950, the increased power demand of the Task Force Groups 
living and operating on Eniwetok Island made it necessary to provide a 
sixth unit for the power plant. This unit was one of the 195 kw units 
requisitioned on July 3, 1950. The addition of this 195 kw unit on 
Eniwetok increased the total generating capacity of this plant to 905 kw, 
with a firm cape.city of 710 kw with the largest unit out of service. 

Loads continued to increase on Eniwetok Island until, in September 
1950, the maximum demand had reached 845 kw. This increase consisted 
of 652 kw originally estimated, plus 37 kw for five recreational build
ings built by TG-3.2, library, bobby shop, athletic club, and a carpen
ter shop, plus 156 kw for the following buildings: transmitter, 90 kw; 
reefers, 2.5 kw; warehouses, 20 kw; and Air Task Group, 43.5 kw. 

Since the firm generating capacity, with the largest unit out of 
service, was 710 kw, it was necessary to provide additional capacity. 
Certain facilities were already provided with standby power generating 
units, each with complete duplicate back-up units. These were of the 
following capacities: transmitter, 140 kw; receiver, 5 kw; Loran 
Station, 35 kw; Air Task Group, 60 kwo In addition, there were also 
available a number of 75 kw, 208 volt, selfcontained portable diesel 
engine-generator sets. These portable units were reconditioned, and 
five of them were placed in service on Eniwetok Island at points of 
heavy load concentration to reduce the maximum demand on the main power 
plant to a quantity within its firm capacity. In this manner the total 
maximum load was supplied. 

Inasmuch as the power plant was considered a part of the permanent 
test base operations at Eniwetok Island, this plant was designed, using 
the standardized 24-foot prefabricated aluminum buildings vhich had been 
selected for all permanent camp buildings. Tvo standard buildings were 
erected side by side and 4 feet apart, making a total width of 52 feet. 
The entire aluminum building was built upon a 6 foot high concrete wall, 
so that sufficient head room was obtained for the exhaust silencers 
which were mounted above the diesel engines. The electrical generating 
equipment was located in one 24-foot wide section and the water dis
tillation equipment in the other, with the 4-foot space between used as 
a. pipe gallery. 

The advantages of using genera.ting units similar in design even 
though the ratings varied and of using distillation units identical in 
design in all plants became apparent at the time of designing the 
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mech9.nical arrgn~ements of the equipment lt became possible to stand
arize many it.::ms of piping to maf:e equipment arrs.ngements which were 
typical for tb.e :::'niwetok and Parry plants_ :::..ater the arrangement of 
tte equipment in t!-:.e experiment island power plants was standardized. 

Parry Island. The ?..econnaissance rt.eport set up the estimated popu
lation for Parry at 600 and the estimated power demand at 300 kw. On 
this basis, four 142 kw diesel generator units were ordered for this 
plant, two on July 5, 1949, and two on July 19, 1949c This order was 
split in two parts because it was not until July 19, 1949, that funds 
for fiscal year 1950 were made available to Holmes & Narver. The power 
plant was similar in design and construction to the power plant on 
Eniwetok which has previously been described. This plant was designed 
for four 142 kw diesel generator units and a space for one future unit. 
Information contained in Supplement No. 1 to the Reconnaissance Report 
indicated an increase in maximum demand from JOO kw • ; 405 kw due to 
increase in the requirements for laboratories, Addition of the CMR 
(Stations 329 and 330) and contemplated enlarged water distillation 
requirements based upon an increase in population to 1060 people, re
sulted in the purchase of two additional 142 kw units in February of 19:£). 
Consideration was given to the location of these two additional generator 
units in the area adjacent to the CMR facilities. However, careful 
analysis led to the decision to place these t1J0 additional units in the 
main power plantc Space had been provided for one spare unit, and to 
accommodate the second additional unit, the power plant was lengthened 
20 feet, This additional length provided space on the water distilla
tion side of the plant for the installation of the additional distilla
tion units. Power plant drawings were revised, and the extension to 
the power plant was started in November 1950. 

The final station installation of six 142 kw units provided a 
firm capacity of 710 kw (with one unit out of service) to han:ile the 
estimated maximum demand of 690 kw. The type of building for the pows
house on Parry and the mechanical equipment accessories ani piping 
arrangements vere generally the same as for Eniwetok Islan:i. Figure 
5.15-2 shows the pover arrl water distillation plant arrl equipment arrl 
piping plan for Parry Islani. 

J aptan Islani. The paver plant at J aptan vas a typical single 
bay prefabricated aluminum structure 'Which housed the water distilla
tion equipment as vell as the power generating equipment. The por
tion of the building housing the generator unit vas placed on a 6 foot 
concrete wall to provide the required headrocm. Site electrical re
quirements were estimated to be 75 kw aIXi therefore one 118 kw unit 
was designed ani installed. Space vas provided in the power plant for 
setting up a portable 75 kv unit which had been used on this site dur
ing the construction phase. This unit was rated at 208 volts and vas 
installed to serve as a standby when the 118 kw unit was out of service 
for overhaul. 

Addition of electrical loads in the laboratory and shops revised 
the r.iaximum demand to the extent that the 75 kw unit was not of suffi-
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Eniwetok Island: Power House, Bldg. 56 



Parry Island: Interior of Power House Showing Switchboard 
for Generators. Note Feeder Cubicles at Left, Con
trol Cubicles at Right, and Ground Indicator Above. 
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cient capacity to serve as a standby, although tbe 118 kv unit could 
still carry the load. As a result it was necessary to arrange the 
water distillation schedule in such a manner that it could be shut 
down while the 118 kw unit was being overhauled. Figures 5.15-3 and 
5.15-4 show the po'oTer and water distillation plant, equipment and 
piping plan for Japtan Island. 

Runit Island, The Aomon Group, and Engebi Island. At the time 
of the Reconnaissance Report, the total maximum demand including camp 
load, utility, and instrumentation demands for scientific structures 
was estimated at 200 kw each for Runit, Aomon, and Engebi. On this 
basis each power plant was designed to accommodate three 118 kw units 
of which tvo vere to be installed,W'ith space for the third unit. Dur
ing the middle of 1950, the loads required for the experimental is
lands were considerably increased due to additional experiments to be 
incorporated in the tests. The indicated increase in power demands 
made the installation of a third unit on each of the experimental 
islands necessary, and three units of 195 k"1 capaeity each were re
quisitioned July J, 1950. As the electrical demands of the new ex
periments became firm, it developed that the increase on Runit would 
not be as great as on Aomon and Engebi and that for Runit the addi
tion of a 118 kv unit would be adequate. One ~nit of this size was 
available because it had been procured for an experiment on Bogallua 
and by this time the Bogallua experiment had been abandoned. There
fore a 118 kv unit vas added to the power plant on Runit; a 195 kv 
unit on Aomon; and a 195 k"1 unit on Engebi. The third 195 kw unit 
vas used in the power plant on Eniwetok as previously described. Fig
ure 5.15-5 shows the power and water distillation plants and equip
ment plans for Runit, Aomon, and Engebi; Figure 5.15-6 shows diesel 
engine pipe for these power plants. 

The power houses on Runit, Aomon, and Engebi were designed to 
withstand the presSUl'es resulting from the experiments in order to 
insure the proper operation of the equipment installed. All were 
built of reinforced concrete. The buildings were 4.2 feet wide by 
51 feet deep with a ceiling height of 15 feet. A small mezzanine 
platform 14 feet by 17 feet was provided in one corner for auxiliary 
equipment. The walls and roof slabs on Runi t and Aomon were 17 inches 
thick, and at Engebi 18 inches thick. The roof slabs were designed 
as beamless flat slabs supported on four reinforced concrete columns 
having flared capital heads and on the exterior walls. The valls 
were designed to span from the floor slab to the roof slab and special 
framing vas provided around the door openings. 

The structures vere set partially below grade level and mounded 
over vith earth on three sides to a depth of two feet over the roof 
slabs. Wing walls were provided at the rear to retain the earth mound
ing on the side away from zero so that access could be gained to the 
doors in the rear wall before and after the experiments. 

Steel blast doors '!Jere provided for two openings, one six feet 
\lide by seven feet high for passing equipment and one two feet, two 
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inches wide by five feet six inches high for passage of personnel. 

The second experiment on Engebi, which vas added to the program 
later, subjected the po'oler house to considerably more pressure than 
that for which it was designed, and the structure was not oriented 
properly for this experiment. A check on design calculations indicated 
that if it "'8.s mounted over with earth on all sides the equipment would 
probably be saved but some structural damage might occur. (See Chapter 
5.27 of this volume for an account of blast dall'lB.ge.) 

Tvo ventilated fans were provided near the ceiling in each power 
plant. The air was taken from outside through intake ducts from above 
the roof and was directed toward the front of the building and exhausted 
through openings in the rear wall near the floor. It \18.S a requirement 
that the power plants on the experiment islands operate unattended for 
several hours before zero hour and that they then be shut down auto
matically a few seconds after zero. One air inlet and one air exhaust 
were each provided with blind flanges which were bolted over the open
ings before the operators left the plant, while the other air inlet and 
outlet were each provided vi.th electrically operated butterfly valves. 
When the operators left the plant after shutting down one ventilating 
fan and bolting the blind flanges on to one intake and one exhaust open
ing, the blast doors were tightly closed and the engines were supplied 
'With air by the fan still running. The piping from the engine exhausts 
was so arranged that they normally exhausted through the building roof, 
but during an unattended operation the exhaust pipes throUgh the roof 
were closed and the engines exhausted directly in front of the air ex
haust port remaining open. At H-hour minus 30 seconds, a time signal 
was received in the power plant from the sequence timer which was 
operated from the control building on Pa.rry Island. This time signal 
energized a timing system in the power plant which was designed by 
Holmes & Narver, At H-hour minus 15 seconds, the timing system shut 
dovn the ventilating fan and started to close the electrically operated 
butterfly valves on both the air intake and the air exhaust. The clos
ing. of these valves required 10 seconds. From H-hour minus 5 seconds 
to H-hour plus 5 seconds, the engines operated on the air inside the 
sealed building and then shut down by another signal that electrically 
closed the fuel valves. 

Bogallua Island. When it vas planned in 1949 to use Bogallua for 
an experiment, a blastproof power plant vas designed for this island. 
The plant was to be in an area of high pressure, and to keep the cost 
as low as possible, the blastproof building was designed to house only 
.the 118 kv diesel generating unit. An 85=gallon distillation unit, a 
steam boiler, and the necessary auxiliary units for water distillation 
were to be located outside the blastproof building, and it was planned 
to remove these from the island after storing a supply of fresh water, 
prior to the experiment. The 85-gallon per hour distillation unit was 
a selfcontained, skid mounted piece of equipment. The building housing 
the diesel unit with its auxiliaries was to be located partially under-

gr-ound for protection from the blast, The engine piping was typical, ex
cept for exhaust piping which, for protection, was to be carried in an 
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underground exhaust lineo Early in January 1950, the Bogallua experi
ment vas cancelled and work on the plans for the pover plant was stopped, 
although the development of these drawings was quite well along. A 
change in plans by the J-Division again activated Bogallus. as a test 
site early in the summer of 1950, and Holmes & Narver vas authorized to 
investigate a nev design for power plant at this location. The design 
requirement vas that the entire power plant equipment was to be housed 
in a wood frame building above ground, the major equipment to consist 
of tvo 195 kw diesel generating units, three 85-gallon per hour distil
lation units, two 100-gallon per minute fresh vater pumps, two JOO-gal
lon per minute salt water pumps, and a hydrochlorinator. All of this 
equipment vas to be expended because the tower location selected at 
this time, near the center of the island, made the cost of a blastproof 
structure prohibitive. Drawings vere started for this plant during the 
latter part of July, but Bogallua was again abandoned as an experimental 
site in early August 1950, and all vork on the power plant was cancelled. 

Bokon Island, Piiraai Island, and Teiteiripucchi Island (Photo 
~Locations). Based upon AEC furnished criteria, the estimated 
load for Bokon, Piiraai, and Teiteiripucchi vas between 40 and 50 kw 
maximum power demand each. Two 50 kw units was installed at each 
location. One was ample for capacity load; the other was to act as a 
standby unit. No changes were made in power requirements for these 
sites. Palmer 6-cylinder 50 kw units vere selected, based upon En
gineering Division review of available equipnent. Thia decision was 
concurred in by Los Alamos. At each photo tower site, these units vere 
housed in a wood frame shelter. Fuel was supplied in 50 gallon drums 
and the units were serviced perjodically by Holmes & Narver :maintenance 
personnel. The units were capable of operating unattended and they 
functioned satisfactorily during test operations. 

TESTS AND OPERATION OF UNITS 

After the initial 200 hours of operation the crankshaft in genera
tor unit No. 1 at Parry broke. This unit was a Fairbanks-Morse, 6-
cyclinder, 142 kw set. The broken shaft vas replaced and, after an 
additional 15 hours of operation, it broke. Both broken crankshafts 
were sent to the Fairbanks-Morse factory for inspection to determine 
the cause of the failure. It was determined that excessive vibration, 
occurring at a value of engine speed within the normal range of opera
tion, was the cause. Torsional wheels to act as vibration dampeners were 
installed on this unit and on all other similar 6-cylinder units and no 
further trouble was experienced" 

Telemetering equipment was installed to indicate and record re
motely at control building No. 311, Parry Island, the bus voltage at 
the electric generating power plants (Station No. 100) on Runit, Aomon, 
and Engebi, the line voltage at th~ control stations (No. 69) on these 
same sites, and the generated voltage at the isolated generator plants 
on the photo tower locations. Esterline Angus standard model AW in
struments vere used, calibrated to measure voltage from 85 to 135 volts 
with full scale deflection. The accuracy of the units was proved to be, 
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from extensive tests, within the guaranteed 0,2 volts. It was also 
ascertained from the test that there "8.s no perceptible t1llle lag be
tween sending and recording voltage fluctuations and that satisfactory 
recordings could be obtained over loaded 19 gauge telephone pairs ap
proximately 20 miles in length, Comparison of the telemetered record 
charts obtained by E G & G during the test periods with the record 
charts obtained from the power plant and control station recording in
struments showed that the telemetering units functioned perfectly. 
This meant that it was possible to monitor voltages at the remote plants 
from the control station on Parry up to zero hour so that if the generat
ing units shut down or the power system on the experiment islands failed 
from any cause an indication would have been shown on the control board 
and the firing delayed, 

A standard procedure was developed for preparing the power plants 
at the test sites for actual test operating conditions. Prior to the 
tests, complete mechanical and electrical test runs were ma.de at each 
power plant, A report of the tests ma.de on Runit is presented as an 
exhibit at the end of this volume, 

For the first experiment at Runit, the plant was readied for test 
according to the established procedure, except that only two of the 
three 118 k:v units were operated. A check of the load was made and it 
was found to be between 70 and 75 kv. As this load was less than the 
capacity of one generator, it appeared that complete assurance of con
tinuous power supply would be available if two units were running, This 
load condition was called to the attention of the Chief of the Firing 
Party, and after discussion by him with the Commander TG J,l, it was de
cided to run two units instead of three, 

The standard procedure was to seal the building approximately four 
hours prior to test time, as designated above, with air for combustion 
being supplied through the one air intake remaining in operation. 

At 0815 on D-Day, Holmes & Narver was advised that the engines on 
Runit were still running, which indicated failure some place in the 
engine shutdown system, As soon as air transportation could be arranged, 
an engineer was sent to Runit. The doors of the plant were opened but 
because of heavy fumes it was impossible to entero Since the engines 
were still running, the fuel oil drain valve 'Ja.S opened to permit the 
oil to drain from the tank. This stopped engine No, 1, but engine No. 
J continued to run for an additional JO minutes. Inspections of the 
plant were later made and the conclusions drawn from the inspections 
were as follows: 

1, The ground shock which followed the test caused the generator 
oil circuit breakers to open and deenergize the timing circuit 
used to shut down the engines, 

2, The engines continued to run at reduced speed and at no load 
because of insufficient oxygen, At the time the doors were 
opened, the increased supply of air allowed the engine speed 
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to increase to a point where their overspeed devices opened. 
This stopped engine No. 1. 

3, With the fuel supply shut off, engine No. 3 continued to run, 
probably because of heated lubrication oi1s being forced into 
the cylinders and fired upon compression. 'When the crank case 
\.18.S cooled by the outside air the engine stopped. 

The ground shock which caused the oil circuit breakers to open was 
quite severe and apparently no one was prepared for a shock of this 
magnitude. Holmes & Narver had not beer advised that a heavy ground 
shock would follow the blast and this accounts for no preparation being 
made to energize the fuel shut off valves on the engines when the main 
source of power was gone. As a result of the experience gained from 
the Ru.nit experiment, the wiring of the solenoid operated fuel oil shut 
off valves was modified to provide battery energization for these valves 
in the power plants at Engebi and Aomon in the event circuit breakers 
in these plants also opened. 

From minus 0210 hour on Easy Day on Engebi, the po~er output in
creased from 130 to 170 kw, the voltage increased from 120 to 124 volts, 
and the current increased from 43 to 53 amps at 2,400 volts. Frequency 
remained the same, This increase in voltage during the five hours prior 
to zero was evidently due to the heating in the power plant effecting 
the temperature element on the voltage regulator. The second of two 
short circuits at zero plus 14.72 seconds shut down the power plant be
fore the timing circuit functioned. 

For the George Experiment on the Aomon Group, battery energization 
of the fuel oil valve was again provided, Following is a summary of 
the power plant operational data on George Day: 

Current {amps Frequency 
Time ~ Voltage at 24.QO volts) in cycles 

Minus 60 minutes 138 120 40.5 60 

Minus 30 minutes 170 120 50.0 60 

Minus 15 minutes 200 118 64.0 60 

Zero plus .83 seconds 220 120 64.0 60 

Fluctuations in load at minus 15 and minus 30 minutes resulted in 
transient variations in voltage and frequency. Two engines shut down 
on short circuit at plus .83 seconds. The third continued to run until 
shut down manually the following morning at approxillla.tely eight-thirty. 

The Item experiment at Engebi required operation of tvo engines in 
the power plant, and the plant was prepared for zero hour in accordance 
with established procedure. Examination of the charts after this test 
.indicated that the vo1 tage vas continuous and uninterrupted from the 
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time of securing until zero hour, with a variation of one volt. Fre
quency for the same time was constant except for normal instantaneous 
variation of plus and minus 0,1 cycles. The load was 105 kw until it 
increased to 115 kv at minus 32 minutes and to 125 kw at minus 17 
minutes. The station operated normally until zero hour. Evidently 
a short circuit occurred in the power house transformer bank at plus 
0.7 seconds, preventing the stop signal at plus 15 seconds from reach
ing the generators. The No. 3 engine stopped at plus 16 minutes, and 
the No, 2 engine continued to run until plus 2 hours and 14 minutes. 

Figures 5,15-7 through 5.15-12 indicate the kilowatt hours gener
ated by each plant. Figures 5,15-13 through 5.15-16 show ttie kilowatt 
demand values for Parry Island for the high day, the low day, average 
Sunday, and average work day in March 1951, 
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TABLE 5 .15 -2. POWER PLANT CAP AC ITY ~ BY SITES 

Site Plant Maximum Plant Firm 
Capacity Cafacity 

(KW) KW) 

Eniwetok Island 906 710 

Parry 852 710 

Japtan 193 75 

Rwrlt 354 236 

Aomon 431 313 

Enge bi 431 236 

P11ra.a.1 100 50 

Bokonaarappu 100 50 

Te1te1ripucch1 100 50 
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CHAPTER 5ol6 

ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION 

The decision was made by J-Division to provide power plants for 
each of the headquarters islands and each of the main experiment is
lands, based on recamnendations made by H & N. Consequently, the 
length of primary electrical paver distribution lines was limited to 
not over two miles in a:ny case. This led to the selection of 2400 
volts as the generation and distribution voltage. 

Overhead, undergroum and submarine distribution were all used 
either individually or in combination as corxiitions dictated. Over
head distribution, being cheapest, was used for Eniwetok, Parry am 
Japtan Islands am for the camp areas on Engebi, the Aanon Group, 
and Runit. Urxierground direct burial cables were used for primary 
distribution and secorxiary feeders serving instrumentation and 
utility loads c.1 the experiment islarxis outside the camp areas and 
in the vicinity of airstrips, radio transmitter and receiver antenna 
farms and the Loran facilities provided for the Coast Guard. Sub
marine power cables vere used for two water crossings. The experi
mental structures on Muzin were supplied frcm the paver plant on 
Enge bi am the photo tower on the reef south of Runi t was supplied 
with paver from the power plant on Runi t. 

DESIGN 

The distribution systems were based on the criteria of locations, 
load, and other information known in the early part of 1949. As re
quirements increased changes vere made, especially in the systems 
servicing experimental facilities. These changes sometimes resulted 
in less efficient power distribution system, but the flexibility of 
the overall system was maintained; and during the experiments, sys
tems functioned well. 

Overhead lines were designed and installed for "medium-loading" 
in accordance with the requirements of the "Rules for Overhead Line 
Construction - General Order No. 95" of the State of California. The 
California rules were followed because they are nationally considered 
to be one of the best. This was fortunate in that it permitted a 50 
per cent increase in the original system load vi th not more than a 5 
per cent primary voltage drop and made the system flexible enough to 
permit many changes and additions to meet new requirements made by 
the more than twenty Users served. 

The overhead distribution system was designed to overcome many 
anticipated problems. It was sectionalized so that it would be 
possible to de-energize sections for the extraordinary maintenance 
that weather and salt spray would make necessary. Deterioration of 
transformer oil was foreseen, and oil testing and cleaning equipment 
was specified for this installation so remote fram mainland electrical 
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maintenance shop20 This specification vas made a part of the published 
engineering maintenance procedure, and the equipment was provided. 

Submarine power cables beti.reen Runit and the tower site south of 
Runit and between Engebi and Muzin vere designed for laying in a di
rect line along the reef betveen the si teso PO'Wer vinches -were used 
to pull the cable to Runi t from the site south of Runi t and to Engebi 
from Muzino In this manner, considerable economy both in materials 
and labor vas achieved over the alternative method of laying cable 
from a barge out in the lagoon away from the reef, arrl adequate clear
ance from signal :E.bles iol'as maintainedo 

Transformers used were conventional oil filled single phase 2400/ 
120/240 volt transformers 'With four 2-1/2 per cent taps" For the over
head systems, single transformers sized up to am including 37-1/2 kva 
were mounted directly on single poleso Three-transformer banks (up to 
25 each) were hung on cross-arms, and larger ~ransformer banks ~ere 
installed on two pole racks or concrete pads on gradeo 

Transformers for both the utility (power and light) and the instru
mentation servi~es on experiment isla.rrls were standard oil-insulated, 
self cooled, outdoor distribution typeo These were placed upon con
crete pads at grade and enclosed by voaien fences. Instrumentation 
services included services required by the Users to energize scienti
fic instruments of all kinds, 

Separate transformer banks were used for utility and instrumenta
tion loads at most locations in order to assure good voltage regula
tion far the instrumentationo This arrangement vas considered neces
sary to meet the Users requirements of plus or minus 1 to 2 per cent 
voltage regulationo 

At stations were the load was not large enough to warrant trans
formers, 'Wooden power posts vere installed which supported a raintight 
enclosure containing two or three-pole receptacles an:i a fused switch. 
These posts were supplied by 600 volt direct burial cables. Groups 
of pO"Wer posts wre supplied with secorrle:ry service fran a centrally 
located transformer bank. Appraximately 75 such posts wre installed 
ani, since in most cases they were considered expeDiable, they were 
held to a minimum design for lov costo 

Lightning arrestors vere installed only on transformer poles and 
seem to have been adequate, for in two an:i one-half years no lightning 
damage has been noted. 

Services to buildings wre installed as overhead drops wherever 
possibleo Where distances wre too great, where the function of the 
building ar area prohibited overhead service, or where the load was 
too great, umergrourrl services were installed o Overhead services 
vhich vould pass over other buildings were avoided wherever possible. 
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All building structures vere grounded to a J/4 inch by 8 foot 
ground rcxi driven lnto the coral adjacent to the building. Build-
ing electrical equipment and service neutral conductor were grOUIXied 
to a similar but separate rcxia PO'wer houses were similarly grounded. 
In:iividual rcxis were used for each piece or group of equipment. Trans
former cases were grounded to ground rcxi at the base of the pole. 
Lightning arrestors for transformers vere grounded to a similar but 
separate rcxi, Grourrlir..g 'Was made difficult by the strata of ledge 
coral which often appeared near the surface and .sometimes made blast
ing necessarJ., 

Installation of voltage regulators was not considered advisable 
because of the uncertainty as to what the final disposition of loads 
would be o Because of this and the large number of Users, each with 
specific voltage requ.1.rements, it was decided that they should supply 
their O\l!l regulatorso 

OVERHEAD DISTRIBUTION 

For corner and transformer poles on overhead distribution, Class 
2 Douglas fir poles treated full length with 8 pound creosote were 
used; similar Class 4 poles were used for distribution at more lightly 
loaded locationso Poles were 30 to 40 feet long and set approximately 
five feet into eartho Cross arms were untreated Douglas fir, J-1/2 
inches by 4-1/2 inches for power distribution and J-1/4 inches by 
4-1/4 inches for signal an:i telephone installations. All pole-hard
ware was double-dipped galvanized.a Guy \olires were 7/16 inch size, 
7-strand, galvanized, 10,000 pound breaking strength. 

Insulators for the 2400 volt primary system were wet-process 
porcelain rated for 15 kv service, vith a wet flashover rating of 60 kv. 
Both pin an:i suspension type were used o The high rated insulator 
was chosen to offset the effects of the high hwni<lity and salt spray 
and to assure a great degree of mechanical strength. 

Bare copper wire supported on 60 kv wet flashover insulators was 
used for primary overhead distribution of 2400 volts delta; an:i weather
proof \.lire was used for secon:iary services supported on secon:iary racks 
for 120/240 volt single-phase, 208 volt wye, an:i 240 volt delta dis
tributiono The type of secon:i service depen:ied on the kin:i of load 
servedo 

The following list of major materials used in the overhead dis
tribution in:iicates the magnitude of the work designed and installed. 

5 kv Wire 
600 v Wire 
Transformers 
Poles (All classes 
Street lights 

77,800 feet 
172,050 feet 

287 
arrl lengths ) 418 

131 
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UNDERGROUNJ FO~'.ER DlSTRIBUTILN 

The urrlerground primary distribution consisted of three-conductor, 
5000 volt, rubber insulated, non-metallic sheathed, type RJ cable suit
able for direct bunaL This cable was laid on a bed of fine sand, 
covered 'cry a layer of sand,an::l. topped with 2 inch by 6 inch creosote~ 
trieated planks, Trenches were backfilled and trench depths varied 
from three to four feeto Taps to primary cables 'Jere made in the 
trench and extended to buildings or to transformers on concrete pads 
adjacent to bul.ldingsc 

The u:rrlerground seco:rxiary distribution consisted of two, three, 
or four co:rxiuctor, 600 volt, rubber insulated, nonmetallic sheathed 
cable suitable for direct burialo These cables 'Jere not laid in sand, 
and plank covers vere not installed, See Figures 5,16-1, 5.16-2, arrl 
5"16-3 for schematic power-distribution drav.ings for Runit, The Aomon 
Group, and Engebi 

The folloving ls a list of major items included in the undergroun:i 
distribution system~ 

5 kv direct burial cable 
6oO v direct burial cable 

5 kw submarine power cable 

MAINTENANCE 

56,270 feet 
45,850 feet 
27,500 feet 

It \las knovn that steel, although galvanized, deteriorates rapidly 
in the climatic conditions prevalent at Enivetok and a careful investi
gation was made of possible materials for guy wires other than galvani
zed steelo As a result, the conclusion was reached that there vas no 
other material econanically feasible, and galvanized steel guy v.1.res 
'Jere specified, knowi.ng that there would be continual maintenance and 
replacement of guy wires requiredo Same oxidation occurred on the 
overhead bare copper lineso This oxidation is a surface phenomena and 
experience has shovn that this does not result in an unreasonable main
tenance problemo 
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CCW.WI CATIONS 

The original ~riteria provided by J-Division established the need 
for reliable communications between stations located on Parry, Eniwtok, 
Japtan, the experiment islarxis, the photo tovers, and ships anchored 
in the lagoon with the center of the Atoll communications system located 
at Pa.rryo This requirement was particularly vital during the period 
immediately prior to each experimento In addition, the armed forces 
would require the use of communication facilities on Eniwtok and the 
experiment islands for pre-operational security activities and during 
operational periods, and construction personnel would utilize communica
tions betwen the various islands during the construction periodo 

In the Reconnaissance Report, various possible types of voice com
munications systems \lere considered, and, as a basis for comparison, a 
telephone system employing submarine telephone cable trunking was de
termined to be adequate and reasonableo The proposed location and num
ber of switchboards, instruments, and trunking cables were sho"Wn on 
Plate 49 of the Reconnaissance Reporto Various types of telephone i!l
struments and switchboards were discussed. The relative merits of siib
marine telephone cable trunking, radio trunking, and wire and radio 
with carrier trunking were considered. 

It was concluded in the Reconnaissance Report that local telephone 
systems would be required and should be provided for communication on 
individual islands and that public address systems should be provided 
on experiment islands to minimize the number of stations and to permit 
broadcast announcements. Cable trunking between islands was consider
ed the most satisfactory means of communicating between sites becaus~ 
of its simplicity, reliability, resistance to atmospheric conditions, 
and contribution to security. It vas recamnended that a radio back-up 
system be providedo It was further proposed that limited inter-islani 
telephone ccmmunication during the construction period could be prcr 
vided by utilizing submarine control and signal cables for trunking, 
prior to installation of the communication cables. 

A decision was reached by the time of Supplement No. l to the ~
connaissance Report (July 8, 1949) that a manual telephone system vi.th 
submarine cable trunking would be employed, other basic concepts remain
ing unchanged o This system was designed to utilize common battery 
rather than magneto service because of the following advantages: 

L Less time and effort by User are required. 

2o Automatic signalling is fast and reliable. 

3" Work of swi tchboa.rd operators is reduced. 

4o Battery maintenance at telephones is reduced. 
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Manual rather than automatic service ~as selected because of its 
lower cost, smaller size of system, a.:rrl tl.nplicity of maintenance, par
ticularly in a remote area where skilled personnel vere expected to be 
few o 

TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

In March 1949, consultations were held with the Chief Transmission 
Engineer of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Campany, who volunteer
ed the advice and assistance of company engineers in the design of the 
system especially v.i.th regard to submarine cable. 

It vas decided that the design objective should be approximately 
25 db effective transmission equivalent, in order to provide a service 
equi val.ant to that normal in commercial practice o Preliminary sche
matics of the telephone system disclosed that the overall maximum length 
of the trunking system would be approximately 40 miles. As a result or 
conferences v.i.th various cable manufacturers and 'With Pacific Telephone 
and Telegraph Campany engineers, it vas decided that the most conven
tional and economical type of cable for this application would be a 
dry core, paper-insulated, v.i.re-armored, lead-covered telephone and 
telegraph cable containing 19-gauge pairs. In order to provide the 
design objective, an H88 loading system, obtained by placing 88-milll
henry coils on approximately 6000-f oot spacing in telephone trunking 
pairs, was apecifiedo 

The effect of the introduction of these coils was to decrease the 
effective transmission loss from L51 to 0.4J db per mile and increase 
the de loop resistance from 85 to 92. 9 ohms per mile. With losses in 
customers loops limited to 2-5 db, and allowing a loss of approximately 
1 db at each s'Witchboard, the system design thus fell within the estab
lished objectiveo 

Specifications for the required 713,000 feet of submarine telephone 
cable were prepared, bids were obtained ani analyzed, an:i on August JO, 

I 

1949, it was recamnemed that the lov bid by Graybar Electric Canpaey: 
be accepted. See Appemix F at the eni of this report. 

Specifications for the required telephone awitchboe.rda and instru
ments were prepared. See Appeniix F of this report. One Kellogg Muter
buil t Junior two-position switchboard vas obtained for Eniwetok, and one 
for Parry. Each was wired am equipped for 220 common battery ani JO 
magneto lines and both were canplete with power equipment, main distn
buting frame, and testing equipmento One Kellogg Masterbuilt Junior 
single-position s'Witchboard was obtained for Runit, Engebi, and Aomon. 
Each of the boards vas wired and equipped for 45 common battery and 5 
magneto lines and all were complete with paver equipment, main distt"i
buting frame, am test set. Wall type instruments were Kellogg No. 
llOOBA Masterphones, moisture and fungus proofedo Deak type instruments 
were Kellogg No. 1000, similarly treated. Field type instruments were 
Signal Corps Type EE-8Ao Quar:ti ties of instruments required increased 
materially because of increased population and increased User requests, 
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and it was necessary to obtain additional instruments to meet these needs. 
For instance, as late as December 1950, it was necessary to requisition 
and obtain as soon as possible 88 desk and 11 wall telephone instruments 
to meet newly established requirements. The comparison of original es
timates and actual instrument installations is shewn tn ?able 5.17-l. 

Individual installations of communications systems for the several 
sites were designed to meet the differing physical conditions and spec
ial use requirements of each site. 

It was originally understood that the underground telephone cable 
installed on Eniwetok Island for Operation Sandstone would be required 
for other facilities and could not be used for telephone loops. Pre
liminary estimates of material requirements were made and materials re
quisitioned" On March 9, 1950, advice was received that the installed 
cable on Eniwetok Island was in good condition and would not be required 
for any other purpose. It was also decided at this time that the Sig
nal Corps would install the local telephone system for this Island. 
H & N plans and specifications were accordingly revised to use the exist
ing underground cable for a major portion of the system of subscribers' 
loops. 

Original plans for Parry called for joint use of power poles for 
overhead telephone cable. Because of the increase in facilities re
quired, it became necessary early in 1951 to provide additional unier
ground telephone cable for intercommunicating sets and additional con
trol and signal cable facilities. Since telephone facilities require
ments had also materially increased, plans were made to install addi
tional cable \While the ditches were open. 

Overhead telephone cable was No. 22 AWG with double dry paper tape 
insulation and lead antimony sheath. It ;.ras spun to messenger with 
0.091 inch OD lashing wire. 

Subscribers' loops on experiment is.land sites were designed to be 
installed at an wxierground depth of approximately two feet. The re
lative advantages of duplex pairs and paper-insulated lead covered 
cables were considered, and No. 17 AWG duplex similar and equal to Whit
new Blake No. 17 TBPR was selected on the basis of greater economy and 
flexibility. It required no skilled cable splicers for an installation 
inteooed for short-time use. Wherever possible these cablW were in
stalled in the same ditches as experiment control and signal cable. Loca
tions of underground telephone cables and pairs were marked by posts. 

Because of the vital importance of the camnun:ications system to the 
Project and because of the highly specialized canmunication work in
volved, the advice and assistance of people with similar experience was 
obtained for planning and executing this operation so as to insure its 
success and so as to avoid the difficulties experienced with submarine 
control cable for Operation Sandstone. The principal difficulty re
ported had been in keeping cable laying ships on the desired course 
uzxier prevailing wizxis and at the same time laying cables v.1 thout pay
ing out cable at an excessive speed. 
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TABLE 5.17-1 TELEPHCNE EQUIPMENT 

Sv.ttch- warhead Messenger Sowrl-Povered 
Site boa.'1"'(js Telephones Cable Ft. Ft. Telephones 

Eniwetok 
Estimated 1 120 12,000 
Installed 1 300 4,lJO 

Em:l 
Estimated 1 185 2,500 9,000 0 
Installed 1 JOO 17,750 12,750 12 

Runit 
Estimated 1 35 4,800 1,400 
Installed 1 46 2,800 700 

Aamon Q:;coup 
Estimated 1 35 5,000 1,000 
Installed 1 42 2,460 900 

Enge bi 
Estimated 1 35 5,000 
!nstalled 1 86 .3,700 

Ja,ptap 
Estimated 25 3,000 
Installed 8 J,775 

Experiment 
Islam~ 
Estimated 5 
Installed 13 

Totals 
Estimated 5 440 32,300 16,400 0 
Installed 5 795 34,615 16,150 12 
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As a result of considerable investigation and study ot the methcxis, 
equipment, and manpower which might most effectively be used for cable 
laying, it was decided that ccmplete lengths of cable required for each 
run vould be preassembled and tested on shore. Assembly involved the 
insertion of spli~e cases containing 88 mh loading coils at 6000 foot 
intervals in the cable length. The splice cases were rectangular, ap
proximately 6 inches by 28 inches and weighed about 95 powns. Based 
upon the experience reported in connection vith cable laying opera
tions for the Sandstone Project, it was planned to lay the cable !ran 
a towed barge upon which the cable was arranged in a figure-8 pattern, 
each successive coil of the figure-8 progressing by at least one dia
meter of the cable towards the stern of the barge. This type of 
arrangement avoided the cable torque encountered during the Sandstone 
activities. In addition, the tendency of the cable to stack up at the 
crossover of the figure-8 was considered beneficial because each suc
cessive coil could slide off freely in the direction of the fair lead 
to be provided on the cable laying barge. 

The employment of a toved barge eliminated the propeller hazard 
previously encountered in the use of a landing craft and, thus, also 
made it possible to avoid the unnecessary flexing of the cable by lay
ing it over the side of the ship. The cable laying barge was equipped, 
in addition to a set of fair leads for guiding the cable toward the 
stern, vith a manually operated cable brake and a stern guide plate to 
lead the cable off the barge at an angle between 30° and 60° fran the 
horizontal. Auxiliary equipment included winches, anchors, block and 
tackle, splicing gear, and the like. The cable brake was designed to 
be removable frcm the line of movement of the cable in order to permit 
the passage of the splice cases. In order to avoid a.n:y possibility of 
loss of efficiency, it was specified that ccmununication cables were not 
to cross other submarine cables laid in the lagoon. It was, therefore, 
specified in addition that all existing cables should be accurately 
located and that the paths of newly laid cables should be fixed by 
successive sextant angle shots taken frcm the barge, during operations, 
to fixed points on shore. Cable landings designed called for a trench 
line depreciation in which the cables were closely grouped and covered 
vi.th a ccmpacted mixture of Bitumul, sand, cement, and water. Upon the 
completion of the laying of each cable, a series of tests was corrlucted 
to supplement the information obtained frcm the prelaying tosts. These 
tests involved the continuity loop resistance of each pair in the cable 
and the unbalanced resistance between wires of each pair; the insula
tion resistance of each wire to every other wire in the cable; trans
mission loss at 1000 cycles and 2500 cycles for loaded pairs and 1000 
cycles and 5000 cycles for nonloaded pairs; a:rxi the measurement of near 
end and far end crosstalk. The results of these tests are presented as 
exhibits at the erxi of this volume together vi.th other test records of 
main telephone trunking cables and representative branch cables. 

The successful operation of the manual telephone system with sub
marine cable trunking justified. the original recomme:rxiations. It was 
possible, in addition, to allocate certain pairs of the submarine tele
phone trunking ~able for control and signal use by at least one scienti
fic group to serve their increased requirements. Trunking facilities 
functioned satisfactorily throughout the operation. 
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Experience on Operation Sarrlstone dictated that to make certain 
that communications would be available for emergency use at critical 
pericds during test operations, a radio back-up be provided. However, 
it was not necessary to use this radio back-up" The telephone system 
is illustrated in block diagram form in Figure 5,17-1. 

The equipment functioned satisfactorily a!rl only normal mainten
ance was requiredo The quality of voice communication was gocd. The 
growth of system requirements was so large, howver, that all, or most 
of the reserve C'apacl ty originally provided was utilized an.! it was 
necessary to provide party lines in some instanceso (See Table 5.17-1 
above), Furthermore this heavy increase in requirements came at a 
time when considerable effort was required to provide arrl install addi
tional instruments, lines arrl dropso The resulting heavy traffic dur
ing busiest hours made a vai t of several minutes necessary during the 
peak of operations, a.00 preferred service had to be extended to certain 
iniividuals, Had the magnitude of requirements been known during the 
design stage of this work, 3-position or 4-position boards would have 
been provided rather than 2-position boards for Eniwetok ani Parry and 
the capacity of the 1-position boards at Runit, the Aomon-Biijiri
Rojoa Group, and Engebi would have been increasedo 

Maintenance of undergrouzxl lines on experiment isla.IXis offered 
same difficultyo To avoid delay in construction, materials were order
ed for these lines before job requirements wre fully settled" There
fore, undergrourxi telephone pairs were used instead of paper-insulated 
lead covered cables, because iIXii vidual pa.:1 rs permitted greater .flexi
bility for future design requirements, Furthermore, the pairs were 
less expensive than cable, and there was a shortage of skilled cable 
splicers for the required work at the Jobsiteo 

RADIO SX,STEM 

At the time the first Holmes & Narver forces arrived at the Jol:>
site, there vas a need for radio oamnunication to supplement the limited 
inter-islaIXi telephone facilities established by the beachhead party 
by utilizing existing submarine signal cables. The need for radio to 
facilitate construction a.IXi operational activities on isla.IXis not 
served by the telephone system continued fran the time the first group 
of surveyors reached the Atoll through the entire program" 

The first sets, portable Military Type SCR-300 ard SCR-619, were 
used by the survey teams for inter-islsni camnunication. 

In January of 1950 there were 12 SCR-619 units and several S<lt
JOO radio transmitter-receivers in use. The SCR-619 has a power out
put of 2 watts, voice (FM), vi.th two preset frequencies in the range 
of .270 to 38. 9 megacycleso The SCR-JOO has a paver output of approxi
mately 1 vatt, voice (FM), within a range of 40 to 48 megacycles. 
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These radio transmitter-receivers were not. suf'ficient to provide 
adequate communication facilities for the boat pool operations at the 
time noted. In addition, at the same time, consideration vas being 
given to the type of radio equipment to be used as the back-up for wire 
telephone canmuni.cations. After thorough investigation of the avail
ability of military-type equipment and spare parts for maintenance 
purposes, it was decided that standard commercial equipment might pro
vide the solution to both of these radio communication problems. How
ever, further consultation with the Communications Officer of JTF-3 
revealed that the Task Force w-as in a position to supply and maintain 
standard tactical-type military radio transmitters and receivers as 
required for H & N operational purposes such as boat pool working 
parties and, in addition, could provide a mobile unit incorporating 
AN/TRC equipment as a wire telephone back-up. The mobile unit mention
ed could, in the event of complete cable failure by the trunking sta
tions, be moved to the switchboard location beyond the failure and 
plugged directly into the telephone switchboard and w-ould be tied into 
the AN/TRC equipment w-hich JTF-3 planned to install in headquarters 
building No. 15 on Eniwetok ani Headquarters Building No. 221 on Parry. 
Technicians ani maintenance supplies for all of the equipment thus 
offered would be provided by JTF-J. In vie-w of the "out of pocket" 
savings to be realized in following such a plan, the offer vas accept
ed and no further design -work on the part of H & N on the radio systems 
was involved. SCR-608 units w-ere installed in the marine office, the 
radio shop, an::i aboard tugs, water taxis, and other craft operated by 
H & N within the lagoon. The AM-TRC mobile unit was present at the 
Atoll during the operational phase. 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS 

In accordance with initial recammemations, an outside paging 
system 'W'as provided fCJr each of the experiment islarxis. The public 
address network had its origin at Station 69, the reinforced con
crete., blastproof communications an::i timing station, ani provided 
paging services to the camp area am the areas in which scientific 
stations -were located, inclttding the zero point an:i others. The equip
ment used was manu.f actured by RCA am. was designed to w:t thstan:l tropi
cal con:litions. The control console at Station 69 was adjacent to the 
telephone switchboard so that the telephone operator on duty could 
page personnel at 8IJl' of the four remote locations of the system. Each 
location was complete with relay, power supply, preamplifier, and dyna
mic microphone. Power amplifiers an:l loud speakers wre installed on 
poles. 

INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

On November 27, 1950, H & N was directed to procure and install 
9 All-Master System intercanmunication units, each with loudspeaker 
and earphone, equivalent to RCA MI-12596-2A ani 7 sound-po-wered tele
phones for operational use by JTF-J and T.G.J.l. Desired locations 
on Parry Island vere irxiicated for 7 intercan units and 5 sound-power
ed phones including Buildings 311, 209, 221 (Headquarters JTF-3), 324, 
208 and the boat dispatcher's shack. 
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Because existing overhead telephone cable facilities on this site 
vere already overloaded by increased telephone requirements, and be
cause a subsequent letter requested that separate cables be provided 
for interccmmunication facilities, study vas given to the materials 
available at the Jobsite to provide the required additional cable faci
litieso It vas determined that surplus submarine telephone cable vould 
be used and that ditching opened for this cable would also be used for 
the installation of additional submarine telephone cable for addition
al subscribers 1 loopso Plans vere prepared, and this cable vas install
ed in March 19510 The intercommunicating equipment vas purchased in 
December 1950, shipped to the Jobsite, received, installed, tested, 
and put in operation by March of 19510 
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CHAPTER 5.18 

CONTROL AND SIGNAL CABLES 

The Reconnaissance Report anticipated that existing submarine con
trol and signal cables which had been installed on the floor of the lagoon 
in January, February, and March of 1948 for use in Operation Sandstone 
would be usable for future operations. (See Plate 50 of the Reconnais
sance Report in Appendix "A" of this report.) A cable testing procedure 
was established, and it was recommended that the tests of installed sub
marine cable made during the reconnaissance trip be supplemented by future 
cable tests to be performed at approximately six-month intervals during 
the ensuing two years and that approximately 219,000 feet of existing con
trol and signal cable, not installed, be tested to determine whether or 
not it could be used for future operations. It was also recommended that 
cable landings be protected by placing cables in trenches at the points 
where they were brought ashore and by identifying cable landings with 
signs. 

It was assumed at this time that requirements for operations would be 
for 188,000 lineal feet of type 115-P submarine cable from Parry to Bogal
lua, plus terminal boxes, strips, and locks; and 34,400 feet of under
ground cable for local branch circuits from timing buildings to towers on 
experiment islands" It might be noted that the type 115-P cable is 10 
conductor, plastic insulated, cutcbed jute served and steel wire armored; 
outer diameter is 104 inches and weight is 109 pounds per foot. 

SU:EMARINE TRUNKING CABLE 

Additional requirements had not been firmed up by July 8, 1949. when 
Supplement No. 1 to the Reconnaissance Report vas released. An analysis 
of cable testing completed by that date indicated that most of the sub
marine control and signal cable installed at Jobsite would be usable. 
Tests made during the early months of 1949 indicated that approximately 
137,000 feet of the 219,000 feet of stored cable would be satisfactory 
for useo Data for cable tests are presented as an exhibit at the end of 
this volume. 

On June 6, 1950, the total estimated requirements of type 115-P sub
marine cable vere as follows: 

Trunking to provide signals at sites remote from 
Runit, the Aomon Group, Engebi, and Bogombogo 33,000 feet 

Extensions from Station 6 to Station 69 on Runit, 
the Aomon Group, and Engebi 46,000 feet 

Trunking from Engebi to Bogallua and Engebi to 
Bogombogo 111,000 feet 

Total to be installed 190,000 feet 
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~·1ant1ty recommended as a reserve for 
emergencies 

Total required 

61,000 feet 

251,000 feet 

On July 19, 1950, two preliminary copies of a schematic diagram of 
control and signal submarine cable were submitted to the AEC for approval 
prior to release to the field. On July 26, 1950, these drai..rings were for
warded to the Jobsite. 

In addition to the above requirements it was estimated that 27,300 
feet of type 115-P cable were required for trunking from Bogallua to 
Bogombogo, Engebi to Muzin, and Muzin to Kirinian; and 38,850 feet for 
extensions from Stations 6a to Stations 69 on Runit, the Aomon Group, and 
Engebi. Deducting the 20,000 feet still available at the Jobsite, 46,150 
additional feet were required. Procurement was authorized for 50,000 
feet on August 3, 1950. 

This additional cable was installed, along with the stored cable; 
and, in addition, it was necessary to use a few pairs of telephone subma
rine trunk cables for control and signal circuits. Table 5.18-1 shows 
the location, type, quantity, and origin of all cable used. Figure 
5.18-1 shows the complete schematic for the inter-island control and sig
nal system installation, and Figure 5.18-2 shows the plan for the inter
island control and signal system. 

The problems involved in installing the additional submarine control 
and signal cable for trunking purposes were similar to those for subma
rine telephone cable except that it was not necessary to use splice cases. 
For a discussion of the planning of this work, see Chapter 5.17 of this 
volume. Cable landings were protected in the same manner as the telephone 
cable landings and new cable terminal strips and terminal boxes were in
stalled in Building 311, Parry; in Station 69 on Runit, the Aomon Group, 
and. Engebi; and in Station 101 on Bogallua, Muzin, and Kirinian. 

LOCAL BRANCH CIRCUIT CABLE 

At the time of the Reconnaissance Report and Supplement No. l, the 
assumed scope of local branch circuit cable work consisted of the instal
lation of 34,400 feet of existing cable for distributing signals to the 
experiment island towers. On February 7, 1950, because specific require
ments had not been established, the Engineering Division asked for infor
mation concerning these requirements. 

On March 10, H & N was requested to make an investigation and submit 
recommendations as to the most economical wire to be used in large quan
tities for direct burial in trenches for control and signal use. It was 
indicated that because of the short-term usage, rubber or thermoplastic 
building wire (which had proved to be satisfactory for similar use on the 
previous operation) or nonmetallic sheathed cable would be suitable. 
These recommendations were submitted on March 31, 1950. Because of the 
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V1 TABLE 5. 18-1. SUMMARY OF NEW AND EXISTING SUBMARINE CONTROL AND SIGNAL CABLE 
I 

~ APPROX. 00 

CABLE CABJ.I NO. COB= LENGTH 
NO. FROM TO TIPB DUCTORS (FEET) REMARKS 

0-200 Sta. 69-ADmon Group Sta. 69-Engebi 115-P 10 47,,000 Bev 

0-201 Aomon Group ElJ&ebi 115-P 10 47j500 E:dsti:og 
Sta, 6A-Engebi Sta. 69-.Engebi 115-P 10 1,100 New 
Stao 6A-Biijiri Sta. 69-Rojoa ll5=P 10 2,830 New 

0-202 Aomon Group Engebi 115-P 10 46,800 E:x:istLog 
Sta, 6A-Engebi Sta. 69-Engebi 115-P 10 1,100 Ne11 
Sta, 6A-Biijiri Sta. 69-l{ojoa 115=P 10 2_,830 New 

0-203 Aom.on Group Enge bi 115-P 10 48 .. 400 Exiati~ag 

Stao 6A-Engebi Sta. 69-Engebi ll5-P 10 l .. 100 New 
Sta, 6A=Biij1ri Sta.' 69=Rojoa 115-P 10 2~830 Nev 

0-204 Runit Biijiri 115=P 10 42JOOO E:d.iiit:lug 
Sta.. 6A-Biij1ri Sta. 69~Rojoa ll5·~P 10 2,830 N&v 
Sta. 6A-Runi t Sta. 69=Runi t ll5=P lu 11750 New 

0-205 Runlt Biijiri 115-P 10 38jooo Existing 
Sta. 6A-Biijiri Sta. 69~Rojoa 115-P 10 2,830 New 
Sta o 6A=Runi t Sta. 69-Runit 115-P 10 1)750 New 

0-206 Runit Biijiri 115=P 10 38j500 E:K.isti:ng 
Sta, 6A-Biijiri Sta. 69-Rojoa 115-P 10 2,830 Nev 
Sta. 6A-Runit Sta. 69=Runit 115-P 10 1~750 New 

0-207 Runit Biijiri l,15-P 10 38:.000 Existing 
Sta. 6A-B11Jir1 Sta. 69-Rojoa 115-P 10 2)>830 New 
Sta. 6A-Runit Sta. 69-Runit 115~P 10 ll,750 New 

0-208 Sta. 69-Runit Coral Head 115-P 10 44,000 Existing (not Ude1i) 



0-209 Parry Run.it 113 3 6,400 Existing iunuaable) 
Parry Rwlit lo4 3 56,400 Existing unusable) 

0-210 Parry Run1t 113 3 5,100 Existing (unusable) 
Parry Runit lo4 3 55,700 Existing (unusable) 

0-211 Parry Runit 115-P 10 61,000 Existing 
Sta. 6A-Buni t Sta. 69-Runit 115-P 10 1,750 Nev 
Bldg. 310-Parry Bldg. 311-Parry 115-P 10 -~ Rerouted 

0-212 Sta. 6A-Runit Bldg. 310-Parry 115-P 10 58,000 Existing 
Sta. 6A-Runit Sta. 69-Bunit 115-P 10 1,750 Bev 
Bldg. 310-Parry Bldg. 311-Parry 115-P 10 -- Rerouted 

0-213 Sta. 6A-Runit Bldg. 310-Parry 115-P 10 57,750 Existing 
Sta. 6A-Runit Sta. 69-Runit 115-P 10 1,750 Bev 
Bldg. 310-Parry :Bl.dg. 311-Parry 115-P 10 -- Rerouted 

0-214 Sta. 6A-Runi t Bldg. 310-Parry 115-P 10 57,000 Existing 
Sta. 6A-Bunit Sta. 69-Runit 115-P 10 1,750 Bev 
Bldg. 310-Parry Bld&. 311-P&r17 115-P 10 -- Rerouted 

0-215 Bldg. 310-Parry Term. 10-.Alliyaanii 113 3 30,Boo Existing 

0-216 Bldg. 310-Parry Term. 10-Aniyaanii lo4 3 41,900 Existing (unusable) 

0-217 Bldg. 310-Parry Term. 10-Aniyaanii lo4 3 44,900 Existing (Unusable) 

0-218 Sta. 69-Engebi Sta. 101-Bogallua 115-P 10 39,000 Nev 

0-219 Sta. 69-Engebi Term.-Bogombogo 115-P 10 36,000 Nev 

0-220 Sta. 69-Engebi Term. -Bogombogo 115-P 10 36,000 Bev 
Vl 
I 

0-223 Sta. 69-Engebi Sta. 101-Muzin 104 10 5,300 Nev N 
~ 
-£) 

0-224 Sta. 101-Muzin Sta. 101-Kirinian 104 10 5,500 Nev 
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added operational. convenience of having conductors in pairs, it was sug
gested that tvo-conductor nonmetallic sheathed cable be used instead of 
single conductor wires. The use of multiconductor cable was considered 
economically unjustifiable. It was suggested that cable be obtained on 
large reels rather than in 250 foot coils, in order to minimize the num
ber of splices required. 

In a series of conferences ending May 17, 1950, the requirements for 
control and signal cable on Engebi, Muzin, and Kirinian vere firmed up, 
and total requirements for all sites were estimated to be betveen 800,000 
and 1,200,000 lineal feet of two solid conductor 14-gauge cable. This 
cable vas required for runs emanating from Station 69 on each experiment 
island, to be laid in trenches from these stations to various stations on 
these and other sites. 

On June 15, procurement was requested of 1,200,000 feet of two con
ductor, 14-gauge parallel conductor solid copper, 600 volt nonmetallic 
sheathed cable with an insulation of thermoplastic compound moisture re
sisting type TW or equal in 5,000 foot reels (500,000 feet) and 10,000 
foot reels (700,000 feet~ and of 30,000 lineal feet of conductor, 14-
gauge solid copper, 600-volt cable with an insulation consisting of poly
ethelene on conductors and polyvinyl-chloride on the outer jacket on 
5,000 foot reels. 

Bids on the nonmetallic sheathed cable were received on June 21 and 
acceptance of the low bids recommended on June 26, 1950. Prior to the 
receipt of bids, J-Division advised that additional cables would be re
quired between Station 69 and zero points on each island and specified 
.20- conductor No. 14-gauge copper wire cable for this purpose. 

The quantity of 20-conductor cable required vas increased to 35,000 
lineal feet on July 11, 1950, and the acceptance of the lov bid vas rec
ommended on July 12, On August?, 1950, it was necessary because of the 
scarcity of polyethelene to permit the substitution of polyvinyl-chloride 
insulation to expedite delivery of this cable. 

There were continued changes in the underground control and signal 
cable requirements until approximately December of 1950. These changes 
included: 
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1. The installation of an 8-pair cable for intercommuni
cation between Buildings 311, 209, 221, 324, and the 
boat dispatcher's quonset, all on Parry Island. 

2, The installation of a 2-pair cable between Buildings 
311, 209 and 221 on Parry Island, for sound powered 
telephones. 

3. The installation of an 8-pair cable between termina
tions of unloaded pairs of cables 0-104 and 0-105 at 
the main frame in Buildings 208 and 311 on Parry 
Island. 



Table 5.18-2 compares originally estimated direct burial signal and 
control cable requirements and cable of this category actually installed: 

TABLE 5.18-2. CABLE REQUIREMENTS 

14/20 Cable Original 
Cable 14/2 Cable Estimated on 14/20 Cable 

Site Estimated Installed June 14, 1950* Installed 

Runit 8,900 

The Aomon Group 10,500 

Enge bi 15,000 

Muzin 

Piiraai 
Bokonaarappu 
Tei teiripucchi 
Kirinian 

Bogallua 
Bogombogo 

230,000 

450,000 

632,000 

18,000 

4,000 

6,000 7,000 

8,000 9,000 

6,ooo 7,000 

3,700* 

*This estimate included 3,700 feet for Bogallua to Bogombogo 
which was later cancelled. The cable was received and used 
on the E+ operation, although this site had not been consid
ered in the original estimate. 

Direct Burial Control and Signal Cable Tests. Control and signal 
cables were tested for continuity before laying and after installation . 
for wire-to-wire resistance of each pair, each pair to ground and loop. 
Cables were two-conductor No. 14 copper wire with thermoplastic insula
tion and were buried directly in the ground. Although this type of cable 
is not normally installed in this manner, it was decided that, because of 
the short duration of service requirements, it would be satisfactory. 
The operations verified this decision. 

The wire-to-wire readings ranged from a low of 100,000 ohms to a 
high of infinity. The average value lay between 50 and 100 megohms. 
The pair-to-ground readings ranged from a low of 500,000 ohms to a high 
of 1,000 megohms. The a~erage value was about 40 megohms. The loop test 
readings ranged from a low of 0.76 ohms to a high of 43 ohms. A large 
number or these readings were in the 10 to 20 ohm range. Data showing 
the range of these tests are presented as an exhibit at the end of this 
volume, and it can be said that, except for the few open or grounded 
lines indicated, all lines were classed as in good operating condition. 

Installation Procedure. The 14/2 control and signal cables were, 
in general, installed from Station 69 to various stations on each site. 
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These cables were laid in trenches at a depth of two feet and entered 
Station 69 through pipe sleeves in the concrete wall. Cables vithin the 
station were terminated in a control and signal cabinet. Extensions from 
this terminal cabinet to the timing equipment within the Station 69 were 
made by the Users. 

After trenches were excavated, a layer of sand was specified at the 
bottom. Cables were to be laid in place on this sand bed, using a large 
low-boy trailer which could handle six to eight 5,000 foot reels simulta
neously. 

When all cables were in place in the trench, a layer of sand was to 
be handplaced and the remaining portion of the trench mechanically back
filled to grade. Posts supporting signs indicating direct burial cable 
were then installed at appropriate intervals. 

Cables serving stations which did not have enclosing structures were 
specified to be terminated six feet above the ground and supported on a 
driven stake to which was affixed the station number and wire identifica
tion. Extensions to equipment were made by the Users. 

Cables and wires were identified by metal wrap-around tags with the 
site number, timing station number, controlled station or intermediate 
terminus, and the pair number stamped thereon. Plastic tags had been 
ordered for this purpose, but because of poor delivery they were not used. 

TERMINAL CABINETS 

Terminal cabinets for control and signal work were planned and spec
ified prior to the firming of the ultimate requirements, in order to avoid 
d~lay in construction. These estimated requirements were increased 20 
per cent to allow for spares. Burk's Series 1000 terminal strips were 
specified in galvanized terminal boxes which were complete with hinged 
doors and padlock hasps. Ample gutters for wiring space were provided. 
The spare capacity was sufficient for a great many of the increases, but 
at a few locations it wa.s necessary to install additional terminal strips. 
The entire installation of terminal cabinets, with these additions, func
tioned satisfactorily. 

COAXIAL CABLE 

At the inception of the Project, it was known that a quantity of com
mercially available flexible coaxial cable would be required for the 
transmission of signals from detecting instruments to recording stations. 
However, this was a problem associated with particular experiments and no 
difficulties were anticipated by H & N in providing trenching plans to ac
commodate these signal systems. 

As time passed and new experiments were added to the program, the 
quantity of coaxial cable to be installed at the various experiment 
islands reached large proportions and included, in addition to the flex
ible cable mentioned above, semi rigid 1 5/8 inch and rigid 3 1/8 inch 
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cable of special design and manufacture. Accordingly, the netW'Ork of 
trenches requested was complex, (requiring approximately 19 dra~ngs to 
depict), and the shielding requirements imposed necessitated a consider
able amount of engineering consideration. 

The first shielding problem, that of affording adequate protection 
to the coaxial cables running between Eberiru and Aomon, called for an 
evaluation of various suggested schemes including the.laying of steel or 
rubber conduit in a trench in the floor of the channel between these 
islands. After investigation at the site by representatives of the H & N 
Engineering Division, it was recommended that the most direct solution to 
the problem was the provision of an earth fill causeway in which a wood 
frame conduit could be provided for the coaxial cable. Such a causeway 
would have the additional advantage of serving as a direct above-water 
roadway between the islands, to facilitate both scientific and construc
tion operations. This recommendation was approved, designs for the 
causeway were executed, and construction accomplished. 

Additional shielding requirements involved the placement of coral 
terms over the buried rigid and semi-flexible coaxial lines. The heights 
of these berms varied from more than thirteen feet to five feet, decreas
ing with distance from zero. 

As indicative of the magnitude of the problems involved in connection 
with coaxial cable, it ~11 be seen from Table 5.18-3 that a total of more 
than 360,000 feet of rigid and semi-flexible coaxial cable and more than 
2,000,000 feet of flexible coax.1.al cable was installed. Some trenches con
tained as many as fifty of these cables. 

TABLE 5.18-3 COAXIAL CABLE 

Quantity in Lineal Feet 
Runit Aomon Engebi Enge bi (E+) 

Rigid* 
Estimated 13,300 106,200 58,000 18,000 
Installed 13,530 115,870 60,600 41,903 

Semi-Flexible** 
Estimated 15,000 22,000 64,000 28,000 
Installed 19,000 35,560 59,700 16,450 

Flexible*** 
Estimated 1,104,500 180,300 751,200 7,800 
Installed 1,136,500 166,300 757,600 l+, 391 

Other**** 
Estimated 9,000 37,400 9,100 16,100 
Installed 8,755 24,400 9,500 2,977 

Site Total 
Estimated 1,141,800 345,900 882,100 69,900 
Installed 1,177,785 342,130 887,400 65,721 

* Rigid cable, 1-5/8 inch and 3-1/8 inch diameter 
** Semi-Flexible, 7/8 inch diameter 

*** Flexible, RG18U, RG SU, and RG 36U 
**** Other, 2/c 1112, 2/c #4, Teleseal, and 7-Quad 

Total 

195,500 
231,930 

129,000 
130,710 

2,043,800 
2,064,791 

71,600 
45,632 

2,439,700 
2,476,036 
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CHAPTER 5.19 

DEHUMIDIFICATION, AIR CONDITIONING & VENTILATION 

The original Reconnaissance Report contained information regarding 
new air-conditioning uni ts for timing buildings and the possibility of 
salvaging any existing portions of air-conditioning units in these 
buildings for use in less important locations. Supplement No. 1 to the 
report contained additional information regarding air conditioning of 
all laboratory buildings to the extent of reducing relative humidity 

0 only, except the photo laboratory where a temperature of 70 F with 50 
per cent relative humidity was required. The report also specified 
ventilated range hoods for use in mess halls. 

Preliminary estimates for air-conditioning loads and design out
door conditions vere started iu May 1949. Design outdoor "Weather con
ditions of 82° dry bulb and 80'-Fvet bulb weather conditions were based 
on data obtained from a U. S. Department of Commerce publication titled 
•weather Conditions in the Marshall Islands with Special Emphasis on 
Eniwetok Areas", dated February 1948. Tentative calculations vere made 
for the counting and sample laboratory, instrument laboratory, rad-safe 
building, and the photo laboratory on Parry Island. The result of the 
study (which included load calculations, vapor seal, design conditions, 
and maintenance problems) was the realization that the major obstacle 
was vapor sealing of buildings for air conditioning. H & N promptly 
set out on an investigation lihich covered materials of some fifteen 
manufacturers. The only acceptable material proved to be a vinyl resin 
plastic kno'Wil as •cocoon•. This material, which is transparent or '#bite 
depending on the number of spray coats applied, successfully eliminated 
the vapor transmission. Extreme care 'WB.S necessary in its application, 
hoi.iever, because of the acitate content of the material. 

Problems confronting those concerned with dehumidification and 
allied matters at the Jobsite vere relived only through the Engineering 
Division's intensified research and jobbers' full compliance with unu
sual demands. 

The f olloving terms used generally throughout this chapter are de
fined for purposes of clarity: 
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1. Dehumidification. This term denotes the supplying of a room 
or a building with air which has had some of its water content 
removed, thus lovering the humidity. The equipment used also 
controls the motion and distribution of air, in order to main
tain relative humidity at a predetermined level. 

2. Airconditioning. Tb.is term is used to define the control of 
air, including the dehumidification as vell as the control of 
the final air temperature. This process also includes the 
distribution and motion of air to maintain predetermined air 
temperature arxi relative humidity. 



3. Ventilation. The term ventilation a.s used in this report 
includes the continuous supply of outside a.ir a.t ambient 
temperature and relative humidity and the control of its 
movement either by forced or induced fa.ns. In some ca.sea, 
ventilation included the removal of dust by means of filters. 

DEHUMIDIFICATION 

In accordance with design requirements a.s stated in the Reconnais
sance Report the only building to be air conditioned vae the photo 
laboratory. All other buildings were to be dehumidified only. In 
September 1949, H & N received information from J-Division that certain 
buildings for use of NRL on various experimental sites would be de
humidified. 

The question of dehumidifying the telephone equipment room located 
in the H & N Administration Building on Parry was discussed with the 
manufacturers of telephone equipment a.nd H & N decided to dehumidify 
this a.rea to safeguard the expensive equipment against mo+sture and 
fungus attack. 

The working drawings of the buildings to be dehumidified on Parry 
were being drawn when, in November 1949, H & N received design criteria 
from J-Division requesting a change in the design conditions fran 50 
percent to 40 per cent relative humidity for all dehumidification re
quirements throughout the Project, except for the photo laboratory. 
The details of the photo laboratory had not been firmed at that time, 
and H & N was advised that the extent of air conditioning that \o/OUld 
be required for this building would be specified later. Because of 
this change in requirement, all work vas stopped on drawings and all 
the calculations were revised. The new loads were canpared with the 
caJ:B,city of equipment selected and the only change required was to 
increase the fan motors from 1hp to lfhp. After this, it was determined 
that for easier maintenance and replacement, all equipment should be 
ke.pt as nearly alike as possible. 

The dehumidifier units each consisted of three major elements: 
the air drying unit, the dry coil condenser, and the compressor. The 
units were designed to be completely self'cantained and adaptable for 
installation either inside or outside of the conditioned spa.ca. They 
had a return plenum chamber through which air from the room was re
circulated and mixed with a small portion of fresh, outside air. The 
air vas filtered, cooled, and dehumidified by a direct expansion freon 
cooling coil and then reheated by the reheat coil to maintain the pro
per temperature within the building. Inasmuch as steam or hot water 
was not available for this heating, hot refrigerant gas from the com
pressor was used. The refrigerating compressor was of the hermetically 
sealed type, with the compressor shaft directly connected to the elec
tric motor and the entire equipment hermetically sealed so that corro
sive effect of the atmosphere -would not reach the vital parts. The dry 
condenser consisted of a condensing coil, condenser fan, a.nd air filters. 
The controls were designed so that once the unit vas started it would 
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dehumidify continually and would automatically hold the temperature 
constant within the specified range. All controls were located in a 
control box built into the unit. 

Insofar as was practicable, the equipment was constructed of non
corrosive materials, and all electrical equipment, where possible, was 
moistureproof and fungusproof. The units were constructed of aluminum 
external structural members with interior enclosed panels of IJ3 Alclad 
alwninum. The filters were of the cleanable type with aluminum media 
and frames. 

All duct work was constructed of aluminum as were duct hangers, 
grills, registers, and ceiling outlets. Asbestos cloth was used for 
the flexible duct connections, and fibre glass was used for the duct 
installation, with two coats of oil base paint applied after in
stallation. 

As a result of an invesitgation of many materials, H & N decided 
that under existing climatic conditions built-up insulation, consisting 
of tar paper, jute string, hair felt, and friction tape was best suited 
for refrigerant suction lines. Specifications and invitation for bids 
on dehumidification equipnent were sent to bidders on January J, 1950, 
and proposals were opened on January 10, 1950. Because of the import
ance of the units in regard to the functioning of scientific instruments 
which were the heart or the tests, a thorough investigation was made 
of the two lowest bidders, and as a result the work was awarded to the 
second lowest bidder. This order covered 12 dehumidification units 
for six buildings on Parry, one building on Eniwetok, and one spare unit. 

Holllles & Narver continued to recieTe design criteria from J-
Di vision and additional units vere ordered until twenty-eight dehumidi
fication units were ordered from the initial specifications. These in
cluded 18 units uaed for the building• on all sites; 8 units for Stations 
lJla, 135, 14lb, l.44a and b, on Engebi and the Aomon Group; and 2 units 
assigned to Parry for use as spares. Additional design criteria received 
in Febru&r7 1950, gave authorization to proceed with the rehabilitation 
of the existing Stations 6a and the design of a similar Station 6B 
adjacent to existing stations for Runit, Acaon, and Engebi. All stations 
were to be dehUJlidified and a l5t1l"V91 made at the Jobaite indicated that 
the existing dehumidification units at these sites were beyond economical 
repair. Design load1 were calculated and dehumidification equipment 
designed similar to the design of the previous units and in accordance 
with J-Division'• request to mount the dehumidifier inside the station 

. and the dry condenser outside. Dehumidification equipnent specifica
tions were altered to describe the new equipnent and sent to bidders on 
April 26, 1950. After an engineering review of these bids, it was 
necessary to reject the propoaal of the lowest bidder and place an order 
with the second lowest bidder, the same vendor who had built the first 
increment of dehUDlidification units. The reasons for selection of this 
bidder were primarily his ability to deliver onttl.e required schedule 
and his ability to provide units which had many component·s interchange
able with the previous units supplied. 
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T-wenty-three dehumidification units were ordered in accordance 
vith the new specifications for use in the following stations: 

On Engebi: 2 units in Station 6a, 2 units in Station 6b, 
1 unit in Station 132a, and 3 units in Station 132b. 

On Aomon Group: 2 units in Station 6a, 2 units in Station 6b, 
2 units in Station 132a, and 3 units in Station 132b. 

On Runit: 2 units in Station 6a and 2 units in Station 6b. 

On Parry: 2 units as spares. 

Drawings were prepared for dehumidification units for Stations 6a, 
132a an:i 132b on Bogallua. and an order was placed on August 4, 1950. 
On August 14, 1950, AEC advised that Bogallua would not be used as an 
experiment islan:i and the order was cancelled. 

In accordance with instructions from Los Alamos on October 16, 
1950, planning was started in preparation for a second experiment on 
Engebi with the tower located on the northeast corner of the island. 
Stations 6a, 6b, and 132b were to be used a secon:i time in connection 
with the second experiment. The dry condensing and compressor units 
were located outside these stations and would be expended. Seven ad
diticnal dry condensing ani compressor units were ordered by H & N on 
October 26, 1950 as replacements for the expended equipment. 

AIR CONDITIONING 

As stated previously, the only building to be air conditioned was 
the photo laboratory on Parry. It was determined that in this building 
it would be necessary to maintain a temperature of 70°F vith 50 per cent 
relative humidity. This w.s accomplished by using the same equipment 
which had been designed and used for dehumidification. The only dif
ference in the use of this equipnent was that when it was used as an 
air-conditioning unit, it was necessary to control air temperature as 
well as relative humidity. Extensive duct work was required because 
the building was broken up into many small darkrooms which were com
pletely lighttight and airtight. 

VENTILATION 

Ventilation work for buildings was started early in October of 
1949, the first unit being the mess hall exhaust hoods. As this work 
progressed, it became necessary for H & N to design special equipment 
to handle the job because of unusual conditions to which the equipment 
would be exposed and because of the importance of its operation at all 
times. 

The power roof exhausters were of aluminum construction, canplete 
with weatherproof cap. The fan was driven by a fungusproof and moisture
proof electric motor mounted outside the airstream and protected by a 
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weather hood easily removable for servicing and inspection. The fan 
shaft was stainless steel, and the fan blades were designed of heavy 
duty cast aluminum, balanced to insure vibrationless operation. The 
fan housing was made of heavy gauge aluminum adequately reinforced for 
maximum rigidity. Weight of these fan assemblies could not exceed 300 
pounds because of building structural limitations. Exhaust hoods over 
ranges and friars designed for the installations of grease filters 
were ccnstructed of stainless steel sheets reinforced with stainless 
steel angles. For ease of handling these hoods were sent to the Jobsite 
knocked down in sections. The grease filter assemblies for the range 
hoods were designed to withstand the salt air and excessive humidity. 
The filter media were corrosion resistant copper, and the filter frame 
was constructed of heavy silicon bronze. All filters used were stand
ard sizes and of the cleanable type. Filters were placed in a V-type 
stainless steel adapter unit with removable drip pan. Exhaust hoods 
located over steam kettles, cookers, coffee urns, and dishwashers did 
not require grease filters. These hoods were designed similar to those 
located over ranges and friers, except that they were made of aluminum. 
The fume hoods used in the laboratory buildings were of standard con
struction similar to those used in commercial laboratories.· 

The three power house buildings on the test sites {Runit, the 
Aomon Group, and Engebi) were of solid reinforced concrete design, with 
the only openings those provided in the rear wall of the building. For 
this reason, it was necessary to ventilate these buildings whenever 
equipment was operating inside. The ventilation system for each build
ing was designed so that the temperature inside the building would not 
rise above ll0°F when outside air vas so°F. 

Air was supplied into each building through two identical ventila
ting systems ldth axial flow .fans mounted inside the building. One 
system was designed so that blind flanges could be installed for seal
ing the inlet and outlet of the system a few hours before zero. The 
other ventilating system was designed with electric motor operated 
butterfly valves installed over the exhaust an:i supply openings. This 
system vas to continue operation until shutoff at zero hour. The 
butterfly valve was an electric motor operated two-position valve de
signed to close from wide open position in ten seconds, with an allow
able variation of plus or minus 1 second. The valve was constructed 
of cast iron suitable for high humidity salt air at atmospheric temper
ature. The supply fan and other materials used for the construction 
of these ventilating systems were the best quality available for normal 
ventilation usage. 

A power house building vas designed for Bogallua and its ventila
tion system was similar to the one described above 'With the exception 
that it was a single ventilation system with electric motor operated 
butterfly valves mounted inside the building over the supply and exhaust 
openings. The decision not to use this island for a test site made it un
necessary to construct this power plant. 

The ventilation for the scientific stations at various sites was 
in accordance with design criteria received from J-Division. The first 
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criteria were received in November 1949, requesting the ventilation of 
the communications buildings (Station No. 69 on Runit, Aomon, and 
Engebi). The equipment arrl materials used in design of the ventilating 
systems for these stations were high quality, standard design products, 
with the exception of special wall fittings designed to fit particular 
buildings, 

The ventilation of Station 69 was accomplished by mounting a 
centrifugal fan complete with weatherproofed hood and fungusproof and 
moistureproof motor outside the station, and blowing air into the metal 
ducts. All supply and exhaust ducts that penetrated the concrete walls 
were flanges; cast iron wall fittings were supplied vi.th blind flanges 
so thlt the stations could be sealed before test. The exhaust ducts 
consisted of lightweight steel pipe terminated above the earth fill over 
the station in a welded 180° long radius ell. 

Ventilation systems for Stations 54, 55, and 57 on Runit and Engebi 
and station 56 on Aomon were designed similar to those stations described 
above except that the duct vork did not penetrate the concrete walls of 
the stations. The duct "WOrk located inside the station was connected 
to the supply fan mounted outside, with a removable, flexible, metal 
air tube that could be connected only when the door of the station was 
open. 

Preliminary design for the ventilating system of Stations 30la 
through k was started in March 1950 to determine the amount of ventila
tion required to maintain a maximum temperature of 120°F in the stations 
for a period of 20 seconds after the ventilating system was out of 
operation. As a result of a conference vi.th representatives of Sandia 
Corporation in April 1950, it was decided that the ventilation would be 
maintained as long as possible from the available power supply. After 
this conference, the following ventilation system was designed: 

. An industrial type centrifugal blower with fungusproof moistureprcof, 
motor and weatherproof cover was mounted on the roof of each station. 
Filtered air was supplied thro'llgh welded, light wall steel pipe into 
the station. The exhaust duct was constructed of similar material. 
Flanged cast iron wall fittings were used where the supply and exhaust 
ducts penetrated the concrete walls. Each station had two solenoid
operated butterfly valves, one on the air supply and one on the exhaust. 
The solenoids were actuated to close the valves at H-hour minus 5 
seconds. The valves were constructed of cast iron suitable for high 
humidity salt air at atmospheric temperature. The maximum leakage 
specified was not to exceed one-half of one percent. 

The exhaust systems for removal of sulphuric acid fumes from 
Stations 23a, on Engebi, Aomon, and Runit; Station 23b on Engebi, and 
Station 25 on Engebi were designed for standard equipment, except the 
fan, which wa.s provided 'With an explosionproof motor and nonsparking 
wheel. Inside the station, a removable section of duct work was pro
vided adjacent to the wall fitting to allow installation of the blind 
flange before experiment time. 
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Station 825 on Engebi, and Station 826 on Muzin, had ventilating 
systems designed to maintain a maximum temperature of 120°F for a 
period of 30 seconds after the system closed. Solenoid-operated butter
fly valves vere required on the supply and exhaust openings on these 
stations. Station 827 on Teiteiripucchi, and Station 828 on 
Bokonaarappu, had ventilating systems similar to those described above, 
except that butterfly valves vere not used because the stations were 
constructed of wood and vere at considerable distance from zero. The 
exhaust fans for these four stations vere rubber coated because of 
the more concentrated sulphuric acid vapors passing through them. 

For Station 75 on Engebi, Station 76 on Bogallua, Stations 77 and 
78 on Kirinian, and Station 79 on Bokonaarappu, two identical supply 
systems were designed so that in the event of one fan failure the 
other fan would still supply the station with ventilation. The fans 
were to continue to run several hours after the experiment and vere to 
operate from storage batteries. Design requirements vere such that the 
systems had to be provided with a very high velocity air stream. The 
duct work was designed to be constructed of prefabricated welded light 
wall steel pipe assemblies. The \IOrkiDg drawing was completed March 
24, 1950; h°'1iever in April, J-Division advised that the User would 
supply and install all interior ventilation and that this feature was 
to be omitted on the H & N drawing. 

The CMR area on Parry was provided \ilith a conventional ventilating 
system consisting of a large supply of fans and aluminum sheet metal 
duct work outside of each of the two large buildings. These vere to 
supply air to the various locations vi.thin the building. Motor driven 
roof exhaust fans vere provided over hoods that served the major pieces 
of equipment. In addition, one section of the laboratory space 'WSS 

provided with dehumidification equipment to provide protection for 
instrumentation and laboratory equipment. 
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CHAPrER 5.20 

REFRIGERATION 

The Reconnaissance Party found that the refrigeration equiJ;llleut on 
the Atoll was in poor condition. The refrigeration units on Parry that 
still existed were corroded to such an extent that they should be con
s:!.dered as expended and, on Eniwetok the refrigeration equipilent had de
teriorated beyond the point where it would be feasible to recondition or 
reuse it in future operations. These refrigerators referred to were typ.. 
ical Army portable, walk-in reefers, lined with galvanized sheet metal 
which showed considerable deterioration. There were also several small 
Navy portable type reefers, 5 feet by 6 feet by 5-1/2 feet inside dimen
sions, in poor condition, and also considered to be unusable. 

In April 1949, during prelilli.Dary planning for the Projec~ and at 
the time prelimillary sketch plans f'or various buildiugs were being pre
pired, considerable thought was given to the best :method or providing .f'or 
the necessary refrigeration facilities. Carerul consideration was given 
to two basic :methods or supplying equipaent: pel'!l&D8llt walk-in cold stor
age buildings constructed at Jobsite of' 11&terials shipped over in bulk; 
and prefabricated, portable, walk-in refrigerators manufactured daas
tically and ass8llbled in the field. 

If j o~constructed cold storage buildings were to be used, construc
tion from materials (insulation, concrete or concrete blocks, and lumber) 
shipped to the job would require the eaployment of' conetruction labor 
skilled in this trade. Further, it was felt that concrete or wood struc
tures o.f' this type would not be well suited to expansion in case of' in
creased requirements, :nor would they be well suited to reduced require
ments during standby or roll-up periods. In addition, the installation 
and maintenance or large refrigeration facilities would require the em
ployment of construction laborers and maintenance workers highly sk.111ed 
in this trade. 

In recognition of' these problems to be excepted in regard to construc
tion personnel and the operation and •intenance or •chaDical equipaent' 
it was felt that the best solution lay in using a series of' identical small 
walk-in refrigerators, all powered by identical air-cooled condensing 
um.ts and so arranged that s:rry refrigerator box could be operated at 
either 35° F or o° F. In this way, as personnel increased, extra boxes 
couJ d be added as required, and as few as two boxes (one at each tem~ 
erature) could be used for a small standby crew. 

Air-cooled condensing units were selected because of the extremely 
high relative humidity prevalent at Eniwetok Atoll. Appra.rlmately the 
same results could be obtained by either air-cooled or water-cooled equi})
ment but because cooling water pumps, spray nozzles, and piping are not 
required for air-cooled equip119nt, :mainteil&IlCe of them is simplified. 
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These boxes, or groups of boxes, would be constructed, in the United 
States, of sections of such size as to be easily handled, and identified 
so they could be assembled quickly and correctly in the field by unskill
ed labor. The refrigeration equipaent for each box would be factory
assembled and tested and would be mounted on a plug-in section, which could 
easily be inserted into or removed· frm the box ill the field. Since the 
refrigerator equipnent plug-ins would all be identical and interchangeable, 
the provision of a few spare units would facilitate greatly the maintenance 
of the equi]lllent for individual boxes. In case of break-dawn of an in
dividual refrigerating unit, the installed plug-in could be removed from 
the box and the spa.re inserted, quickly, and with a minimum of effort. 
The defective equiJ11119nt could then be removed to the refrigeration main
tenance shop to be repe.ired and made ready to insert in the place of 
another unit in case of breakdat.m. In this way, continuity or service 
could be maintained to a high degree, ud loss of service due to mechani
cal or electrical difficulties' could be reduced to a m.inUillUII. 

Accordin.gly, in April 1949, when the prelillinary sketch plan w.s pre
pa.red for the reefer and camissary building oa Parry Island, a four
compartment refrigerator of the type described above was incorporated in 
the building layout. The buildilag ws a standard 24 root wide aluminum 
structure 100 feet long, with a partition located so as to divide the 
building into two rocas, each approximately 50 feet long. One room con
tained the refrigeration units; the other was tor dry storage, i. e., can
ned goods, pa.per goods, etc. 

In July 1949, while the work:1.ng drawings for this facility were in 
prepa.ration, a specificatiaa was writtea tor procurement of the main food 
storage refrigerator for Parry Island. This was for a foor-cc:apartment 
refrigerator of a type s1m11ar to that contemplated at the time the pre-
11m1nery sketch plan had been prepared. As specified and furnished, the 
refrigerator was 42 feet, 6 inches long, l2 :t'eet wide, and 8 feet, 6 inch
es· high. crntrall outside dimeasi011S, aad was di'Yided by partitions i.Ato 
four equal sized ccape.rtllents, each haTill.g approximately 825 cubic feet 
gross inte:n:aal volwae. The retri~rator ws of portable, sectional de
sign to facilitate transporting, hudliag, aad erecting iD. the field. It 
ws designed to be ccapletely self-auai 5 SJ' g, requiring only a level sur
face on which to lay the noor. a.. _.. dilwUg tlllJ :ti'ftt ot tov coa
pa.rtaent refrigerator as described. 

The sections or paaels which formed the walls, noor, ceiling, and 
partitions consisted or rl"BMs or wolmaaized Douglas fir, insulated with 
glass fibre, and cm.pletaly sealed between sheets o:t' 18-gauge alUllil:l.um 
in such a manner as to insure that each section was absolutely airtight 
and watertight. For ease ill hand) 1ng, no section exceeded 48 inches in 
i..ridth. The joints between sectiau ~ ot tongue and groove design, 
and the sections were drawa together with lag bolts an. resilient gaskets. 

The rear wall of' each ccapartaent was provided with aA opening for 
the insertion or a deacmntable, plug-ill type 1.Bsulated pu.el furnished as 
a part of' the refrigeration equiiaan.t assembly. S.. photo •bnillC a Tiev 
of the interior of a typical ccape.;-tment, looJq.ng through the opening 
provided f'or the refrigeration equiiment plug-in. 
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Each refrigeration equipaent assembly was capable of maintaining any 
compartment on the refrigerator at either o° For 35° F. Each assembly 
consisted of a unit cooler, a condensing unit, refrigerant piping, valves, 
autcmiatic controls, and other standard accessories, all cc:a.pletely pre
fabricated and factory assembled on an insulated plug-in panel. The unit 
coolers, which were blower type fin-coil evaporators, were equipped with 
heaters for electric defrost with controls so arranged that, when set to 
maintain in the refrigerator at 350 F, the evaporator was defrosted auto
matically each ti.lie the condensing Wlit turned off during its normal op. 
erating cycle. When set for o° F, the autanatic defrost operated once 
ea.ch day to keep the evaporator free of ice. The condensing units were 
electric motor-driven, air-cooled reciprocating type, equipped with auto
matic controls to maint&in each refrigerator ccapa.rtment at the·pi-ede-'· 
termined teaperature. All motors were aoistureproof'ed and .f'u.ngusproofed 
for operation in the tropical location. See·photographa which &hov 
two views of a typical plug-in refrigeration equij:Dent assembly. 

When this refrigerator was designed in June 1949, it was intended 
to have food storage capacity sufficient to serve 600 men for JO days, 
based on an assum.ption that the f'ood consU11ed per an per day includes 
Jt pounds of perisbable products and that the weight thereof' is 40 pounds 
per cubic foot. On this basis, 600 men would require 63,000 pounds total 
for 30 days, and the necessary storage volUl18 would be 1,580 cubic feet, 
net. Using an a.llowa.nce of 33-1/J per cent or the gross volume for aisles, 
waster spa.ce,etc., the necessity gross voluae would be 2,100 cubic feet. 
S:i.llce each ccape.rtaent of the refrigerator contained 825 cubic feet gross, 
B.D:1 three of the four ccapa.rtments, havil:lg a gross storage capacity of 
2,475 cubic feet, would theoreticalJ.y suffice, leaving one spare com
pe.rtment to allow for temporary outage in case of mechanical difficulty. 

In addition to this •in storage refrigerator, in August 1949 a 
specification was written for the procurement of' a three-compartment 
food refrigerator for the mss ball on Parry Island. This was a prefab
~~cated, knockdown, walk-ill type of siailar construction to that described 
i!ibove. It differed ODly ill size (19 feet, 0 inches long by 10 feet, 0 
ir.ches wide by 7 feet, 6 illches high, overall outside ditlensions) and in 
the amount of refrigeration required. This was a single telllperature re
frigera tor (350 F desip), and it was therefore Ul1D8cesaary to prov-i de a 
sei:arate refrigeraticm •chi.De for each ocapa.rtMnt. However, the single 
cQndensillg unit selected and specified was identical with those furnished 
for the main storage refrigerator, in order to facilitate •intenance and 
rei:air and to reduce to a ainimn,p the nwaber of' difference repair parts 
needed in stock. 

In September 1949, a specification was written to procure a beverage 
storage refrigerator for the recreation building on Parry Island. This 
was a two-ccmpart.Jle:zit refrigerator of identical construction to that pre
viously described. Each ccapartaent was designed to accaaodate twelve 
dozen cases of' bottled beverages and to cool this SJ1.ount from 1000 F to 
55° F in ten hours. The ref'rigerating equipunt of each ccape.rtment or 
th.is refrigerator wu also specified to be identical to that f'u.rnished for 
the main refrigerator. The installation of' the beverage storage refrig-
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erator different from that or the two refrigerators previously described 
in that instead of being housed in an aluminum building it was located 
on a concrete pad outdoors closely adjoining the building. A section of 
the w.11 of the buildllag was emitted to permit the ref'ri@'erator doors to 
swing into the building; this allowed the attendants to enter the refri
gerator directly. The refrigerator was constructed of aluminum sheets of 
the same alloy as the aluminum buildings. 

Ice is a necessity in the hot, humid climate of the tropics. The 
cooled drinking water required by each group of men working in the field 
was supplied in thermo containers filled with ice and water. According 
to the same basic reasoning that resulted in the selection of package 
type, sectional w.lk-in refrigerators, one-ton pack.aged flake ice machines 
were chosen for this purpose. 

Accordingly, in November 1949, a material requisition "18S written 
for the purchase of four one-ton pack.aged f'lake ice machines, each com
plete vith an individ:ual. air-cooled refrigeration condensing unit and a 
one ton storage bin constructed of' redwood and equipped with stainless 
steel liners. It w.s decided to install these machines in the reefer and 
commissary building on Parry Island, and the drawings for this building 
were revised and reissued with this change to the field. 

Late in December 1949 and in January 1950, the design of the reefer 
building for Eniwetok Island was firmed up. By this tille, the expected 
maximum population of' this island had increased fram the 600 men con
templated in the Reconnaissance Report to over 1800 men. lccordingly, 
the main refrigeration facilities provided in the plans of this island 
consisted of six :f'lake ice machines and four 5-ccaparbnent refrigerators, 
all identical in design to those for use on Parry Island. This equiP
ment was s.11 contained in one standard 24 foot vi de aluminlllll building 
approximately 236 feet long. The four refrigerators were installed end
to-end in one continous line over 200 feet long. 

In addition to the min storage ref'rigerators for Eniwetok Island, 
the mess hall was provided with a three-ccapa.rtaent refrigerator of 
silll:ilar design to that installed ill the Jl88S hall on .Parry Island. Two 
caapartments of this refrigerator were designed for storage of vegetables 
and dairy products at 380 F, and the third cc.apartment was designed for 
storage of frozen foods at oo F. 

Also in January 1950, a specification was written for the procurement 
of food storage re.f'rigerators and beverage storage refrigerato'?'s for the 
experiment island ca.ape. These were specified to be aluminull-clad, lmock
down, walk-in refrigerators e1mi 1 ar in design to those previously des
cribed but of much smaller capacity. It was contemplated that prior to 
the experiments these refrigerators, along with other items of a portable 
nature, would be dismantled and removed to Parry Island for storage. 

This specification was delivered to the Holmes & Narver Purchasing 
Department for action in procuring the specified refrigerators, but be
fore such action had been initiated it was learned that refrigerators of 
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somewhat similar design and approximate capacities were available from 
surplus stock at Navy Headquarters, Port Hueneme, California. These sur
plus refrigerators were of the portable, knockdow. type but were con
structed with galvanized steel sheets instead of aluminum sheets. How
ever, taking into consideration the comparatively temporary occupmcy of 
the experiment islands, it was felt that the steel refrigerators would be 
suitable, and of' eight 675 cubic foot, six 150 cubic toot retrigel.'W.tors 
were purchased from the Jiavy for this use. 

By the end of 1949, the expected gximum population of Parry Island 
had risen from. the 600 Jl8ll origi.llally contemplated to a total of over 
1,000 men. It also was apparent that, because of' Ul'l&l'lticipe.ted delays ill 
water shipaents, additional refrigerated storage capacity would be re
quired to provide for 45 day storage periods instead of the 30 day periods 
originally expected. 

Therefore, an additional 4-cam.pe.rtment main storage refrigerator 
w.s procured for Parry Island.· This was identical to that origil:lally 
pu!'cbased for this location, and in effect doubled the capae~ty of the 
permanent storage facilities. It was decided to locate the additional 
refrigerator in the reefer and c~ssary building and adjacent to the 
origi.rlal main storage refrigerator; the drawings for this building were 
revised and issued to the field. Since the new refrigerator occupied the 
space in the building which had been originally allocated to dry storage, 
a new camaissary building was erected adjacent to the mess hall. This 
new cOlllJlissary building was a standard 24 .f'oot by 68 .f'oot alum.inula building. 

In August 1950, in discussions between representatives of J-Division 
8.!ld Hol.JUes & Harver in regard to conditions at the Jobsite, it appeared 
that refrigeration cape.city would be required for a maximum total of 
1,668 men on Parry Island. In addition, it also appeared that the hold
ing period between water shipaents should be increased again, probably 
to 60 days. In view of' this, it was decided to purchase additional re
frigerators fraa Navy surplus stock to be sent to the field for use as 
additional temporary storage capacity. Accordingly, six 675 cubic root 
and ten 150 cubic foot portable, knockdown refrigerators were obtained. --
These refrigerators were installed adjacent to the •in refrigerator 
building on Parry Island. 

Experience obt&illed during the construction period indicated that 
root vegetables could be stored for the extended period between arrivals 
or refrigerated cargo vessels only by chilling. The continued increase 
5..n the nlllllber of people to be f'ed resulted in increased demands for re
frigerated storage space. Root vegetables required ODly aoderate chill
ing and the type of refrigeration previously provided w.s not justified 
for this use. 

Because of their low rate of heat transfer light weight concrete 
blocks, which had been shipped to the Jobsite f'or one of the Air Force 
test structures and had not been used, were ideally suited as a 11&terial 
with which to construct a chilled vegetable storage building. In Sept
ember 1950, a building, 24 feet by 50 feet by 10 .f'eet high to the eaves, 
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was designed and constructed of this material and located near the Parry 
Island mess hall. It was refrigerated by equipnent salvaged from refrig
erators that were on the island prior to the Project. 

On November 24, 1950, a letter was received from the AEC Contract 
Administrator requesting that a refrigerator or cooling roan be provided 
for the photo laboratory on Parry Island. This cooling room was to have 
a capacity of approximately 1,000 cubic feet and was to be used for film 
storage at a temperature of 50° F. Request was ma.de for determination of 
relative economy of a standard 1JB.l.k-1n refrigerator or a cooling room 
with a separate cooling unit. Accordingly, a cost analysis was prepared 
by the Holllles & Narver Estimating Department that indicated that econom
ically there would be very little chojce between a building constructed 
in the field and a prefabricated, knockdown, w.lk-in refrigerator. There
fore, an aluminum-clad prefabricated refrigerator was procured for this 
service. The drawings for the photo laboratory building were revised to 
show the refrigerator located outdoors adjoining the building and connect
ed thereto by means of a lean-to passageway. 

Facilities for freezing and hardening ice cream were provided on 
Parry and Eniwetok Islands. A 20-qus.rt capacity freezer was installed in 
the bakery building on Parry Island and two 10-qu.a.rt cape.city freezers 
in the mess hall on Eniwetok Island. These freezers were the direct ex
pansion, flooded type, using freon as the refrigerant. Each of the 10-
quart freezers was mounted on a 60-gallon caabination hardening and hold
ing cabinet, which also contained the refrigeration condensing unit. The 
20-quart freezer was mounted on a cabinet housing a condensing unit, and 
a sepu-ate 40-gallon hardening cabinet was provided adjacent to the freez
er in the Parry Island bakery. In addition a 40-gallon ice cream holding 
and dispensing cabinet w.s provided in the Parry Island mess hall. The 
mess halls on Runit, Biijiri, and Japtan Islands were each provided with 
a JO-gallon ice cream dispensing cabinet, and the mess hall on Engebi 
Island with a 40-gallon dispensing cabinet. These islands were supplied 
with ice cream f'rc:m the f'reezer on Parry. 

The criteria used for deteraination of ice cream freezing and storage 
capacity were obtained frca the Recm:maissance Report. It had been ob
served by the reconnaissance teaa that one gallon was used to serve eight 
people at one meal. This generous allowance made it possible to continue 
to serve ice cream after popluation loads had increased very greatly. 

Chilled drinking water was provided in each mess ball by means of 
refrigerated water coolers. These were self-contained units, equipped 
with air-cooled refrigeration condensing units, housed in an aluminum 
cabinet. Cabinet tops and water cooling coils and storage tanks were 18-8 
stainless steel. Each cooler was provided with a chrome plated carafe 
filler and a bubbler and each cooler had a cooling capacity of 25 gallons 
per hour and a storage cape.city of 25 gallons. Fresh water was piped 
directly to the coolers in all cases. 

Because of the warm clillate, the A-E-C-M Contractor was directed to 
provide self-contained, electric, bubbler-type water coolers in all living 
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quarters buildings and in all major bn11d1ngs on all sites. These were 
cabinet type units with individual air-cooled refrigeration condensing 
units. Cabinets were heavy gauge steel with baked ell8lllel finish. Cabinet 
sops and water cooling coils and storage tanks were 18-8 stainless steel. 
Water cooling cape.city of each cooler vas 10 gallons per hour and fresh 
water was piped directly to each cooler. A total of 166 of these self
contained units were installed on the Project • 
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CHAPTER 5. 21 

FUEL HANDLING AND STORAGE 

The Reconnaissance Report recommended that new fuel storage 
tanks be installed to replace existing tanks on Parry and Eniwetok 
Islands. To provide protection for the new tanks against the very 
corrosive action of salt spray, and to reduce maintenance requirements, 
it was decided to install the tanks in shallow excavations a.nd to cover 
them completely with coral. In order that this might be done easily, 
it was suggested that 1,000 barrel (42,000 gallon) horizontal cylindri
cal steel tanks be used. The quantities of various fuels recommended 
for storage were based on estimates of requirements arrived at in 
conferences between representatives of J-Division and Holmes & 
Narver. Following are the tanks.gee recommended in tm original 
Reconnaissance Report: 

Site Fuel Tanks Gallons 

Parry L. c. gasoline 2 84,000 
Ps.rcy diesel oil 4 168,000 
Eniwetok aviation gasoline 4 168,000 
Eniwetok motor oil 4 168,000 
Eniwetok diesel oil 3 126,ooo 

Because fuel supplies were to be delivered b;y the Navy, it was 
necessary to consider in detail the Nav.y requir8ll8nts and delivery 
schedules and to coordinate with Eniwetok garrison requirements. 

On June 7, 1949, at conterencea held at Pearl Harbor and 
attended b7 representatives of Holmes & Narver, J-Division,(and CINCPAC) 
the fuel storage requirements tor Eniwetok and Parry were again 
diact111eed, am reTised quantities were approved. Specific instructions 
vere given the Engineering DiTision on June 27, 1949, about the 
number and capacities ot storage tanks tor the two sites. These 
requirements firaed up at Pearl Harbor formed the basis for the 
statements about !'uel storage oapacit7 contained in the Fuel Handling 
and Storage Seotion ot SupplaMnt No. 1 to the Reconnaissance Report, 
issued in July 1949. Following are the tankages approved at the 
Pearl Harbor conferences and subaequently listed in Supplement No. 1: 
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On Pam Island: 

l. Motor gasoline - 82,000 gallons in four 10,000 gallon 
tanks and one 1,000 barrel (42,000 gallon) tank. 

2. Diesel oil - 134,000 gallons in five 10,000 gallon tanks 
and two l,000 barrel (42,000 gallon) tanks. 



On Eniwetok Island: 

1. 73 and 80 octane aviation gasoline - 30, 000 gallons 
in drums. 

2. 115 and 145 octane aviation gasoline - 30,000 gallons 
in three 10,000 gallon tanks. 

3. Motor gasoline - 62, 000 gallons in four 5, 000 gallon 
tanks and one 1,000 barrel (42,000 gallon) tank. 

4. Diesel oil - 84,000 gallons in two 1,000 barrel 
(42,000 gallon) tanks. 

The 5,000 and 10,000 gallon tanks referred to in the above tabula
tion were tc be horizontal steel tanks and the 1, 000 barrel tanks were 
to be vertical bolted steel tanks. 

After the Reconnaissance Report was sul:Ditted, it was decided that 
maintenance of these tanks would be greatly silllplified and their useful 
life increased if they could be periodic&~ inspected and repainted 
as required. Therefore, it was decided to install the L. C. tanlts above 
ground. The horizontal tanks were to be set on steel cradles on concrete 
foundations. The vertical Tanks were to be set on concrete pads with 
the bottoma of the tanlca protected from contact with the concrete by 
means of a heavy coating of hot~opped asphalt. These recommendations 
were included in Supplement Ho. 1 to the Reconnaissance Report. 

Early in July 1949, design and working drawings were begun for 
the tank farm and ship unloading facilities on Parry Island. Design 
proceeded on the basis of the recomaendations contained in Supplement 
No. 1. As indicated on Plate 4 of the Supplement, the fuel storage tank 
farm. &ndJ'·up ---~~--_. •. ,_ -lemte4 ·•t the northwest ·cornar 
of Brookhaven Road and Atoll Road (later re-named Sandstone Avenue) . 
This location had origina~ been selected to place the storage tanks 
reasonably close to the diesel power plant building, the point of max
imum use, in order to reduce pumping distance to a :rai.nimum. This loca
tion also facilitated the loading of fuel trucks by allowing the truck 
loading racks to be installed adjacent to a cutoff between Brookhaven 
and Atoll Roads and keeping the trucks off the main streets while loading. 

Motor gasoline and diesel oil were to be received from tankers 
through two 4-inch submarine lines, one for each t'uel. These lines 
were to be standar4 weight seamless steel pipes with welded joints run 
side-by-side approximately 1,000 feet from the tank fana to a buoy 
anchored offshore in the lagoon. or the 1,000 feet, about 400 feet of 
pipe was to run offshore under water and the remaining length onshore. 
The steel pipe was to terminate on the bottom of the lagoon near the buoy 
and be connected to the buoy b7 :means of 4-inch submarine oil hose. In 
operation, a fuel tanker anchors adjacent to the buoy, makes eonnections 

lsee Appendix •A• to this report. 
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to it by means of flexible hose, and pumps fuel through the submarine 
lines into the onshore storage tanks. 

The incoming fuel is dewatered, deaerated, and metered before 
introduction into storage. Electric motor-driven centrifugal petroleum
product pumps are installed to pernd t transferring fuel from storage ti:i.,,ks 
to tank trucks or from tank to tank, as required. These pumps act as 
booster pumps to assist in transferring fuel from tanker to storage tanks 
in case difficulty is experienced with the tanker's pumps. Dehydrators, 
air eliminators, meter equipment, flow control valves, and transfer 
pumps a.re installed in a standard 24 foot by 32 foot aluminum building 
for protection against salt spray and the hum.id atmosphere. 

Tank truck loading stands, each consisting of a standpipe with 
counter weighted swing-joint loading arm and self-closing loading valve, 
are provided for both motor gasoline and diesel oil. In addition,diesel 
oil is pumped through underground lines to the diesel power plant and the 
laundry boiler plant and transferred by truck to the mess ball boiler 
plant and to the boat fuel storage tank located onshore adjacent to the 
freight pier. Fuel is transferred to small boats by pumping from the 
storage tank to two boat fuelers located on the freight pier. Motor 
gasoline is transferred by truck to a service station storage tank 
located adjacent to the tank farm and dispensed to vehicles by means 
of two metering, service station type gasoline pumps. 

Early- in August 1949, working drawings incorporating the above 
described design were completed and issued to the field for constrnr.tlon. 
At the same time bills of material were prepared by the Engineering 
Division and the Construction Department initiated procurement. The 
1,000 barrel vertical bolted steel tanks used for fuel storage were 
obtained from CINCPAC at Pearl Harbor. 

On August 29, 1949, a representative of Holmes & Narver returned 
from the Jobsite and adTised the Chief Engineer that between the location 
selected for the fuel storage facilities and the fueling buoy there was 
a large amount o! scrap which would have to be moved. Therefore, it was 
recommended by the Holmes & Narver field engineers that the new storage 
tanks be located where the war-time Seabee tanks were. Since these 
original Seabee tanks were in questionable condition and it appeared 
unwise to use them for the storage of hazardous liquids, the Engineering 
Division agreed to the removal of the original tanks and the installation 
of the new tanks in their place. 

At the same time, Holmes & Barver•s field engineers requested that 
consideration be given to lovering the horizontal storage tanks, which 
had been shown on the drawings to be installed on concrete supports at 
a height sufficient to penait loading tank trucks by gravity. This 
suggestion was accepted by the designers in the Hoae Office and the 
tanks were lowered. The1 were still supported on piers so that the 
bottoms could be inspected and maintained. This change eliminated the 
possibility of having gravity feed to the t21?1.k trucks, but this loss 
was not considered serious because transfer puape were required in any 
event and could be used for the dual purposes of loading trucks and 
transferring to 'other points of use. 
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Accordingl.7, on Auguat JO, 1949, the drawiqa wre rerlaed to show 
the above .. ntioned changes, and on Septeaber 1, 1949, new print• were 
issued to the field. Inasmuch as the relocation or the storage tanks 
and puap house reduced the length ot the fuel recei rlng line a from the 
fueling bu07 and at the same tiJle increased the length of the diesel 
oil tra.nater line between the pump house and th.a power house, it was 
neceaaary to reTiae the ... teriala records sheets. Thia was done and 
the revised records were re-issued to the Construction Departaent. 

In August 1949, before design of the fuel facilities tor Eniwetok 
Island had begun, a tel•t1Pe message froa !EC in Washington gaTe re
vised figures for storage requirements for Eniwetok Island. These new 
figures were: 

1. 100 octane aviation gasoline 
2. JP-1 fuel 
J. 91 octane arlation gasoline 
4. 80 octane arlation gasoline 

250,000 gallons 
40,000 gallons 

6,ooo gallons 
20,000 gallons 

Prior to procuring the neceas1.r7 tanta to store the•• quantitia• 
of fuel, Holmes & HarTer 1 s Chief Engineer wrote to the A.IC Manager at 
Loa Alamos requaating Teritication or the quant.iti••· B7 latter dated 
December JO, 1949, the Director, Office ot Engineering and Construc
tion, AEC inf ol"lled us the storage require .. nta had been changed and the 
following quantitiea would be stored: 

1. 100 octane aTgaa 
2. JP-1 fuel 
J • 91 octane &Tgaa 
4. 80 octane aTgu 
5. Motor gasoline 
6. Diesel .tuel 

150,000 gallons 
30,000 gallon.a 
18,000 gallons 
20,000 gallons 
60, 000 gallons 
80,000 gallons 

B7 the .... letter, inatructiona were giTen to procure the necea
sarr tankage tor the aboT• quantiti••· Accordingl.7, procureaent or the 
following tanka was initiated earl.7 in January 1950: 

1. 100 octau aTgu, tour l, 000 barrel vertical tanks, 
168,000 gallon.a total storage. 

2. JP-1 tuel, one l,000 barrel vertical tank, 42,000 gallons 
total storage. 

3. 91 octane aTgaa, two 10,000 gallon horisontal tanks, 
20,000 gallons total storage. 

4. 80 octaa &Tgu, apace tor 480 druu. 
5. Motor gasoline, one l, 000 barrel Tertic:al tank plus two 

10,000 gallon horisontal ta.nka, 62,000 gallonm total 
storage. 

6. Diesel tu.el, one l, 000 barrel vertical tank plus four 
10,000 gallon horisontal tanka, 82,000 gallons total 
storage. 
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The seven l,OOv barrel vertical tanks vere procured froa the Navy, 
as had been those for Parry Islani. 

During tba first week of January 1950, design and working drawings 
were started for the fuel facilities on Eniwetok Islana. in general, 
these facilities were sill.ile.r to those described for Parr;r Island. 
Incoming fuel was received through submarine lines from tankers which 
discharged through hose connections at a fueling buoy anchored in the 
lagoon. Three 4-inch submarine lines vere required to receive the in
coming fuel. Diesel oil vu received through one line and JP-1 fuel 
through another. Gasoline was received through the third line; motor 
gasoline, 91-octane, and 100-octane aviation gasoline were received 
through the same line by the degrading of a metered portion of avia
tion gasoline to the motor gasoline storage tanks in order to avoid 
contamination of the aTiation gasoline. The use of JP-1 fuel, not 
contemplated in the Reconnaissance Report or the Supplement, required 
a separate incoming submarine line from the fueling buo7 and separate 
onshore storage and handling facilities. 

No facilities were provided for pumping fuel directl.J to the power 
plant, and no boat fuelers were provided. A truck loading stand was 
provided for each of the five fuels stored iu bulk. 

The drawings for Eniwetok Island facilities were completed during 
the last week in Janu&l7 1950, ani prints were sent through the H&R 
Jobsite Organization to the Construction Battalion (TGJ.2) early in 
February 1950. 

In recognition or the possibilit7 of delays occurring in obtaining 
prom.pt deliTeries of :materials from manui"acturer• and of the necessary 
length of time required to transport aateriala to the Jobsite, it had 
been decided that aaterials would be stockpiled tor use on Eniwetok 
Island. Accordingl.1', during the first week of October 1949, 11aterials 
had been requiaitioned. in quantities sufficient to construct the fuel 
facilities aa the1 were then contoplated. The revised f'uel storage 
requir8Jl9nta receiTed 1ubaequent to that time incre .. ed the quantities 
of materials and equipment be7ond the stockpiled aaounta. Therefore 
when the final drawings were coapleted, the required additional mate
rials and equipment were requisitioned. (Figure• 5.21-1, 5.21-2, and 
5.21-3 show piping, pumping, storage, and equipaent plans and diagr8JIS 
for Eniwetok Island.) 

In Deceaber 1949, it was decided that water standpipes Phould be 
provided in the storage area in addition to the five protection meas
ures alread7 provided by' design including a chain link fence to en
close the entire tank fara and puap house; dikes, or berms, surrounding 
the storage tanks haTing a retention capacit7 equal to the total tank 
capacity, and the location of 2-1/2 gallon roaa extinguishers in the 
area. According~, a drawing was prepared for the additional fire 
protection facilities for the fuel storage area on p~ Island. 
Prints of this drawing were i.mllediate~ released to the field. Mean-
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Eniwetok Island: POL Pump House, Bldg. 94, During Construc
tion July ll, 1950 · 
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Aerial View: POL .Area on Eniwetok Island 
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while, prior to completion of the drawing, materials and equipment re
quired by these facilities were requititioned for stockpiling purposes. 

As designed, the fire protection system consisted of four 2-inch 
standpipes, each provided with a 1-1/2 wharf hydrant, 100 feet of fire 
hose, a 1-1/2-inch fog nozzle, and a 20-foot Duralumin clay pipe 
equipped with a 1-inch fog-head. A booster water pump was provided 
vhicb had sufficient capacity for operation of two fog nozzles simul
taneously at recommended pressure (75 to 100 psig) and for operation 
of all four nozzles at minimum pressure. This pump took its suction 
from the island salt water mains and was a self-priming, :manually
controlled, centrifugal pump. The 20-foot clay pipes were to permit 
extinguishing a fire anywhere in the diked area without exposing per
sonnel to undue risk. 

Simultaneously vi.th the development of the drawing covering the 
"Water fog fire protection system for Parry .Island, a drawing was pre
pared for a similar system for the fuel storage area on Eniwetok 
Island. Prints of this drawing were released to the construction 
battalion immediately upon completion in March 1950. It has been 
recommended by H&N that, because of the limited use of fuels on the 
experiment islands and the short period of occupancy, both motor gaso
line and diesel oil be transported to these locations in drums or tanks 
by boat from Parry Island. Nothing developed during the course of de
sign to warrant a change in this reasoning, and the diesel fuel storage 
facilities as designed for each island consisted of a 3,000 gallon 
storage tank for the diesel power plant and a 1,200 gallon tank for the 
mess hall equipment. These tanks were estimated to have sufficient 
storage cape.city for one week's operation. · 

Consideration 'W8.S given to three proposed methods or transporting 
the required quantities of diesel fuel from Parry Island to the ex
periment islands. Es.ch of the three methods required the use of an 
•Mn boat for the 'W8.ter travel portion of the trip. 

One of the proposed schemes would have required transporting ap
proximately sixt7 55-gallon drums of diesel oil to each experiment 
island every week. Because the attendant manpower required in :filling, 
emptying, trucking, loading and Ulll.oa.ding this nuaber or drtims vould 

·have been e:iceessive, this scheme was abandoned. 

Another proposed scheme contemplated mounting a 5,000 gallon 
horizontal tank on the deck of an •.M11 boat. Th!a tank would have been 
filled by tank truck at the cargo pier on Pari-, Island and eaptied by 
means o~ a gasoline powered pump set at the .ar'ious locations requiring 
diesel fuel. The •.M• boat would have been docked at the cargo pier at 
each location, and the fUel transferred directly into the power plant 
and mess hall storage tanks by pumping from the ~ on the boat through 
underground lines brought to the dock. This scheae had 'he disadvantage 
that it would have required an •Mn boat to be de"t-Qted!solely to trans-
porting fuel.. .. 
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The third scheme considered \18.S to load a tank truck on an •M• 
boat at Parry Island and transport it to the various experiment islands. 
At each island the truck \18.s to run ashore and be driven to the loca
tion of each fuel tank. This scheme had the advantages of permitting 
the truck to be filled directly from the .fuel loading rack on Parry 
Island, thus reducing manpower requirements to a minimum, and of re
leasing the •M• boat for other assignments when not required for .fuel 
transport. This ws the scheme ultimately eaployed. 

Late in August 1950, it becme eTident that it would be deairable 
to reduce the frequency ot tu.el deliTeriee to the experiaent islands 
and, on the recOJ111endation or the Hollies & NarTer SerTiae Operations 
Manager, banks ot Navy cubes were installed on these islands to provide 
the following storage capacities at each location: Engebi, gasoline 
3,000 gallons, diesel 25,000 gallons; Runit and the Aomon group, gaso
line 2,000 gallons each site, diesel 10,000 gallons each site; Japtan, 
gasoline 1,000 gallons, diesel 2,000 gallons. These cubes were suf
ficiently elevated and interconnected to allow for one tilling inlet 
and one outlet, with graTity flow between the tiers of tanks. 
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CHAPTER 5.22 

\ 

\ 
PAVING 

\ 

\ 
An important part or the work required tor the deyelopaent Of the 

Proving Ground vae the work or paving large areas surrounding the 1tover 
sites, of surfacing road1, of surfacing airstrips, and of proTidin. a 
duet palliative treatment tor control of duat in parking area• and ~ear 
certain 1cientific structures. Thie large cost item was or particuJ.s,r 
interest to J-Divieion and required careful etud1', particularly in ~ev 
of the reported difficulties with paving on Operation Sandstone. 

i 

PAVING MATERIALS \ 
\ 

\ 

Considering the t1P8 and condition of materials, weather conditio\ie 
at the site of operations, and the great transportation and handling 1. 

problems inTOlved, it waa eTident earl7 in the design stage that the 
most economical and practical solution f'rca an operations viewpoint 
would be the selection of one aaterial euitable tor all of the opera- \ 
tione mentioned above and relative17 eaq to handle and traneport in 
oceangoing vessels. \ 

Available weather data indicated that temperatures to be expected 
ranged between 106°F and 68°F and annual raintall va• approxiut•l7 80 
inches per 7ear, equivalent to the wettest location• in the United State•. 

Like ll&llJ' atolls in the Pacific, the i1land• COllpl"ising .Enivwtok 
Atoll are f'oraed. entirel7 of coral, either in the f'ana of ledge rock or 
c~se sand, which is found iaoatl7 on the beach••· Becau•e of the 
liaited area and lov surface eleTation or the island, it was aaamaed 
that much of the aggregate for paving purpo••• would. coae f'?>oa reef's or 
areae frequentq inundated bf high tide•. It va• expected that thi1 
aggregate.would contain a high percentage or moisture, even after pro
ce11il;lg b7 cru1hing ana eareeningo 

Prior to Sept .. ber 1949, it wa• a moot que1tion a1 to what binder 
11&terial ehoulcl be u•ed in cml:dnatiaa with the coral aggregate to pro
duce the ao•t econc:mical and nitable pa-.-iit, but it va1 the eon•eneu1 
of opinion that one ot the JWl7 wid•l7 u•ed aaphaltic material• produced 
eomaerciall7 in the United State• would •Ht the requirement• more 1atia
fact0l'iq than ~ other c--ting aaterial. 

It was generall.7 understood that the acientitic groups hac1 a pref
erence for a hot-mix, hot-laid aephaltic concrete paTing, particularl.7 
for the surfacing of' the teat area• surroU?lding the towers, reterred to 
alao aa zero area•. 

A conference was held on Sept .. ber 21, 1949, in the Loe Angeles 
offices of Holmes le Jarver to outline the procedure to be f'olloved in 
eTaluating asphaltic product• 10 that the moat econOJl:ical and desirable 
binder uterial llight be selected. Ten representative•, including the 
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Project Manager, Chief Engineer, and members of the engineering staff 
of the fira attended and set in motion the first phases of the evaluation 
program. After many factors had been considered and the relative merit.a 
of various binders discussed in great detail, the decision was reached 
that tests be conducted on Parry Island using several t)'PeB of aaphaltic 
materials, namely: hot-mix with liquid asphaltic !ie-3, cold-mix with 
MC-3, Bitumuls HI, and Bitumuls HRM, the latter tvo being 9lll1llsified 
asphalts. 

Sufficient quantities of the materials were shipped to the Jobsite 
and the tests were conducted during Deceaber of 1949 and Januarr of 1950. 
These were augmented by an additional test with Amalga-Pave, a patented 
process using powdered asphalt and a flux oil. 

PreSBnted below is a brief outline of the materials and procedures 
followed in performing the Jobsite tests. 

Test Section lo. 1 

One 50 foot by 50 foot section or macadaa (HI Bitumula) vaa laid. 
Two-inch crushed rock was spread over the area and rolled with two 
passes of a 10 ton 3-wheel roller. One gallon per square yard of 
150-200 asphalt emulsion HI was spra7ed OTar the rock, and 1-inch 
small crushed rock spread over the te1t section and spr87ed with 
one gallon per square 7ard of th• aulsified aaphalt. The teat 
section was then bro011 sanded and rolled with one pa.as of the s&lle 
roller. 

Test Section lo. 2 

On• 50 foot by 50 root section (BRM Bitumuls) vas laid. The mate
rial was mixed in a saall pug mill, and aggregate and binder were 
weighed on scales. Three strips were laid with proportion• and 
llixing aa follows: 

Strip A 

60 per cent maall crushed rock 

40 per cent beach eand 

6 per cent BitUlllUls 

Theee were mixed in pug 11111, sand and Bitumuls added to rock, 
and batch mixed 3 to 5 minutes, The batch v... then dt111.ped on 
a platfora and stockpiled for tvo d&7•, a!'ter which it vas 
laid by the Barber-Greene paver in the conventional manner. 
The test section was rolled with 2 passes or a 10 ton 3-
wheeled roller at the till• or la,-lng. 
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Strip B 

60 per cent small crushed rock 

40 per cent beach sand 

8 per cent ·a1tumuls 

8 per cent water mixed with Bitumuls 

Rock vas placed in the pug mill and half the Bitumuls added 
and mixed with the rock; then sand and the rest of the Bitumul.s 
were addedp the material batched, and the strip laid as Strip 
A had been laid. 

Strip C 

60 per cent crushed rock 

40 per cent beach sand 

10 per cent Bitumul.s 

4 per cent water added to Bituauls 

The batch was llixed and laid in the same :manner as Strip• A 
and B. 

T11t Section Bg, 3 

One 50 foot by 50 foot teat section of Allalga-PaTe vas laid. The 
materials vere proportioned. by wight and Dlixad in a pug :aill. 
Two strips wre laid, one uaing 4 per cent asphalt and 4 per cent 
oil, the other using 5 per cent aaphalt and 3 per cent oil. The 
material vaa aixed and batched as had been the Bitunmle, and one 
dq vae allowed betwen mixing and lqing. 'fhe strip• were laid 
with the Barber-Greene p&Ter, and the test section vas rolled v1.th 
2 passes or the 10 ton J-wheeled roller at the tille or lqing and 
one pass with an unloaded lovb07 6-vheeled trailer on the following 
dq. 

Ttat Section llo. 4 

A trial batch or one-halt 7&rd or 15 per cent BRM Bitumula and 
beach sand vu laid on a hard surface and rolled with an unloaded 
truck. 

Additional llm1ted Motions ot pa'rl.Jac wre laid using hot and cold 
mixes with MC-J but these proved unaati.afact0?"7 due to difficulties 
inherent in the use of coral aggregates with this t,-pe ot binder. The 
following observation• and results wre noted for the teeta perforaed: 
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Test Section No. 1 

The two-course macadam (HI Bitumuls) proved to be well integrated~ 
vith sufficient asphalt to make a good road surface if rolling 
and working by traffic comparable to that given macadam in the 
U. S. could be provided. The rolling and compacting possible at 
the Jobsite, howeverj was insufficient for the dispersal or asphalt 
into the rock and could not provide a surface comparable to a 
batched mix surface. 

Test Section No. 2 

The batched HRM Bitumuls mix laid made a good pad, sufficient for 
traffic, and it would improve with use. The 6 per cent Bitumuls 
mix appeared slightly lean, but the 8 per cent and 10 per cent 
mixes were well bonded, elastic, and vell set up. 

Test Section No. 3 

The Amalga-Pave was observed to be pliable and well integrated, 
but too soft. It showed no indication of setting up. 

Test Section No. 4 

The trial batch or 15 per cent Bitumuls and sand set up vell, was 
plastic, and seemed to make a fairly good paving. 

In view of these test results, it appeared that of the mixtures 
tested the mixture for Strip B of Te•t Section No. 2 would produce the 
best and most economical paving for the purposes intended. 

The aboTe described field teats were supplemented by a series of 
tests conducted in laboratories in the Los Angeles area using coral 
aggregate imported from Eniwetok. Hot mixed pavement was included in 
these tests but an an~sis of costs~ which waa care~ prepared bf 
and engineer having lll8ll1' 7eara experience in the pa.Ting field, indi
cated that hot .mixed p&Teaent was not econOlllical, and the laboratorr 
teats, as well a• the field tests, led to the conclusion that cold mixed 
pavement should be used. The following is an excerpt from the report 
of laborato?"T teats on coral aggregates& 

Ledge Coral 

The ledge coral cCDpares favorably' in hardness vith 
limestone. Its absorption a.fter being dried to con
stant weight and. submerged for 48 hours i• onl7 3.7 
per cent which is not high, and also compares favor
ably vith most normal aggregates. 
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The gradation of the ledge coral is as follows: 

Per cent Passing 1• 100 

• " u J/4" 88 

" • • 1/2" 50 

fl fl " 1/4" 9 

" II " #10 5 

• II II #40 4 

• " a #80 2 

" • • #200 1 

c2raJi B!!asm S§!ld 

The coral beach sand is unusually good, being sharp, 
graded and of high stability. Absorpt.ion after being 
dried to conatant weight and submerged for 48 houra 
ia J. 5 per cent. The Modified Florida Bearing Value· 
ia unu8Ually high, showing 1,000 pounds per aqua:r• ·, 
inch. The gradation of the coral sand ia as f ollova: 

Per Cent P~saing 1/2• 100 

• • • 1/4• 99 

• • it #10 98 

• • • #40 27 

• • • #80 1 

• • • #200 ·trace 

ua:111tc1 Dl•nd 

It i• recommended. in order to secure the moat faYor
able gradation of th• tvo aggregates mentioned above 
that th97 be blended in equal parts which vill pro
duce a "l)Oabined grad.ing as tollowa: 

Per Cent Passing i• 100 

• 
• 

• 
• 

94 

75 



Per Cent Paseing 1/4 111 54 

II 

ft n 

II 

• #10 

• #40 

ii #80 

1¥ #200 

51 

16 

2 

l 

The correct amount of Bitumule HRM for the above 
blend is 8 per cent 'Which, for 8stimating purposes, 
equals .8 gallon per square yard per compacted inch 
or thickness, and for batching purposes in the mix
pot equals .8 gallon per cubic foot loose or the 
aggregate blend. For sand mixes only using the coral 
beach sand the correct BJ1.ount of Bitumuls HRM to use 
i• 10 per cent which, for eatillating purpo1ea, equal• 
l gallon per square yard per compacted inch of thick
ness, and for batching purposes l gallon per cubic 
foot loose of the coral sand. 

Conclusions 

If an ideal blend or aggregate1 is desired, this 
could be achieTed 'b7 blending 40 per cent or the 
ledge coral or the abOTe gradation vith 40 per cent 
of the coral beach sand, and with 20 per aent or the 
crusher dust produced at the rock plant as a by
product or the crushing operations of the ledge coral. 

The aboTe laborator;r atud;J" clearly di1olose1 that 
the ledge coral i1 pertecti., aatisfactor;y tor mak
ing BitUlllUl.11 :mini in combination with the coral 
beach sand, or if neeesa817 it could be used as a 
straight crusher run without the addition of sand. 
The coral beach sand ia unusuall.1 good and it de
sired, could be uaed exclusively for a Bitumuls 
sand mix for a:rq t1])9 or patlng and would give verr 
1atiatacto17 reaults. 

On the baai1 or the above teats and an~ee1, the decision va1 
reached 'b7 H & lt engineers that the use or Bitumuls for paving pur
poees at Eniwetok Atoll had •8Z17 adTantage1 and. warranted thorough 
stud7 to determine the beat design mix to be u1ed in the evaluation 
of the variou1 material• proposed. A8 a result of this decision an 
engineering expert vith many yea.rs experience in the asphalt field 
and a broad knowledge of the characteriatica or coral aggregate when 
used with aephaltic binders for pavement was selected to inspect the 
teat strips on Parrr Island and report his findings. Hia conclusions 
and general remarks vere as follovag 
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CONCLUSIONS 

These tests have proved that a very satisfacto17 
asphaltic concrete can be made using Bitumuls BRM 
and ledge coral and coral beach sand. 

Where ledge coral is scarce a satisfactory pave
ment can be made using Bitumuls FIRM and coral beach 
sand. A very small patch was made or this mix and 
looks very good. 

Where ledge coral is available and coral beach sand 
.is scarce, a good open graded mix can be made using 
the ledge coral Cl"'Ushed and graded from 1 inch down 
to dust (crusher !"UI1) and mixed with Bitumuls HRM. 
As a general rule Bitumuls mixes will be more satis
factory than Bitumuls macadams. 

A Barber-Greene mixing plant is available and is an 
ideal unit for making Bitumuls mixes either as a 
central nrl.xplant or as a travel mixer it it is pro
vided vi.th an elevator. 

A ve17 substantial amount of money can be sand by 
shipping Bitumuls to the job bulk in tank st.el!llllers 
instead or shipping in drums. 

Adequate floating storage is available. Floating 
storage is ideal for direct transfer in deep water 
from tank steamer and can be moved close to shore 

· at 8l~1'"desired location where the Bitumuls can eas
ily be pumped to shore through a fire hose using a 
centrifugal pµap. Since Bitumuls is asphalt emulsi
fied in water, it is always handled cold, it is ea97 
to pump and pl"esents no fire hazard. 

SURFACE T~TS 

The aethod of testing the surface of the test pave
.. nt sections was as follows: a 5 foot diaaeter 
circle was marked out on top or th• BitUllUls mae
adfUI section and aleo the Bitumuls mix seat.ion, con
taining 6 per cent and 10 per cent of BitUJIUls BRM. 
A traneit vas first used to establish the elevation 
at each circle. The actual test consisted or plac
ing a vooden tr~pod directly over the circle, and 
suspended under this tripod and exact~ 24 inches 
above the pavement surface was a charge or 18 pounds 
or 60 per .~~t hi-preesure gelatin which vaa then 
exploded, «!'t9i.uhtcb-an observation va1 aade of the 
damage done to the pavement area underneath. 



Test #3 located on the section of Bitumuls HRM mix 
containing 10 per cent of Bitumuls gave the best 
reeults of all tests, because only a very small area 
within the painted circle was disiurbed, and this 
only to a depth of about 1/2 inch. 

Test #4 located on the Bitumuls HRM mix containing 
6 per cent of Bitumuls disturbed the surface to an 
area slightly larger than the painted circle and to 
a depth of about 1 inch to 1-1/2 inch. 

Test #5 on the Bitumuls Macadam was entirely unsat
isfactory, as this area was entirely loosened and 
unbonded to the entire depth or 3 inch and to an 
area almost twice as large aa the painted circle, 
and shock wave• were visible for a distance or 10 
feet from the center or the circle. 

These testa clearl.7 prove that a Bitmmla Macadam 
is not a aatiafactory t:ype or p&T91a911t tor the pur
pose intended by these teats. 

Test #3 of the Bitumula 10 per cent llix is det• 
initel.7 the t;rpe beat suited for the purpoae in
tended. 

GENERAL REMARKS 

BitUlluls grade HRM in storage at the job location 
not onl.7 will make satisfactory paveaenta ror all 
t11>9s or uses, but can also be used for duat con
trol. It is suggested for this purpose th&t the 
Bitumuls HRH be diluted 'With water at the rate of 
from 10 to 20 parts of water to one part or Bitumula 
and applied by gravit7 through an ordinary water 
sprinkling truck. A small amount of experimentation 
'Will be necessary to arrive at the correct amount of 
dilution of the Bitumuls and the number of applica
tions of same to secure the desired degree of dust 
control. This is the same t1'P9 of dust control which 
has proved satisfactory at rn,okern. 

Another use for the Bitumuls which ma7 prove han~ 
would be the construction of sidewalks wherein one 
inch of Bitumuls mix could be laid between one inch 
header boards on a properly water bound sub-base and 
screeded and floated in the same method as ceaent 
concrete to a smooth finish. 

Recreational areas for basket ball, volle7 ball, etc. 
can also be construeted 9 using your usual method of 
sub-base operation using water bound crusher run 
coral with a Bitumuls mix wearing surface of 1-1/2 
inches to two inches in thiekneH. 
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t>ue t.o the magnitude or the pa"rl.Dg aperaUon and the ~ f'aotora 
to be eoneid91"ed, a boU'd eepoaed of fin !19aberl ot the EaginHring 
.Dirld.on of B at I., •• of wham vu w14•17 experieneed in paving, vaa 
ap:poin~ to N'dn all data Nl&t.i•• to the wbjecrt and make a reco11-
11endatic:m ae to t7JJ9 an4 quant.it7 of material to be purchased for paving. 

The most exten•in and 1.mpol'tant item ot parlng vae that of the 
tut areas surrounding the zero points and since lll.leh Taluable time had 
been con8Ulled in reaearch, and construction activities at the Jobe1te 
vere rapid~ nearing the tiae scheduled for eurfacing operation•, it was 
imperative that a f'inal decision be reached aa to the aaphaltic binder 
to be specified. 

After a thorough ·~ o! the repd!tta conri.ng th• test.a, both at 
Eniwetok and Loa Angelea, the Boal'd sumittlld it• report on F•bruar7 15, 
1950 recc • ending that: 

Th• t1P8 of pe.rtng material tor uae on Jo~ 640 
ahould be aula1tied aaphalt, 'l)'pe HRM, Aaerioan 
BitUDIUla C~, (which ia equal to T)1Mt #Ml..8-42 
A:merican Aaaociation of' State Highva7 Otticiala 
and to Federal Specificaticma, 'f7pe YI Faulaitied 
Asphalt), to be •hipped in ball&: b1' tanker and un
loaded into 8U.itable floating .torage at the Job
aite, and then to be pumped uhor• through suitable 
hoee or pipe• to aho!'e tan.ks during parlng opera
tion on each location. 

On the baai1 of th11 report, the culminating action of the long and 
caretul inTelltigation of paring materials, epeciticaUona wn ia1111ed 
calling for BRM BitlZDIUla to be ued for p&Tiag. Cruahecl coral aggregate 
vaa reccaunded, with coral sand e11cond choice.- On• galloa of BitUlllUla 
per equare 7ard of p&Tment per inch ot thicm••• vu apecsified. 

Ccmnmicatione reoeiftd tram Los ilaaoa atat.ed that aapbaltic p&T
ing 3 inches in thicmeH would mHt requirmenta tor the innw circle, 
vhich included &11 area within 400 feet of the sero point; and pe.Ting 
1-1/2 inchea thick would be required r~ th• out.er circle, which in
cluded all area 'betveea the 1000 feet outer airol• and th• 400 toot 
1.nnw circle. The J inch paTment vu conaidered aaqute for fthicular 
traffic, whereaa the 1-1/2 inch pavizlg vaa atrict~ a 110$r,t'tic area. 
For the parpo .. ot a~oe11 to the inner oirole, a 3 inch asphaltio road
_,. 20 r .. t. in vi4th .. planned aero•• the outer circle. 

In cmpllanoe vith \he reeom1endat.ions ot t.he board and. the .ABC 
requireaenta tor area paTing, a requi1ition vaa 1n1baitted tor 802,000 
gallon• of HaM Bitumul1 to be ueed on the tollov1Dg ait••1 Aomon, 
277,800 gallon•; lnpbi, )08,200 gallon•; and :awt, 216,000 gallcm•. 
ThaH quanU tie a vere eatiu.ted to tultill the uea parlng need• u 
known at. t.h• tiM. -
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A major problem still confronted the Paving Board, that of trans
porting and unloading Bitumuls at the Jobsite. Ae a first step, a com
parative coat estimate was compiled for handling of the material by bulk 
in tankere or in drums. This stud7 revealed that baaed on 3-1/3, 55 
gallon drums occupying 40 cubic feet of space, the bulk ahipaent would 
result in a considerable saving. Included in the cost of bulk shipaent 
was the cost of purchase, transportation, and erection of three 10,000 
barrel storage tanks, one to be provided for each of the test sites; 
and even with this item included, the bulk transportation and handling 
showed an estimated saving or approximately' five cents per gallon over 
transportation in drums. In view of the savings to be effected, bulk 
shipment was adopted, contingent upon the development of a feasible 
method of handling Bitumuls at the Jobsite. 

After conferences with a representative of the Bitumul supplier 
and after cost anal7sis of six different methods of unloading Bitumuls 
from off-shore tankers, it waa decided to unload from ocean going tanker 
into a steel barge which was available at the Jobaite, b)" uaing the 
tanker's pumps and then moving the barge closer in shore, anchoring it 
and using a 6 inch pipe with Victraulic couplings(Ari17 •inTasion type•). 
A gear pump was located on the barge, designed for high vi1coait7 liquids, 
which pumped the Bitumuls into shore tanks. It might Qe noted here that 
an attempt was made to utilize as Bitumul storage at the Atoll, a float
ing dry-dock section which had previously' been used as a storage tank. 
During the filling of this auxilia.r,.. storage racilit7 a leak denloped 
which could not be plugged and the section sank with a losa of.approx
imately fift1 thousand gallons of Bitumuls. 

On June 1, 1950, the final estimate of Bitumuls to meet all Project 
requirements then known was prepared which indicated that 1,705,900 
gallons would be needed. The distribution was as follows: 

Roadway paving 

Roadway dust palliative 

Test area paving 

Airstrips 

Dust palliative for scientific stations 

10 per cent for contingencies 

Total 

PAVING OF ROADS. AREAS, AND AIRSTRIPS 

263,800 gallons 

26,800 

1,061,250 

153,100 

45.850 

1,550,800 

155.100 

In a~cordance with criteria as to areas to be paved, and the find
ings of the Pavine Board" 6st1mates vere made of the rAouired paving f o:r 
-Che Project. (Table 5.22-1 shows these estimates.) 
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TABLE 5.--l ESTIMATE OF PAVIBG Am> DUST PALLIATIVES AREAS, IN SQUARE YARDS 

BoW t.e:r0 errei.. .11.nJt.ripa Taxiways & Inatrumenta- MiscelL.1.e-

J"Partng ...... 
23,000 

17,000 

ll,000 

8,500 

---
---
---

110,500 

Palli- Pall1 .. Parking tion Strip 
&t1ft8 J"Partng li"Partng 3"Partng atina Pal.11at1Tes Palliatives 

8,800 ---
25,200 ---
: J.a500 42,700 

9,000 85,690 

28,000 105,050 

7,700 ---
10,000 ---
5,000 ---

99,200 233,440 

~: 

3" Parlllg 

lj" PaYi.Jlg 

---
---

57,500 

161,780 

223,290 

---
---
---

442,570 

--~ 170,000 

--- 6,700 

3,900 ---
6,100 ---
--- ll,000 

6,700 ---
--- ---
--- ---

16,700 187,700 

36o,640 Square Yarcla 

442,570 Square Yards 

Pall1at1Teaz '!'rattle .Areas IJ.86,900 Square Yarda 

Palllatin•: •oa-Tratf'ic 
Areas g66,600 Square Yard.a 

Total 1, 56,710 Square Yard.a 

200,000 ---
--- ---
--- 62,500 

--- 62,500 

--- ll4,6oo 

--- ---
--- --... 

--- ..,_ 

200,000 239,6oo 

ous Arel').& 
.. :ia ta_'l .. ~ 

30,000 

55,000 

10,000 

10,000 

10,000 

.2,000 

18;.G> 

127,000 



Radioactivity from former test operations was still a hazard during 
the early stages of construction and in order to minimize its effect on 
the construction crews, and to reduce the radiation to tolerance limits, 
it was decided that areas to be worked would be kept constantly wet down 
by an overhead sprinkler system and that material from the outer areas 1 

more distant from the old tower location, would be hauled in and depos
ited and rolled on the areas of high radioactivity. This operation is 
more completely described in Chapter 6.2 of the Construction volume. 
Grading, therefore, was primarily for the purpose of reducing radio
activity at the surface, removing sudden changes in ground surface, and 
eliminating water pockets. Plans were dra\111 establishing finish grade 
of the Zero areas in accordance with this construction. 

SCOPE OF PAVING OPERATIONS 

The amount of paving ·actually accomplished on the various islands 
differed materially from that originally planned. In general, it was 
found that by grading, watering, and rolling, very aatisfactory roadvays 
were made. With the approval of AEC Contract Administrator, the paving 
of roadways on all islands except Eniwetok Island was eliminated, except 
the section through the 1-1/2 inch area paving around the Zero towers 
which would not support traffic. These roadways were made of .3 inch thick 
paving. 

On Eniwetok Island, at the request of military grdiPs stationed on 
the island, and approved by the AEC, plans were draw for the paving or 
the perimeter road around the island and a portion of the main airstrip. 
This work involved the placement of approximately 11,500 yards of road 
paving and the paving of an area of approximately 50,000 square yards 
on the runway. 

In addition to these requirements, which were not contained in 
original paving estimates, a requirement was established for helicopter 
mats at three photo tower sites and paving and dust palliative treat
ment adjacent to a large number of scientific stations and military 
structures. 

It might be noted at this point that the paving on the Eniwetok 
Airstrip showed signs of failure at the feathered transition between 
paved and unpaved portions. Upon examination and consideration of the 
possible causes of failure it was determined that a reduction in the 
amount of paving authorized had resulted in the location of the pave
ment transition in the zone in which the effects from the take-off of' 
jet aircraft were most destructive, Various proposals to remedy the 
condition and strengthen the pavement in the take-off zone were con
sidered. However, it was found that by scarifying the pavement laid 
in this zone and adding Bitumuls to insure an ultimate mix of approx
imately one gallon per cubic root of aggregate prior to respreading and 
rolling, the effects of jet aircraft take-off' on the pavement were sub
stantially eliminated. 
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CHAP'l'ER 5.23 

· .1IR5'!RIPS 

For Operation Greenhouse it wea necessary to rehabilitate, rebuild, 
or relocate existing airstrips and to build new strips on several islands. 
The main airstrip on Eniwetok Island served for the large passenger and 
transport planes as well as for drone planes to be used in the experiment. 
other strips, particularly on the experiment islands, served more liaited 
purposes, ioe., for liaison planes for intra-island transportation. 

ENIWETOK AIRSTRIP 

The original length of the airstrip on Eniwetok Island was ~400 feet, 
but operational needs demanded that it be extended. The possibllit7 of an 
increase to 8,000 feet was considered, but to accomplish this would have 
required construction to the edge or \he reef on the ocean side and intro
duced severe stabilization probl.... As a consequence, it was decided. 
at a meeting of representatives of Am, JTF-J, TG3.2 and TG.4 that the · 
cost o! extending the strip out on the reef would be excessive. The strip 
was rotated two degrees counter clockwise and extended as far as possible 
without building on the reef and the result was a 7,000 foot strip. The 
new positions or the rotated strip were stabilized and sprinkled with water
diluted Bitumuls. 

Because the length was leas than that desired for drone plane oper
ations, the plans also cilled for the construction or a substantial pro
tective earthwork bera along the north 2,000 feet and around the north 
end of the runvq and tor the installatiD or tvelve 1/2-inch steel ar
resting cables stretched at 50 toot intervals across the northerly 600 
feet ot the run\119' and anchored to 24 Jl8.8sive reinforced concrete dead
men set along the strip margin. 

Plana did not contemplate mrr paving of this rw:J."81' nor arrr paving 
on the varmup apron. However, at the request or the Air Force, H & N 
was authorized to plan and coutruct 50,000 square 7ards or p&Ti.ng for 
the Eniwetok run¥19" and 12,500 square 78l"ds for the var.mup apron. De
tails of paving design are given in Chapter 5.22 of this YOllllle. 

The run¥19" axis, as rotated 2 degrees, had a bearing or Ii 62° E, ·which 
was as close to the direction or preTailing winds (N 70° E) as was possi
ble on this island. 

PARRY AIRSTRIP 

The existing airstrip on Parry had been determined to be poor:l7 ori
ented and a new strip was designed. This run¥19" is 1,200 feet long, and 
its axis is oriented N 700 E, in the direction ot the prevailing winds. 
The runway was not paved, but it was treated with available sub-standard 
cement and compacted. 
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RUNIT AIRSTRIP 

The airstrip existing on Runit before this Project vu begun wu 
700 feet long. It was radically of't-vind and too short f'or safe oper
ations in unfavorable weather. Therefore, a new strip was designed, ori
ented into the vind. 0 This was extended to 1000 feet by providing f'or fill 
on the reef' at the ocean side of the island, with borrow f'ro:m the adjacent 
coral reef. The axis of this airfield has a bearing of' N 70° E, in the 
direction of' the prevailing winds on the atoll. .Approximately 7, 500 square 
yards ot paving were used on this airstripo Design specified paving with 
a ~ll graded aggregate, and approximately 400 sacks of' rejected Portland 
ce11ent were experimentally added to the BitUDlllls asphalto 

BIIJIRI .AIRSTRIP 

On BUjiri, an existiag airstrip was paralleled vith a new and longel'I 
strip harlng a length of' .1100 teet and a bearing of H 78027 128• E. Stand
ard baae and p&Ted surface design was provided. The nbbase or this new 
airstrip, although well prepared and properl.7 stabiliaed, contained a high 
:moisture content because of' an excessive amount or rainfall during con
struction. Although the aggregate waa of' ..a alone, it wu of good gre.
dation, and approxiaatel.7 8 per cent ef' Bitumtls was used. Because or the 
tree Misture alre~ in the subgrade, together with the :moisture in the 
mix, aa abnormally lo:ng tiM vu required for the curing process. More 
than \he usual aaount of' rolling vu done in an att911pt to hasten the 
drying process. In a week or ten ~s aft.er the raintall returned to nor
mal, the paveaeat dried out and resulted in a serTiceable airstrip. 

ENGEBI ilRSTRIP 

The original airstrip on Engebi could be reconditioned in its exist
ing location on its bearing of' N 7604,4.•05• E. As a consequence, plans 
called on11' for clearing and blading. lo p~Ting was specified. 

BOG.ALIDA ilRSTRIP 
.A plan shoving 'Ula .......... complete deTelopment or Bogallua Island, 

including an airstrip, vu prepared in October 1949. Thia strip was 900 
feet by 50 feet. Ita bearing vu I ?00 E, the direction or prnailing 
wind.a. Stabilised aoil vu to be oonred with Marsden :aatting. The strip 
wu coutrute4 u pl.armed between J&11U&l7 14 and J8D1lar'7 21, 1950. 

HELICOPTER ms 
Helicopter :aata, easeatial.l,- cleared, stabilised areaa 150 feet bJ" 

150 feet were prorld9d on Piraai, Bokov, and Teiteiripuoohi to facilitate 
access to these sites during operational period.a. 
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CHA.Pl'ER 5.24 

CAUSEWAYS AJID FIERS 

For Operation Sandstone a cause'WB.y consisting of tvo rows of steel 
sheet piling "'1th a soild fill between them had been built between Aanon 
and Biijiri. This Project required a similar connection between Biijiri 
and Rojoa to provide ?ehicular access to the camp on Rojoe.. Reports 
indicated that considerable difficulty had been experienced in closing 
the final gap in the causeway for Operation Sandstone, l!l.lld it was antici
pated that even greater diff'iculty would be encountered in the new con
struction because of the deeper channel and a probable increase in scour
ing action due to the existence of the !omon-Biijiri causew.y. 

Careful study was :made at five different points in order to obtain 
the best alignment and to effect the greatest econoqy in construction of 
the Biijiri-Rojoa causeway. T'Wo of these locations bad coral heads awash 
at low tide and were so spaced as to provide convenient pier foundations 
for 100 toot to 130 foot steel bridge spans. Approxilllately 600 feet of' 
channel could thus be spumed, with all uncertainties as to pile driving, 
etc., eliminated. The cost of a steel bridge &l.so cc.ape.red favorably with 
the cost of a causeway of the trestle type. (Strictly speaking, a trestle 
is not a causeway at all, but that naaenclature persisted as the designated 
name of the structure as built.) Earlier plans for a steel super-structure 
were abandoned in favor of the relatively low and protected trestle type, 
comparatively unexposed to damaging action by the proposed experiments. 
Furthermore, because the location finally adopted was a straight aligaent 
and radial to the zero tO'W'Sr it offered a minimum exposure to possible 
damage. 

Prolonged study and field investigation were necessary to detenaine 
the penetrating ability and bearing power or_ wood piles. Here w.s the 
prevalent atoll formatioa consisting ot a bard coral cap overlAying softer 
coral. The thickness of this cap varies and little w.s know of its 
ability to grip a driven pile atter the cap was CJDce shattered. This 
called for rigging a pile driver in the field tor eapl.ace .. nt of a few 
test piles to deteI'lline whether wood piles could be driven. in the desired 
locatibna and, it so, wmt le!lgths would be needed for sustaining the 
required loads. Prelirl•17 tests were successtul and designs for piers 
and causeways based upon driven piles wen executed. Thereafter, through 
the use of standard pile driving equipnent, driven piles for cause"WB.ys, 
piers, and the like, were eaployed extensively on the project. In sa1e 
cases, directiOD&l. explosive charges had to be used to pierce the cap 
coral to permit proper starting. However, tor aost piles this technique 
was not required. 

·with the high degree of teredo and lilmoria content in sea water and 
consequent rapid destructi011 of untreated wood, especially in the tidal 
range, it was specified that all wood except the deck lumber be pressure 
creosoted. Creosote in decking is injurious to lll8Jly types of cargo and 
is beneficial only- in its prevention of decay. Port Orford cedar "18.s 
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selected for all decking because !t is decay resistant, stands up well 
under heavy usage, and cuts and handles wll during coutruction. The 
thickness of the deck \19.S made four inches for better distribution of 
heavy wheel loads and allowance for wear. The load assumption for desip 
was a seven ton single wheel concentration, distributed over three }+.-inch 
by 16-inch stringers, 16-illch o.c. 

When it was decided to locate the zero tover for the Aaa.on Group 
experiment sits a Eberiru, a continuous roadw.y betwen Aaaon and Eberirll 
was desirable to expedite construction at the latter location. This w.s 
initially accaaplished by bulldozing an underwater roadwy course on the 
reef betwen tb.e isl.ands. Meaawhile, a design requirement bad been es
tablished for a conduit for coax1al cable. Investigation by Engineering 
Division personnel at the site revealed that an earth-fill causew.y would 
provide the most econOllical direct route for the cable. ID addition, such 
a causeway could be used as an allweatb.er roadway. The resultillg recc:a
mendation ws followed and necessary dra:wiugs were provided. 

No design was necessary for the earth fill causeway itself', but the 
Structural and Electrical Departments or the Hcae Office E:ngineerillg 
Division designed the coax ducts to meet the safety cover requi.r9laellts 
or tb.e proposed experillents. 

It ws mcessary that each island havi:og 8.DY' appreci&ble 81181lllt or 
passenger or freight Mzldl1wg should have a Jand1ng pier for the handliag 
or heavier freight and ecoacmy of Ulllloading directly f'r• larger noa.ti:ag 
craft. Standards estaelished called for eight to to f'eet depth or 'W&ter 
at low tide at the pierhead, but three to three and oae-bal.f' f'eet depth 
was considered sufficient to accaaodate smaller craft at the lesa iaport
ant landings. 

Pier locatioas were chosea coincident with Sandstone approaches cmly 
when an econcay was appareJLt. Considerations in nev locatioas were exist
ing. depth of' wter, ease ot cbamlel clearing, and probability ot surrl'Yi..ng 
the detOI111ticms. CoaveDieaoe of location to shore installaticms or lagth 
of sea distance, was a :major consideration only on Eniwetok and .Parry 
Islands where these factors -were important. 

Studies centered about the various degree o! usage to vhich each 
pier would be subjected. Points considered included the •thod ot b&Jld
ling cargo, the heaviest single load likely" to be h&Jldled, aad th9 -.x
imum load of' temporary storage ot •terial on the pier. A. lift load of 
.300 powads per l!lqu&re root was f1naJJy agreed upoa for the hearter piers. 
(Conceatrated loads eccasioned by a 20-ton travelillg crue, or fin-tcm 
cai:acity at JO root boca radius.) Iio concentrated loads were utici}».ted 
for the lighter piers, but the JOO pound loading factor was maint&ill8d 
for any ocoasioIIB.l. or 8Jl8rgency use. 

Consideration was given the probability that sudden changes in the 
field might require piers to be built OD such brief notice that to await 
on-continent design for individual structures wwld cause serious delay. 
Therefore, typical designs were drawn for freight, i:assenger, and 
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combination piers and these plans were placed on file in the field, 
available for immediate use. Such plans were utilized, not only for sCllle 
new piers which it ws .found necessary to construct 1 but for enl.argeaent 
of existing piers. 

The design for all piers was predicated upon at least two usages 
for experimentation po.rposes. As in the case or the Biijiri-R~joa cause
wy, excepticmally rapid deterioration of a.ll untreated wood in contact 
with sea water below highest tide, due to the attack of teredo and lilllnoria 
led to the requirement that all piles be specified for 16 pounds per cubio 
foot creosote treatment, ud all diagonal bracing, pile cape, and stringers 
be creosote treataent to 8 pounds per eubic :foot or 3/4 inch penetration 
by alternate vacua and pressure method. All bored holes in piles and 
diaganal bracing were thoroughly swabbed with creosote before insertion 
of bolts or pins. 

Over all piles, 12 inch by 12 inch ca.pa were used; 4 inch by 12 inch 
stringers were used cm the lighter piers and 4 inch by 16 inch stringers 
for the major piers whioh were subject to heavier loading. Port Orford 
cedar decking was used for all piers tor econcay, workability, and wear. 
Bollards and cleats were firmly bolted to the decks for lashing boats 
alongside and these were supplemented by the driving of adjacent dolphins 
for the aore important piers. 

The decision to use t.illber 8lld pile constro.cticm was reached after 
study or the effect or etOI"ll water 8lld currents on Sandstone moles, and 
after an econaic study ot di:t'terent methods. Test piles were driven 
before materials were ordered and the prograa accepted. 

For the Sandstone experillents, solid jetties ccaposed of llavy _ 
cubicles or other •terial at hand bad been extended oot into the lagoon, 
and shallow dratt boats were lashed alcmgaide for loading or unloading. · 
In scae oases these JI.Olea were repaired md utili.zed as the shore end or 
the new piers, the extension to deeper water being ot the rego.lation pile 
and deck type. 

Figure 5.24-1 shows a typical oargo pier, and Figure 5.~ shows 
a ccabim\icm persannel and cargo pier. 
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NAVIGATION A.IDS 

The vork involved in the clearing and marking of navigation charinels 
was collateral to that of the pier construction prograJll. At the time con
struction operations were initiated, there were tw existing navigation 
channels within the lagoon, one channel beginning at the "Wide Passage" 
and continuing northerly, the second beginning at the "Deep Entrance" 
break in the Atoll reef and proceeding in a :::iorthwesterly direction to a 
junction with the first channel. The united channels then continued 
northerly toward Engebi and other of the northern island.a. These cbannels 
had at one time been adequately marked vi th buoys, and add1 tional buoys 
had been provided in scattered locations oft the channels to mark navi
gation hazards within the lagoon. At the beginning of this Project, how
ever, some of these buoys were found to have been lost or destroyed, anC. 
as construction vork progressed and water traffic increased, it was 
found necessary to replace the lost buoys and to provide buoys in nev lo
cations as required, both for mooring and navigation. 

As the pier construction program developed, the work of providing 
additional channels to provide boat approaches from the lagoon to the 
various piers was begun. Soundings were taken as part of the survey op
eration for the approach chanAels, and as a result of these surTeys the 
location and characteristics of each of the approach channels were deter
mined, including the requirements for marker buoys. Thia 1Df'ormation 
is tabulated below: 

TABLE 5.25-l. APPROACH CHANDLS 

Mean Depth 
at Entrance 

Length Marker Buoys No. Buoys 
Channel Name (Yards) Course (Fathoms) Red Black 

Present or Old Runit 14.00 Straight 1.2 3 3 

Nev Rojoa 1500 Dog leg 8 6 6 

Old Aomon 8oo Straight 10 3 3 

Bokonaarappu 600 Straight 5 3 3 

Muzinbaa1k.ku 550 Straight 5 3 3 

Nev Engebi (South) 1000 Slight dog 
leg 5 4. q. 

Old Engebi (Main) 1000 Straight 9 3 3 

Teiteiripucchi 650 Straight 5 3 3 
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In general, the water shallowed abruptly from the channel entrances 
to the extent that approximately one half the channel lengths were to 
a depth of ten feet or less of water. The depth of water at the heads or 
cargo or combination cargo personnel piers was required to be eight to 
ten feet minimum. at low tide; for the smaller personnel piers, three feet 
was t.he rnininn1m. Coral head obstructions were blasted and l.e9eled off. 
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CRAPl'ER 5.26 

ENG !NEERING SERVICES FOR USERS 

Because installation schedules for Users came at the end of the con~ 
struction phase of the Project, representatives of Users arrived at the 
Jobsite relatively late in the course of the development of the Proving 
Ground. These representatives called for a considerable number or serv
ices which had not been anticipated and for a number or changes in con
struction either completed or in progress. The majority of these addi~ 
tional services or changes were provided by the labor pool provided for 
the Job 5 support program, but IllS.IIY' made necessary the provision or engi~ 
DA&ring services. 

For example, the firing party required help from the Mechanical and 
Electrical Departments in planning and supervising the removal of tower 
equipment and the closing down or power plan~s just prior to experiments; 
scienti.f ic agencies required Design and Drafting Department .Aelp !or 
drawings, charts, and prints; and several Users required field and cal
culation work by the Surv911 Department. 

An outstanding example of late changes and redesign was in the case of 
coaxis.l. cables. A.a late as the latter part or Febrilar;y' 1951, the Eleo
trical Engineering and SUZ"V81' Departments had to issue suppleaents to 
practically all coaxial cable layout maps, changing ditoh sizes, widths, 
and layouts, and specifying additional trenching for selector stations, 
etc. Just prior to the tests additional fill cover was called for. 

Consi'8rable field engineering was required as vell to analyze new 
additional power requirements of Users. Far instance, major equipaent 
additions in the photo laboratory required electrical and mechanical 
engineering to provide adequate continuity or power and satisfactory 
humidity for photographio work. These additional requirellellts ocourred 
during the spring or 1950. 

Revisions to the cO!Wllnioations, oontrol, and signal requireaents 
which oocurred after the inatallatiOll. was started in the !all or 1950 
required engineering liaison aai coordination, and engineering estimates 
for User serTices required consideration or aTailability and cost or 
materials, labor, and equipment, and~ man-months of field engineer
ing were expended in fulfilling this requiremento 

Throughout the Job 5 phase, the Engineering Division provided advice 
and assistance to the Am and the scientific Users, as well as to the 
Construction and.Operations Division or H & N in the solution of ll8ll1' 
electrical, meohaniaal, structural, and civil problems resulting from 
Job 5 work orders. 
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CHAPTER 5 • 27 

EFFECTS OF BLASTS ON STRUCTURES, PAVING, AND PIERS 

Information as to the observed design adequacy of structures may 
be valuable in future planning. For this reason, a tabulation follows 
of scientific structures used in the experiments, with observations on 
the apparent effects of blast. Descriptions of the structures are 
given in Chapters 5.11 and 5.12 of this volume. 

For the design of those structures intended to survive the experi
ments, probable blast pressures to which each would be exposed were 
furnished by J-Division, and in most cases these pressures controlled 
the design. However, in some cases, wall thicknesses were determined 
by the radiation shielding required, Design analysis showed in some 
cases that the anticipated blast pressures on structures at desired 
data points were so high that structures designed to survive would have 
been extremely costly. 

Inspection of all structures was made from June 16 to July 2, 1951. 
In general, the inspection indicated adequate design and a good quality 
construction. 

Comments which follow as to the adequacy of design relate only to 
the effect on structures themselves and not to their scientific pur-

• pose. 

DAMAGE TO SCIENTIFIC STRUCTURES 

Station 1 - 200 Foot and 300 Foot Steel Tovers. These stations 
wre expendable and were completely destroyed. Small quantities of 
tower steel were in evidence at the sites as were parts of the footings 
and anchors. 

Station 2 - Wood Frame Structures. These structures were com
pletely expendable and were destroyed at all sites. Design was ade
quate for the purpose intended. 

Stations 3. 4. and 5 - Plrwood Boxes Mounted on Four by Four Posts. 
These stations suffered various degrees of damage, but it is believed 
that they adequately.served the purpose intended. 

Stations 6a and 6b - Reinforced Concrete Structure. The 6a struc
tures were Sandstone structures rehabilitated for Operation Greenhouse. 
These structures showed considerable cracking, but there was no evidence 
of structural failure. 

Station 6b structures showed slight vertical cracking (0.02 inches 
or less in width) in the side walls. There was no evidence of failure, 
and the design is considered adequate. Cracks apparently did not ex
tend continuously through the walls; and therefore probably did not 
provide paths for radiation or dust. 
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Stations 6c, 22, 24, 38. 65. 132e, f, and h. 133. 134. and 592 -
Canvas Tent Shelters on Wood Frames. None of these stations was in evi
dence at the time of inspection except station 65 at Teiteiripucchi. Th1s 
station was still intact except that the ridge member was broken about 1J.o 
inches back from the face edge, All canvas had been removed before the 
tests. These stations were used for work and storage space during the 
period of test preparation. Design was adequate for the purpose intended. 

Station 7 - Wood Frame Structure. The station at the tower southeast 
of Runit was removed prior to this inspection. It is understood that the 
structure suffered no damage. The structures inspected were not damaged. 
The Piiraai structure showed a "belly-in" of about one-half inch of the 
face-on wall, but there were no cracks in studs, sill, or plate. The de
sign for these structures was adequate. 

Stations 8 and - Reinforced Concrete Bases 'With Steel Frame. There 
was no damage to these structures on Engebi Sites E and E~ • Design is 
considered adequate, 

As was expected, Station 8 at Aomon was severely damaged. The colli
mator block was blown apart, the base was badly broken up, and the steel 
framing was badly bent. There was no damage to Station 9 in the Aomon 
Group. Design is considered adequate. 

Station 10 - Reinforced Concrete Base 'With Steel Frame. Station 10 
on the Aomon Group was partially damaged. The collimator block and base 
were not damaged. The tie down rods were strained and bent; the steel 
frame was buckled about one inch; and the limonite blocks hung on the col
limator for additional protection were shattered. However, it is under
stood that all data was obtained. 

Station 10 was undamaged at all other sites. 

Station 11 - Reinforced Concrete Base 'With Steel Frame. Some form 
of failure was anticipated for all Stations ll. 

The collimator block at Station 11 on Runit was blown off the base 
because of failure by shear and elongation of the tie down rods (U-bolts). 
The design is considered adequate. 

At Station··.11 on Engebi, the 10 inch by 1 inch steel plates welded 
together to form.an H-beam buckled about one and one-quarter inches at 
midspan; two tie down anchors on the lagoon side were broken in tension. 
The block remained in position on base. 

At Engebi (E+), Station ll, the block was blown off its base; tie 
down anchors were not in evidence, and the steel frame was buckled. 

The collimator block and steel frame at Station 11 on Aomon were 
completely gone.: There was one section of a collimator block lying about 
500 feet southeast of the structure, and it was assumed that this was 
part of the installation. There was no evidence of the rest of the 
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structure. The base remained in place but was badly cracked; the tie dovn 
rods (U-bolts) sheared off at the upper plate on the lagoon side, and the 
anchor bolts sheared off at the base on the ocean side. As vas anticipa
ted, this structure was a complete failure. 

Stations 12, 14, 15, and 19 - Reinforced Concrete Base vith Steel 
Frame. These stations were not damaged, and design is considered adequate. 

Station 18 - Reinforced Concrete Structure. These structures were 
not damaged. The Aomon Group structure showed a horizontal crack about 
one-hundredth of an inch 'Wide approximately eight inches below the roof 
along one side vall and tvo small diagonal cracks above the door. The 
vells adjacent to these structures shov no damage. The design for these 
structures is adequate. 

Stations 20 a, b. c, d. e, and f - Reinforced Concrete Wall on Base. 
At Engebi, Stations 20 a and b tipped over tovards the lagoon; Station 
20 c tipped about 20° from vertical towards the ocean. At all stations, 
the base remained in place; the failure occurred at the connection between 
the wall and base and consisted of elongation and bending of reinforcing 
steel and spalling of. concrete on the compression side of wall. All other 
structures at this site were not damaged, 

On Runit, Stations 20 a, b, and c tipped over. Failures occurred in 
the foundation or in the connection of the wall to the footing. The fail
ures did not cause loss of data. 

Stations 21 a, b, and c - Reinforced Concrete on Base. 'nlese struc
tures all were tipped over towards the lagoon by the Engebi blast. All 
bases remained in place; failure occurred at the connection between vall 
and base. It consisted of elongation and bending of reinforcing steel and 
spalling of concrete on the compression side of vall. Design of these 
structures is considered inadequate. 

Stations 23 a and b - Reinforced Concrete Structures. The 23a struc
tures are Sandstone structures rehabilitated for Operation Greenhouse. 
The Runit structure is in good condition. · The Aomon Group structure 
shoved considerable cracking but vas believed to be sound. The Engebi 
structure shoved a great deal of cracking as well as some inside spalling 
and vas not considered to be structurally sound. 

The Station 23b structure showed no blast damage, and the design is 
considered adequate. 

Station 25 - Reinforced Concrete Structur6. This structure had not 
been opened so that an interior inspection could be made. The exposed 
portions of the exterior shoved no serious damage. Diagonal cracks of 
about tvo-hundreths of an inch existed above the door opening, and there 
was a horizontal crack of the same width along the north wall about two 
and one-half feet dovn from the roof. The earth protection for this 
structure was blo\oll'l away to a point about three feet dovn from the roof. 
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Heavier construction to avoid failure does not appear to be justified in 
view of the fact that data was obtained. 

Stations 26a, b. and c - Reinforced Concrete Base. There was no dam
age to these structures. The design was adequate. 

Stations Z7 a, b, c, and d - Reinforced Concrete Base. There was no 
damage to these structures, The design was adequate. 

Stations 28 and 29 - Instrument Posts on Concrete Blocks. The con
crete blocks for these structures were adequate. The pipes outside of an 
approximately 3500 foot radius withstood the blast, but inside of this 
area they were blown over. The point of failure was just below the union, 
and in a few cases the union itself was broken. It was noted that unions 
were 250 pound. 

Stations 30a, b, and c - Wood Frame Structure. The three stations 
on the Aomon Group failed partially in that the doors were blown com
pletely into the structure, This blowin occurred because the 3 inch by 8 
inch door frames came loose from the sill and plate. The design was weak 
in method of fastening door frames to sill and plate. 

Station 30a on Runit shoved no blast damage. Stations 30b and c 
were completely demolished. The lumber in these tvo structures was com
pletely broken and crushed. 

The three stations on Engebi were substantially destroyed. The face 
wall in each was intact, but the roof, side, and back walls were nearly a 
100 per cent loss. Not only were timber members of the structures cracked 
and broken, but they were also crushed by the blast. 

After the E shot, it was reported that these structures were undam
aged. These stations were not used in the E+ experiment. 

Stations 33 and 34 - Steel Stakes. Very few of these were found; 
however, because of location it would have required a survey party to re
locate them. No damage was noted to those found. It was believed the 
design was adequate. 

Station 36 - Corrugated Metal Pipe Set Vertical from Ground Surface 
to Solid Rock and Gauge Plate. There was no damage to these structures. 
The design is considered adequate. 

Stations 37a. b, and c - Double Steel Wall Filled with Concrete on 
Reinforced Concrete Base. The structure at 37a was blown completely over, 
the base remaining attached to the wall. The structure at 37b was blown 
about 45° out of plumb, the failure occurring at the connection between 
the base and wall. The structure at 37c was blow. about 10° out of plumb, 
the failure occurring as at 37b. These structures were designed by the 
User and were extremely narrow in relation to the height. 
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Stations 37d, e, and f - Pipe Encased in Concrete, Underground. 
There was no damage to these structures. 

Station 39 - Reinforced Concrete Bases. These structures could not 
be found on Engebi. 

There was no serious damage to concrete on the structures at Runit; 
all anchor bolts were bent 90° over. 

Stations 40, 41 and 42 - Reinforced Concrete Slab, Flush vith Ground. 
These slabs were not damaged. Design is considered adequate. 

Stations 50a, b, c, and d and 5la, b, c, and d - Reinforced Concrete 
Slab and Wood Frame Box Flush with Ground. Structures outside of an ap
proximately 1200 foot radius from zero received no damage other than some 
cracking and splitting of the plyvood cover on the battery boxes. Struc
tures vi.thin an approximately 1200 foot radius of zero received consider
able damage to the wood boxes, and in most instances the concrete slabs 
were broken. It is believed that the design was adequate as there was no 
requirement that these stations vithstand the effects of blast. 

Station 52 - Limonite Concrete Block on Reinforced Concrete Base 
vi.th Back Stay Grillage. These structures were not designed to withstand 
the blast; only shielding was required, and data was obtained even though 
the structures moved. On Engebi, this structure was severely damaged by 
the blast. The upper grillage was buckled about eight inches and the 
lower about eleven inches above the base, Very little of the base was 
exposed, but there was no evidence of damage. On Runit, this structure 
was partially damaged by the blast. The block was cracked both vertically 
and horizontally vith cracks as vi.de as one-quarter of an inch. 

Station 53 - Limonite Concrete Block on Reinforced Concrete Base with 
Backstay, There was no damage to these structures. The design is believed 
to be adequate, 

Station 54 - Reinforced Limonite Structure on Reinforced Concrete 
~· On Engebi, there was no apparent damage to this structure, Exposed 
outside corners vere spalled off by flying debris, The tunnel entrance to 
the structure had caved in and earth had not been cleared away; therefore 
no inside inspection was made, 

On Runit, the structure vas demolished by a clean-up crew prior to 
inspection, It was understood that the structure was not damaged except 
that equipment supports (unistruts) vere pulled out of the walls, the tun
nel entrance caved in, and the walls somewhat cracked, 

The design of these structures is considered adequate except for the 
connection of the unistrut supports to the walls. 

Station 55 - Reinforced Concrete Structure, These structures were 
not damaged, and design is considered adequate, 
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Station 56 - Reinforced Concrete Structure. This structure on The 
Aomon Group shows some blast damage. The upper face toward zero corners 
have diagonal cracks beginning about two and one-half feet below the rocf 
and extending upward of 450 from vertical; these cracks extend into the 
roof and stop about three feet from the edge. Cracks are three hundredths 
of an inch \Tide at bottom. Minor spalling occurred around conduit embed
ded in the ceiling. Although this structure did not fail structurally, 
it suffered considerable damage. It is believed that an earth fill on 
the side toward zero and over the roof would have provided sufficient pro
te ction for the building as designed. It is understood that the damage 
described did not result in any loss of data. 

Station 57 - Reinforced Limonite Structure on Reinforced Concrete 
Base. There was no damage to these structures. The design is considered 
adequate. 

Stations 60 and 62 - 75-foot Tower. Five towers were inspected; the 
tower at Site M southeast of Runit was dismantled prior to the inspection. 
None of the towers inspected shoved signs of blast damage or effect except 
that the rolling doors on the cabs of the towers at Teiteiripucchi were 
bellied in and out with about four inch differential from normal. It is 
believed that this tower design is adequate. 

Stations 61 and 63 - Wood Frame Structure. None of these structures 
showed any blast damage or effect. 

Station 64 - Wood Frame Structure. Although these structures were 
damaged, it is felt that the design was adequate since they served and 
are still serving the purpose of protecting the generating equipment from 
the elements. Repair of the structures would be a relatively easy matter. 

These structures all showed evidence of partial failure. The main 
damage consisted of a "belly in" of the side of the structure toward zero 
with splitting and breaking of the two inch by six inch studs in the wall, 
blowing out of the main doors, and damage to louvers on the side toward 
zero. There was no evidence of movement of sills, plates, or roof joists, 
and no damage to the corner columns was noted. 

The Riiraai structure received the most severe damage. All vertical 
two inch by six inch studs in the face-on-wall were cracked or broken. 
Some cracking of the diagonal sheathing occurred, but the wall remained 
in one piece and is still standing. The opposite wall had three cracked 
studs near the mid point; these were caused by a "belly in• of this wall. 
The face-on louvers were badly broken; one half of main door was demol
ished; and the panels were blown out of the back door. 

Damage on Bokanaarappi consisted of six cracked studs on the face-on 
wall, slight damage to face-on louvers and one-half of the main door off 
at hinges. 

Damage on Teiteiripucchi consisted of six cracked studs on the face
on wall, some damage to face-on louvers, and main doors off at hinges. 
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Station 69 - Reinforced Concrete Structure. The structure on Runit 
was not d8lD8.ged. The structures at The Aomon Group and Engebi show two 
vertical cracks about 0.015 inch wide on the face-on wall and some ve"!.7 
fine irregular cracks in the roof. There is no indication that the build
ings failed structurally. The design of these structures is considered 
adequate. 

Stations 70, 71 and 72 - Reinforced Concrete Slabs. There was no 
damage to these slabs; the design is considered adequate. 

Stations 73 and 74 - Installations only, No Design. 

Station 75 - Reinforced Concrete Structure. There was no damage to 
these structures. The design was adequate for Engebi and excessive for 
Aaraanbiru. However, since the same design was used for both locations, 
no material saving of cost would have resulted from a lighter design for 
Aaraanbiru. 

Station 76 - Reinforced Concrete Structure. There was no damage to 
these structures. Design was adequate, possibly excessive for Piiraai. 

Stations 77, 78 and 79 - Wood Frame Structures. There was no d8lD8.ge 
to stations 77, 78 and 79 on Kirinian and .Bokonaarappu and to Station 79 
on Runit. Design is adequate for these structures, possibly excessive 
for station 79 on .Bokona.arappu. 

Station 80 - Reinforced Concrete Slab. There was no d8lD8.ge to these 
slabs. The design was adequate. 

Stations 81, 82, 83 and 84 - Reinforced Concrete Slab. There was no 
damage to these slabs. The design was adequate. 

Stations 90, 91. 92. 93. 95. 421 and 422 - Steel Box vi.th Top Set 
Flush with Concrete. There was no damage to these boxes, The design was 
adequate. 

Station 100 - Reinforced Concrete Structure. These structures showed 
no evidence of failure due to blast effect. A certain amount of cracking 
was in evidence at Engebi and a very small amount at Runit and The Aomon 
Group; however, none of this cracking indicates a structural failure. It 
is believed that the design is adequate, but not excessive. 

The quality of construction was evident throughout the structures. 
Concrete was well consolidated; there was no exposed reinforcement; forms 
were true; and there was no evidence of patching after forms were stripped. 
All concrete rang true when struck with a ha.mmer. There was no evidence 
of settlement or cracking of building foundations, columns, pilasters, or 
equipment blocks. Strain gauge tests on engine crank shafts at all sites 
after the blasts indicate that there is no misalignment. Due to the water 
seal and earth fill, it was impossible to inspect the outside roof, face
on and side-on walls of these structures. 
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Engebi shoved the largest amount of interior cracking. This consis
ted of three nearly vertical cracks at the center and quarter points re
specti vely of each wall. These cracks varied in vidth from .01 inch to 
.03 inch; the center crack on the north wall was 004 inch to .05 inch 
video No cracks were noted at the corners. Roof cracks consisted of two 
east-west cracks less than .02 inch in width extending across the floor 
in an east-vest direction and connecting the quarter point wall cracks; 
all other vertical wall cracks did not extend into the floor. There was 
a small area of irregular cracking between the main panel and the eight
cylinder engine probably caused during the installation of the engine. 
All of these cracks appeared to be recent ones and are not believed to be 
contraction cracks which occurred during curing of the concreteo 

Runit has no evident wall or roof cracks. Two small ~rregular cracks 
occurred in the floor. It is believed that they were of no consequence. 

The Aomon Group has three vertical cracks .02 inch or less in vidth 
and on the face-on and side-on walls, extending from the floor to a 
height of eight feet. The top of these cracks terminate at what is be
lieved to be a construction joint. One vertical crack .01 inch in width 
exists above the door to the ceiling. A very small number of very fine 
hair cracks exist in the floor. It was difficult to determine if these 
cracks were definitely the results of blast. It is probable that they 
were. 

Station 101 - Wood Frame Structure. Structures at Bogallua and 
Bogombogo were not damaged. The structure at Muzin was completely 
wrecked and the structure at Kirinian was partially wrecked. The roof 
was intact, but the side framing was broken and pulled apart. These 
structures were designed for weather protection only and are adequate for 
this purpose. 

Stations 120a. b, c, d, and e - Reinforced Concrete Blocks Set in 
Ground, Encasing Steel Bottle. Station 120a at Engebi was blo'Wil partially 
out of the ground; Station 120d vas moved about two inches. Movement in 
both cases was away from zero. None of the blocks was structurally dam
aged by the blast, but the special stucco was torn loose along the edges 
of the tops of the blocks, and the exposed mesh reinforcement vas burned. 
There was no damage to the top plates and interior pipes. 

The structures at Eberiru are all vithin the blast crater and vere 
under vater when inspection was attempted; therefore no data is available 
at this time. 

Stations l2la, b, c, d, and e - Reinforced Concrete Block Set in 
Ground vith Steel Casting. Structures at Engebi were not seriously dam
aged by the blast. Station 12le was blown slightly up and backwards; the 
special stucco finish on Stations 12la, b, c, and d vas torn loose around 
leading edges, and the mesh reinforcement vas burned, There is no evi
dence of structural failure of the castings or the concrete blocks. The 
design is considered structurally adequate. 
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Structures on Eberiru were all within the blast crater, and because 
the crater was under water no inspection could be made. 

Station 12) - Wood Frame Structure. These structures on Engebi and 
Eberiru were not required to survive and were completely destroyed. 

Station 125 - Reinforced Concrete Slab with 1 foot, 6 inch Steel 
Plates. There was no damage to the slab, but thirteen of the 1 foot, 6 
inch steel plates were torn from the slab. The separation vas due to the 
concrete's breaking out around the bolt head. Design of connection bet'W0E!'l 
plates and slab was not adequate. 

Station lJla - Reinforced Limonite Concrete Structure. This struc
ture on Engebi, designed for shielding only, shoved considerable failure 
but was not blo"Wn apart. Two horizontal cracks occurred in the structure, 
one about three feet from the top and the other about seven and one-half 
feet from the top. These cracks are about 0.5 inch wide on the lagoon 
side and 0.1 inch on the ocean side of structure. There was no indication 
that the bond between reinforcing steel and concrete was broken, but it 
did appear that some elongation of reinforcing steel occurred, The limon
i te plug blew out about tvo inches. The structure apparently did not 
break loose from its base, but the six inch concrete slab and cable were 
demolished. 

Station 131 - Reinforced Limonite Concrete Structure. The condition 
of this structure on Eberiru is unknown. The blast created a crater 
which filled with water, and structures in the vicinity of zero were not 
accessible. 

Stations 1J2a and b - Reinforced Concrete Structure. These struc
tures shoved no serious effects of blast damage. At Engebi the lagoon 
side wing wall of Station 132b settled slightly, and a small amount of 
horizontal movement of both vings was evident. The design of these 
structures was adequate. 

Stations 132c and d - Reinforced Concrete Slabs. There was no damage 
by blast to these slabs. The design is considered adequate. 

Station 135 - Wood Frame Structure. This structure vas completely 
demolished. Design vas adequate for the purpose intended. 

Stations 14J. and 14? - 'Wood Frame Structure. These structures vere 
destroyed by the blast. Design was adequate for the purpose intended, 

Station 143 - Reinforced Concrete Pit. This structure vas destroyed 
by the blast. Design vas adequate for the purpose intended. 

Station 144a - Reinforced Limonite Concrete Blockhouse on Reinforced 
Concrete Base. These structures were designed for shielding only. The 
structure on Engebi was partially destroyed. The top slab of the block 
was blo'Wil off and lies between the block and zero. The tubes were torn 
loose, and there was considerable fracture in the rest of the block but 
the base did not appear to be damaged. 
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At Engebi (E~) and the Aomon Group the blocks were completely blo\l!l 
apart and the bases partially fractured. 

Station 144b - Wood Frame Structure. These structures were completely 
destroyed. The design was adequate for the purpose intended. 

Stations 145 and 146 - Steel Towers and Lead Shields. Towers were 
completely destroyed as expected. 

Station 301 - Reinforced Concrete Structure. Stations 30la, b, c, i, 
j, and k at Engebi vere not damaged, and design is considered adequate. 
Station 30le could not be inspected because debris had not been cleared 
away. It appeared that there vas no serious structural damage. 

Stations 301 on Muzin vere not damaged, and the design is considered 
adequate. At Station 30lf, the collapse of a military structure built 
over 30lf caused the bottom chord (three and one-half inch by five inch by 
three-eighths angles) of a truss in the military structure to buckle vhen 
it hit the top of the face on side of the station. The only damage to 
Station 301 was a spalled off piece of concrete, a'bout 7 inches in diame
ter. 

Stations 302a, b, c, and d - Reinforced Concrete Structures. There 
vas no damage to these structures; design is believed to be excessive. 

Stations 302e through r - Reinforced Concrete Structure Ylith Steel 
Box. There vas no damage to these structures; the design is believed to 
be adequate. 

Stations 421. 423. 429. and 4210 through 4226 - Reinforced Concrete 
Base and Anchors. '!'here was no damage to these items; the design is be
lieved to be adequate. 

Stations 62Jb, 624b. 625b and c, and 626b and c - Reinforced Concrete 
Structure Ylith Steel Box. There was no damage to these structures; the 
design is believed to be adequate. 

Stations 623, 625 and 626a - Reinforced Concrete Structure. There 
vas no damage to these structures; fine horizontal cracks occurred be
tween the openings on the face-on side but are not considered of any con
sequence. The design is believed to be adequate. 

Stations.771, 772 end 773 - Reinforced Concrete Structure. There 
was no damag~ -to these structures; the design is believed to be adequate. 

Station 775 - ~ood Frame Structures. There was no damage; design is 
adequate. 
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Stations 821 through 824 - Reinforced Concrete Slabs. There was no 
damage to these slabs; the design is believed to be adequate. 

Station 825. There was no damage to this structure; the design is 
considered adequate. 

Station 826 - Reinforced Concrete Structure. There was no damage to 
this structure except fine diagonal cracks above the door frame, which 
were probably caused by contraction. Design of this structure is consid
ered adequate. 

Stations 82? and 828 - Wood Frame Structure. There was no damage to 
these structures. The design is considered adequate. 

DAMAGE TO PAVED AREAS 

Tower Sites, 3 inch Asphaltic Pavement within 400 foot Radius from 
~. The blast effect on the pavement in this area varied from total 
destruction in the crater area to a highly oxidized and badly cracked 
pavement at the outer limit. The heat from the blast vaporized the vola
tive oils and burned the residual bitumen and aggregate to a cinderlike 
mass. At Engebi this mass is rather brittle and at Runit and The Aomon 
Group it is more friable. Most of this area is covered with a very fine 
dust. 

The shock waves created by the detonations completely shattered the 
pavement at Engebi in a very irregular pattern and buckled the pavement 
into ridges about eight inches in height throughout the area. Due to the 
friable condition of the material at Runit and The Aomon Group, the ridg
ing and cracking were not pronounced. 

Tower Sites, 1-1/2 inch Asphaltic Pavement within 1,000 foot to 400 
foot Radius from Zero. The blast effect on the pavement in this area 
varied from the condition at the 400 foot radius described above to an 
oxidized and friable mixture at the 1000 foot radius. The shock wave 
ridging at Engebi disappears about 850 feet from zero. The oxidized 
pavement at all sites seemed to become more friable near the 1000 foot 
radius line. In view of the fact that a substantial portion of the paved 
area withstood the effects of heat and blast, it is reasonable to assume 
that the paving was effective as a stabilizing agent, 

Stabilization and Paving at Scientific Structures. These areas that 
existed outside of approximately a 1200 foot radius did not suffer any 
severe blast damage. The design is considered adequate. 

Airstrips. The only airstrip that suffered blast damage was at 
Engebi. This damage consisted of high oxidation of the surface and con
siderable cracking. The blasts (especially E~) covered the strip with 
broken concrete, coral, etc, Blading and stabilization were required 
after the blasts to put the strip in an operable condition. 
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~· The only damage to unpaved roads at the various sites con
sisted of pieces of coral and broken concrete being scattered over the 
roadway. The asphaltic pavement on the road at Engebi, paralleling the 
lagoon and from about 1,000 to 2,300 feet out from zero received consid
erable damage. Approximately 35 per cent of the pavement in this area 
was torn loose from the base course and either blovn completely avay or 
scattered over the area between the road and lagoon. The top portion of 
the pavement was oxidized, but the bottom three-fourths was a resilient 
asphaltic mixture. Paving appears to have been stripped. 

DAMAGE TO PIERS 

Approximately 110 feet at the inshore end of the cargo and personnel 
pier at Runit suffered considerable damage from the blast. The damage 
consisted of the decking, stringers, and pile caps being lifted from the 
piles as a unit, inverted, and carried to the south side of the pier. 
The rest of the pier and the piling were unaffected, although some of the 
bent cross bracing was split where it vas bolted to the pile caps that 
were carried away. 
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EXHIBIT A 

Mechanical and Electrical Test Report 
Runit Island Power Plant 

• 



DIESEL TEST RUNIT 
FS. 423 FS 411 and 411A Apply 

PREPARATION: 

On March 5, 6, and ?th, mechanical and electrical test runs were 

made at the power house in order to obtain data on output, and 

also test the shut down time for the plant. 

Prior to the test runs, the electrical panel board was wired and 

instruments installed, and all automatic shut down timing equip-

ment was checked and put in operation and all electrical equip-

ment was dried out. 

A water rheostat was installed in the electrical system in order 

to simulate a balanced full load on the system. Also manometer, 

and thermocouple connections were installed as per Drawing F.S. 

423 and instruments connected. 

The Power Plant at Runit consists of three Fairbanks-Morse, 5 

cylinder, 175 BHP at 720 RPM, diesel engines, direct connected to 

Fairbanks-Morse alternating current generators of 60 cycle 118 KVA 

capacity, with a V belt driven direct current exciter. 

For the mechanical test Diesel Generator Unit No. 1 was used. 

TEST NO. 1. MARCH 5 1951 
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This test consisted. of a heat run on the equipment, and back pres

sure check was made on the regular exhaust system and auxili&.r1 

exhaust system with the following results: 

TIME: 10:50 

BACK PRESSURE TEST 

• 



1. Engine #1 Stack Exhaust open, Mananeter Ill readings o! 

J.8"4.1 = 7.9" of water, ar .285 lbs/sq. in. Stack Exhaust 

closed, Awd.liary Exhaust open. Mananeter #1 readings of 

l.4fl.6 = J.on of water, ar .108J lbs/sq. in. mananeter #2 

readings on Aux. Exhaust outlet = 0f0 

2. Engine #2 

Stack Exhaust Closed, Awd.liary Exhaust open, mananeter #1 

readings 1.6;!1.5 = J.1 11 of water, or .111 lbs/sq. in. Man~ 

meter #2 reading on Aux. Exhaust outlet o.o,to. 5" of water, or 

.0018 lbs/sq. in. 

J. Engine #3 

Stack Exhmist closed, Awd.liarr Exhaust open, mananeter #1 

readings 2.J,"2.6 :s 4.9" or water, ar .1768 lbs/sq. in. man~ 

meter #2 reading on Aux. Exhaust outlet = 0.0-.15 = .15" o! 

water, or .0054 lbs/sq. in. vaccuum. 

After the three uni ts had run far a period o! ten min

utes, "'xhausting out the auxiliary exhaust system, the fallow

ing results taken in reverse of the first, were obtained: 

Time 1100 

1. Engine #J 

Mananeter #1 reading 2.4./-2.7 = 5.1" of water, ar .184 lbs/sq. 

in. mananeter #2 reading at Aux. Exh. outlet = -.15-:-.15 • -.JO" 

of ,.,_te?,-, ar .OlOSJ lbs/sq. in. vaccuum. 

2. Engine 112 

Engim #3 Exhausting to stack. Engine #1 & 2 on Aux. Exh., 

mananeter #1 reading 1.7./-2.0 = J.7• of vater, ar .1JJ5 lbs/sq. 
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in. manometer #2 reading at Aux. Exh. outlet -0.1-0.l = 0.2" 

of water, or .0072 lbs/sq. in. vaccuum. 

3. Engine i.1 

fl_ux. Exhaust on Engine #2 & 3 closed. Aux. Exh. Engine #1 open, 

manometer #1 readings, l.4tl.6 = J.on of water, or .1083 lbs/ 

sq. in., mancmeter #2 reading at Aux. Exh. Outlet, .05,to.o = 

f .05" of water, or .0018 lbs/sq. in. 

4. All Engines on Stack Exhaust, mancmeter #1 reading, J.814.1 = 
7.9" of water, or .285 lbs/sq. in. readings on mananeter #3 on 

stack outlet was -0.1 = -.2" of water, or .0072 lbs/sq. in. 

· vaccuum. 

5. RESULTS 

It will be noted that in each exhaust system the readings 

at the exhaust outlets was a minus reading thereby creating a 

suction, also that the Auxili&.r1 exhaust system offers less 

resistance to the now of exhauat gasea than the regular stack 

exhaust, due to the absence of silencers. 

The data on the heat run that started at 1120 and ran until 

1400 are contained on test ohart Dwg. #FS 411-A. 

TEST NO. 2 MARCH 6 ~ill 

The re8'11lta ot this test are all tabulated on test chart, Dwg. No. 

FS 411; test was run for a four hour interval with readings every thirty 

(JO) minutes; diesel generator unit No. 1 alone was used for this test 

carrying full 1 oad. 

For the fuel consumption test, a 55 gallon oil drum was used, and 

the amount of f'uel oil was calculated for each 1/8" of depth. This was 
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filled to a depth of Jl" at start of test am depth readings were taken 
every hour. The following results were obtained: 

READINGS OF FUEL OIL IN BAR.REL 

INCHES OF INCHES OF 
TIME FUEL REMAINING FUEL USED GALLONS 

1105 31" 52.70 
1210 24t" tt: 11.06 
1.300 17" 11.06 
1405 10" 7" 11.90 
1200 4t" * 11.06 

J hrs 55 min 

A total of 26t inches of fuel oil was used over a period of J hours 

am 55 minutes or J.9166 hours. 2tt inches of fuel oil = 45 gallons; 

45 ! 3.9166 = 11.48 gallons per hour. 

11.48 x 5.8 = 66.584 lbs. per hour 66.184 .; US • .56 lbs. per K.W.H. 

COMMENTS 

Fran the results of the fuel consumption test, it is readily seen 

that the diesels are using more fuel per K.W.H. than they should. This 

is due in all probability to the use of a lower grade fuel oil than the 

recamme:rxled grade for these diesels am the full amount of power is not 

being realized fran the present grade of fuel oil. 

With a better grade ot fuel oil being used it will be possible to 

operate these diesels within their recanme:rxled limits of .42 lbs. of 

fuel oil per kwhr. 

TEST NO. 3 MARCH 7. 1951 

This test was made to determine the results ot the power plant 

running for fifteen (15) mirmtes with stack exhausts closed 

am diesels exhausting out of auxili&ry' exhaust, all doors 
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closed, onl.7 auxili&ry" electric exhaust valve open to atmos

phere. 

1. Installed. mananeter connection in steel plate covering opening on 

west side of entrance, connected mananeter to determine pressure 

inside of plant. 

1030 

2. Closed stack exhaust, and opened auxill&ry" exhaust on all three 

units, closed large entrance door and personnel door, auxili&ry" 

exhaust valve open. 

3. Mananeter reading with power house cloud as above .2o,t.25 = .45 

inches of vater, or .0162 lbs. per sq. in. pressure. 

4. lQl.2 Pushed button to close auxiliary exhaust valve. 

5. 1045:30 Auxiliarr exhaust valve closed. 

6. 1045:46 Power house units stopped in 16 seconis. 

7. Mancmeter reading taken at 1045:46 u power houae units shut off 

= l.O,tl.O : 2.0 inch•• of vater, or .0722 lbs. per sq. in. whioh 

i• equal to 10.39 lbs. per sq. rt. pressure in power house. 
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Subject: E1ectric Generating Plants (Diesel) Testing PrOCedun tor 
Diesel Engines 

The procedure outlined below should be tollowed in obtaining 
intormation desired as outlined on Field Sketch No. 411. Use Field 
sketches No. 423, 430 & 435 as Reference Guide. 

1. Engine to be running full speed (720 RPM) am ca.rr;ying 
full load, governor controlled. 

(a) Check governor speed vi.th actual speed of engine 
before test. 

(b) Set overspeed trip at 792 RPM aIXl eheok. Check 
governor on Full load & No load to get overspeed 
for droop characteristic. 

2. Check following temperatures: 

(a) Jacket water in aIXl out - allowing less than 10 deg. 
F. differential - Normal 180 deg. F. 

(b) Lube Oil in aIXl out - Normal 190 deg. F. 

(c) Salt Water cooling in and out. 

(d) Steam out of silencer 

(e) Fresh water thru silencer 

(f) Silencer exhaust gases in and out 

(g) Stack gases to Atmos. 

3. Check following pressures: 

(a) Steam out of silencer. 

(b) Salt water cooling 87Stem 

(o) Lube oil pump alld head~ 

(d) Fuel oil pump and header 

(e) Exhaust in and out of silencer 

(f) Aux. Exhaust out of engine 

(g) -Aux~ Exhaust out of engine 

~h) kux .. Exb&ust tc> Atmos 

(1) Air intake to engine 
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4. Check Time on following: 

(a) Time to close aux. Exhaust valve. 

(b) To open Exhaust valve to stack 

(c) To close electric Exh. valve 

(d) Elapsed time of operation of engine 

5. Check following (Misc.) 

(a) Gallons per hour of water thru silencer 

(b) Engine RPM 

( c) Cverspeed Trip (Should operate at 792 RPM) 

(d) Vibration of engine-amplitude and frequency 

( e) Quantity of fuel oil used - 4 hr. run 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO RUN TEST 

1. Manameters 
2. Revolution Counter 
3. Stop watch 
4. Potentiometer 
5. Barometer 
6. Vibrcmeter 



EXHIBIT B 

Submarine Telephone Cable Test Record 



SUBMARINE TEIEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

CABLE N0 1 0-101 16 Pairs - 19 Ge.uge 
Parry to Eniwetok Pairs 1-12 88 MH 
4.5 Miles (23,640 Ft.) Pairs 13-16 Non-Loaded 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 5000 Vol 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

1 393 o. 5 200.,. 200.,. 4.4 13.2 
2 394 0.5 200 ... 200 ... 4.6 13.2 
3 394 0 200-t 200 ... 4.6 13.3 
4 394 1.0 200+ 200 ... 4.6 13.3 
5 .394 0 200+ 200-t 4.6 13.l 
6 393 0 200 ... 200 ... 4.6 13.2 
7 .395 0 200-t 200+ 4.6 13.0 
8 393 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.6 13.2 
9 393 2.0 200-t 200-t 4.6 13.5 

10 395 0 0.2 0.2 4.6 13.3 
11 393 0 200 ... 200 ... 4.6 13 • .3 Hi. Res. Sht. 
12 393 o. 5 200-t 200+ 4.5 12.9 
13 395 0 200-t 200+ 4. 5 13.0 
14 394 1.0 200+ 200+ 4.6 13.1 
15 393 1.5 200+ 200 ... 4.5 13.2 
16 .394 0 200-t 200 ... 4.4 13.0 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT PARRY ,IEVEL 100) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 102+ 102-t 92 102+ 102-t 96 99 94 102+ 98 99 92 100 95 90 
2 102 ... 96 94 101 98 97 99 102 8.3 90 102 ... 96 100 102 
3 101 9.3 96 95 102+ 99 90 102 101 96 102 91 100 
4 94 100 90 8.3 94 94 95 96 87 94 101 96 
5 102-t 91 102+ 100 91 88 96 87 93 92 91 
6 94 89 99 9.3 94 96 SJ 100 102+ 98 
7 87 91 99 102 87 97 88 92 94 
8 90 93 95 1021' 94 101 88 100 
9 102 97 102 ... 102 102+ 91 97 

10 101 98 97 93 86 95 
11 95 98 97 100 102+ 
12 99 98 9.3 96 
13 96 95 102 
14 95 89 
15 99 
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NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT ENIWETOK 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 97+ 97+ 97+ 85.5 96 91 93 95 97 97• 97-t 92.5 96 9.3. 5 97 
2 97 97-t 95 95.5 94 94.5 95 94 92.5 92 <n+ 97• 97 97-t 
J 97-t 97-t 97+ 97+ 97+ 95 97+ 97-t 9'7 9'7 97+ 94 'Tl• 
4 93 96 97+ 97 96 92.5 '17-t 94.5 90.5 96 9'7+ '17 
5 97 92 97 96 97+ en. 97+ 87~5 95.5 96 en 
6 '71+ 97 97+ '17-t 97• 97-t 91.,, 9'7-t 97 97 
7 95 97+ 97-t 97-t 9'7 en. 97-t 97 .. 9'7• 
s 95 97-t 9'7-t en ... en en. 97-t 9'7• 
9 97• 97+ 97• 97-t 97+ 97• 97+ 

10 97• 97+ 97-t 97+ 94 9'7+ 
ll 97+ 97• 97+ 97-t 97-t 
12 97-t 97• 97• 97• 
13 97• 97+ 97-t 
14 97• 96 
15 97 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT PARRY 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1.3 14 15 16 

1 102+ 97 88 102-t 102-t 92 93 92.5 102• 92 102 90 96 102+ 88.5 
2 100 90 86 102 102 102 95 100 79 87.5 98 9.3 100 101 
3 102-t 95 92 93.5 100 95 87 93 102+ 95 93 98 101 
4 89 en 89 81.5 94 90 93 9.3 84 92 102• 100 
5 102 88 100 95 97 86 92 82 90 92 90 
6 92 84., 95 91 93 95 79.5 100 102+ 97 
7 85 93 98 100 84 9.3 85 88 91 
8 S7 98 90 102+ 90 9.3 87 102 
9 97 102+ 102+ 102+ 102+ 89 100 

10 102 99 9.3 89 82 102+ 
ll 97 95 96 98 98 
12 100 9.3 92 93 
13 90 94 100 
14 97 86.5 
15 102 
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SUE:MARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECOED 

CABLE NO. 0-102 16 Fairs - 19 Gauge 
Parry - Eniwetok Fairs 1-12 88 MR 
4.7 Miles (24,960 Ft.) Pairs 13-16 Non-Loaded 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Fair Var- (Megohms) 1000 Vol. 
1o. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

l 447 1.0 200+ 200+ 3.0 .3. 2 
2 448 0 200+ 200+ 3.0 3.2 
'.l 446 1.0 200+ 200+ 2.7 .3. 0 _,) 

4 447 1.0 200+ 200+ 2.9 3.1 
5 447 0 200+ 200+ 3.0 3.2 
6 446 () 200+ 200+ 3 .0 3.2 
7 447 0 200.. 200+ 2.9 .3 .1 
8 447 0 200+ 200.. 2.9 3.0 
9 448 1.0 200.. 200+ 2.8 .3. 0 

10 447 0.5 200+ 200+ 2.9 3.1 
11 447 1. 5 200+ 200+ 2.8 3.0 
12 446 0.5 200+ 200+ 3.0 3.2 
13 416 1.0 200+ 200+ 5.3 14. 5 
14 416 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.7 14.2 
15 416 0 200+ 200+ 5.3 14.6 

- 16 1+15 0 200+ 200+ 5.1 14.1 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASUR&> AT ENIWEl'OK (LEVEL 100) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

l 81 • .S 92 92 92 92 95 97 89 91 97 97 97 .. 97 95 97 .. 2 92 89 95 94 93 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 94 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97 
3 94 97+ 89. 5 96 97 .. 84.5 97 .. 80.5 93 97 .. 95 97 .. 95.~ 
4 97 .. 89. 5 95 95.5 96 97 .. 96 93 97 .. 96 97 .. 97 .. 
5 94.5 93 95 94.5 93.5 97 .. 94 97 91.5 96 95 
6 89.5 97 .. 90 97 .. 83 93.5 97 .. 97 97 .. 930 ~ 7 91.5 89.5 95 95.5 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97 92.~ 
8 97 94. 5 89.5 96 97 .. 95 94.5 96. 5 
9 93 97 .. 95 94 96 97 .. 97 .. 10 94 94.5 97 .. 95. 5 95. 5 94 11 89 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97• 

1.2 92.5 94.5 97 97,,, 
13 94 97 .. 97 
l4 97 .. 97 .. 
15 97 
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NEAR-END CROS~ALK COUPLING MEASURED AT PARRY 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 

l 84 92 95 98 92 92 90 86 90 100 91 97 93 95 107 
2 93 91 93 97 92 95 92 107 107 88 97 106 104 100 
3 92 103 90 92 100 85 103 79 95 100 95 100 95 
4 100 90 101 89 97 97 94 90 101 92 98 97 
5 93 93 95 96 90 105 90 99 89 92 92 
6 87 96 89 91 82 93 101 101 100 90 
7 90 92 98 95 98 93 100 99 96 
8 99 93 92 93 98 94 97 93 
9 97 100 96 91 94 102 97 

10 91 93 101 95 94 93 
11 93 102• 99 l02-t 102+ 
12 93 93 94 102-t 
13 90 101 94 
14 97 99 
lS 95 

F £ll-EMD CROSSTALK COUPLING MliSURPD AT P ARRI 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll l2' 13 l4 15 16 

l 78 99 95 94 95 98 90 94 88 102• 94 100 91 92 102 
2 92 91 89 92 99 94 85 99 96 101 95 92 100 95 
3 88 102 .. 97 92 102• 84 96 77 94 101 96 98 93 
4 102-t 88 94 100 90 102• 87 85 102• 90 99 96 
5 95 98 90 96 101 102.. 93 94 85 93 91 
6 92 99 90 100 80 91 97 97 101 89 
7 86 87 89 85 91 93 102 95 91 
8 101 98 99 92 97 94 94 92 
9 94 94 88 90 91 97 101 

10 91 91 96 94 92 91 
11 98 io2 .. 96 94 102• 
12 92 88 95 95 
13 89 98 94 
l4 95 100 
15 93 
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SU:EMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

CABLE N0 1 0-10~ 16 Pairs - 19 Gauge 
Parry - Eniwetok Pairs 1-2 88 MH 
3.2 Miles (22,980 Ft.) Pairs 13-06 Non-Loaded 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Fair Var- (Megohms) 1000 5000 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

l 416 1.0 200+ 200+ 3.3 4.2 
2 4J.4 0 200+ 200. 3.2 4.3 
3 415 1.0 200+ 200+ 3.2 4.0 
4 415 0 200+ 200+ 3.3 4.3 
5 415 0.5 200+ 200+ 3.4 4.4 
6 414 1.0 200+ 200+ 3.3 4.4 
7 414 0 200. 200+ 3.4 4.1 
8 4J.4 0 200+ 200+ 3.3 4.1 
9 L.J.6 o. 5 200+ 200+ 3.4 3.9 

10 415 0 200+ 200+ 3.3 4.3 
11 L.J.6 1. 5 200+ 200+ 3.3 3.9 
12 415 0 200+ 200+ 3.3 4.1 
13 383 1. 5 200+ 200+ 5.0 13.6 
14 383 2.0 200. 200+ 4.7 13.8 
15 383 0 200+ 200+ 5.0 13.6 
16 382 1.0 200+ 200+ 5.0 13.6 

NEAR-END CROSSTAIK COUPLING MEASURED AT ENIWETOK (IEVEL 100) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 97 97.- 9.3 88.5 95 97.,. 92 90 97.- 97.- 92 92 96 96 97.,. 
2 95 94 97-t- 94 91 97 Q6 97 94 91 97 92 90.5 97 
3 94 92 97 90 97 93 97 97-t- 92 95 92.5 97.,.. 97 4 97 95 95 92 97 96 96 94 93 94 91,. 97 5 95 97,.. 97,.. 88. 5 97 94 97.,. 9.3 97 97,. 97.,.. 6 92 95 97 97.,. 95 90.5 94 97-t- 97 94 7 97't' 91.5 97.,,, 97 92.5 91 97.,. 87 .5 95 8 97 97 97"1' 90.5 95 97.,. 97 97.,. 9 94 96 89 95 97 97 97.,. 10 84.5 94 96 97.,. 91.,. 85. 5 11 94 97 97't' 94 95 12 97.,. 97 92.5 97 13 94 97 92 14 89.5 89.5 15 95 
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NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLDTG MEASURED A'I: PARRY 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 93 99 92 89 75 99 91 100 99 100 89 92 94 96 94 
2 96 93 102 96 90 98 90 94 96 92 94 94 91 101+ 
3 91 88 97 95 102+ 97 99 94 98 96 94 100 99 
4 89 86 90 82 88 91 93 96 92 90 93 95 
5 89 102+ 102 88 98 94 100 92 100 94 102.t 
6 93 100 101 99 95 87 91 95 101 97 
7 98 90 101 102 96 92 99 87 94 
8 94 95 102+ 91 93 99 94 102+ 
9 94 91 89 95 102• 92 102.t 

10 86 99 94 98 100 90 
11 89 94 102+ 90 97 
12 102+ 95 102 96 
13 87 92 95 
14 86 90 
15 93 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT PARRY 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 l4 15 16 

l 97 86 90 83 88 101 95 82 102.t 99 102+ 90 92 91 95 
2 98 102+ 94 88 91 102+ 90 92 87 94 92 89 86 102 
3 96 87 90 85 102+ 96 102+ 90 83 90 91 98 102+ 
4 96 86 102+ 84 95 91 92 89 95 94 93 100 
5 102+ 94 100 95 94 91 93 89 93 96 101 
6 102+ 96 101 94 95 96 92 95 99 94 
7 97 92 101 94 96 89 96 85 90 
8 92 95 95 95 89 99 100 94 
9 95 96 95 91 98 94 95 

10 85 92 95 102 92 83 
11 89 94 102 91 96 
12 102+ 91 95 93 
13 88 93 92 
14 85 86 
15 90 
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SUB1ARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORJ 

CABLE NO I 0-10~ 16 Fairs - 19 Gauge 
Parry - Runi t Fairs 1-12 88 MH 
11.4 Miles Pairs 13-16 Non-Loaded 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 5000 Vol. 
No, Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

1 991 0.5 200+ 200+ 6.0 6.4 
2 992 1.0 200+ 200+ 6.3 6,6 
3 992 0 200+ 200+ 6.3 7.0 
4 993 0 200+ 200+ 6.3 7.1 
5 989 1.0 200. 200+ 6.3 7.2 
6 991 2.0 200+ 200+ 6.3 7.0 
7 991 0 200+ 200+ 6.5 I 6.6 
~ 991 2.0 200+ 200+ 6,2 6.9 
1 991 2.0 200+ 200+ 6.4 6.5 

10 991 11.2 12.7 RING XED Til' 11 
11 992 11.3 13.6 SEE PR 10 
12 8.1 10.8 RING OPEN 
13 921 4.0 200+ 200+ 12.8 28.3 
14 920 3.0 200+ 200+ 12,6 28.6 
15 920 2.0 200 .. 200+ 13.0 28.5 
16 920 3.0 200+ 200 .. 13.0 28.8 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING ~UR.ED AT PARRY (IEVEL 105) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

l 89 89 9.3 90 90 95 87 95 en 95 91 94 
2 9.3 89 97 90 91 92 90 95 95 95 94 
3 94 9.3 92 94 87 92 94 94 92 96 
4 84 84 88 91 87 92 92 91 89 
5 93 90 92 82 93 94 96 85 6 87 84 94 93 98 90 96 
7 90 88 94 92 95 96 8 89 90 98 9.3 95 9 93 94 94 94 10 

11 
12 
1.3 96 96 97 
14 94 94 
15 97 
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NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT RUNIT 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 93 90 97 ... 88 91 96 89.5 91 97 88.5 97.., 97.., 
2 94 83 97 90. 5 93 97 90 97 97.., 94 91 

.3 96 93 95 96 93 97 91 97.., 97.., 971' 
4 77 77 92 87 90 90 93 97 9'71' 
5 93 93 97 77.5 971' 97.., 97.., 9'7"t 
6 93 91 9'71' '17 ... 971' 93.., 971' 
7 95 92 971' 96 971' 971' 
8 89 94 94 90 9'71' 
9 97.., 87.5 97 97 ... 

10 
11 
12 
13 97.., 971' 9'71' 
14 97.., 97.., 
15 97.., 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT PARRY 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .. 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 90 84 99 82 95 102 ... 88 89 97 86 88 93 
2 97 82 96 93 99 94 90 99 102 ... 98 89 
3 94 101 94 93 93 92 88 102 ... 92 95 
4 81 76 98 78 86 86 90 90 91 
5 88 100 94 73 90 94 101 lOJ.t 
6 93 88 92 102 102 90 99 
7 90 83 94 96 94 97 
8 83 93 92 91 94 
9 93 88 94 96 

10 
11 
12 
13 97 100 1021' 
14 101 102 
15 102 ... 
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SUBMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

£~LE N0 1 0-J:O~ 16 Paira - 19 Gauge 
P a.rrt - Runi t 88 MH 
11.1 Miles (58,440 Ft.) Non-Loaded 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & IT Remarks 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) 

l 1055 2.0 200 200 7.5 s.s 
2 1052 1.0 200 200 7.5 9.0 
J 1056 0 200 200 7.1 a.a 
4 105.3 1.5 200 200 7.0 8.5 
5 1055 0 200 200 7.1 8.9 
6 974 0 o.6 200 14.9 .30.2 NL Hi. RES. TXR15 
7 1054 2.0 200 200 7.0 8.9 
8 974 0 200 200 14.4 Jl.5 NL 
9 973 2.0 200 200 14.6 31.0 NL 

10 1053 0 200 200 7.0 9.4 
11 1054 0 200 200 7.1 8.6 
12 1054 1.0 200 200 7.0 9.2 
1.3 972 2.5 200 200 14.4 Jl.O NL 
14 1052 1.0 200 200 7.0 8.2 
15 1054 0 200 o.6 7.0 9.0 See 6 
16 1055 1.0 200 200 7.0 8.5 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COCPLING ME!SURm AT RU?HT (LEVEL 105) 

2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 94 88 95 92 97 .. 94 97 .. 97 .. 93 94 92 97 .. 95 91 97 
2 97 97 94 97 89 97 97 .. 92 92 97 .. 97 .. 91 97 89 
.3 97 93 97 .. 9.3 97 .. 97 .. 89 9.3 91 97+ 97 97 92 
4 92 97 .. 9.3 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 87 91 97 .. 97 97 91 
5 97 .. 97 97 .. 97 .. 91 94 95 97 .. 95 92 97 
6 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97 97 .. 97 97 .. 97 97 97 .. 
7 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97 94 97 .. 93 95 92 
8 97 .. 97 97 .. 97 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 
9 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 97, 96 

10 92 94 97 .. 92 97 9.3 
11 91 97 .. 95 97 97 .. 
12 95 93 96 92 
13 97 .. 97 .. 97 .. 
14 93 97 
15 84 
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NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT P ARRI 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 

1 91 88 94 89 94 88 93 97 90 88 84 93 90 87 90 
2 95 90 90 95 86 93 95 86 85 94 97 86 89 90 
3 90 93 95 90 90 92 90 90 90 92 94 88 90 
4 88 95 89 94 92 92 85 92 93 91 97 88 
5 94 97 97 94 93 88 91 95 92 90 93 
6 90 96 92 93 93 90 96 94 91 94 
7 95 96 96 94 94 95 94 91 86 
8 92 91 96 93 90 96 94 92 
9 97 90 92 95 97 92 92 

10 88 86 99 90 94 86 
11 91 95 87 89 92 
12 88 92 90 96 
13 95 94 93 
14 92 93 
15 82 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING ME.lSURED AT PARRY 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 91 93 95 84 97 94 96 96 101 88 93 102 .. 95 89 92 
2 89 90 SJ 93 89 93 102• 89 94 87 93 88 86 85 
3 91 101 93 91 93 89 85 94 82 100 101 90 94 
4 84 93 101 99 96 86 82 96 92 86 85 96 
5 93 87 97 94 99 102 .. 83 95 95 89 102 .. 
6 94 102• 102• 92 102• 93 102 .. 90 102• 96 
7 94 102 85 89 92 91 91 92 89 
8 96 92 102 .. 91 102 .. 99 90 88 
9 93 94 98 102 .. 97 96 87 

10 86 89 94 93 98 93 
11 87 84 88 88 99 
12 88 91 88 88 
13 91 97 94 
14 91 88 
15 78 
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SU .!11ARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

CABLE N0 1 0-106 16 Pairs - 19 Gauge 
Runit - Biijiri 
7.6 Miles (40,140 Ft.) 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 2500 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

1 722 0.5 200+ 200+ 6.0 6.5 Rev. 
2 723 1.0 200+ 200+ 6.0 7.2 
3 725 1.0 200+ 200+ 6.2 6.8 
4 722 0 200+ 200+ 6.3 6.6 
5 724 1.0 200+ 200+ 6.3 6.6 
6 722 0.5 200+ 200+ 6.2 6.6 Rev. 
7 669 1.0 200+ 200+ 10.3 24.0 N.L. 
8 725 0 200+ 200+ 6.2 6.6 
9 722 1.0 200+ 200+ 6.2 6.6 

10 725 3.0 200+ 200+ 6.3 6.7 
11 724 0. 5 200+ 200+ 6.3 6.6 
12 723 3.0 200+ 200+ 6.3 6.7 
13 667 1.0 200+ 200+ 10.2 24.0 N.L. 
14 669 0 200+ 200+ 10.3 24.0 N.L. 
15 667 1.0 200+ 200+ 10.2 23.0 N.L. 
16 722 0 200+ 200+ 6.0 6.3 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT RUNIT (LEVEL 105) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1.3 14 15 16 

1 94 97• 92 93 97 95 87 88 96 88 91 93 97 94 89 
2 82 96 91 83 99 89 90 9.3 86 88 95 96 97• 93 
3 91 96 92 93 96 91 92 97 90 96 97• 97 97 
4 93 9.3 97 92 90 92 90 94 97• 90 97 89 
5 91 96 97 89 89 96 9.3 94 97 96 88 
6 97• 97 88 90 97• 97 95 97• 97• 97 
7 95 97 96 96 96 97• 97 92 97• 
8 97• 90 97• 89 96 97 97• 95 
9 91 90 97 97• 97 91 94 

10 97 93 95 93 97• 87 
11 92 97• 97 92 92 
12 95 9.3 97 88 
13 97 97 97• 
14 97• 97 .. 
15 97 
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NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT BIIJIRI 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 91 95 92 95 95 92 88 86 9.3 93 95 100 98 95 93 
2 88 93 91 89 97 g3 g7 g5 85 88 102.t 96 97 97 
3 95 93 97 98 98 92 93 97 90 95 102.t 95 97 
4 93 93 92 90 94 92 95 97 98 94 98 94 
5 97 95 98 89 95 97 97 95 98 95 93 
6 102 100 89 88 94 95 97 100 102.t 99 
7 97 102 100 97 95 97 96 96 92 
8 97 93 100 92 102 95 102 91 
9 93 89 97 100 93 93 95 

10 95 89 101 95 100 89 
11 91 100 101 94 93 
12 94 93 100 91 
13 95 98 100 
14 91 97 
15 91 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT RUNIT (IEVEL 105) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 94 97• 90 97 97 89 92 80 92 91 94 97 96 94 89 
2 88 97 97• 97 97• 88 97+ 96 82 93 93 97 97+ 97+ 
.3 87 91 95 95 88 85 97 95 93 92 97+ 95 95 
4 97+ 86 91 84 85 83 89 95 97 94 95 SJ 
5 95 91 97 87 82 92 95 92 94 94 85 
6 97 88 89 88 96 97+ 91 97+ 97+ 89 
7 89 95 97+ 97 90 94 95 87 97 
8 92 87 96 84 95 97 97+ S8 
9 91 88 97• 97 94 91 84 

10 97 97+ 92 90 96 97 
11 8.3 97 95 97+ 88 
12 97 91 97 SJ 
13 97 93 94 
14 9.3 9J 
15 91 
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SUIMAH.INE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

CABLE N0 1 0-107 16 Pairs - 19 Gauge 
Runit - Biijiri 88 MH 
3 Miles (42,000 Ft.) Non-Loaded 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 2500 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

1 752 0. 5 200+ 200+ 6.7 7.0 
2 755 0 200+ 200+ 6.7 6.9 Rev. 
3 755 0.5 200+ 200+ 6.2 7.0 
4 754 2.0 200+ 200+ 6.8 7.0 
5 755 1.5 200+ 200+ 6.9 7.0 
6 755 0 200+ 200+ 6.8 7.1 
7 755 0 200+ 200+ 6.8 7.0 
8 753 1.0 200+ 200+ 6.8 7.1 
9 756 1.0 200+ 200+ 6.8 7.1 

10 753 1.0 200+ 200+ 7.0 7.5 
11 755 1.0 200+ 200+ 7.1 7.3 
12 755 1.0 200+ 200+ 7.4 7.6 Rev. 
13 699 2.0 200+ 200+ 11.2 23.4) 
14 699 1. 5 200+ 200+ 11.2 23.3) 5 KC 
15 699 2,0 200+ 200+ 11.0 23.2) 
16 700 2.0 200+ 200+ 11.2 23.5) 

NEAR-END CROSS'l'AII. COUPLING MEASURED AT BIIJ'IRI (LEVEL 110) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 l4 15 16 

1 102... 102 ... 99 100 9.3 97 91 100 99 95 96 91 102... 102.,. 100 
2 102 ... 99 90 89 93 89 89 101 95 97 1021' 95 96 101 
3 100 91 82 100 96 8.3 101 96 94 102 .. 94 102.,. 89 
4 91 96 88 94 99 94 96 93 101 97 102 1021' 
5 100 1021' 102,. 92 95 96 99 102... 102'1' 102... 101 
6 87 97 94 99 94 96 100 102 ... 87 1021' 
7 101 . 92 99 92 95 102 90 100 89 
8 lOl 99 94 100 9~ 100 102,. 101 
9 99 101 102 100 101 96 99 

10 97 96 102 ... 96 82 96 
11 79 88 88 1021' 102 
12 102 ... 94 1021' 97 
1.3 99 101 10; ... 
l4 100 96 
15 102~ 
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NE.AR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT RUNIT (LEVEL 105} 

2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1.3 14 15 16 

1 97 97 94 94 94 95 90 90 90 96 96 95 97 97 97 
2 90 90 92 94 95 87 90 90 91 94 95 97't' 97 97 
3 97 94 85 96 94 94 88 96 94 97 97 97 97 
4 89 90 86 93 92 87 96 91 97 97 97 96 
5 95 95 97 92 89 92 95 97 97 94 97 
6 94 93 91 87 95 94 96 95 94 96 
7 94 92 95 87 89 97 91 97 95 
8 87 9.3 89 96 95 93 97 94 
9 9.3 93 96 96 95 96 97 

10 95 95 97 94 97 96 
11 94 95 97"f' 97'T' 97 
12 97 96 97 96 
13 97 97 97 
14 86 97 
15 97 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT RUNIT (LEVEL 105) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1.3 14 15 16 

1 91 971> 97 90 87 91 86 97 971> 97"f' 91 9.3 9'i1" 90 97 
2 92 95 97 97 84 85 87 88 91 97't 97 97 97 9.3 
.3 9.3 88 81 92 90 97• 97 94 87 97't 91 97 94 
4 97 97 86 91 95 90 97,.. 97 96 97 9?'t' 97~ 
5 89 90 91 80.5 97 90 97,.. 9.3 97 9.3 97 
6 96 91 97't 90 8.3 97 92 91.. 90 91 
7 92 85 92 93 95 97., 86 rn 87 
8 94 88 96 95 89 91 9.3 94 
9 8.3 90 94 97 91 9.3 97 

10 97 94 95 89 95 94 
11 92 91 92 97-t' 9.3 
12 97't 91 95 9.3 
1.3 94 97 94 
14 94 90 
15 97 
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SUIMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

CABLE N0 1 0-108 
Boken - Biijiri 
5.7 Miles (30,840 Ft.) 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 2500 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

1 551 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.4 5.0 
2 551 2.0 200+ 200+ 4.6 5.0 
3 555 0 200+ 200+ 4.6 5.4 
4 551 1.0 200+ 200+ 4.6 5.8 
5 552 0 200+ 200+ 4.7 5.2 
6 554 1.0 200+ 200+ 4.8 5.5 
7 551 0.5 200.. 200+ 4.8 5.3 
8 554 0 200.. 200+ 4.6 5.4 
9 552 1.0 200+ 200+ 4.6 5.5 

10 551 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.8 5.7 
11 553 0 200+ 200+ 4.8 5.3 
12 552 1. 5 200+ 200+ 4.8 5.5 
1.3 514 0 200+ 200+ 7,5 18.2) 
14 515 0.5 200+ 200+ 7.2 18.2) 5KC 
15 513 1.0 200+ 200+ 7.5 17.8} 
16 512 0 200+ 200+ 7.6 18. 5) 

NEAR-EID CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT BOKAi 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 l4 15 16 

1 89 . 97-t 89 95 88 90 91 91 88 95 97-t 97 97 93 97 
2 90 97 88 87 93 96 95 89 97 91 91 91 97 97 
3 91 94 97 86 96 96 90 91 89 90 95 95 96 
4 96 96 Q7 86 89 97 en 91 RQ Q7't 97-t 91 
5 89 9'- 95 93 88 93 91 94 95 94 97 
6 86 91 91 90 94 91 97 96 95 97 
7 88 97 90 85 93 9'l't 95 92 93 
8 88 86 90 95 9"/t- 97-t 97 89 
9 91 97 94 97-t 97 96 97 

10 78 97-t 97 91 97 97 
11 97 97.,. 95 95 97-t 
12 97.,. 97 97"1' 97.,, 
13 96 97.,, 94 
14 95 92 
15 97-t 
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NEAR-END CROSSTALK (X)UPLING MEASURED AT BIIJIRI 

2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 10 11 12 1J 14 15 16 

l 88 1021' 89 91 92 91 91 92 89 92 97 96 97 90 99 
2 91 101 92 91 9.3 101 100 95 96 94 90 91 96 94 
3 89 96 97 94 102.,. 93 95 94 95 91 95 98 97 
4 99 98 1021' 93 95 92 91 96 92 96 100 91 
5 89 99 1021' 92 87 96 100 94 96 90 1021' 
6 83 97 87 94 94 84 100 1021' 102• 93 
7 86 90 96 86 94 101 101 88 92 
8 89 87 90 90 96 94 1021' 92 
9 92 89 93 96 94 94 1021' 

10 81 92 95 89 95 94 
11 94 1021' 95 94 102.-
12 1111. 96 96 96 
13 96 97 91 
14 90 88 
15 102-t 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT BOUH 

6 iio - . 
ti-i'·-~ 2. 3 4 5 7 !" . 9 1v. ·is 'J' 

1 93 971' 85 92 90 90 93 86 89 92 9.3 97 95 89 95 2 88 971' 85 97 . 93 971' 97 84 89 90 88 92 97 92 
3 89 89 97't"- 89 97.- 90 85 82 92 89 W• 97 97 4 971' 95 95 82 97-t 88 94 90 88 95 97,., 86 
5 83 94 97.- 9.3 92 87 QJ. 94 97 90 97 6 91 95 90 92 87 88 97 96 94 91 7 92 95 88 85 95· 97.f. 97 88 90 8 86 93 95 89 97 9.3 97-t 85 9 85 85 97 971' 9.3 94 9'1• 10 74 97 89 86 95 94 11 90 971' 92 94 971' 12 97.- 95 95 97 13 93 97-t 90 14 88 87 15 97.-
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SUEMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

CABLE N0 1 0-lOSA 
Bokon - En~ebi 
4.3 Miles 24,300 Ft.) 

Resistance Insulation Trans, Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & IT 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

1 435 0.5 200+ 200+ .3. 8 4.2 
2 436 0.5 200+ 200+ 3.8 4.2 
3 436 1.0 200+ 200+ 3.8 3.8 
4 437 0.5 200. 200. 3.8 4.2 
5 438 1.5 200+ 200+ 3.9 4.2 
6 435 0 200+ 200. 3.8 4.2 
7 437 0 200+ 200+ 3.8 4.2 
8 437 0 200+ 200+ 3.8 4.2 
9 406 0 200+ 200+ 5.5 14.2 NON LOADED 

10 404 l.O 200+ 200+ 5.3 14.2 NON LOADED 
ll 435 0 200+ 200+ 3.S 4.2 
12 438 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.0 4,4 
13 405 0 200+ 200+ 5.5 14.4 NON LOADED 
14 437 1.0 200+ 200+ 3.8 4.2 
15 435 0 200+ 200+ 3.8 4,0 
16 405 0.5 200+ 200+ 5.4 14.2 NON LOADED 

REAl-EBD CROSSTALK COUPLDlG MEASURED AT EIGEBI 

2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 

l 91 !01 96 102+ 94 97 94 99 102 102+ 90 102.t 101 96 102+ 
2 90 102.t 98 101 lOZ. 95 88 101 102+ 92 97 90 92 101 
3 97 9.3 96 84 88 95 88 91 90 94 90 93 102+ 
4 90 99 95 92 102+ 101 101 89 lOZ. 93 96 96 
5 102+ 92 95 102+ 93 96 97 100 91 94 99 
6 90 95 96 102.t 97 86 97 96 92 95 
7 90 96 91 94 88 102.t 95 90 90 
8 102.t 100 96 90 94 98 91 q, 
9 102.t 101 95 101 102.t Sq 92 

10 82 96 101 90 94 102.t 
ll 95 100 9.3 99 102.t 
12 90 95 96 101 
13 90 93 9.3 
14 93 96 
15 98 
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NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT BOKON 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

l 80 80 80 80 80 81 83 79 78 81 80 78 81 83 78 
2 80 81 82 81 81 81 76 78 81 80 88 81 85 78 
3 80.5 84 85 81 85 82 74 78 80 79 79 80 78 
4 80 80 81 80 76 78 81 79 77 79 79 78 
5 80 81 81 78 80 80 79 77 80 78 77 
6 79 81 78 79 80 80 79 .82 81 81 
7 81 79 80 80 81 79 81 80 81 
8 80 80 80 85 88 80 81 88 
9 80 83 82 81 84 80 80 

10 75 84 82 83 86 82 
11 82 79 84 83 79 
12 82 81 80 80 
13 83 86 86 
14 80 78 
15 79 

FAR-EHD CROSSTALK. COUPLIBG MEASURED AT BOKOI 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 97+ 95 85 93 90 97+ 86 97+ 97+ 97• 85 97• 94 96 97• 
2 93 97• 97• 97,. 97 97 86 97• 97• 89 95 94 81 97+ 
3 97• 91 86 89 85 94 88 97+ 89 93 89 97+ 97+ 
4 95 97• 90 90 97 94 97+ 95 97+ 89 97+ 92 
5 97 . 91 97• 97+ 86 97+ 91 95-+ 93 97+ 97+ 
6 90 90 93 97• 97• 97 94 97 92 93 
7 85 93 87 86 85 97• 97+ 97+ 91 
8 94 93 88 91 92 97• 97+ 92 
9 97+ 95 93 94 97+ 85 94 

10 76 97 97 89 90 97+ 
11 83 97• 91 91 97+ 
12 90 90 87 97• 
13 89 90 89 
14 97• 91 
15 94 
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SUEMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

CABLE N0 1 0-1Q2 
Bokan - Biijiri 
6 Miles (30,540 Ft.) 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

l 548 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.8 6.2 
2 550 2.0 200+ 200+ 4.8 6.4 
3 549 3.0 200+ 200+ 4.8 6.4 
4 549 0 200+ 200+ 4.9 6.8 
5 549 0 200+ 200+ 4.9 6.2 
6 548 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.8 6.6 
7 548 1.0 200+ 200.. 4.8 6.3 
8 548 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.8 6.6 
9 549 o. 5 200+ 200+ 4.8 6.6 

10 549 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.8 6.5 
11 548 1.0 200+ 200+ 4.8 6.2 
12 548 1.5 200+ 200+ 4.6 6.2 Rev. 
13 509 0.5 200+ 200+ 7.7 18. 5 
14 510 J.O 200+ 200+ 7.7 18.J 
15 509 1.0 200+ 200+ 7.7 18.4 
16 507 0.5 200+ 200+ 7.7 18.4 

REAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT BOKON 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 l.3 14 15 16 

1 95 97 91 97'f' 92 86 93 95 90 92 94 91 93 97 97'f' 2 84 89 96 88 93 95 90 91 97 89 97 97 93 97 J 85 89 89 93 93 94 94 95 91 91 97 97 94 4 83 93 95 97 93 96 95 94 92 95 95 97 5 88 93 89 86 9'5 89 91 95 93 95 9? 6 92 94 97 95 92 90 94 97'f' 96 88 7 91 90 89 92 93 97 94 96 95 8 88 97 91 97 95 97.,. 92 93 9 90 92 90 97.,. 92 93 97 10 94 97 90 97.,. 97 90 11 92 90 93 96 91 
12 92 97 90 88 
13 94 97.,. 97'f' 14 92 97.,. 
15 97 
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NEAR-END CBOSSTALI COUPLING MEASURED AT BIIJIRI 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 91 94 85 98 82 84 91 97 86 89 94 89 97 96 96 
2 88 86 97 90 93 91 86 94 97 92 102 102 96 100 
3 86 91 87 96 92 92 100 91 92 92 102 ... 97 92 
4 84 93 96 96 90 1021" 98 94 94 9.3 95 102,. 
5 88 92 89 87 94 89 89 94 99 94 102 
6 86 93 95 101 94 88 101 92 90 94 
7 92 94 91 94 88 101 102't' 98 92 
A 92 95 94 97 93 102,. 95 93 
9 90 94 94 100 99 92 97 

10 88 91 92 102 93 94 
11 92 85 89 95 89 
12 89 94 88 93 
13 96 1021' 1021' 
14 102't' 102't' 
15 92 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED BI BOKOR 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 i5 16 

1 95 94 85 95 89 86 94 971' 92 92 971' 90 95 97"t 95 
2 88 97 9.3 84 88 90 94 85 94 97 97"t 95 97 97 
3 91 94 86 92 95 97"t 87 971' 95 90 971' 96 9.3 
4 88 97 95 91 88 91 92 89 89 89 95 97.,. 
5 85 97.,. 85 85 90 85 89 96 97 94 971' 
6 84 88 96 97 88 94 97 97 97 92 
7 88 89 90 91 86 97 97.,. 95 92 
8 93 94 94 97"t 9.3 971' 96 89 
9 8.3 92 97.,. 97 9.3 91 9.3 

10 97,. 90 90 971' 94 94 
11 91 86 91 91 91 
12 95 97-. 88 86 
13 94 97.,. 97 
14 89 <n 
15 97 
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SUBWUNE TELEPHONE CA.ILE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

CABLE N0 1 0-1Q2A 
Bokon - Enge bi 
6 Miles (22,260 Ft,) 

Re si stcmce Insulation Trans, Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 2500 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip RinJ cps cps (db) ' Remarks 

1 404 0.5 200 200 5.0 5.2 
2 403 1.0 200 200 4.8 4.7 
3 404 1.0 200 200 4.8 4.8 
4 402 1.0 200 200 4.8 4.8 
5 404 0.5 200 200 4.8 4.8 
6 404 0 200 200 4.6 4.8 
7 404 1.0 200 200 4.8 4.9 
8 405 0.5 200 200 4.6 4.8 
9 405 1.5 200 200 4.9 4.9 

10 404 0.5 200 200 4.8 4.8 
11 405 0 200 200 4.8 4.8 
12 404 1.0 200 200 4.7 4.6 REV 
13 372 0 200 200 6. 5 15.0 
14 370 1.5 200 200 6.2 15.0 
15 371 0 200 200 6. 5 15.0 
16 371 0 200 200 6. 5 15.2 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING MEASURED AT ENGEBI 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 101 90 96 88 94 89 93 89 96 99 91 97 102+ 96 97 
2 94 102+ 88 100 87 98 102 93 98 94 102+ 102+ 102+ 96 
3 92 96 89 95 93 87 91 87 89 94 96 92 95 
4 91 96 98 97 94 93 102+ 95 95 93 100 102+ 
5 93 96 97 89 92 99 85 93 95 102+ 94 
6 92 102+ 97 96 92 90 102 90 94 102+ 
7 95 96 97 91 102+ 91 89 102+ 96 
8 94 94 91 92 99 94 102+ 102+ 
9 95 90 92 102+ 95 96 97 

10 91 102+ 102+ 94 94 97 
11 89 102 .. 96 96 99 
12 93 94 91 95 
13 102+ 96 94 
14 101 102 .. 
15 101 
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NEAR END CROSSTALK OOUPLING MEASURED AT BOKON (LEVEL 105) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 97 93 95 89 92 97 94 94 97 97 97 97't 97 95 96 
2 97,. 97-. 93 97 90 97,. 95 96 97 97 97 97• 97"1' 97 
3 92 93 94 95 95 88 94 93 92 94 97., 97., 97 
4 91 97• 97't' 97 93 93 97-. 94 96 94 97"1' 97~ 

5 94 95 q"! 94 96. 97 89 Q'7 90 97"1' 97 
6 91 97 97 95 91 93 .. 97't' 97'f" 97 97'f' 
7 95 97 97'f' 92 97., 92 89 97,. 97"':' 
8 95 97 91 93 97 97 97-: 97":' 
9 97., 96 94 97-:- 97 97":' 97.,. 

10 96 97.,,. 97., 91 97.,. 96 
11 92 97.,. 97 95 97~ 
12 93 94 97 97'f' 
1J 97~ 96 93 
14 97 97"1' 
15 95 

FAR-EID CROSSTALI COUPLING MEASUBID AT BOlOH (LEVEL 105) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 97't' 93 95 88 91 97 87 97-. 90 95 89 97't 97,. 95 97"t' 
2 97'f' 97-. 86 97.,. 85 91 91 88 93 97'f' 97-. 97-t 97't 94 
3 88 97't 85 93 91 86 94 97 87 92 91 89 92 
4 89 97-. 97'f' 97'f' 88 92 97'f' 97't 94 90 97 97 
5 86 94 97-. 91 89 97.,. 89 93 87 97.,, 95 
6 92 91 89 87 97't 87 97 90 97.,. 97'1' 
7 87 92 97.,. 97'f' Q"f.,. 92 ~8 97"':' 97 
8 96 97-t 97 97-t 97 94 97"1' 97-:-
9 77• en.,. 86 97.,. 97"1' 95 96 

10 86 97-P 97.,. 88 94 93 
11 94 97.,. 97 96 97.,. 
12 91 90 93 95 
13 97.,. 92 92 
14 97 97't 
15 97-t" 
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SUBMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST ~OBD 

6-17-50 

c~w; liQ. 2-iu. 
Parry to Japtan 
2.5 Miles (15,300 Ft.) 19 Gauge, lion-Loaded 

• 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loas 
(Oh:ma) Resistance (db) li &: IT 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 5000 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

1 255 2.0 2oo+ 200.f. 4.0 10.0 
2 253 l.5 .2004- 200.f. J.8 ll.O 
3 255 2.0 200f. 200f. 4.2 10.0 * R XED R4 
4 255 2.0 200f 200f J.8 10.5 * R XED RJ 
5 255 1.0 200f 200f. 4.1 10.8 
6 255 0 2oo+ 2()0.f. 3.8 10.7 

* NOTEz X approx. 680 .ft. frClll Japtan tem. 

NEAR-END CROSSTJ.LK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT P !RRY 

2 3 4 5 6 

l 82 94 90 94 88 
2 84 87 96 92 
3 85 85 97 
4 91 91 
5 88 

FAR-DD CROSSTAU COUPLIIG 
MEASURED il P.lRRY 

2 3 4 5 6 

l 80 91 89 99 88 
2 85 87 92 89 
3 85 85 102+ 
4 87 90 
5 93 
6 
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NUR-EHD CROSSTALK COUPLil«i 
MEASURED AT JAPT.il 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 87 9.3 95 97t 92 
2 92 94 97 97 
3 92 92 97t 
4 96 96 
5 95 
6 



SUBMARINE TEIEPHOHE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

6-17-50 

CAB!i 101 2-11~ 
Parry to Japtan 
2.5 Miles (15,180 Ft.) 

Resistance Insulation 
(Ohms) Resistance 

Pair Var- ('.*gohma) 
No. loop ley Tip 

1 249 0 200+ 
2 253 0 200.f. 
3 252 1.0 200+ 
4 253 0 200+ 
5 252 1.0 200+ 
6 253 0 200+ 

NEAR-Elm CROSSTALK COUPLING 
~ASURED AT PARRY 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 93 84 99 84 87 
2 87 88 82 90 
J 87 87 88 
4 91 86 
5 82 

FAR-EID CROSSTALI COUPLIBG 
MEASURED AT PARRY 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 92 84 102+ 82 87 
2 . 85 89 78 86 
J 86 88 85 
4 89 83 
5 80 

Ring 

200+ 
200+ 
200+ 
2oo+ 
2oo+ 
200+ 

19 GAUGE, Jon-Loaded 

Trans. loss 
(db) N & IT 

1000 5000 Vol 
cps cps (db) Remarks 

4.5 10.7 
4.4 11.0 
4.7 10.7 
4.7 11.0 
4.7 11.2 
4.6 11.0 

NEAR-EID CROSSTALK COUPLDIG 
MEASURED AT JAPTAI 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 92 91 97 86 93 
2 89 97 82 95 
J 90 96 89 
4 91 86 
5 86 
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SUBMARINE TELEPBOBE CASIE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

6-20-50 

CABLE NO. 4-120 
Biijiri to Piiraii 
2.4 Miles ( 

Resistance Insulation 
(Ohms) Resistance 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring 

1 225 0 2oo+ 2oo+ 
2 226 0 2oo+ 2oo+ 
.3 225 1.0 2oo+ 200+ 
4 225 0 20o+ 200+ 
5 225 0 2oo+ 200+ 
6 224 0 200+ 2oo+ 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
ME:ASURED AT BIIJIRI 

2 J " 5 6 
l 9.3 38 9; .00 86 
2 86 94 89 S9 
J 91 SS 92 
4 S4 91 
5 77 

F AR-EBD CROSSTALK COUPLIIG 
!€ASURED AT BIIJIRI 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 102+ 88 SS 102+ SJ 
2 87 102+ S9 9'2 
3 94 89 95 
4 S2 77 
5 95 
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19 Gauge, Non-Loaded 

Trans. Loss 
(db) N & XT 

1000 Vol 
cps cps (db) Remarks 

J. 5 8.7 REV. 
J.6 9.8 
3.7 9.2 
3.8 9.? 
3.7 9.1 
3.7 9.? 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT PIIRAII 

2 3 4 5 6 
l 97"° 9'H 97.f. n+ 97 
2 97+ 97+ 97.+ 97+ 
.3 97 94 97+ 
4 95 91 
5 97+ 



SUBMARINE TEI.EPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION 'n:ST RECORD 

6-20-50 

CABI.E 101 '-~lA 
Biijiri to Aaraanbiru 
1.25 Miles (9,960 Ft.) 

Resistance Insulation 
(Ohms) Resistance 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring 

1 166 0 
2 167 0 
.3 166 1.0 
4 166 0 
5 166 0 
6 166 0 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT BIIJIRI 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 101 87 88 87 9.3 
2 8.3 99 85 100 
3 87 78 94 
4 100 81 
5 88 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT BIIJIRI 

2 .3 4 5 6 

1 102.J. 85 85 85 9.3 
2 82 95 84 101 
.3 85 76 90 
4 102+ 78 
5 85 

19 Gauge, Non-Loaded 

Trans. Loss 
(db) N & IT 

1000 
cps 

4.J 
4.7 
4.7 
4.7 
4.7 
4.8 

5000 Vol 
cps (db) Remarks 

8.0 
9.0 
8.0 
9.0 
8.0 
9.0 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT AARAANBIRU 

2 .3 4 5 6 

1 97+ 95 94 94 97 
2 87 97 91 97+ 
.3 90 8.3 97 
4 97+ 90 
5 95 
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SUBMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 6-20-50 
COMPLETION TEST ~ORD 

C,w.E NO. 4-l?lB 
Aaraanbiru·to Piiraai 
2.25 Miles (6g360 Ft.) 19 Ga.uge, Non-Loaded 

Resistance Insulation Tra.ns. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & IT 

Fa.ir Va.r- (Megohms) 1000 Vol. 
Noo Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps {db) Remarks 

1 106 0 2.4 4.0 
2 107 0 2.4 4.4 
3 107 0 2.5 4.2 
4 106 0.5 2.5 4.5 
5 107 0 2.5 4.2 
6 107 0.5 2.6 4.6 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLOO NE!R-.END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT AA RA.A NB I RU MEASURED l.T P IIRJ.II 

2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 

1 102f 92 92 102f 89 1 97+ 89 95 97t 90 
2 97 86 84 84 2 95 87 83 82 
3 97 102 102~ 3 97t 97 97+ 
4 95 79 4 94 79 
5 102f 5 97+ 

F AR-EHD CROSSTAI..X COUPLING 
MEASURED AT AARAANBIRU 

2 3 4 5 6 

l 102+ 92 90 102+ 86 
2 94 84 79 81 
3 86 94 102f 
4 90 76 
5 100 
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SUEMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

6-27-50 

CABLE NO 1 2-122 
Muzin to Engebi 
1.3 Miles (6,960 Ft.) 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Pair Var- (Meisohms) 1000 5KC Vol. 
No, Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) Remarks 

l 116 0 200.. 200+ l.l 3.9 
2 116 0.5 200+ 200+ 1.1 3.9 
3 116 0 200+ 200+ 1.2 4.0 
4 116 0.5 200+ 200.. 1.1 3.9 
5 116 0 200+ 200+ 1.1 3.9 
6 117 0 200+ 200.. 1.1 3.9 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT MUZIN MEASURED AT ENGEBI 

2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 

1 94 85 82 90 97 1 102 86 85 93 101 
2 84 85 81 97+ 2 82 85 80 102 
3 91 97 91 .3 92 102 84 
4 83 86 4 92 88 
5 97+ 5 90 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT MU ZIN 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 97+ 82 85 92 97+ 
2 82 85 82 97 .. 
3 94 97 .. 83 
4 97 87 
5 97 .. 
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CAaIE NQ1 ~-128 

SUBMARINE TELEPHONE CAB IE 
COMPLETION TEST RECORD 

Engebi to Teiteiripuchi 
4.7 Miles (19,980 Ft.) 

Resistance Insulation Trans. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 5KC 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps 

1 3.3.3 0 200• 200+ 4 • .3 9.9 
2 332 0.5 200+ 2oo+ 4.3 9.9 
3 333 0.5 200+ 200+ 4 • .3 9.9 
4 3.32 0.5 200 ... 200+ 4.2 9.9 
5 333 1.0 200.f- 200+ 4.2 9.9 
6 3.34 0 200• 200+ 4.2 10.0 

6-28-50 

N & XT 
Vol 
(db) Remarks 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT TEITEIRIPOCHI MEASURED AT ENGEBI 

2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 

1 87 84 97+ 87 95 1 85 83 98 78 90 
2 96 80 90 91 2 90 77 89 86 
3 97 89 85 3 92 94 94 
4 96 91 4 87 85 
5 r:n+ 5 94 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
1£ASURED AT TEI'l'EIRIPUGHI 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 8.3 81 97f 78 91 
2 91 76 87 7l 
3 95 88 86 
4 92 85 
5 9.3 
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SUBMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE 
COMPLETION TES!' RECORD 

6-28-50 

c ~YI NQ I ~l57 
Teieiripuchi to Engebi 
4.7 Miles (18,720 Ft.) ~ 

Resistance Insulation Trane. Loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) N & XT 

Pair Var- (Megobms) 1000 5000 Vol. 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps (db) R8118l"ks 

1 313 1.5 200f 200f 3.6 9.3 
2 312 1.0 2oo+ 2oo+ J.6 9.3 
3 315 1.5 2oo+ 200f. J.6 9.4 
4 314 0 200f. 200f. J.6 9.4 
5 313 0.5 2oo+ 200f J.2 9.3 
6 313 1.5 200f 2oo+ J.8 9.4 

NEAR-END CROSSl'ALK COtJPLOO HUR-END CROSST!Ll COUPLDIG 
MUSURID AT TEITEIRIFUCHI MElSORF.ll !T . EllGEB I 

2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 

1 93 97f 97 83 97t 1 89 98 102+ 83 91 
2 97+ 97 97 88 2 92 99 102 94 
3 94 95 87 3 90 92 90 
4 SJ 88 4 82 86 
5 97t 5 96 

FAR-END CROSdT AU COUPLIBG 
MEASORm A.T TEITEIRIFUCHI 

2 J 4 5 6 

1 9~ 97 97 81 97 
2 96 95 97+ 90 
3 88 90 87 
4 81 84 
5 97t 
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C~IE NQ 1 ~-128 

SUBMARINE TEIEPHONE CAB IE 
COMPLETION TEST :RECORD 

Engebi to Teiteiripuchi 
4.7 Miles (19,980 Ft.) 

Resistance Insulation Trans. loss 
(Ohms) Resistance (db) 

Pair Var- (Megohms) 1000 5KC 
No. Loop ley Tip Ring cps cps 

1 33.3 0 200+ 200+ 4.3 9.9 
2 332 0.5 20o+ 2oo+ 4 • .3 9.9 
.3 .333 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.3 9.9 
4 332 0.5 200+ 200+ 4.2 9.9 
5 333 1.0 200+ 200• 4.2 9.9 
6 .334 0 200+ 200+ 4.2 10.0 

6-28-50 

N & XT 
Vol 
(db) Remarks 

NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING NEAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLING 
MEASURED AT TEITEIRIPUCHI MEASURED AT ENGEBI 

2 3 4 5 6 2 J 4 5 6 

1 87 84 9'7+ 87 95 1 85 83 98 78 90 
2 96 80 90 91 2 90 77 89 86 
J 97 89 85 3 92 94 94 
4 96 91 4 87 85 
5 en+ 5 94 

FAR-END CROSSTALK COUPLIIG 
MllStJRED AT TEITEIRIPUGHI 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 83 81 97f 78 91 
2 91 76 87 7? 
3 95 88 86 
4 92 85 
5 93 
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EXHIBIT C 

Submarine Control and Signal Test Record 



INSULATION RESISTANCE TEST RECORD 
1-nl C.NI ,_ ....... •I' lo 100 ........ 

AW.U.tus~iJ.£'1JIJ'flNll£J 1<0. 0•2fJO lATlt<G CQNTJiOJ. i SJtW;IL 
"All INSTALLED LOCATION 

DATE /#SI 
, .. ,'"'" ·:: 

IO •• •• 
Vl •• 

w ~ I 

u :c I z 0 • < (.!) • ,_ ... 
Vl ~ s ;;; ... I 

"" ..• 
z - l MtGOHM Q 100000 -,_ 
< 100000 
~ sooooo 
::::> •00000 

Vl Vl .JOOOOO 

~ ~ 
:c 100000 

0 1 sooag_ 
100000 

soooo 

10000 
Zl:RO ...... ... •• DC.•••••to.u.1,,,U.WP. 

INSULATION RISISTANCI TIST RICORD __ ,_.._ ...... ....._ 
A~':,.':.~U:IJJlllJ~Jr•Mf'il!'!:'"o. O·~OI 1AT1No CcMfZBll !f!fr.J. 
L DA Tl IN IT Al.LI . . 

DATE ,, ... 
1 •~- 1,,r1 /, '~ r1 .... .,ii .. .. 

•• 
Vl •• .... ~ • u :c I z 0 I 

< (.!) • ,_ .... 
Vl ~ I ;;; 

I'-w I 

"" ' --LI 

I\ z 1 .... ---- ...... r-. 
0 

,__ 
l MCOOMW 

;:: 100000. 

< •00000 
~ 100000 
::::> •00000 
Vl Vl .100000 -
~ ~ 

:c 100000 
0 110000 

100000 

IOOOO 

10000 
zoo ...... a,lll•Ollllioll1.Ha. u.&.hT,ON. 

-'-·-··-··~'·" 
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INSULATION RISISTANCI TEST RICORD ·-- .... ._.. ................ 
. m .. a.uu~~~f!JMJ'f'IN.f:l110. O•M2 IATlll~ I '1!JK!J. 
OCATIOll • ~ Tl T~ • L " 1111 ALLID -

DATE 
I •• ·~ /. •4 , IMl'O I ,.17 

.• ,..,i\ .. .. 
II 

on •• ... 2 • u % • z 0 • < C) • ... ... 'I on ~ I 
in \. ... • • ... 

LI 

z - I IOCOO ... 
~ 

0 
~ 

...... 
~ 

•Me• -...... 
=> 

... _ 
on on ...... ~ -
! 2 ......... 

% ...... 
0 

... _ ...... .. _ .. _ 
llM ...... .,..... ........... ..,, ..... -L-•.••• .. OIU.1.11. 

LOCATIO!l.- II 

DATE 114, '·'41 'J ''" 0 II. ~ 
.,lllf}\ .. 

" •• 
I •• ... • u • z 0 • < C) • ... 1 on • ii; ~ ... I • "' LI 

'I ~ z 
0 - ......... 
~ ·-· -~ 

...... 
HO-

=> 
... _ 

~ on on ·-! 2 
% ...... 
0 

, .. _ ...... .. _ .. _ 
llM ...... ...... ............... T,.,, 



INSULATION RESISTANCE TEST RECORD 
__ ..... _ ..... ,00 ....... 

·~~:~~~~J0fi'IWJil7t!f1/'!t'J1P',,,,_o, 0-204 UT1Mo~TA''!1' ''2'jlgj 
L A I IMI ALLID 

DATE l!J48 l!J49 1.1. ro IS.SI 
IN""ln 

IO 
IO 

•• 
II) •• .... ~ • u ::c • z 0 • < "' .. .... .... '\ II) ~ I ;;; ' .... I 

"' \ ..• . z '\ 
0 .-- l MCGOMM 

;:: 100000 

< •OOOOO 
..... 100000 

' ::::> •00000 
II) 11'1 100000 " -
! ~ .... ~ 

::c 100000 
0 110000 

100000 ··-10000 
Zl~O ...... ~ ..... 01 .......... , .. u. 1. ~u. on. 

INSULATION RHISTANCI TIST RICORD ----... ..... , .......... 
APPAIATUJ1if11R'«'t'C1"""f~o. Q•MJI' IATIMoCtJN7ilDL !I!~ 

OCATION iM " T I T • ~ L -A I NI Al.LI 

DATE 1.r. t.' 1141 11. r, h • r1 
... "'Ii .. .. 

II 

II) ,, 
.... ~ • u ::c • z 0 I 

< "' .. .... .... I\ II) ~ I ;;; 

"' I 
1111 \ •• z - ' MCOOMlll 0 
;:: 100000 

< IOOOIO 
..... 100000 
::::> 400000 .... 
II) II) 

100000 

! ~ "'"'" ::c 110000 -0 •10000 
100000 ··-··-ZUIO ...... ..,..ADl .... w.H-. U.Lhf,Wf, 
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I. 
INSULATION RISISTANCE TEST RECORD ·--,., ""- ....... ....-

~~~:-:.~u~~-gs~£fJIAl'411N£J HO. Q-2()6 IATINGC~!f.!!u!~ 
DATE 1114• '""'" ,,.o 11161 

••'"'fi: 
IO 
ID 

•• ..., •• .... ~ • u % • . 
z 0 I 
<( C) • . ,_ .... ' \ ..., 

~ I 
in .... I 
Cl< \ \ •• ' z \ 

0 
,__ I lolCGO ... 

>= ...... 
:S ...... - -..... 
:::> ...... ..., ..., 

100000 

! ~ 

' % ...... 
0 1to001 , .... -··- .,....._ 

··-HllO ...... .,.... ........ "" .. ,.,.·"'· -t-• .. 1••• .. >mt I.II. 

INSULATION RHISTANCE TEST RECORD _,,_,_.._ ....... .__ 
AIPAIATU.«)~«1£ ... "C"W');o. 0-IOZ um~oCDNTftll ~ ~J 
LOCATION • "Afl llCITALLI" • • 

DATE ,.4. ,, ___ 
11110 '· '· r;r --ra .. 

" •• 
i •• 

IU • v % • z 0 • <( C> .. ,_ IU \ \ .,, 
~ I in , 

IU I 

"' \ •• 
' z 

0 
,__ 

'11100 ... 

j: IOffOO 

:S ...... ...... 
:::> ...... 

\ -.,, ..., 
Hffff 

! ~ ..... 
% 100000 
0 , .... , .... 

u-··-ZlllO 

kit.• 
_,_ ........ -. .. ... 



LOCAttOH 

DATE 184' 11141 l#SO ISSI ... r..,n 
H 
IO ,, 

.,, 10 

w ~ • u J: • 0 z • < ~ ' ... w 
~ ~ I 

I' .,, 
w I 

"' " ..• 
"~ z ,...._ l Ml.00* 0 

i= 100000 -< •oooeo 
' .... 900000 

:::> 400000 

" .,, .,, 
100000 

~ ~ ,.,,..... r-~ \ x 100000 

0 I 10000 
100000 

\ ··- ,\ ··-zuo ....... 

L A I II DATI IMITALUD . 
DATE I P4 • I f411 

--ra .. •• II ,,, •• ... ~ • v x • z 0 • < ~ ' ... ... \ .,, 
~ -I v; 

' ... i • •• \ z ,...._ 
0 IMIOOMM 

i= .. " .. 
~ 

...... ...... 
:::> ...... 
Ill 

.,, 
100000 

~ ~ x ...... 
0 

... _ 
100000 • ··-.. -llllO ....... - L_._ •••.. -. l.11. 
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THIS CABt.I! O/IMllQEP 
INSULATION RESISTANCE TEST RECORD ON BEACH AT li'(l/VIT 

......... C.rtl,., ··~·· .. ,. 100 ....... mmtu,JiWB:f/'PE;.!!31sN-JS'l'M'IWlXo. 0·210 lATIHGCIJNT/IOL 'Y!JPJ. 
Tl H I n I T !D • .if LOCA 0 ATI HS ALL 

DATE 11148 1114.9 l.9SO 1.94'/ 
INrlNITY 

Wd#iLow
1 gg 

""'"'ikNd .. •• , . .,, •• .... ~ I 

u ::c: • z 0 • < Cl 4 .... w \ .,, 
~ J .,, 

w • "' I 

'·' ' z f- t MEGOHM 0 
i= 100000 

< tOOOOO 

.... 500000 
:::> ,00000 

1 .,, .,, 
JOOOOO 

! ~ ::c:. 100000 

0 • soooo 
100000 ,.... 
$0000 ,.... • i 
10000 
zuo ....... •,uo1Mu1;H.Q.u.1.,n.w,, • ON'N Ar 80rN ENDS -l-D., t••IT.,PIU. I.IL 

INSULAT~ON RESISTANCE TEST RECORD ·--... .._ ...... ....._ 
APPAIATU~2"T2C) HO. Q-21/ IATtH..&ON7All!2i. !f..fi/!'JJ 
LOCATION_ DATI IHITALLI - . 

DATE 1148 1.14.1 /ISO IJISI 
"''*11ft .. .. 

•• .,, 10 

w ~ I 

u ::c: I 
z 0 I 

< Cl 4 .... w .,, 
~ I ;;; 'I w I 

"' ' ..• 
z - I MEGOHM 

\. 
0 
i= 100000 

~ 

~ 
100000 - -100000 

:::> '00000 .,, .,, 
.100000 .. - -

! ~ ... [/ ............ ·c...- ...... ::c: 100000 
0 1 •0000 -

100000 

••ooo i 
10000 
ZCllO 

., • .t.01 llUllli Ile. U. I. il>H, .,., -L.mit .. t•~__!_·PIU._1~--J ........ 
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INSULATION RESISTANCE TEST RECORD 

LO CATI .. 
DATE 11148 1.114.9 ISISO /SIS/ 

INrtNtTY ·r& 
IO •• 
II 

V) •• 
w ~ • u J: • z 0 • < (!) • ..... w I 
V) ~ 3 
V) . w I 

°' ..... ..• 
...... ..... z 

0 - l MtGOHM 

>= 100000 

< 100000 .... ... sooooo 
:::i •OOOOO 
V) V) 

JOOOOO I'\. 

~ ~ ....... I\. 
J: 100000 .... 
0 I SOOOO 

" 100000 

soooo \. 

10000 ~"'" 
ZERO 

CILio• .,.UOl•Ul Ill). u.1. ,ar.o,,. _,_.11 .. •••a.P1U.1. ... 

INSULATION RESISTANCE TIST RECORD __ ,_.._ ..... , . .....-
Am.IATU~"'f/~'WAl!J NO. IJ.218 unNoC4V7BJ( !~ 
LOCATIOM..- DATI IMITALLI -

DATE 1.94• 1.941 1.940 l.9SI 
... "'Ii .. .. 

•• 
V) 10 

w ~ • u J: • z 0 • < C> • ..... w 
V) ~ I 
iii \ w I 
IX , 

•• \ z ...__ 
l MllCIOMM 0 

>= 100000 

< 100000 ... sooooo 
:::i •00000 
V) V) 

100000 

; ~ I'\. J: 100000 
0 110000 

100000 ..... 
10000 
zoo 

CILio.• .,.,..0 •......... u ... '"'· ..,,, _,..,._, •• a .. -.1 .... 
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INSULATION RESISTANCE TEST RECORD 

.. . 
DATE 1948 1.94!1 /ti, ro 1.9.JI 

INrlNITY 
1r. 

•• •• 
IS 

ll'l 10 

w l: I 

u :i::: I z 0 • < ~ ' ... w 
ll'l l: J ;:;:; 
w 

°' 
a ... 

z - 1 MlGOHM 0 
j:: ICIOODO 

< 100000 ... sooooo 
::::> '00000 
ll'l ll'l .300000 -z l: ~ " :i::: 200000 

0 I 50000 ' 
100000 

/ ,~ i 
50000 
uoo ' .. i i 

10000 
ZC"O 

"'-"·· - L-11 .• 1111111111.PIU I.Pl. 

L A 

DATE 11141 1949 lllSO lllSI • ... ,::'fi 
tlt#lf/J.#f. 
IEAD1Nd JO 

IO 

•• ~ in 10 

w l: • u :i::: • z 0 I 

< ~ \ 1' ... w ' ll'l :J: I 
ll'l \ w I 

°' I.I 

z - l MlGOHW 
\ . 

0 
j:: 100000 

< 100000 ... 900000 
::::> •00000 
ll'l ll'l JOOOOO 

~ l: 
:i::: zooooo 
0 150000 

I 00000 

>0000 

10000 
ltl'O 

"'-"• _, L-11., 1•111111.PIU I.Pl. 
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INSULATION RESISTANCE TEST RECORD 
•Merd C•rtl fer I•..., • ,. JOO ....... 

mmrusiflflJ.AZJ·~ fr//NJ!l'NE} HO. fJ-216 UTIHO~~u! 'J!i~ 
LOCATION 

DATE 1648 194.9 
INrlNITY ·n 

IO •• •• \ ,,., 10 ... ~ • 
u :i: • z 0 • < <-' • .... ... \ ,,., 

~ J ,,., ... a 
"' 1.5 

z - I MEGOHM 
I 

0 
;:::: aooooo 

< 100000 
.... sooooo 
::::> •00000 ,,., ,,., 

100000 

~ ~ 
:i: 100000 

0 I 50000 
100000 \ ··-- - "' 10000 

ZtJllO 

11<11• ...... -·UL ............. IVCJT TEIPMINAT&iJ AT AflPIPY -.L-• .. 1•••.-.1.ll. 

INSULATION RISISTANCI TIST RICORD 
_,,c-.1 ............. , .......... 

APPAIATV•~'IJ!~) No.0-.2/Z uT1NoCDKTAfll. ~} 
LOCATION DATI INITALLI• . 

DATE 1•41 , .... 
•• ,."'Fi .. .. 

•• ~ 

' ,,., •• ... ~ • v :i: • z 0 • < <-' • ... ... \ .,, 
~ • ;;; I ... a 

CK 
1.1 

z -0 I MEG0'4M 

;:::: 100000 

< 100000 .... 100000 
::::> 400000 ,,., ,,., 

100000 " ~ ~ 
~ :i: 100000 

0 110000 
.. 

100000 
\. u-

1 aooo --- \. 
lOOOO 
zuo 

11<11• -L-•..•••. -.1.IL 
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'· 

INSULATION RESISTANCE TEST RECORD 
•-c.N-.._ ....... -....... 

mu>.m~« 'S!Jt;~lu·S-.124 umt<.CDNT.ftk IS!«AUIL 
LOCATION DATI INITALLI" 
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Instruments : 
(1) Megger 

SUBMARINE CABLE TESTS 
Temperature 

(2) Wheatstone Bridge 
Air (Average) 84°F 
Water (averaee) 820j 

DATE 
OF TEST 

COPPER RF.SISTANCE 
PER PAIR 

(OBNB) 
AB ~ :D' GH JK 

INSULATION RESISTANCE 
TO GROUND PJR PAIR 

(MEGOHMS) 
AB CD EF. GH JK 

INSULATION RESISTANCE 
TO .ALL CONDUCTORS PER PAIR 

(MEGOHMS) 
AB CD EF GR JK 

·CABLE NO. 0-201 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Engebi to B11jir1, 47,500 ft, laid 1-29-48) 

. J~l6-48 216.8 219.4 219.6 219.2 219.9 2.5 1.7 ~-:- 1.7 1.9 -
l0-9-48 218.9 221.6 221.8 221.4 221.1 o.Boo o.Boo o. 0.600 0.600 -
2-11-49 217.0 219.6 219.9 219.6 219.3 1.000 1.000 .800 .600 .Boo -
10-31-49 218.5 221.1 221.4 221.0 220.7 i.400 .Boo .64'0 .720 .850 1.500 .900 .720 .820 .900 
5-25-50 218 221 221 221 .aaG 1.27 .825 .5i5 .623 .750 1.27 .773 .675 .675 .750 
2-23-51 232 235 235 235 234 1. 000 0. 300 .300 .300 .300 1.000 .jOO .300 .300 .300 

CABLE NO. 0-202 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Engebi to Biijiri, 46,800 ft, laid 1-20-48) 

3-16-48 210.5 212.4 212.8 213.2 212.3 3.6 1.0 0.79 0.74 0.75 -
l0-9-48 212.6 214.6 215.Q 215.3 214.5 0.900 0.500 o.4oo 0.250 0.300 -
2-11-49 210.8 212.7 213.2 213.8 212.6 .Boo .Boo .500 .400 .300 - -
10-31-49 212.2 214.1 214.6 214.9 214.1 1.000 .500 .350 .280 .290 1.400 -5~ .400 .340 .350 
5-25-50 ~ ai4 ··~14 214 214 .958 .450 .323 .273 .254 .850 .498 .394 .273 .266 
2-23-51 . 226 228 228 228 227 1.200 .550 .400 .400 .400 1.300 .600 .450 .400 .450 

CABLE NO. 0-203 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Engebi to BiiJiri, 48,400 f't, laid 1-19-48) 

3-16-48 218.3 221.8 221.0 222.4 220.9 2.8 1.4 1.45 1.5 1.9 -
10-9-48 220.5 223.9 223.2 224., ~.a 0.900 o.6oa o.)aQ-e-.5ee 0.500 -
2-11-49 218.6 222.1 221.3 222.8 -Z?I'.3 1.000 .800 .6oo .600 .Boo -
10-31-49 220.1 223.6 222.9 224.2 222.7 1.200 0.650 0.6~0 .670 .770 1.300 .720 .720 .78o .850 
5-25-50 220 '223 222 224 222 l.o6 .545 .559 .597 .650 l.o6 .623 .647 .647 .697 
2-23-51 234 238 237 238 237 .Boo .. 300 .300 .300 .300 .800 .300 .300 .300 .300 

' 



CABLE NO. 0-204 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Biijiri to Ru.nit, 42,000 ft, laid 1-15-48) 

3-16-48 195.4 197.6 198.1197.4 197.0 4.2 0~9 o .. 68 0.63 ·0.63 ... 
l0-9-48 197.2 199.5 199.9 199.3 198.8 o.8oo 0.300 0.225 0.200 0.200 -
2-8-49 195.6 1'}7.9 198.3 l'JT.7 l'JT.l .600 .300 .300 .200 .200 -
10-31-49 196.9 199.2 199.6 199.0 198.5 0.750 0.350 .300 .240 .220 .720 .350 .290 .230 .230 
5-25-50 197 199 199 199 198 1.20 .374 .324 .273 .250 .892 .374 .323 .273 .273 
2-24-51 213 216 216 215 215 1.300 .450 .400 .400 .400 1.300 .500 .4-50 .400 .400 

CABLE NO. 0-205 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Biijiri to Runit, 38,000 ft, laid 2-24-48) 

3-16-48 172.7 172.6 172.6 172.4 172.0 3.7 0.075 0.070 0.075 0.40 -
10-9-48 174.4 174.3 173.8 174-.1 173.7 .400 0.030 0.27 0.29 0.21 -
2-9-49 172.9 172.9 172.4 172.7 172.2 .250 .o4o .040 .040 .030 -
10-31-49 174.l 174.1 173.6 173.9 173.4 .070 .040 .040 .030 .025 .160 .040 .035 .035 .025 
5-25-50 174 174 173 173 173 .120 .030 .037 .032 .OZ"{ .120 .030 .040 .032 .027 
2-24-51 191 191 190 191 190 200 .070 .070 .050 .050 .aoo .050 .050 .050 .050 

CABLE NO. 0-206 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Biijiri to Runit, 38,000 ft, laid 1-17-48) 

3-16-48 18o.2 181.4 181.4 182.1 181.8 6.5 5.0 )~O 4.2 6.5 -
10-9-48 182.0 183.1 183.1 183.8 183.5 .500 .150 .100 .100 .095 -
2-8-49 18o.4 181.6 181.6 182.3 182.o .500 .200 .150 .150 .150 -
10-31-49 179.8 182.8 182.9 183.6 183.3 .500 .190 .140 .130 .120 .750 .200 .150 .140 .130 
5-25-50 - - - - - .435 .612 .667 .667 .120 .025 .076 .018 .050 .100 
a-a4-51 198 199 199 200 199 .200 .300 .200 .200 .200 .Boo .350 .200 .200 .200 

CABLE NO. 0-207 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Biijiri to Run.it, 38,000 ft, laid 1-27-48) 

3-16-48 179.5 181.7 181.9 181.7 181.6 4.5 4.5 3.5 4.1 7.5 -
10-9-48 181.5 183.6 183.8 183.6 183.7 .800 .250 .250 .200 .200 -
2-8-49 180.o 182.o 182.2 181.9 182.o i.ooo .500 .500 .300 .300 -

\.n 10-31-49 213.1 183.2 183.4 183.2 183.3 .900 .320 .290 .26o .290 .900 .310 .300 .290 .300 
I 5-25-50 l8o 183 183 183 183 .823 .321 .273 .250 .• Z(J .738 .321 .273 .273 .250 w 

-.) 
2-24-51 197 200 200 199 200 1.000 .500 .400 .400 .400 1.000 .500 .500 .450 .450 w 
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SUBMARINE CABLE TESTS (Continued) 
Temperature Instruments: 

(1) Megser 
(2) Wheatstone Bridge 

Air (Average) 840F 
Water (Average) 820F 

DATE 
OF TEST 

COPPER RESISTANCE 
PER PAIR 

(OHMS) 
AB . CD EF GH JK 

INSULATION RESISTANCE 
TO GROUND PER PAIR 

(MEGOHMS) 
AB CD EF GH JK 

INSULATION RESISTANCE 
TO ALL CONDUCTORS PER PAIR 

(MEGOHMS) 
AB CD EF GH JK 

CABLE NO. 0-208 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Runit to Coral Head, 44,000 ft, laid 2-20-48) 

3-16-48 200.4 203.4 203.8 203.9 203.4 2.8 1.1 0.75 0.67 0.77 -
10-9-48 202.3 205.3 205,7 205.7 205.3 1.000 .450 .300 .250 .250 -
2-10-49 200.5 203.5 203.9 203.9 203.5 1.000 .500 .300 .300 .400 -
11-12-49 201.7 2o4.7 205.2 205.3 001.2 .850 .38o .28o .210 .250 .900 .400 .320 .270 .300 
5-30-50 204 2o4 205 205 204 .700 .400 .300 .200 .250 .Boo .400 .320 .28o .300 
2-27-51 All Pairs Open Near Station #69 at Runit 

CABLE NO. 0-211 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Runit to Parry, 61,000 ft, laid 1-10-48) 
I 

3-16-48 284.8 285.5 286.0 285.9 286.5 2.5 0.70 0.37 o.43 0.38 -
10-9-48 287.1 288.0 288.6 288.3 289.3 .700 .300 .175 .175 .160 -
2-8-49 285.0 286.2 286.2 286.1 286.7 1.000 .500 .300 .300 .300 1.000 .400 .200 .200 .200 
10-29-49 286.9 287.7 288.2 287.9 288.7 .Boo .320 .200 .200 .18o .850 .340 .230 .230 .320 
5-26-50 286 287 287 287 288 .350 .3o6 .200 .171 .350 .3o6 .222 .200 .171 -
2-27-51 292 293 294 294 294 .700 .400 .300 .300 .300 .700 .400 .. 300 .300 .300 

CABLE NO. 0-212 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Runit to Parry, 58,000 ft, laid 1-13-48) 

3-16-48 278.1 278.2 28o.o 28o.2 279.3 2.2 0.29 0.39 0.28 0.29 • -
10-9-48 28o.5 28o.6 282.5 282.7 281.8 1.200 .700 0.175 .090 .090 -
2-8-49 278.2 278.3 28o.O 28o.3 279.6 1.000 .200 .150 .150 .125 1.100 .250 .250 .230 .220 
10-28-49 2t10.2 28o.3 282.1 282.3 281.4 .Boo .125 .115 .100 .090 .280 .18o .125 .110 .105 
5-26-50 279 279 281 281 281 .559 .120 .111 .100 .086 .5<J7 .150 .111 .111 .o86 
2-27-51 285 295 287 286 286 .500 .200 .200 .150 .150 .500 .200 .200 .150 .200 



CABLE NO. 0-213 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, Runit to Parry, 57,750 ft, laid 1-27-48) 

3-16-48 263.3 264.6 265.8 265.8 266.o 2.6 0.60 0.37 0.42 0.38 -
10-9-48 265.7 267.0 268.0 268.o 268.2 .700 .220 .150 .175 .150 -
2-8-49 263.5 264.8 265.9 265.9 266.1 .700 .400 .200 .200 .200 .600 .350 .280 .255 .250 
10-28-49 265.3 266.6 267.8 267.9 268.0 .700 .250 .180 .180 .150 .700 .270 .200 .200 .180 
5-26-50 265 266 267 267 267 .650 .300 .171 .171 .161 .650 .271 .187 .171 .161 
2-27-51 270 271 273 273 273 .700 .350 .250 .250 .250 .aoo .400 .300 .300 .300 

CABLE NO. 0-214 (Type 115-P, 10-Cond.uctor, Runit to Parry, 57,000 ft, laid 3-9-48) 

3-16-48 259.1 259.6 26o.6 258.9 259.6 0.90 o.80 0.75 0.60 0.025 -
l0-9-48 261.5 261.9 263.0 261.1 261.9 .330 .250 .275 .250 .260 -
2-8-49 259.3 259.8 260.9 259.1 269.9 .400 • 250 .300 .300 .100 Tele . .350 .340 .390 .210 
10-28-49 260.6 262.6 262.9 261.0 261.5 .250 .240 .320 .310 .280 .150 .250 .350 .330 .JOO 
5-26-50 260 262 262 26o 261 .254 .240 .350 .323 .300 .254 .221 .350 .343 .300 
2-27-51 266 267 268 266 267 .080 .080 .450 .400 .350 O* O* .450 .450 .400 

* Low insulation between AB & CD 1.- approximately 35~ of total distance from Parry. 

CABLE NO. 5-223 (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, T-Engebi to T-Mllzin, 8,700 ft) 

2-27-51 40.l 40.3 40.3 40.2 40.7 2.0 o.6 <?:-' Q., ~ .. j· a.o o.6 0.6 o.6 0.55 

CABLE BO. 5-22-- (Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, T-Muzin to T-Kirnian, 7,700 ft) 

2-27-51 35.7 36.0 35.8 35.8 36.2 5.0 2.2 2.0 2.2 2.2 3.8 0.9 o.8 1.0 1.0 

\J1 CIBLE NO. 0-200 {Type 115-P, 10-Conductor, T-Engebi to T-Biijiri, lt-7,000 t1t) 
I 

w 
-.J 2-27-51 209 al.O 211 210 211 o.a G.5 ~.,,. 0.5 0.6 o.8 0.5 0.7 o.6 \J1 0.7 



SUBMARINE CABLE TESTS (Continued) 
vi Instruments: 
J.i ( 1) Megger 
~ (2) Wheatetone Bri<ige 

DATE 
OF TEST 

COPPER RESISTANCE 
PER PAIR 

(OHMS) 
A Plui B A Plue C B Plus C 

INSULATION RESISTANCE 
TO GROUND PER PAIR 

( MliXlOBMS )- . 
A B C 

Temperature: 
Air (average) 84 °F 
Water (average) 820F 

INSULATION RESISTANCE 
TO ALL CONDUCTORS PER PAIR 

(MEGOHMS) 
A B - C 

CABLE BO. 0-209 (Type 113, 104; 3.3-Conductor, T-Runit to C-Parry, 6,400 ft, 56,400 ft, laid 2-2-48) 

3-16-48 
10-9-48 

t 

121.0 121.l 121.l 
No Test* 

40.0 1.0 .001 

*CPi.· nc>:b l, termtil.a~; .et ther end. 

CABLE NO. 0-210 (Type 113, 104; 3.3-Conductor, T-Runit to C-Parry, 5,100 ft, 55,700 ft, laid 1-3-48) 

3-16-48 113.5 113.6 113.5 38.0 40.0 43.0 
10-9-48 110.0 109.0 lll.2 .000 .000 .000 (Cable damaged on beach at 

Runit) 
2-8-49 109.2 108.8 110.6 .000 .000 .ooo .100 .100 .100 
11-12-49 4J4 .o 408.9 109.7 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 

CABLE NO. 0-215 (Type 113,i3~0ondllctor, Aniyaanii to C-Parry, 30,Boo ft, laid 2-14-48) 

3-16-48 51'~39 56.g4 57.31 102.0 102.0 102.0 
10-9-48 57.4 57.4 57.35 20.0 20.0 20.0 
2-7-49 57.0 57.0 .. _5-6.9 20+ 20• 20+ l0.5 l0.5 22.5 
10-31-49 _ .. ,..__. ... ;~ ::r ... ' ' - - - - .l.5+ . ~,U• 1 15+ 
5-24-50 - - - LOO 2.50 4.50 3.do 1.50 5.00 



\.n 
I 

~ 

C\BL& IO: 0-216 (Type 104, 3-Conductor, Pb. Aniyaanii to C-Parry, 41,900 ft, laid 2-9-48) 

3-16-48 76.77 76.78 76.79 .030 84.o 84.0 
l0-9-48 r+-.4 -77 .4 77.35 .000 3.0 1.0 
2-7-49 68.3 76.45 71.9 .000 .ooo .000 .0975 .099 
10-31-49 No Test 
5-24-50 - - .-

CABLE NO. 0-217 (Type 104, 3-Conductor, Ph. Aniyaanii to C-Parry, 44,900 ft, laid 2-6-48) 

3-16-48 83.8o 
l0-9-48 84.5 
2-7-49 83.6 
10-31-49 ·lo Teat 
5-24-50 0.20 

83.82 83.82 84- .0 .018 84.0 
84.5 84.65 8.000 8.o 0.010 
82.7 83.72 .000 . .,.500 .000 

- - .10 .05 

NOTE: Cables 0-209, 0-210, 0-215, 0-216, and 0-217 
not tested in 1951 because they were not ter
minated at Parry. 

.110 .150 

0.100 

.110 



EXHIBIT D 

Underground Control and Signal Cable. 
Test Record 



TEST RECORDtS 
CONTROL & SIGNAL CABLES 

(2-Conductor #14 - Underground) 

INSULATION RES. INSULATION RES. 
LOOP (MEGOHMS) LOOP (MEGOHMS) 

PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR 
NO. STA. STA. (OHMS) TO WIRE TO GND. NO. STA. STA. (OHMS) TO WIRE TO GND. 

SITE c 
1 23A 32A 17.31 20 lOOK *l 69 1 29.55 50 12 
1 32A 32c *2 69 1 29.16 6o 12 
1 74A 74B 0.98 1000 300 5 69 12 20.27 80 20 
1 74B 74C 1.58 1000 175 6 69 12 20.25 50 15 
1 74c 74D 1.22 1000 250 7 69 15 13.85 100 35 
1 74E 74D 1.37 1000 250 8 69 15 14.03 100 25 
1 74F 74E 1.42 1000 200 9 69 23A 1.57 500 150 
1 74F 74G 2.31 1000 150 10 69 23A 1.58 300 150 
1 6A 6B 1.14 1000 4oo 11 69 23A 1.52 1000 300 
2 6A 6B 1.07 1000 300 12 69 23A 1.52 750 200 
3 6A 6B 1.10 1000 250 13 69 23A 1.53 300 90 
4 6A 6B 1.03 1000 300 14 69 23A 1.56 300 125 

*l 6A 6B 1.07 1000 350 15 69 26c 31.02 70 13 
1 73A 73B o.45 INF. INF. 16 69 26c 31.96 30 15 
1 73B 73C 4.07 750 125 17 69 26c 31.92 40 10 
1 73C 73D 0-39 INF. 1000 18 69 35 30. 79 40 12 
1 73D 73E 3.56 1000 125 19 69 35 30.30 60 20 
1 73F 73G 3.62 750 175 20 69 42 12.04 40 10 
1 73G 73H 3.85 750 150 21 69 42 12.22 25 0.1 
1 73E 73F 0.31 1000 1000 22 69 50C 8.98 125 50 
1 51D 50D o. 78 1000 350 23 69 50C 9.07 125 50 
2 51D 50D 0.81 1000 300 24 69 50C 8.97 125 40 
3 51D 50D o.84 1000 500 25 69 50D 24.59 100 40 
1 54 50A 1.27 1000 300 26 69 50D 24.90 100 25 
2 54 50A 1.25 1000 300 27 69 50D 24.47 80 20 
3 54 50A 1.28 1000 300 28 69 54 27.67 60 15 
1 51C 50C 0.11 1000 300 29 69 54 27.93 4o 15 
2 51C 50C 0.69 1000 300 30 69 54 27.66 45 13 
3 51C 5oc 0.67 1000 500 31 69 55 4.90 150 8o 
1 51A 50A 1.01 1000 500 32 69 55 4.84 200 100 
2 51A 50A 0.79 1000 350 33 69 55 4.81 125 6o 
3 51A 50A 1.01 1000 500 34 69 57 80 25 
1 57 50B 1.40 1000 250 35 69 57 60 1.5 
2 57 50B 1.42 1000 250 36 69 57 100 40 
3 57 50B 1.38 1000 250 48 69 68 31.68 125 100 
1 51B 50B 0.92 1000 350 49 69 68 32.08 40 25 
2 51B 50B 0.92 1000 350 50 69 68 31.82 80 80 
3 51B 50B 0.91 1000 350 51 69 68 32.08 50 25 
1 69 6A 8.82 125 6o 52 69 68 32.02 50 25 
2 69 6A 8.91 125 50 53 69 68 32.14 45 25 
3 69 6A 8.94 200 80 54 69 68 32.20 35 20 
4 69 6A 8.97 125 50 55 69 68 32.06 40 20 

EXTRA 69 6A 8.84 150 100 *l 69 68 32.03 60 20 

*EXTRA 

5-38o 



TEST RECORDS (Continued) 
CONTROL & SIGNAL CABLES 

(2-Conductor #14 - Underground) 

INSULATION· RES. INSULATION RES. 
LOOP (MEGOHMS) LOOP (MEGOHMS) 

PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR 
NO. STA. STA. (OHMS) TO WIRE TO GND. NO. STA. STA. OHMS) TO WIRE TO GND. 
*2 9 32.13 0 25 39 9 1 2 31. 79 25 15 
*3 69 68 31.17 60 20 40 69 163 27.43 45 12 
*4 69 68 31.49 15 10 41 69 164 19.58 100 20 
*5 69 68 31.41 50 15 42 69 165 13.23 30 8 
56 69 73E 12.69 125 40 43 69 166 1.99 750 150 
57 69 74D 3.13 200 70 
58 69 74H 5.65 150 40 SITE "E" - CABLE TERMINAL "B" 
59 69 78 1 69 6A 5.18 70 20 
60 69 78 2 69 6A 5.20 125 55 
61 69 79 15 .24 40 10 3 69 6A 5.16 100 50 
62 69 79 14.28 35 8 4 69 6A 5.22 100 25 
63 69 175 33.44 70 15 *l 69 6A 5.25 70 17 
64 69 176 31.13 40 7 5 69 12 16.50 90 25 
65 69 177 29.43 30 10 6 69 12 16.55 60 18 
66 69 178 29.06 50 15 7 69 15 10. 36 100 4o 
67 69 179 14.43 20 0 8 69 15 10.34 150 30 
68 69 180 14.79 60 10 9 69 23A 0.76 750 250 
69 69 773 o. 78 300 150 10 69 23A 0.76 1000 350 
70 69 773 0.78 300 150 11 69 23A 0.76 1000 300 
71 69 4224 19.62 100 30 12 69 23A 0.77 1000 250 
72 69 4224 19.26 100 30 13 69 23A 0.77 1000 350 
73 69 4225 5.61 175 60 14 69 23A 0.75 750 300 
74 69 4225 5.68 150 60 15 69 23A 0.75 1000 350 
75 69 4226 5.68 200 50 16 69 25 24.81 0.1 0.05 
76 69 4226 5.75 125 40 17 69 25 24.93 17 5 
84 69 100 12.13 4o 12 18 69 25 24. 70 20 5 

19 69 25 24.29 8 3 
SITE "E" - CABLE TERMINAL "A" 20 69 25 24.56 4 3 

1 69 6323 23.17 35 13 21 69 25 24.60 20 5 
2 69 6323 22.98 30 4 22 69 26A 23.92 60 15 
3 69 6323 23.18 4o 10 23 69 26A 23.57 65 15 
4 69 6323 23.32 17 4 24 69 26A 23.93 60 15 

*l 69 6323 23.26 45 12 25 69 35 27.10 60 20 
5 69 6331 21.73 15 4 26 69 35 27.10 60 20 
6 69 6331 22.34 20 4 27 69 40 
7 69 6331 22.14 90 25 28 69 4o 14.70 18 0.3 
8 69 6331 22.03 20 5 29 69 50B 14.56 20 0.02 

*1 69 6331 22.14 7 0.2 30 69 50B 14.68 30 8 
19 69 6341 22.78 20 6 31 69 50B 14.72 13 0.02 
20 69 6341 23.82 17 4 32 69 50C 5.77 45 0.75 
21 69 6341 22.73 6 0.2 33 69 50C 5.87 35 0.5 
22 69 6341 22.75 10 0.05 34 69 50C 5.84 6o 12 
37 69 16o 27.07 50 15 35 69 50D 20.67 50 15 
38 69 161 26.69 100 20 36 69 50D 20.76 100 30 

*EXTRA 5-381 

,. 



TEST RECORDS (Continued) 
CONTROL & SIGNAL CABLES 

(2-Conductor #14 - Underground) 

INSULATION RES. INSULATION RES. 
LOOP (MEGOHMS) LOOP (MEGOHMS) 

PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIB 
NO. STA. STA. (OHMS) TO WIRE TO GND. NO. STA. STA. OHMS· TO WIRE TO GBD. 
37 9 50D 20.50 100 20 *l 9 123 25. 5 70 17 
38 69 54 24.43 70 15 *2 69 123 25.68 50 9 
39 69 54 24.47 100 25 3 69 131A 26.61 50 10 
40 69 54 24.69 100 25 4 69 27.59 30 .05 
41 69 55 7.28 60 15 5 . 69 132A 17.60 28 7 
42 69 55 7.16 60 15 6 69 17.09 28 7 
43 69 55 7.08 60 15 7 69 17.01 28 7 
*l 69 55 7.22 60 15 *l 69 17.24 13 4 
44 69 57 16.33 20 5 8 69 132B 17.66 20 5 
45 69 57 16.42 35 R 9 69 17 .38 18 5 
46 119 57 16.53 10 0 10 69 17.43 2.0 5 
*l 69 57 *l 69 17.72 15 0.25 
47 69 68 28.3 50 20 11 69 301A 19.03 Bo 20 
48 69 68 28.3 35 15 12 69 18.36 60 0 
49 69 68 28.3 40 15 13 69 18.86 100 25 
50 69 68 28.5 60 25 14 69 18.70 100 30 
51 69 68 ?.8.2 45 18 15 69 30lB 19.96 20 5 
52 69 68 28.1 8o 60 16 69 19.83 0.7 0 
53 69 68 28.1 125 60 17 69 20.o6 20 5 
54 69 6S 28.3 30 15 18 69 19.91 17 4 
*l 69 68 ~8.3 70 22 19 69 301c 10.62 40 10 
*2 69 68 28.3 60 20 20 69 -- 10.41 30 1 
*3 69 68 28.0 50 0.5 21 69 l0.66 30 6 
*4 69 68 27.8 8o 20 22 69 l0.77 2.5 0.5 
*5 69 68 27.6 70 20 23 69 301E 25.38 70 17 
55 69 70E 5.46 20 6 24 69 26.13 50 12 
56 69 73E 15.0 15 O.l 25 69 25.20 80 17 
57 69 70R 3.61. 300 70 26 69 25.66 70 4 
58 69 71c 1.50 200 60 *l 69 26.16 80 20 
60 69 83A 5.52 60 0.5 *2 69 25.94 80 25 
61 69 90D 2.90 350 60 27 69 301! 16.13 40 9 
62 69 90D 2.91 300 90 28 69 16.21 20 5 
83 69 90E 14.56 15 .05 29 69 16.-33 25 6 
84 69 90E 14.60 28 8.o 30 69 15.82 25:· 6 
85 69 90H 18.65 30 7 32 69 301J 17.56 20 0.1 
86 69 90R 18.74 12 0.2 33 69 17.59 20 5 
87 69 90J l0.32 55 15 34 69 l.7.47 10 0.05 
88 69 90J 10.41 40 10 35 69 17.48 30 6 
89 69 75 5.53 8o 17 36 69 301K 20.16 10 0.08 
90 69 6.56 45 12 37 69 20.39 9 0.07 

38 .29 301K 19.87 0.3 0.1 
SITE "E" - CABLE TERMINAL "C II 39 69 20.35 15 0.1 

l 69 123 43.06 11 2 lt.O 69 302A 19.57 125 30 
2 69 43.36 9 3 41 69 i9.08 25 30 

*EXTRA 
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TEST RECORDS (Continued) 
CONTROL & SIGNAL CABLES 

(2-Conductor #14 - Underground) 

INSULATIOll RES. INSULATION RES. 
LOOP (MEGOHMS) LOOP \MEGOHMS) 

PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR 
NO. STA. STA. ~OHMS) TO WIRE TO GND. NO. STA, STA. (oms} ro WIRE ro GND. 
42 69 302B 15.67 25 6 1 32H 32I 2.48 1000 200 
43 69 15.26 12 0.05 1 32I 32J 2.60 1000 200 
44 69 302c 5. CJ7 100 30 1 32J 32K 3.20 125 10 
45 69 5.89 250 60 1 32L 32K 2.51 60 3 
46 69 302n 4.33 400 150 1 51A 50A 0.58 1000 900 
47 69 4.32 400 100 2 51A 50A 0.58 1000 300 
48 69 313 20.58 60 15 3 51A 50A 0.58 1()00 300 
49. 69 20.67 20 5 1 51B 50B 0.70 TNF. 1000 
50 69 20.52 14 0.05 2 51B 50B o.64 1000 300 
51 69 423 20.39 25 6 3 51B 50B 0.73 1000 250 
52 69 20.43 18 5 l 5oc 51c 0.76 500 200 
*l 69 20.53 18 5 2 5oc 51c 0.67 500 200 
53 69 425 15.24 150 40 3 5oc 51· 0.71 400 150 
54. 69 15.55 125 30 1 50D 51D 0 ·i'l INF. 500 
55 69 426 20.19 10 0.03 2 50D 51D ~ .. ,. 1000+ 300 
56 69 20.26 30 6 3 50D 51D 0.56 500 300 
57 69 428 8.43 20 0.05 1 50A 54 l.27 1000 200 
58 69 8.45 70 16 2 50A 54 l.25 200 .08 
59 69 429 l.54 500 200 3 ~~ 54 l.29 400 125 
60 69 l.51 300 90 l 70A 0.78 1000 1000 
62 69 100 16.77 25 7 1 70A 70B 3.92 100 20 
84 69 771 7.41 6 0.1 l 70B 7oc l.47 1000 300 
85 69 7.38 60 12 l 7oc 70D 0.85 INF. 500 
86 69 825 10.o6 13 2.5 1 700 70E 0.63 1000 500 
87 69 10.13 150 40 1 70F 70E o.64 lOOO 800 
88 69 9,99 150 40 1 512 70E l.48 1000 300 
89 69 6312 22.53 20 5 1 700 70F 0.45 1000 900 
1 32L 23A 2.38 100 40 1 7011 700 0.46 INF. 1000 
1 23A 23B .57 1000+ 400 1 70I 70H 0.39 1000 .. 500 
2 23A 23B .57 1000+ 400 1 72H 70I 0.49 1000 400 
1 23A 23B .57 1000+ 400 1 70J 70K 0.40 1000 500 
4 23A 23B .57 1000+ 400 1 70K 70L 0.37 INF. 1000 
'.) 23A 23B .57 1000+ 400 1 70L 70M 0.53 I!l1J' • 1000 
6 23A 23B .56 1000+ 400 1 70M 70N 0.39 1000 .. 800 
7 23A 23B .57 1000• 250 1 70N 700 0.39 T.NF • 1000 
l 26A 26B 7.71 50 13 1 72A 70P o.4.4 1000 700 
2 26A 26B 7.82 40 9 l 70P 70Q 0.33 INF. 1000 
1 26A 26B 7.77 90 20 1 70Q 70R 0.44 INF. 400 
1 32A 32B 2.58 500 .05 70D 70R 0.44 INF. 300 
1 32B 32C 2.22 500 1.50 1 513 70R l.52 800 260 
1 32C 32D 2.41 1000 150 1 5141 70R 1.16 1000 250 , 

32E 32F 2.80 1000 150 l 5142 70R l.16 1000 300 ~ 

1 32F 32G 2.93 260 80 1 [OR 70s 0.31 1000• 500 
l 32G 32H 4.47 400 100 1 70T 70s 0.40 1000+ 1000 
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TEST RECORDS (Continued) 
CONTROL & SIGNAL CABLES 

(2-Conductor #14 - Underground) 

INSULATION RES. INSULATION RES. 
LOOP (MEGOHMS) LOOP (MEGOEMS) 

PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR PAIR FROM TO RES, WIRE PAIR 
NO. STA. STA. (OHMS) TO WIRE 'ro GND. NO. STA. STA. (OHMS) TO WIRE TO GND. 

1 72B 70T 0.52 1000• 800 2 90E 90F o.66 400 200 
1 74E 7ou 0.42 INF. 500 1 90H 90G 0.76 800 150 
1 7ou 7ov 0.82 250 25 2 90H 900 o.84 800 150 
1 72c 7ov 0.46 INF. 400 1 90! 90J 2. 1 f') 250 70 
1 72c 7ow 0.87 INF. 500 2 90I 90J 2.20 250 70 
1 70D 7ow 0.72 700 150 1 121A 120B 1.01 400 150 
1 74G 7lB 0.74 INF. 400 2 121A 120B 1.00 400 150 
1 5161 71C 0.71 1000 200 1 121B 120C 1.08 275 150 
1 5162 71c 0.73 175 55 2 121B 120C l.o6 275 150 
1 72F 71c 0.54 Boo 150 l 121D 120D .97 300 150 
1 5151 71C 0.30 1000 1000 2 121D l20D .99 300 150 
l 71B 71C 0.99 400 100 l 121E 120E 1.00 500 200 
1 74H 71D 0.53 400 50 2 121E 120E 1.00 500 200 
1 72G 71D 0.55 500 100 l 120A 121A 0.95 400 150 
1 700 72A 0.46 1000 400 2 120A l21A o.96 400 150 
1 7ou 72B 0.59 1000 600 1 120B l21B 1.06 1000 300 
1 71A 72E 0.85 300 0.1 2 120B l2lB 1.04 300 150 
1 71D 72F 0.98 30 0 1 120D 121C l.03 300 170 
l 85A 73B 0.26 IMP. 1000 2 l20D 121C 1.01 300 170 
1 73A 73B 0.26 1000+ 700 l 120E 121D l.01 300 150 
l 73B 73c 0.80 1000 200 2 l20E 121D .96 300 150 
1 73C 73D 0.35 INF. 8oo 1 l21C 123' 0.65 500 300 
l 73D 73E 1.60 400 70 2 121C 123 0.63 500 ~00 
1 511 73E (Open) 1 120C 123 0.82 500 300 
1 73G 73F 3.39 0.4 0.1 2 l20C 123 0.81 500 300 
l 73E 73F 0.31 INF. 1000 l 421 423 4.15 100 25 
1 8513 73F 0.31 1000~ 800 2 421 423 4.12 125 30 
1 85c 73G 0.33 INF. 800 1 424 425 6.42 300 80 
1 73G 73G 3.98 100 15 2 424 425 6.30 400 100 
1 85D 73H 0.77 500 1000 1 427 428 0.31 1000 450 
1 70C 74A 0.36 1000 .. Boo 2 427 428 0.33 1000 400 
l 85F 74B 0.26 INF. 1000 l 6312 6311 0.72 1000 200 
l 70D 74B 0.27 INF. 1000 1 6322 6321 o.89 500 150 
1 70J 74c 0.46 1000 500 2 6322 6321 o.84 500 150 
l 7aw 74F 0.32 INF. 1000 3 6322 6321 0.83 500 150 
1 72E 74G 0.72 1000 .. 400 4 6322 6321 0.82 500 150 
1 83B 83A 1.55 1000 250 1 6323 6322 0.97 500 100 
1 90A 90B 1.40 125 15 2 6323 6322 1.07 500 100 
2 90A 90B 1.42 125 60 3 6323 6322 1.04 500 100 
l 90B 90D 24.08 60 13 4 6323 6322 1.02 500 100 
2 90B 90D 24.14 50 10 1 6332 6322 0.98 1000 200 
1 90C 90D 1.22 1000 300 2 6332 6322 1.12 1000 150 
2 90C 90D 1.21 350 125 3 6332 6322 0.99 1000 150 
l 90E 90F 0.76 400 200 4 6332 6322 0.93 1000 150 

*EXTRA 
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TEST RECORDS (Continued) 
CONTROL & SIGNAL CABLES 

(2-Conductor #14 - Underground) 

INSULATION RES. INSULATION RES. 
LOOP (MEGOHMS) LOOP (MEGOHMS) 

PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR PAIR FROM TO RES. WIRE PAIR 
NO. STA. STA. (OHMS TO WIRE TO GND. NO. R'T' A. STfl_ (OHMS} TO WIRE TO GND. 

1 6342 341 1.5 200 100 35 302K 101 2. 200 50 
2 6342 6341 1.60 450 15 36 302M 101 2.81 0.03 1.5 
3 6342 6341 1.60 9INF. 300 37 302N 101 1.84 400 150 
4 6342 6341 1.66 500 90 38 302N 101 1.87 500 150 
1 6A 6B 0.90 350 150 39 302P 101 1.04 800 300 
2 6A 6B 0.91 350 125 40 302P 101 1.14 1000 300 
3 6A 6B 0.91 350 125 41 302Q 101 1.47 1000 250 
4 6A 6B o.89 350 125 42 302Q 101 1.41 400 100 

43 302R 101 1.23 250 100 
SITE "S" - TO STA. 101 44 302R 101 l.o6 400 150 

1 4'1 101 2.83 200 40 45 518 101 1.95 500 150 
2 41. 101 2.80 90 2 46 623 101 2.65 400 100 
3 76 101 3.00 140 30 47 623 101 2.72 400 100 
4 76 101 3.03 175 50 48 623B 101 4.30 200 70 
5 49 623B 101 4.31 200 70 
6 50 623B 101 4.28 150 20 
7 301D 101 2.36 150 15 51 624B 101 2.93 300 150 
8 301D 101 2.37 400 100 52 624B 101 2.92 500 150 
9 301D 101 2.36 10 2 53 826 101 0.99 500 150 

10 301D 101 2.44 15 3 54 826 101 0.98 500 150 
11 301F 101 4.12 500 110 55 826 '101 0 .. 97 500 150 
12 301F 101 4.10 400 110 *l 826 101 0.99 500 150 
13 301F 101 4.09 400 110 *2 826 101 LO 500 150 
14 301F 101 4.10 400 110 *3 826 101 0.99 400 150 
15 301G 101 3.97 150 30 56 4210 101 3.00 100 2 
16 301G 101 3.97 15 5 57 4210 101 2.99 175 50 
17 301G 101 4.05 150 30 58 4211 101 4.21 175 45 
18 301G 101 4.03 20 2 59 4211 101 4.16 175 40 
19 301H 10'1 1.93 60 15 60 5171 101 3.45 125 30 
20 301H 101 1.90 125 1.0 1 5182 518 0.29 INF. 1000 
21 301H 101 2.02 700 150 l 5172 5171 0.27 1000• 1000 .. 
22 301R 101 1.88 200 60 1 5173 5171 0.28 1000+ 1000 .. 
23 302E 101 2.39 1000 250 1 il74 5171 0.26 1000• 1000+ 
24 . 302E 101 2.81 1000 175 1 4212 4211 0.23 1000 500 
25 3021' 101 3.68 150 40 

. 
2 4-21.a 4211 0.23 1000 500 

26 3021' 101 3.62 110 30 1 4212A 4212 0.22 1000 500 
27 302G 101 4.40 100 30 2 4212A 4212 0.23 1000 500 
28 302G 101 4.33 100 30 
29 302H 101 4.87 70 0.1 SITE "T" - 'l'O S'l'At. 101 
30 302H 101 4.85 100 30 1 77 ~ 0 ·"f~. 500 150 
31 302J 101 2.39 400 100 2 77 TlO~ o.r 400 150 
32 302J 101 2.38 400 100 3 78 TlOl 7.33 15 3 
33 302K 101 3.15 200 40 4 78 TlOl 7.41 30 4 
34 302K 101 3.20 150 40 

*EXTRA 5-385 
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